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Preface
Archaeology, Art, and Anthropology is a tribute to J. J. Brody for his extensive contribu
tions to Southwestern studies in his books, articles, museum exhibits, and a film.
Known as Jerry to friends and colleagues, he has increased our understanding of prehis
toric, historic, and contemporary Native American peoples. Jerry is best known to us as an
expert in prehistoric and historic pottery, especially Mimbres ceramic designs, and Anasazi
painting. He continues to freely give of his time, expertise, and humor, especially to the Rock
Art Recording Field School of ASNM.
Jerry’s blending of art history, anthropology, and archaeology has given us unique insights
into the role of art in prehistoric and modern Puebloan societies.
On behalf of the Archaeological Society of New Mexico, thank you Jerry for your many
contributions to our society and the public in general.
The editors wish to thank Mr. Tom Kelly of Quote Publishing for his assistance in the
typing and layout of this volume.

Meliha S. Duran
David Kirkpatrick

March 1992

J. J. Brody at San Cristobal, New Mexico, in Spring, 1982.
(Photograph Courtesy of David Noble and School of American Research.)
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J. J. BRODY
Joyce M. Szabo
'T ’he broad range of subjects and approaches to those subjects that appear in
the papers in this volume are a strong reflec
tion of the man these papers honor. J. J.
Brody’s career as an art historian and
anthropologist, an artist and archaeologist, a
museum director and curator, all have one
continuous thread. It is the works of art
themselves —the ceramic vessels and tex
tiles, the kiva murals and twentieth-century
easel paintings, the pictographs, petroglyphs,
and architecture — which have held and con
tinue to hold his personal and academic
curiosity.

One summer in New Mexico was
enough —or so he thought. Returning home
to New York and facing just one more rush
hour brought a sudden change of mind and
heart. Jerry returned to Albuquerque for an
undergraduate degree in anthropology and
art and ultimately two graduate degrees in
art history.
That second summer’s field school in the
Gallina area brought one of Harry
Basehart’s first graduate students to Jerry’s
attention. Jean Lindsey and Jerry were m ar
ried two years later. Over the years they had
three children, Jeff, Jonathan, and Allison;
more recent years have added four
grandchildren. Jerry’s family has been a
constant impetus for him to stretch beyond
arbitrary limitations. Another memorable
field school, this time in Taos during 1967,
found Jerry, his family, and students enjoying
a visit to Bandelier National Monument.
While Jerry looked away, young Jonathan
gleefully climbed the ladder to Ceremonial
Cave, and Jerry, until then quite alarmed by
heights and previously unwilling to venture
that high, had to go up after him. Heights
were never a problem again.

It was as a studio artist, a painter in fact,
that Jerry began his intensive academic
preparation. Jerry spent his childhood in
New York and earned an art degree from
The Cooper Union. Art classes at the Brook
lyn Museum Art School were interrupted by
the Korean War.
President Eisenhower’s 1954 order allow
ing early release from military service if the
serviceman were enrolled in school brought
Jerry to summer school at the University of
New Mexico. After all, the Southwest, which
he had never seen, sounded like a good
place to visit for a few months. Frank Hibben was busy recruiting muscular men for
archaeological field school and promising
lots of fun and lots of women (girls in those
days, I am sure). Field school turned out to
be excavation at some place called Pottery
Mound. Always on top of the action, Jerry
was busy excavating above the room where
the initial discovery of murals was made.

Neither, it seems, has writing been a
problem. Jerry’s output has been nothing
short of staggering.
Four major
monographs,
innumerable
exhibition
catalogs and essays, and countless articles
have explored Native American art from a
variety of standpoints. Indian Painters and
White Patrons, the book published in 1971,
was a revision of his doctoral dissertation
from the University of New Mexico. It is a
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testam ent to the scholar and his comprehen Exhibitions mounted during the Maxwell
sive foresight that his first book, even 20 years included American Indian Basketry
years later, remains the pivotal reexamina (1968); Pueblo Pottery: A D 500-1968 (1968);
tion of the role of patronage in the develop Beautyway (1970); Between Traditions:
m ent of twentieth-century Native American Navajo Weaving from 1880 to 1920 (1976);
Myth, Metaphor, and Mimbreno Art (1977);
painting.
Prehistoric Ornament o f the Southwest
As the first of Jerry’s doctoral students in (1978); and The Chaco Phenomenon (1983).
Native Am erican art history to complete de
Jerry has received many awards over the
gree requirem ents at the University of New
Mexico, I initially encountered him in 1978 years, including a National Endowment for
in my first graduate seminar. The topic was the Humanities Resident Fellowship at the
prehistoric Southwestern ceramics, with School of American Research in Santa Fe
specific emphasis on something called for 1980-1981; Bandelier Speaker, Ar
Mimbres pottery.
Jerry’s second book, chaeological Society of New Mexico in 1983;
Mimbres Painted Pottery, had appeared only Governor’s Award of Honor from the New
the year before, and he put 12 graduate stu Mexico Cultural Properties Committee and
dents through the uncomfortable task of the Art Book Award from the Bordertrying to discover other things of art histori Regional Library Association for Mimbres
cal importance about Mimbres ceramics and Painted Pottery in 1978; Nonfiction Award
from the Border-Regional Library Associa
related topics.
tion for Indian Painters and White Patrons in
During the late 1970s, Jerry was doing 1971; and the Popejoy Dissertation Prize
what, in fact, he had been doing at the from the University of New Mexico in 1970.
University of New Mexico since 1972. He Together with Anita Thacher, Jerry also
was teaching Native American art and received a Getty Foundation grant, ad
museum studies courses as a faculty member ministered through the Metropolitan
whose courses carried both anthropology Museum of Art, for The Program for Art on
and art history credit. H e was also the Direc Film.
The result was a short film on
tor of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropol Mimbres art called Painted Earth.
ogy. Jerry was Director of the newly named
In 1984, Jerry resigned his position at the
museum from 1972 until 1984. Prior to his
Maxwell
and became a full-time professor in
position as director, he had been a curator at
the then-nam ed Museum of Anthropology at UNM’s Department of Art and Art History.
UN M from 1962 to 1972. Previous museum For the next five years, he continued to in
positions as Curator of Collections of the terest both graduate students and under
M useum of International Folk Art in Santa graduates in the diversity and strength of
Fe and at the Isaac Delgado Museum of Art Native American art. He expanded course
in New Orleans had given him invaluable ex offerings to include not only specialized Na
perience. He had also served as a curator at tive American art topics, but he also worked
the Everhart Museum in Scranton, Pennsyl with African, Oceanic and Precolumbian art
in other courses.
vania.
In 1989, Jerry retired from UNM and
since that time has published two more
books, The Anasazi (1990) and Anasazi and
Pueblo Painting (1991). The year 1990 also
saw the publication of Beauty from the Earth,
a catalog on Pueblo pottery that accom
panied the exhibition of the same name that

With his new position as Director of the
Maxwell Museum, Jerry could do what he
loved best: work with Native American art in
a museum setting, developing interpretative
exhibits and publications that brought the
Maxwell Museum to the forefront of the
world of university anthropology museums.
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Jerry holds emeritus status in the D epart
ment of Art and Ant History at UNM and
also continues his work with the Maxwell as
a Research Curator. In addition, he is a
Research Associate at the School of
American Research and is a Senior
Research Associate for the laboratory of
Anthropology/Museum of Indian Art and
Culture of the Museum of New Mexico. He
serves on editorial boards for American In
dian Art Magazine, Journal o f Anthropologi
cal Research, and New Mexico Studies in the
Fine Arts. He also serves or has served on
many other boards, including those of the
Florence
Hawley Ellis Museum
of
Anthropology at Ghost Ranch, the
Wheelwright Museum, the Archaeological
Society of New Mexico, the Zuni Pueblo
Museum, the Mimbres Foundation, Human
Systems Research, the Albuquerque Ar
chaeological Society, the New Mexico
Museum of Natural History, and the New
Mexico Cactus and Succulent Society.

Jerry curated for the University Museum of
Anthropology of the University of Pennsyl
vania.

Additional articles that have poured out
since his so-called retirement include essays
in Hall o f the North American Indian (1990),
the catalog of the Peabody Museum collec
tion of Harvard University, and the introduc
tion for From this Earth: The Ancient Art o f
Pueblo Pottery (1990) for the Museum of
New Mexico. Both his essay “Changing Per
ceptions of North American Indian A rt” for
the Harvard catalog and other articles in
cluding “In Our Own Time: Anasazi and
Pueblo Pottery in the 20th Century and
Beyond” (American Indian Art Magazine
1990) explore the aesthetic perceptions of
Native American art by contemporary
society as well as the ways in which those
views have changed and continue to change.
These issues have intensified in Jerry’s work;
certainly they have been an impetus from his
initial dissertation to Mimbres Painted Pot
tery and were of central importance to
Retirement has also found Jerry teaching
Anasazi and Pueblo Painting.
museum studies classes for UNM and lectur
ing throughout the country on various
The exhibitions Beauty from the Earth for aspects of Native American art, as well as
the University Museum (1991-93) and The museum concerns. One week last fall found
Chaco Phenomenon for the Maxwell (1983- him giving no fewer than four lectures, each
87), and Mimbres Pottery: Ancient Art o f the on a different topic and each in a different
American Southwest for the American location. It must be a myth that retirem ent is
Federation of Arts (1983-85) have all had or for playing golf. With the appearance of two
are currently having national tours. Through new books and a major traveling exhibition
his involvement with these exhibitions, as of Pueblo pottery for the University
well as through many articles and public ap Museum, plus an accompanying catalog,
pearances that have reached wider audien Jerry has been interviewed many times over
ces, Jerry has vigilantly worked to teach the past year or two. Those newspaper ar
others about Native Aunerican art. The ticles have made many statements, some
beauty of the art comes through clearly in perhaps questionable; one of the best from
the exhibitions. Spreading knowledge con Albuquerque referred to him as burly.
cerning art’s diversity has been of the utmost However, a Philadelphia writer covering the
importance. But perhaps a more important opening of Beauty from the Earth called Jerry
message lies in Jerry’s consistent wish to the Grand Pooh-Bah of Pueblo pottery. The
demystify and deromanticize those art forms, title seems appropriate, as does its source.
to make them understandable as the aes Long a Gilbert and Sullivan fan, Jerry has, in
thetic creations of many people over a great fact, acquired an almost ludicrous list of
expanse of time.
major accomplishments, positions, and titles.
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for, as the Sergeant in Pirates o f Penzance
observed, “Still, we cannot understand it at
all.”

H e is, indeed, a man of importance whose
contributions to Native American art history
and anthropology and to the worlds of ar
chaeology and museums are staggering. The
output will surely continue, as well it must

--Albuquerque
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EARTH TO EARTH-AN ABANDONED
HISPANIC ADOBE VILLAGE
Richard A. Bice
'T ’he buildings of the deserted San Pedro
Since that time, both Bill and Tracy are
-*■village, located near the Rio Grande in deceased, and Dick Bice has undertaken the
central New Mexico, are in the process of writing of this memorial report from data
decay and destruction.
and/or photographs compiled by all par
ticipants. Further reports containing more
In the spring of 1988, this village, located detailed mapping and historical records are
just south of Socorro, was the subject of a expected to be developed by the Socorro
tour by the Albuquerque Archaeological BLM personnel.
Society (AAS). The tour was led by Charles
Carroll of the Socorro Resource Area, Las
SAN PEDRO VILLAGE HISTORY
Cruces District of the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM). On the tour, he and
A brief history of the San Pedro village
Bill Sundt were struck with the thought that was prepared by Marshall and Walt
much of value could be learned from study (1984:284-85). Much of the information con
ing this site. It was their suggestion that a tained in this section is abstracted from their
photographic record should be made to report.
record the present condition of the village’s
The village was established in the early
buildings, followed by a series of film
records over a period of years aimed at un 1840s, a few years before the war between
the United States and Mexico, which trans
derstanding the rates of deterioration.
ferred New Mexico to U.S. control. The vil
As result of these discussions, Bill Sundt lage, called “Don Pedro” on a War
took the lead in organizing a program to be Department map of 1859, may have been
carried out under the sponsorship of the named after a highly influential man of the
Socorro BLM office, represented by Charlie Mexican period, Don Pedro Armendaris.
Carroll. Bill solicited the help of comembers
The Village of San Pedro has three
of the AAS, Dick Bice and Tracy Green.
periods of alternating fluorescence and
This team carried out the first phase of the decline, with population peaks of 200 or
program on October 17, 1988, which in more in the 1860s and mid-1880s, and a
cluded sketch mapping the site, setting lesser peak of approximately 150 between
photographic station rebars for future 1930 and about 1945. The periods of mini
reference, and taking an initial set of notes mum population were: 1870, almost com
and photographs.
plete
abandonment;
1910 to
1920,
population of 85 to 44; and 1945, population
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of 23 to a few interm ittent families there
after.
The village and its adjacent farmland were
irrigated by two acequias originating north of
the village and terminating in the south at a
buried village, Guadalajara, and what is now
the Bosque del Apache National Wildlife
Refuge. Crops included staples such as corn
and squash supplemented by fruit orchards
and vegetable gardens, but also, for a period
in the early 1920s, champagne grapes.

a brief description of the subject. A total of
18 shots, each in black-and-white (by Tracy
Green), color prints (by Bill Sundt), and
color slides (by Dick Bice), was taken from
the nine rebar stations or from nearby loca
tions.

DETERIORATION PROCESSES
The recording process also included
documenting the condition and deteriora
tion of each structure.

According to Marshall and Walt (1984)
The ruins of San Pedro are an ex
cellent example of a typical early
Mexican village in the Rio Abajo
area. Although most of the struc
tures that remain intact were built in
the late 19th and early 20th cen
turies, the architectural characteris
tics of the complex can be
considered largely traditional styles.
Extant structures are superimposed
over the salas and churchyard of old
“D on Pedro,” which long ago
m elted into low mounds of earth, [p.
284]

The Church
The church contained adobe walls, about
40-50 cm thick, tied together at the top with
20-cm-diameter conifer vigas spaced about
60 cm apart. It seems certain that the vigas
originally supported a flat roof for the
church. However, a peaked roof was added
later and covered with corrugated metal
sheeting. The church now has serious struc
tural problems.

A view of the church from the front
(Figure 2) shows that the exterior of the
adobe walls had been covered with stucco.
Figure 3 provided details on the method of
SITE MAP AND PHOTO STATIONS anchoring the stucco to the adobe by using
wooden pegs. It is apparent from the cracked
The village rests in the lowland flood and fallen stucco that early deterioration of
plain, east of the Rio Grande. A schematic this type of wall begins when water finds its
map of the south village plaza, the area that way behind the stucco and attacks the adobe.
is the subject of this study, is shown in Figure This usually occurs at either the top or bot
1. House blocks designated A through H are tom of a wall where water is most likely to
loosely grouped around the plaza. Some cur concentrate. The first indication of trouble
rently occupied houses, not shown on the may be the cracking of the stucco, but
map, are located to the north. The church serious damage to the adobe beneath may
and water well are found on the south side of already have occurred.
the plaza. At the time of the photographic
survey, fences roughly divided the area into
In the case of the church, this wall
deterioration undoubtedly began when sec
six zones.
tions of the metal roof came loose or were
The relative locations of photographic blown away, exposing the tops of the walls to
rebar stakes, arbitrarily designated as 341 water damage. The stucco cracked and fell;
through 349, are also shown. A complete log the anchors that held the peaked roof beams
of photographs, the more descriptive of in place lost their grip; and the peaked roof
which are contained in this report, is given in collapsed over the back half of the church.
Table 1. This lists the photograph numbers, The old flat roof of the church was then exthe position from which each was taken, and
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SKETCH LAYOUT OF SAN PEDRO VILLAGE
Not Necessarily to Scale

Figure 1. San Pedro map showing houses and photo stations.
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Table 1. Photographs data. (Includes all photographs taken, a few of which are not
included in this report.

No.

VIEW

W H ER E TAKEN

SUBJECT

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

W
NW
NW

Rebar BM
Rebar 341
Rebar 342
Church Doorway
3 m N of Church
Rebar 343
Rebar 344
Rebar 345
SW door of Rm 1
NW door of Rm 2
Center of Rm 2
In Rm 2A, Hs D

113

E

114
115
116
117
118

W&Dn
S&Dn
S
SW
WSW

E wall of house A showing cracks
E wall of Church, House E
S walls of Church, House E, and House D
Interior of Church, House E
Pegs holding stucco on Church, House E
N face of Church, House E, W and W/O crew
W face of Church, House E
Room 1, east end of House D
Roof fall, inside of Room 1, House D to Rm 2, HsD
Dirt fall from in-place latillas Hs DRoom 2, House D
Stovepipe and other holes in roof Room 2 , House D
Wall niche, stovepipe, & other holes
in roof, roof dirt and latillas on floor.
Roofless walls of Rooms 3 (back) & 4 (fore)
House D
Fallen W wall of Room 5, House D
Roof composition, Room 3, House B, 28 & 50 mm
Roof falling into cut wall, Room 5, House B
W wall of Room 9 falling into room 10, Rm 9 Hs B House B
Undercut N wall, House A

S
s
SSE
ESE
S
E
E
N&Up
W

W wall Found of
Rm 4, Hs D
Rebar 346
Rebar 347
Rebar 348
NE Wall Hole,
Rebar 349

Photographers: W.M. Sundt (color print), Tracy Green (B/W) R.A. Bice (Slides)
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Figure 3. Detail of wooden pegs anchoring stucco to adobe.
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Figure 4. West outside wall at church with protruding roof frame.

Figure 5. Cutting of wall by viga
in Room 5 of House B.
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posed to the elements; its disintegration ac
celerated the erosion of the walls.

roof collapsed and erosion at the outside
base of the wall.

The exterior of the rear portion of the
Wall Base Erosion
church’s west wall is indicated in Figure 4,
with the peaked beams protruding well
The erosion at the base of the north wall
beyond the wall where they had been thrust of House A is shown in Figure 7. This wall
when the anchors failed. Of particular inter rests on a foundation of cobble stones and is
est are the vertical erosion lines in the adobe thus insulated to some extent from ground
beneath each viga. The far-left viga has moisture. Nevertheless, the wall is seriously
eaten its way down into the wall and will undercut at the base. The principal source of
eventually cut much deeper, until the end erosion appears to be osmosis of ground
falls inside of the wall.
moisture, water droplets bouncing from the
ground onto the lower wall at times of heavy
The wall-erosion mechanism caused by rains, and snow piled or drifted against the
the vigas is one in which the vigas con wall base. In any event, wall base cutting will
centrate the water on their undersides. The eventually result in the wall tumbling out
water then softens the supporting adobe, ward onto the ground.
which oozes out under the weight of the
beam, allowing it to sag. Further deteriora
An example of this is shown in Figure 8,
tion occurs when the runoff cuts a channel in the prostrate west wall of Room 5, House D,
the face of the wall beneath the viga. When which had obviously tumbled as a whole
one end of the viga sags more than the other unit. Some uniform spreading of adobe
end, water flows to the lowest end, and the bricks on the ground can be noted, par
erosion of the adobe accelerates.
ticularly on the left side of the photograph.
Another example is shown in Figure 9, the
This process, carried to the extreme, is north wall of Room 1, House D. This wall
well illustrated in Figure 5, which shows a contained both a doorway and a window
wall cut entirely in two by a viga in Room 5, frame that remain in their original positions,
H ouse B.
but are now flat on the ground.
Figure 6 is an interior view of the church,
Another Wall Problem
looking south from the entryway. The vigas
support latillas that are covered with a layer
Figure 10 is a view of the outer east wall of
of cane or brush that in turn support the
layer of top dirt. The original roof dirt House A. The wall of the room on the right
rem ained in place even after the construc side is obviously suffering from foundation
tion of the peaked roof. This is problems, where differential settling has
dem onstrated by the pile of roof dirt in the caused wall cracks to develop. The cracks
middle of the picture, concentrated beneath weaken the wall and hasten its destruction.
The fact that the north wall of this same
the drooping latillas and cane.
house, shown in Figure 7, does not suffer
It is likely that much of the wooden debris from this problem, indicates that substantial
on the floor came from a false ceiling, rem  cobble foundations can aid in preventing the
nants of which can be seen sagging beneath settling.
the vegas against the walls.
Removal of Roofs
A nother structural problem with the
church is the outward tilt of the east wall.
From the remains of Rooms 3 and 4 of
The tilt is probably due to the combination House D (Figure 11), it appears that the
of outward forces exerted when the peaked removal of the roof will act to slow wall
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Figure 8. Tumbled west wall of Room 5 of House D.

Figure 9. Tumbled north wall of Room 1 of House D.
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Figure 10. Cracked east wall of House A.

Figure 11. Unroofed Rooms 3 and 4 of House D.
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Figure 12. Ceiling with stovepipe in Room 2 of House D.

Figure 13. Roof dirt on floor in
Room 2A of House D.
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Figure 14. Roof top of Room 3 of House B.
adjacent to the pipe. Any hole that
penetrates the roof causes water to con
centrate and is therefore often the weakest
link in the roofs defense against leaks. As
small a leak as this can be the source of
gradual deterioration of the entire room.
Other Roof Effects
Roof dirt washes through the hole; the latil
The vigas of the church were made of con las are exposed; and water gets to the vigas
ifers, whereas those of the houses were often and they start the process of cutting through
of slightly crooked cottonwood trunks or the walls. Eventually, the room is an ar
branches. The latillas of all the structures chaeological mound.
seem to have been mostly of cottonwood,
The middle step of this process is shown in
about 6 to 10 cm in diameter. The latilla
Figure
13, where a pile of dirt rests on the
lengths varied from those spanning only two
floor,
beneath
a stovepipe hole and its ad
vigas, to longer lengths spanning several
jacent
gap
in
the
roof. The mound of dirt on
vigas. Above the latillas was a matting com
posed of cane and brush, on top of which was the floor is mostly roof cover.
a layer of mixed soil, perhaps 20 to 30 cm
The top of the roof of Room 3, House B,
thick.
is shown in Figure 14. The consturction ele
The underside of a typical roof (ceiling) in ments for the roof can be seen: the vigas, the
R oom 2, House D, is shown in Figure 12. A latillas, the brush, and the dirt roof cover.
stovepipe extends through the roof, and a Various discarded household items such as
small erosion hole in the roof has opened pans and other kitchen utensils were noted

damage. W ithout doubt, the removal of the
vigas, which play such a destructive role in
wall cutting, was the primary factor in help
ing to preserve the side walls of these rooms.
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on various roofs of the settlement. But the
items of particular interest on this roof was
prehistoric potsherds mixed with the dirt.
The sherds probably come from an earlier
occupation and were simply in the soil
gathered from some nearby convenient bor
row pit for use on the roof. The date of the
construction or latest roof repair on this
house is not known, but it certainly antedates
the potsherds by many centuries. As this roof
continues to disintegrate, these sherds will
come to rest on the room floor or in the fill
just above the floor and become a part of
that room’s archaeological records.
The point to be made is that material
found in floor contact in an archaeological
site does not necessarily designate the
feature’s cultural affiliation. Thus, even
floor-contact artifacts need to be verified by
other data.

SUMMARY AND COMMENTS
The photographic record of the San Pedro
village provides information on the
deterioration of the village’s adobe buildings
since their abandonment in the 1950-60s.
The destruction mechanisms are largely as

sociated with damage caused by water in
various forms, which accumulates to ac
celerate the processes with time.
Photographic stations were marked with
rebar stakes or were noted in the
photographic log and on the map, so that
pictures can be taken at the same locations
in the future to measure the rates of destruc
tion.
It is hoped that this report will be of value
to the archaeological community by provid
ing an understanding of the deterioration
processes that occur on adobe structures,
and that future photographic records will
shed light on the deterioration rates and
other factors.
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“ALL AROUND RISE HUNDREDS OF HABITATIONS
OF BUFFALO SKIN, SOME...COVERED WITH
FANTASTIC AND PRIMITIVE PAINTINGS”: THE
PAINTED TEPEE OF THE LAKOTA PEOPLE1
Marsha C. Bol
'T ’he painted tepee of the Lakota, or
Western Sioux, had largely disappeared
by the late 1800s when anthropologists and
photographers arrived in South Dakota.
Recorded Lakota memories and witnesses’
descriptions, however, permit a reconstruc
tion and analysis of the Lakota types of
painted tepees, which fall into three broad
categories referring to various aspects of a
Lakota man’s life experiences.

THE LAKOTA
The Lakota people, also known as the
Western Sioux, are the largest of the culture
groups of the Great Plains. While located
today on six reservations in South Dakota,
during the nineteenth century they roamed
across a broad territory. Prereservation
Lakota lifestyle was stimulated by the ac
quisition of the horse and the gun, both
derivatives of the European encounter.
These acquisitions provided the necessary
mobility and firepower to successfully hunt
the numerous buffalo herds, initiating a brief
but glorious era of prosperity from around
1800 to 1875. In the latter part of the
nineteenth century, the Lakota played a his
toric role in the Anglo-Indian conflicts,
notably the Battle of Little Big Horn and the
Battle of Wounded Knee, and produced
such leaders of renown as Crazy Horse, Red
Cloud, and Sitting Bull.
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Emerging from the nineteenth century,
the Lakota were viewed as the popular
image of the American Indian, exposed by
the Buffalo Bill Wild West shows and there
after exaggerated by Hollywood, presented
as the mounted warrior arrayed in buckskin
and beads, in rapid pursuit of a buffalo
across the Plains with a feather bonnet trail
ing in the wind. Signposts to the identifica
tion of this image were the decorated
costume and the semiportable dwelling, the
tepee, both of which were the artistic crea
tions of the users.

THE PAINTED TEPEE
Tepees attracted the interest of visitors to
the Plains, who frequently described them
in their travel reports. In 1849 the accom
panying artist on a geological survey to the
upper Missouri region observed: “Before us
stands Fort Pierre with its fortifications and
its white walls. All around rise hundreds of
habitations of buffalo skin, some dazzlingly
white, others striped and covered with fan
tastic and primitive paintings” (Girardin
1936:57). The traveling artist, Girardin, was
witness to specialized use of the painted
tepee among the Lakota.
By 1883, as Black Elk lamented, “All our
people now were settling down in square
gray houses, scattered here and there across

tepee cover may refer to a variety of aspects
of a Lakota man’s life experiences, in addi
tion to his war experiences, such as his name
or that of his fraternal society, or his vision
or encounter with the supernatural.

this hungry land, and around them the
Wasichus [Anglos] had drawn a line to keep
them in” (N eihardt 1972:151-52). In the era
of rapid change between Girardin’s 1849 ob
servations and Black Elk’s recollections, the
use of the tepee among the Lakota had
declined/diminished and with it the occur
rence of the painted tepee.

The Name Tepees

By the time that the photographers and
ethnologists arrived in the field in the late
1800’s, the Lakota use of the painted tepee
had nearly died out. Photographs of Lakota
painted tepees in situ are quite rare.
Anthropologist Clark Wissler spent the sum
m er of 1902 in the field at Pine Ridge and
Crow Creek, South Dakota, collecting ar
tifacts and information for the American
Museum of Natural History under the super
vision of Franz Boas. In a letter to Boas he
says:
Tippi painting is no more. Almost
all now live in wall-tents. It is said
that tippi paintings were the rule in
‘old tim es.’ There are a few
specimens about here....I can get a
little one made and painted by an
old Indian who used to decorate
tepees. [Wissler 1902b:4-5]

A report made in 1903 describes painted
tepee covers representing the owner’s name:
The warrior frequently attempts
to publish his name by means of a
rude drawing on the outside of his
skin tepee. Wounded Head drew on
his lodge the picture of a warrior
engaged in battle, in his head is a
ghastly bullet hole from which blood
is flowing, or rather spurting in
straight jets down to the ground.
The custom of name painting on
their lodges is general but not
universal. [Allison 1903:6]
In another instance, “Black Eagle had on
his lodge a charcoal sketch of an eagle” (Al
lison 1903:7). Laubin and Laubin (1971)
reports that “Sitting Bull had a picture of a
buffalo in a sitting position on the right of
the door of his tepee” (p. 205).

Between 1890-1913 Amos Bad Heart Bull,
an Oglala Sioux, executed a series of 415
drawings of Lakota life in a ledger book.
These drawings were published by Helen H.
Blish (1967:3), accompanied by explanations
given by two informants from Pine Ridge,
He Dog and Short Bull. Painted tepees ap
pear in a number of these drawings, includ
T here were never very many painted ing several Oglala society tepees. Male
tepees in a single Lakota camp circle (Figure fraternal societies were an important part of
1). “If one were to walk round the parade camp life. Wissler (1912) attempted to
track one would see here and there a uni record and document Oglala male organiza
quely painted tepee” (Deloria n.d.:23). Such tions. In addition to dancing and feasting, the
a tepee stood out among the majority of societies focused principally on military
plain ones, clearly delineating the residence obligations with special identifiable regalia
of a special male occupant. In examining the for each organization. Some of the societies
sample that exists, it becomes evident that took turns serving as camp marshals or
the subject m atter of Lakota painted tepees policemen (akicita). The Oglala societies did
is broader than simply a record of the not adhere to the strict age-grading system
owner’s war exploits. The paintings on the that can be found among some other Plains
As a result, published information about
Lakota painted tepees has been noticeably
sparse. However, Lakota memories and
recorded outsiders’ descriptions do exist.
These, coupled with the few extant examples
and photographs, perm it a reconstruction of
the Lakota type of painted tepee.
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Figure 2. Lakota Painted Tepee. Photo by Fiske, no date. (Smithsonian Institution National
Anthropological Archives, Bureau of American Ethnology Collection Neg. No.
3711-H)
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tribes (Mishkin 1940). In general the chiefs’
societies were composed of the older men,
past forty or fifty years of age, who had
retired from military ventures, whereas the
other societies were composed of the
younger, more virile warriors (Wissler
1912:7, 36-38, 64-65).

tivities in the life of a warrior are presented
simultaneously, including battles and horse
stealing, those events upon which a Lakota
male based his reputation. Presumably all of
these events occurred in the life of the tepee
inhabitant. However without the explanation
of the owner himself to accompany the tepee
paintings, we cannot know precisely what
Society tepees served as meeting places events are being represented and who is
and ritual spaces for the members of a being represented or indeed whether the
society. In a sense these were the Lakota owner himself experienced all of the events
equivalent of m en’s houses found in many depicted. No Lakota examples have been lo
other cultures. The tepee of the Oglala cated either in collections, photographs, or
Iroka, or Badger, Society could be identified verbal descriptions in which the owner’s
by “a rampart badger at each side of the description accompanies the tepee. George
door flap. This is the society’s totem” (Blish Sword says, however, that some painted
1967:109). The lodge of the Kangi Yuha tepees “depict the war deeds of the family”
Society, or Crow Owners, had a crow on the (Deloria 1938:22).
door flap, and the Tokala, or Kit Fox,
Society had a fox on its door (Blish 1967:112,
John A. Anderson, a photographer in the
114).
Rosebud area from 1888 through the first
quarter of the 1900s, photographed a tepee
War Record Tepees
cover in 1895 with pictorial events /A nder
son, Buechel, and Doll 1976:P1. 24). 2 Due to
Another type of painted tepee carried the the clarity of this photograph, a variety of
war records of its inmate on the cover warriors can be distinguished, rather than a
(Figure 2). Parkman (1969) gives an 1846 single participant. This is made possible be
description of this type of Lakota tepee cause of the Lakota male criteria of repre
design: “A huge old lodge was erected by its sentation in which individuals are rendered
side, discolored by rain and storms, rotten identifiable by their accoutrements, such as
with age, with the uncouth figures of horses their costume elements, headdress, shield,
and men and outstretched hands that were lance, and even the body paint on their hor
painted upon it well-nigh obliterated” (p. ses. This code of individual specificity relates
150). At Ft. Laramie Parkman again remarks back to the importance of building and
on tepee decoration saying: “Opposite to us maintaining personal positions of prestige,
rose the blockhouse above the gateway; it using the visual arts to reinforce these posi
was adorned with the figure of a horse at full tions. Another example, collected from the
speed daubed upon the boards with red Brule in circa 1884 and presumably painted
paint, and exhibiting a degree of skill which by Standing Bear, also illustrates scenes of
might rival that displayed by the Indians in battle and horse theft that includes a variety
executing similar designs upon their robes of warriors in addition to the owner (Denver
and lodges” (Parkman 1969:105-6).
Art Museum, cat. no. 1962.271).
The war record tepee, as indicated by
A particularly self-enhancing example is a
Parkman, is characterized by scattered hor tepee model collected in 1888 by Major L. F.
ses and figures distributed across the field of Spencer on the Rosebud Reservation (Feder
the tepee cover. In the few extant recorded 1965:Color plate 17). The same warrior,
Lakota examples, the action runs clockwise presumably the artist, is pictured in multiple
when the tepee is erected with no interest in situations to the exclusion of anyone other
horizon line or perspective. A variety of ac than his opponents. He is identified most
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clearly by repeated depictions of his shield
and also by costume accoutrements and face
paint. Tepee models were a popular item of
purchase by military men, visitors, and
museums because of their manageable size
and appeal. Depending upon the circumstan
ces, of course, it is nevertheless doubtful if
all of these models were renditions of actual,
full-size predecessors.

other records events for the band. Visually,
given the limitations of the photograph,
there do not seem to be any distinguishing
characteristics to discriminate between the
two, other than their placement in the camp
circle. Indeed, the rendering of some of the
horses is so similar on the two tepees that
the same hand or hands probably painted
both tepees.

There is some indication that some pictorially painted tepees represented the key
events in the history of the band. A hide
tepee made and painted for the Robinson'
Museum of Pierre, South Dakota, in 1904 by
H um p’s band of the Minneconjou is one ex
ample. The hide tepee was decorated with
drawings by:

Another example of a pictorial Lakota
tepee that records historical events is the
only known example of a tepee that il
lustrates a winter count (Anderson, Buechel,
and Doll 1976:Plate 23). The winter count
tepee can be assumed to have been of Brule
origin, since the photograph of it was taken
on Rosebud Reservation in 1895. It was used
by Charles P. Jordan, an Indian trader who
owned the Jordan Trading Post at Rosebud,
in his show business. He had planned to
take the tepee to the W orld’s Columbian Ex
position in 1893 when it was destroyed by
fire, so he commissioned another to be
painted and photographed by Anderson.
Only the photograph is extant, and the
whereabouts of the tepee is unknown.

Hump, Iron Lightning, Yellow
Owl, His Horse Looking, Poor Elk
and others of the Cherry Creek dis
trict, under the leadership of
Hump....It is decorated with 58 il
lustrations of daring deeds by
various chiefs....Among the chiefs
given prominence are Hump, Iron
Lightning, Yellow Owl, His Horse
Looking, Poor Elk, Top of the
Lodge, Buck Elk Thunder, Worn
O ut Horse, Charging Eagle, Afraid
of Nothing, Black Eagle and many
others. [The Fairplay 1904:n.p.]

Winter Counts were historical records
kept by the various Lakota and Yanktonais
bands. One significant event was selected
annually by the council or the historian and
was recorded by the band historian on the
hide or muslin “calendar.” It was the respon
sibility of the count keeper to recall the sig
nificance of each event and to be able to
recite them in order, expounding on the sig
nificance of each event for the band. Al
though the format varied, the majority of the
winter counts were comprised of one pic
torial depiction for each annual event.

Although the tepee was heavily damaged
in the 1960s, a remaining remnant contains
not only pictorial scenes but inked-in names
scattered around the field as well, leading us
to believe that these were to serve to identify
the heroes in each scene.

Two pictorial tepees erected side by side
were photographed by Frank B. Fisk around
1900 at Fort Yates, South Dakota. The
The winter count had two main functions.
tepee in the foreground has been identified The first was to provide a format for locating
as Old Bull’s tepee (Pohrt 1975:27), and that events in past time. J. R. Walker (1982)
in the rear appears to be the same as the pointed out:
decorated council tent photographed by
Densm ore (1918:448) at Bull Head, South
The older Oglalas can rarely tell
their age in years but almost without
Dakota, on July 4, 1912. Given this informa
exception they can tell the year of
tion it appears that the form er tepee is the
their birth according to the Oglala
war record of an individual, whereas the
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to undertake some important thing
or wish for something very earnestly.
A vision is something told by a
wakan being and it is told as if in a
dream....

winter count, and give the camp they
were born in and where it was lo
cated at the time. [p. 87]
The second function of winter
counts was to teach and instruct. In
addition to recalling the names of
the winters, the keepers integrated
stories of all kinds into their oral
repertories, and when telling the
names of winters, they could also
provide related stories of battles,
natural catastrophes, encounters
with the spirits, and every kind of
entertaining tale. [p. 112]

When one seeks a vision and
receives a communication he must
obey as he is told to do. If he does
not, all the superior beings will be
against him.
If a boy or a young man wishes to
know what he should do all his life,
he should seek a vision....
Sometimes a vision is given
without seeking it. Usually this is
done only to the shamans and to old
men or old women....The usual way
to seek a vision is to purify the body
in an Initi [sweat bath] by pouring
water on hot stones and go naked,
only wrapped in a robe, to the top of
a hill, and stay there without speak
ing to anyone of mankind or eating,
or drinking, and thinking continually
about the vision he wishes....

This is an instance of where the verbal arts
and the visual arts merge to provide an ef
fective mode for social reinforcement and
education. The appearance of a painted
tepee covered with the band’s winter count,
such as the one photographed by Anderson,
would have been imposing.
The Brule winter count tepee is the only
known example of its type (Howard
1976:67). Keeping in mind that the tepee
was used by Jordan’s Trading Post for show
business, it is difficult to know whether Jor
dan selected this particular tepees because it
was so unusual, or that the tepee was painted
so unusually because it was destined for dis
play, a very different purpose than use within
the camp circle.

If one has a vision, he sees some
thing. It may be like a man or it may
be like an animal or a bird or an in
sect or anything that breathes, or it
may be like a light of some kind or a
cloud, [p. 84-86]

Upon return to the camp, the vision
questor’s experience was interpreted by a
ritual specialist who advised him on how to
The third type of painted tepee can be follow the instructions revealed in the
termed the vision tepee. This type of tepee dream. This occasionally entailed reenact
also related to a man’s experiences, but at ment of the vision, which could involve
the super-natural or cosmic level rather than painting the vision images on the owner’s
the earthly or secular level. Lakota men tepee. Alice Fletcher (1884) described the
received much of their power and capability return of a vision questor and the process of
through communication with the super acting out his vision.
natural by means of vision quests or dreams.
In 1882 I witnessed the acting out
of a vision of an elk by an Ogallala
George Sword related the process of seek
Indian. The man was apparently
ing a vision to James R. Walker around
about 22 to 23 years old and was
1896:
very much in earnest....Early in the
morning the members of the elk
It is the custom of all the Lakotas
society gathered at the invitation of
[men] to seek a vision when they are

Vision Tepees
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sacred tepee of bison hide, and on it
they painted pictures from my
vision. On the west side they painted
a bow and a cup of water; on the
north, white geese and the herb; on
the east, the daybreak star and the
pipe; on the south, the flowering
stick and the nation’s hoop. Also,
they painted horses, elk, and bison.
Then over the door of the sacred
tepee, they painted the flaming rain
bow. It took them all day to do this,
and it was beautiful. (Neihardt
1972:136)J

the neophyte. A new tent had been
expressly prepared and was set up to
the west of the camp, on an open
space quite apart from the village.
The door of the tent faced the
east....Around the top part of the
tent were painted four blue bands,
across the entrance an elk was
drawn in red in such a manner that
whoever entered the lodge passed
through the body of the animal, [p.
282]
Sometimes a vision might appear to a
Lakota man in an unsolicited dream. When a
m an received a dream without seeking it he
was usually being singled out to become a
holy man.
Brave Buffalo described his
dream to Frances Densm ore (1918) between
1911 and 1914:
The dream came to me when I
was asleep in a tent. Some one
came to the door of the tent. He
said he had come for me and I arose
and followed him. It was a long and
difficult journey, but at last he led
me to a beautiful lodge....The lodge
was painted yellow outside, and the
door faced the southeast. On enter
ing the lodge I saw drawings on the
walls, [p. 177]

It is not surprising that the majority, if not
all, of the vision tepees were connected with
holy men.
The circumstances of their
origination caused this to be so.
Ella
Deloria (n.d.) received information from in
formants regarding behavior when ap
proaching one of these tepees.
It was customary to step with cau
tion when near a holy man’s tepee,
until the special rule governing it
could be learned. One holy man’s
rule was that all wood burned inside
his tepee be laid on the fire butt end
first to burn toward the tapering
end, exactly the reverse of the usual
way. Another’s rule was that only
red cedar be burned there, while
still another forbade his tepee poles
being struck, even accidentally, for
“they were sentient and would
bleed.” In one such tepee, only cer
tain foods might be served. As a rule
there was only one simple regula
tion, but it was absolute. Should it
be transgressed, so it was thought,
both the holy man and the offender
would meet with misfortune and
perhaps die.[p. 23]

Densm ore continues the description:
After teaching Brave Buffalo this
song the elks gave him numerous in
structions....The elks told him to
paint his tepee in a manner similar
to theirs, yellow outside with draw
ings of the crane and the crow on its
inner walls, saying that these birds
would protect him. This style of
painting he has always carried out.
[p. 178]

In another document written by George
Sword sometime before 1909 and translated
by Deloria (1938), Sword also enumerates
the strict prohibitions regarding vision
tepees.

The best known Lakota account of an un
solicited vision and its reenactment has been
described by the Oglala holy man, Black Elk,
in 1931. An integral part of the reenactment
was the creation of Black Elk’s vision tepee.

It is the supernaturally decorated
tepees where strict regulations are

In the middle of the circle Bear
Sings and Black Road set up a
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tepee had all of these, but whichever
ones a man chose, he took, and his
family governed their household in
accordance with them. Only the
decorated tepees signifying super
natural things had these rules; the
ones telling of war prowess did not
have them. [pp. 22-23]

enforced:
These are the rules:
a. Nobody shall hit against the
tepee (but that does not include
knocking off something adhering to
it that will spoil it).
b. Nobody shall look into the tipi
through a hole.

As Deloria (n.d.) points out:
The symbolic designs [on the tipi]
would have meaning for only the
holy man residing there.
They
would have mystical reference to his
vision experience which he might
share with no man but with only that
particular spirit which came to him
during his trance and promised to be
his friend and helper always. By
those symbols the man identified
himself to that spirit....

c. Nobody shall sit on the ground
at the base of the tipi, leaning
against its walls.
d. Nobody shall take fire from the
tipi, and carry it to another place.
e. Nobody shall crack a bone for
its marrow, within the tipi.
f. Nobody shall upset or spill the
brewed beverage, with its grounds,
tea-leaves, roots, or whatnot. (Due
to lack of phonetic marks and ac
cents in the original, and my ig
norance of these rules, I can not
translate f. exactly. I am only writing
what I think is meant in f.)
g. Nobody shall strike with an axe
or big blade to gash it, any wood
that is in the fire and partly burning.

These were all religious decora
tions mystifying to the rank and file
who, perhaps, were afraid to ask
about them. [p. 23]
The tepee of another holy person in the
camp was that of the heyoka, or sacred
clown. As Deloria (1983) describes:
The more earnestly the par
ticipants [heyokas] prayed, the more
they behaved like clowns, fanning
themselves in the cold or shivering
in the summer sun, putting up an
awning with meticulous detail, and
then sitting on the sunny side of it,
and all that kind of thing....

h. Nobody shall cut or gash with
ax or blade of knife, the tripod that
holds the suspended cooking kettle.
i. Nobody shall allow blood to
drop on the ground inside the tepee,
when suffering from a nosebleed.

But the unhappy clowns who
enacted these silly roles were doing
it out of dire necessity. They did it
because they had had a dream in
which they saw the Heyoka, the
manlike messenger of the thunders.
[p. 36]

j. Nobody is to wail within the
tepee. (But this does not mean the
cries of a baby or irresponsible
child.)
k. Nobody shall stand upright in
side with shawl pulled up over the
head.

The dwellings of heyoka were identified by
specially painted tepees:

l. Nobody shall allow the cooking
vessel to be submerged in water.

Everyone, including children,
knew the symbols which appeared
on the tepees of the heyokas, those

Decorated tepees did not have all
these rules; that is, no one such
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unlucky m en and women who had
been under temporary bondage to
the thunder beings. The motif of
their tepees was always the same:
white dots for hailstones and zigzag
lines for lightning. The dots were
usually white, but the lines might be
one or all of the standard colors rep
resenting lightning; red, yellow,
black, and blue-green according to
the choice of the heyoka whose
home was so decorated. Only in the
selection of colors and the grouping
and size of dots might he display
originality. [Deloria n.d.:23-24]

Bull and He Dog, Blish (1967) described the
tepee thus:

Not many Lakota vision tepees have been
recorded, and no intact examples complete
with documentation are known to be extant.
According to Wissler (1902a), “The Sioux
formerly had medicine lodges like the Blackfoot, but they were all destroyed and hidden
away to keep them from the white man. So
far as can be learned they have all passed
into disuse” (p. 114).
Based upon informants’ descriptions,
vision tepees have certain visual attributes
that distinguish them from name and warrecord tepees. Name tepee designs are fairly
straightforward with an image or images
clearly signifying the owner’s name. War
record tepees are predominantly covered
with warriors and horses scattered across the
field of the cover with no concern for
horizon line, perspective, etc., other than the
directionality of the figures frozen in action.
Vision tepees are organized quite different
ly—into horizontal registers representing
levels of the cosmos. The upper register or
registers signify the upper world and the
lower registers signify earth. 5
R ed Cloud’s painted tepee is a good ex
ample. Two illustrations of this tepee have
survived —one made on a buffalo calf skin by
R ed Cloud’s son, Jack Red Cloud (Cook
1957:216), and the other a drawing by Amos
Bad H eart Bull, which he included in his
ledger book (Blish 1967:105). Based on in
form ation from the Lakota informants, Short
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The right portion of the page
bears a drawing of the lodge of old
Chief Red Cloud. The rainbow, at
each side of the lodge cover, was
Red Cloud’s personal emblem. The
red disc represents the sun, and the
encircling yellow ring, its halo. The
black at the top of the tepee repre
sents the heavens at night. The dark
color at the bottom (it looks black or
brown but should be green) repre
sents the earth. The buffalo is obvious....In his lodge decoration, Red
Cloud thus appealed to the Great
Spirit through several of the
mightiest spirit powers, [p. 105]
The predominating motifs on vision
tepees are those associated with the upper
world, such as rainbows, the sun, stars, hail,
thunder, and birds, and the earthly but supernaturally powerful animals, particularly
the buffalo, the elk, and the horse. It is not
surprising that upper world symbols should
appear on vision tepees, since both the
upper world and the vision were associated
with the supernatural. Rainbows appear on
several of these examples, serving perhaps as
mediators between the upper and lower
worlds.
If, as is proposed, the vision tepee is a
metaphor for the universe or cosmos, then
those occupying the tepee are living within
the spirit world. It is understandable, there
fore, that such strict behavior as outlined by
Deloria applies to such a space.
In order to enter a Lakota dream or vision
tepee, one often must enter through or
under the body of an animal or a cosmic sign
such as a rainbow. For example, in the 1882
description given by Fletcher (1884), she
reports: “across the entrance an elk was
drawn in red in such a manner that whoever
entered the lodge passed through the body
of the animal” [p. 282].

For Black Elk the holy man painted a
“flaming rainbow” over the door of his
sacred tepee (Neihardt 1972:136), and Red
Cloud’s lodge had “The picture of a buffalo
divided by the entrance to the lodge” (Cook
1957). Similar examples included Sitting
Bull’s tepee which “had a picture of a buf
falo in a sitting position on the right of the
door of his tipi” (Laubin and Laubin
1971:205). Amos Bad Heart Bull illustrated
a society tepee with “a rampant badger at
each side of the door flap” (Blish 1967:109).

foreign and domestic worlds in the
case of the ordinary dwelling, be
tween the profane and sacred worlds
in the case of the temple. Therefore
to cross the threshold is to unite
oneself with a new world, [p. 18-20]
This special significance of the threshold
seems particularly appropriate in the cir
cumstances of the vision tepee, itself a
metaphor for the sacred world in the midst
of the secular camp circle.

Of course, not all painted tepees fit
Such positioning of images at the entrance precisely into the above guidelines. These
suggests protective guardianship. Vastokas guidelines are not intended to be strict
(1966) has identified a similar situation in categories dictated by inviolable rules. Cul
the architecture of the Northwest Coast In tures seldom operate with such cle^r-cut and
dians:
unfailingly consistent applications. '
Entrance to a Northwest Coast
dwelling was often made through
the mouth of a painted or carved
face. This image represented the
most widely distributed architectural
motif in the Northwest Coast....
The Devouring Mouth entran
ceway as a visual image has its
mythical
counterpart
in
the
Northwest Coast in the motif of the
Snapping Door....In these myths
doors snap and bite at visitors who
enter the house, sometimes killing
them. The Snapping Door did not
admit strangers and only worthy
people could successfully pass
through without being harmed, [p.
136,139]

CONCLUSION
The tepee and its manipulation serves as a
material representation of the spheres of in
fluence and responsibility of Lakota males.
In controling the politics and govern the
band or tribe, Lakota men summed this up
in their arrangement of the tepees in the
camp circle, according to the hierarchy of
the owners. The camp circle was a visual
map of the social stratification and kinship
within a band, a group of bands, and the
tribe as a whole, which was reinforced at the
opportunity of any gathering. Each member
of the group quite clearly knew his place in
the whole.
Each painted tepee made reference to the
occupant’s successes in the wider sphere out
side the tepee circle —of economics and war
fare-exhibiting narrative paintings of
battles, buffalo hunting, horse raids, and
other exploits including the naming of the
occupant. The supernatural sphere in which
men were also in charge was represented in
the dream or vision tepee.

To literally walk through the midsection of
an animal into the vision tepee has powerful
connotations indicating another level of sig
nificance beyond that of guardianship. The
significance of the threshold as a dangerous
transition area is widely recognized. As van
Gennep (1960) writes,
Whoever passes from one (zone)
to the other finds himself physically
and magico-religiously in a special
situation for a certain length of time;
he wavers between two worlds....The
door is a boundary between the

Painted tepees were visual documents of
success in these spheres for the larger social
good, as is illustrated in the following narra
tive collected by Beckwith in 1926. Told by
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Eagle Hawk, who referred to illustrations
that he had drawn on the chalkboard
throughout the telling, it is “an allegory set
ting forth the path of life from youth to man
hood in order to attain success, riches and
social prom inence in the tribe" (Beckwith
1930:345). A young man struggling to avoid
tem ptation and gain success in life en
counters

academic hood worn to signify
eligibility.
In effect he was
“presenting his credentials.” [pp.
409,410]
Jahner (1975) goes ever further when dis
cussing verbal narrative. However, it is
equally applicable to visual narrative for the
two were often presented together. She says:
Of all the formalized modes of
Sioux narrative, the recounting of
personal exploits was the central
one, encompassing all dimensions of
human activity. In order to formally
narrate one’s deeds a person had to
have successfully manipulated the
rational, symbolic and charismatic
possibilities in the culture. The nar
rations were signs of prestige gained
and without prestige a Sioux was a
nobody without even the right to a
formal name....the stories of one’s
exploits formed “the invariable
credentials for a man performing
any public action.” A man who
could not show these credentials was
“automatically banned from par
ticipation in tribal or ceremonial af
fairs.
He
was
in
effect,
disenfranchised and disqualified. He
could not even name his own
child”(Vestal p.
11).
[Jahner
1975:192-93]

Seven tents on which pictures are
drawn represent [ing] those who
have been successful. The first tent
is decorated with the footprints of
horses, indicating that the owner has
stolen horses from the enemy. The
second tent has pictures of people’s
heads; this is for the man who really
kills the enemy....The third tent has
pictures of eagle’s feathers; this is
for the man who first strikes the
enemy....He is perm itted to wear
one eagle feather....The fourth tent
is the T ’a o ’p i tent, decorated with
round red spots with red streaks
running down from them to indicate
that the occupant has been
wounded.
The fifth tent is the
Waken ihambala, the tent of the
holy dream er. His tent is decorated
with the animal he has dreamed of.
The sixth is the H uka’kic’iyapi
decorated with h uka’ the horsehair
pipe to denote that the man has a
big heart, gives freely, is kind to
everybody....The seventh tent is the
tepee iyo’k ’ihe or council tent, made
by throwing two tents together for
the holding of a tribal council. [Be
ckwith 1930:374-75]

Visual display of personal exploits was an
institutionalized method for recounting
heroic deeds. The public nature of painted
tepees made them a most suitable object for
such display.
The period between 1850-80 was a time of
intensification for the Lakota people-of
contact and conflict with white emigrants
traversing the Lakota region, of white miners
invading Lakota lands, of the U.S. govern
ment seeking title to Lakota territory, of the
U.S. Army waging war within the boundaries
of the Lakota world. The role of the Lakota
male as protector, warrior, and hunter was
critical in the battle against encroachment. 8

Deloria (n.d.) explains the importance of
the display of personal heroic deeds.
W hat has sometimes been mis
takenly interpreted as boasting was
quite different and legitimate —and
requisite....W hen a man claimed his
worthiness for an undertaking by
citing his past record, he was not
boasting, he was conforming to a re
quirem ent. His relation or rather its
importance was equivalent to an
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Lakota warriors continued to pressure phases of my professional development. He
other tribes, as they had earlier in the cen directed my dissertation research as chair of
tury, in the drive for horses and buffalo hunt my doctoral committee; he guided my
ing grounds. They allied themselves with the development as an art historian specializing
Cheyenne and the Arapaho against their ar in Native American art; and he was my first
chenemies, the Crow and the Pawnee.
“boss” as a museum professional. I have the
utmost respect for his integrity in each of
Lakota men were under a great deal of these worlds.
pressure to perform, and art served to assist
and reinforce their performance. For ex
2. Anderson photographed a group of
ample, in the matter of differenting rank and people in front of a faded painted Lakota
prestige, Denig (1930) noted, in circa 1855: war record tepee in 1892 (Anderson, Hamil
“There are no badges of office that we are ton, and Hamilton 1971:209). No informa
aware of....Rank is known from the devices tion accompanies the photograph.
drawn on their robes; that is, to a warrior
3. A drawing of Black Elk’s sacred tepee is
who had struck an enemy and stolen horses
is accorded the privilege of wearing a robe depicted by Laubin and Laubin (1971:201)
adorned with a representation of these acts” with the caption: “This tipi belonged to
(pp. 592-93). Painted tepees acted in much Black Elk, an old friend of ours, a famous
the same way. As Deloria (n.d.) pointed out Oglala medicine man. His medicine dream is
about the Lakota male: “His life was in con well described in Black Elk Speaks. ”
stant reference to others”(p. 295).
4. Another heyoka tepee is described as
Visually representing accomplishment was scarlet with two circular emblems in Walker
an established Lakota means for advertising (1980:186-187).
successes to the rest of society.
Little
5. According to Jahner (1975:152), for the
Wound reported in 1896: “If a man sees the
Lakota,
“the cosmos...was viewed as a series
Buffalo in his vision, he should paint the pic
ture of a buffalo on his shield and on his of disks one above the other.” Of the vision
tepee” (Walker 1980:68). By painting his tepees discussed (1) the elk society initiation
vision he announces that he was successful in tepee described by Fletcher had four blue
his quest, thus prompting societal admiration bands painted across the top and an elk at
for his accomplishment and acknowledging the lower elevation across the entrance, (2)
that the supernatural deemed him worthy the drawing of Black Elk’s vision tepee (il
(Vestal 1934:12). A common tepee becomes lustrated in Laubin and Laubin 1971:201) is
an uncommon source of strength and power divided into layers of registers although it is
when decorated with spiritual images not described as such in his book. Another
(Densmore 1918:178; Neihardt 1972:136), example is a watercolor by Titian Ramsey
while at the same time it marks the transfor Pearle made on the Major Long Expedition
mation of its occupant from a common to an
in 1819, and labeled “Sioux Lodges, 1819”
uncommon man.
(Ewers 1973:30).

NOTES

6. “For the Sioux every tepee is the world
in an image” (Brown 1971:23).

1. Quote from Girardin (1936:57). This ar
ticle is taken from a chapter in my disserta
7. A painted tepee at the Denver Art
tion (Bol 1989) entitled Gender in Art: Museum (1947.269/PS-17-PD) is a con
Lakota Women’s and M en’s Art, 1820-1920. glomerate that does not fit neatly into a
Jerry Brody guided many phases of my category. Hailstones are painted at the top
professional development. He directed many
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noticed the tepee in 1900 and made a sketch
of it. During World War II the tepee was
destroyed. Weygold (1903:3) identified it as
Dakota, based upon what he took to be il
lustrations of the sacred pipe myth and
reputed verification by an Oglala informant
named Buffalo Hump (Corum 1975:230). To
reach the conclusion that this is a Sioux
tepee and that it illustrates the myth, infor
mation had to pass through four people: Buf
falo Hump, to Weygold, to David Maurer (a
friend of Weygold’s), to Corum. The attribu
tion is questionable and the piece is quite
peculiar; its dimensions were quite small,
and it was said that it was supposed to be dis
played with the painting facing inward rather
than outward.

with a border at the baseline. A bird flies
beneath the hailstones. Such a description, if
it stopped here, would sound like a vision
tepee. However, the bird is the U.S. eagle,
and sits atop a portrait of George
Washington. Painted warriors battle along
the baseline, and two buffalos face each
other. The tepee appears to commemorate a
peace event between the United States and
the Lakota in a painted image of a hand
shake and a crossed hatchet and pipe. Red
Bear was the tepee’s owner until he died in
1893, at which time his son Martin Red Bear
used it until his death in 1940. It is reputed to
have been painted by an old man named
W hite Clay around 1875-80.
Another aberrant painted tepee example
has been identified by Corum (1975) as a
Sioux tepee illustrating the myth of the
sacred pipe. The tepee appeared in the
Koniglichen Museum fiir Volkerkunde in
Berlin in 1846. Frederick Weygold (1903)

8.
For the role of Lakota women, see Bol
(1985).
-Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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INTERACTION BETWEEN CULTURE
AND ARCHITECTURE
IN A HISPANIC PLAZA
Ann L. Carson
(1976), in his publication Early Architecture
in New Mexico, states that “Today only one
community —El Cerro de Chimayo, founded
about 1730 —retains its early closed form”
(p. 63). His aerial photograph of the plaza is
reproduced in Figure 1. The photograph,
taken in the 1970s, clearly shows the present
configuration of the buildings. Figure 2 is
taken from a drawing made by scholars in
1975 who produced a report for the Historic
American Buildings Survey (HABS). For
this paper, a number has been assigned to
each of the buildings. Hereafter, buildings
will be referred to by these numbers. Study
photographs taken in October and Novem
ber of 1990 reveal only two architectural
changes since the 1970s. A modern house
* * *
was built (in circa 1981) in the northeast
quadrant of the plaza interior and Building
The plaza, located near the intersection of 14 has collapsed. The walls of the collapsing
New Mexico State Highways 520 and 76, was building were taken down between Novem
once the economic and cultural center of the ber 1990 and April 1991. Building 14 was
area. Originally known as the Plaza de San one of the older structures, with hand-adzed
Buenaventura, it is now referred to as the lintels on the west side (Boyd 1971:85).
Plaza del Cerro. Architectural historians
The traditional conservatism of Chimayo
consider the Plaza del Cerro to be the only
plaza
residents has kept the plaza intact
remaining example in New Mexico of an
early enclosed village. Bainbridge Bunting through the years. While early buildings

TTidden from the eyes of the outside world,
small Hispanic plaza at Chimayo, New
Mexico, still stands as an architectural
marker of time, recording economic cir
cumstances and reflecting the cultural
traditional attitudes of rural Chimayo. The
plaza is an excellent example of the interac
tion between culture and architectural
design. In this paper I will examine the
various types of buildings on the plaza and
chronicle some of the major events that took
place there from its inception (in circa 1730)
to the present. A case will be made for en
couraging the Hispanic community to
preserve the buildings in order to retain a
segment of its culture for future generations.
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Figure 1. Plaza del Cerro, Chimayo, New Mexico (from Bunting [1976:16], John Gaw Meem Collection, General Library University
of New Mexico Center for Southwest Research. Photographer Dick Kent, Albuquerque.)

Figure 2. Plaza del Cerro taken from a drawing for HABS (Historical American Buildings
Survey) Pecos Valley Project 1975.

that was owned in common. Very few open
ings pierced the outside walls restricting
entry to usually one or two entrances that
could be closed in times of danger. Very lit
tle remains of the Santa Cruz plaza, probably
because it gave way to progress and m odern
ization (two paved roads now run through
it).

have been restored, others have had pitched
tin roofs added. As buildings fell apart, they
were replaced with more complex structures.
Building on the Plaza del Cerro ceased
around 1920 (exceptions are the home built
in the northeast quadrant in circa 1981 and a
roofline change on Building 11 in 1990,
neither of which will be considered in this
paper). The style changes from 1730 to 1920
are an encapsulated architectural record of
the vernacular (regional-style architecture)
buildings that were constructed in northern
New Mexico during this period. The initial
reaction of a visitor to the plaza is to believe
that the complex is on the verge of collapse.
Many of the buildings are now boarded up
and are used only for storage. One seldom
sees any of the residents, and only a few dogs
roam through the overgrown plaza that was
once held in common. Wild plum trees grew
here and the inner court could hold animals
in times of danger. Domestic business and
social events undoubtedly were held here
also. Upon closer examination, the visitor
will observe that even buildings used just for
storage have had repairs, new stucco over
the adobe and repaired tin roofs. The plaza
is in its slumbering stage.

As the danger from raids was reduced, ad
ditional families entered the area and built
homes outside the confines of the plaza.
Still the plaza retained its importance as a
center of activity. Boom years in the early
1800s brought commerce to the Plaza del
Cerro. The pilgrimage church known as the
“Sanctuario de Chimayo” was constructed
on a site nearby, where sacred sands were
reported to have healing properties (Borhegi
1956). This church, dedicated to the black
Christ of Esquipulas, and a small chapel for
the Santo Nino de Atocha were located ap
proximately 1.6 km (1 mi) south of the
plaza. All traffic to these pilgrimage chapels
flowed through the plaza. Several stores and
a post office were opened. The weaving in
dustry flourished. Chimayo became known
as a trade center, where local people
bartered their fruit and chiles for potatoes
and wheat from the San Luis Valley in
southern Colorado.
The economy was
changing from barter to a cash system. This
prosperity lasted over 100 years, until the
early 1900s.

CULTURAL HISTORY OF
THE PLAZA
The history of the Plaza del Cerro began
in 1696 when Don Diego de Vargas gave or
ders to the Hispanic colonists to settle in the
vicinity of Santa Cruz (Arroyo-Ortiz 1975:2).
The resulting small villages were to act as
outposts that protected the commercial
centers of Santa Fe and Santa Cruz. De
Vargas was reoccupying New Mexico after
the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. The people who
took up residence here must have under
stood their vulnerability, since they chose to
build fortified plazas both at Santa Cruz and
Chimayo. The New Mexican version of a
fortified plaza consisted of simple, one-story,
one-room buildings with common walls, ar
ranged in a quadrangle around an open area

At that time, modern paved roads to Taos
and Espanola were routed around the plaza.
Commerce declined. Progressive families
moved elsewhere, and the plaza settled into
its present slumbering stage. Repeated ef
forts by historic preservation groups to bring
the plaza back to its former importance as a
Hispanic business and social center have fal
len on deaf ears. However, most owners
have kept their buildings in good repair, al
though many are not occupied. The Ortega
family’s private chapel, known as the
Orotorio de San Buenaventura, was deeded
to the church at Santa Cruz in 1951. Two
years later the Spanish Colonial Society
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cosponsored restoration efforts for the
chapel. There is hope that a new generation
of owners will at least consider stabilizing
the remaining architecture in the plaza to
retain its historic integrity.

ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY

pediments over doors and windows (usually
painted white) became popular after 1850,
when the style came west to be used for
military structures (Figure 8). The Fort
Union Quartermaster’s depot illustrates this
architectural style (Bunting 1976:91). On
the south side of Building 10 is a circular
building known as a torreon. It is thought
that torreons were used as lookout towers.
The building is not visible today, since it is
enclosed within a barn to discourage
curiosity seekers.

The plaza is about 100 m (330 ft) on a
side. Openings today are to the east and
west. Originally they were at the northern
and southern ends. An acequia (irrigation
ditch) still runs from the southeast corner to
Buildings 12 and 13 are linear buildings
the western side. It provided an easily acces
with
pitched tin roofs and multipane win
sible water supply for residents. The plaza
dows
(Figure 9). Milled wood and glass be
interior is now divided into privately owned
plots. Outbuildings and fences are in dis came available in New Mexico after the
Santa Fe Trail opened in 1820. Tin was
repair and partially covered by weeds.
readily available as a building material after
I will discuss each of the building styles 1881, when the railroad was built to
represented by the 24 buildings on the plaza. Espanola. The roofs protected the precious
Styles evolve from simple to complex as one vigas (roof beams), and the space created by
progresses counterclockwise around the the pitch was used for storage.
plaza. Building 1 is the oldest, most simple
A store and post office were opened in
style; Building 24 is the most complex and
Building
10, probably as early as 1813, when
was
probably
built
around
1920.
Chimayo
became a commercial center. The
Photographs that accompany this article
false
fronts
on the buildings were probably
identify each of the building types.
added at the turn of the century.
The earliest dwellings were simple, oneBuilding 14, “The Game Room,” was
room, common-walled, linear (rooms side by
side in a line) buildings, as can be seen in built around 1910 (Figure 10). It is a sturdy,
Buildings 1 through 7 (Figures 3-6). They two-story structure that is two rooms deep
had few openings to the exterior, since and faces south toward the newer east-west
defense was necessary. They would have had road through the plaza.
mud floors (sometimes animal blood was
Building 20 must have been built around
mixed with the mud to form a harder sur 1900-10 (Figure 11). It is more complex and
face), mud-plastered walls, and flat roofs two rooms deep, with a pitched, hipped tin
covered with clay. The entire family lived in roof, and dormer windows. The attic space
the one-room structure. Building 2 is the was opened up for sleeping quarters. This
private chapel originally owned by the Or building breaks with the defensive tradition
tega family that was known as the Orotorio. of common walls between buildings; it
It has been kept as it was, with dirt floor, an stands free of other structures.
original hand-painted reredo (altar screen),
and no electricity. A small wooden belfry on
Buildings 22 and 24 are the most complex,
the south end identifies it as a religious with construction dates around 1920 (Figure
structure.
12). Building 22 has an L-shaped plan and a
screened porch. Building 24 was obviously
Early Territorial style details can be seen built to include electricity and modern
on Building 10 (Figure 7). Classical Greek plumbing. The building has a more compli-
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Figure 3. Buildings right to left Nos. 1, 2 (Orotorio de San Buenaventura), and 3.

Figure 4. Buildings right to left Nos. 6, 7, 8, linear design.
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Figure 5. Building 4, linear design.

Figure 6. Building 6, linear design.
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Figure 7. Building 10, general store with false front.

Figure 8. Buildings right to left Nos. 11,12,13, Classic pediments over openings.
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Figure 9. Building No. 13, North end, pitched tin roof.

Figure 10. Building No. 14, “Game Room” (sign now removed) General Store.
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Figure 11. Building 20, hipped tin roof.

Figure 12. Building 24, Bungalow/Prairie style windows.
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1860 The style now known as Territorial
cated dorm er window arrangement and
was
adapted from New Mexican military
shows the influence of American building
forts.
Buildings 10 and 11 show the typical
techniques. Windows are of the Bungalow or
Prairie styles, double hung with three elon classical white pediments over doors and
gated panes over one large pane. The house windows. Milled wood and small panes of
may have been built by a professional glass became more readily available when
trade on the Santa Fe Trail (1820-80)
builder rather the owner.
brought products from the United States to
the territory of New Mexico.
HISTORIC CHRONOLOGY
1696 De Vargas gave orders to establish
Chimayo (Arroyo-Ortiz 1975:2).
1714 The first recorded land deed in the
area dates to this year (Boyd 1970:8).
1730 The plaza was established (Bunting
1976:63).
1740 The Orotorio chapel was built (Boyd
1969:8).
1767 Twenty-two families lived on the
plaza (Boyd 1970:8).
1776 Just 10 years later, seventy-one
families lived on or near the plaza. Friar
Francisco Dominguez reported that he saw
“a large settlem ent of many ranchos with
good lands and many more orchards than at
the villa de Canada” (Dominguez 1956:83).
1813 The Sanctuario de Chimayo church
was built a mile south of the plaza (Boyd
1970:8). Easter pilgrimages and people seek
ing the healing sand brought business to the
plaza at this time.

1881 The Denver and Rio Grande
Western Railroad was built the town of
Espanola (across the Rio Grande from Santa
Cruz) as the southern terminus of their Chili
line to Antonito Colorado (Chappell
1988:7). New building supplies reached New
Mexico by rail. Pitched tin roofs were added
to flat-roofed houses to protect the precious
vigas.
1917 A new road built to Taos bypassed
the plaza; business waned (Larcombe
1971:8).
1945 Highway 76 was routed around the
plaza. Stores and the post office closed
(Larcombe 1971:8). Commerce dwindled.
1951 The Ortega family’s Orotorio chapel
was given to the Santa Cruz parish (David
Ortega, Chimayo resident, personal com
munication 1990).
1953 The Orotorio was renovated and
reroofed with financial aid from the Spanish
Colonial Society (Ortega, personal com
munication 1990).

1816 Weaving became an important in
dustry (Arroyo-Ortiz 1975:2).

1967-71 Plans to restore the plaza were
rejected by the owners, who decided they did
not want the outside intrusion of historic
preservationists (Jaschke 1967) or of the
Sierra Club members, who offered financial
aid (Sierra Club 1971).

1850 A reredo (altar screen) was painted
for the Orotorio, probably by Jose Raphael
Aragon (Helen Lucero, Museum of Interna
tional Folk Art, personal communication
1990).

1972
The Plaza attained State and Nation
al Register status (Arroyo-Ortiz 1975).

1860 A chapel for the Santo Nino de
Atocha was built near the Sanctuario
(Chauvenet 1985:64). This produced another
boost in business for the plaza.

1975 Historic American Building Survey
(HABS) team made drawings of the plaza
and its buildings (Arroyo-Ortiz 1975).
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changed, but periodic repairs have kept the
integrity of the original plaza from disap
pearing. The community, steeped in tradi
tion, seems to be satisfied with the status quo
1983 Buildings 10 and 11 were listed for of its plaza. They do not feel a need to bring
sale at $600,000. This property totaled 450 it back to life, although they still have ties to
sq m (4,840 sq ft) and included residences, the older generations who lived there. They
the general store with shelves and some mer shun publicity and tourism and have little
chandise, the post office, a barn covering the money or time for renovation. The restored
Torreon, 2 ha (5 acres), and 60 apple trees Orotorio is seldom visited for any reason by
(Owner, personal communication 1990).
anyone. This curious combination of tradi
1986 The movie Milagro Beanfield Wars tional values and indifference has worked.
was to be filmed in the Plaza del Cerro. Of The plaza will survive.
ficials from the Historic Preservation Office
POSTSCRIPT
wrote a letter to the movie company setting
up rules of use (SHPO 1986). Plaza owners
Since the information for this paper was
eventually “just said no.” They chose not to
compiled, there has been a glimmer of hope
have the intrusion of the movie company or
that Building 4 will be revitalized. The Game
the commercialism that outsiders would
Room has been purchased by a long-time
bring.
resident of Chimayo, who also plans to save
1988 Buildings 10 and 11, after five years the old store. A University of New Mexico
on the market, sold for a fraction of the as student is writing a graduate study on
king price. The new owner is improving the Chimayo, based on oral histories. Perhaps
buildings slowly and is anxious to encourage these first efforts will generate pride in the
others to do the same (Owner, personal rich Hispanic architectural traditions and
will lead to interest in preservation and res
communication 1990).
toration.
1991 The Game Room, Building 14, is
sold to a Chimayo resident.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Ca. 1981 A modern stucco house was built
in the northeast quadrant of the plaza (Or
tega, personal communication 1990).

Building 15, behind the Game Room, is
torn down after being in disrepair for many
years (Resident, personal communication
1990).

The information contained in this paper
was presented, with accompanying slides, at
the annual meeting of the Historical Society
of New Mexico on April 20, 1991, in Las
Cruces, New Mexico, and on May 4, 1991, at
the annual meeting of the Archaeological
Society of New Mexico in Deming, New
Mexico.

CONCLUSION
The architectural changes in the Chimayo
Plaza del Cerro reflect the economic and
cultural changes in the fertile Chimayo val
ley. From the fortified outpost beginnings,
after de Vargas opened the area in 1696,
through its economic ups and downs to the
present slumbering phase, cultural changes
are recorded in the buildings. The plaza has

■Albuquerque
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PROTOHISTORIC ANASAZIKIVA
MURALS:
VARIATION IN IMAGERY AS A
REFLECTION OF DIFFERING SOCIAL
CONTEXTS
Helen K. Crotty
three central New Mexico pueblos, Pottery
Mound (Hibben 1975), Gran Quivira (Peckham 1981), and Kuaua (Dutton 1963).
While identifiable elements were preserved
at several other sites, they do not include
human figures and therefore provide less in
formation about social contexts.

r p h e remarkable florescence in mural art
that occurred in the American Southwest
during the Pueblo IV period (circa A.D.
1300 to 1600) is often attributed to influence
from a southern source and is associated
with the introduction of the Kachina cult
(e.g., DiPeso et al. 1974; Dutton 1963; Hibben 1966, 1967, 1975; Kelley 1966; Kelley
and Kelley 1975; Schaafsma 1980; Schaafsma
and Schaafsma 1974). Variation in the
mural imagery found at the different sites
suggests instead that the art evolved locally
and reflected the socioeconomic and
religious organization of each community.

The imagery of the murals varies not only
from site to site but also within individual
sites. Some paintings are simple renderings
of geometric designs or animal figures;
others imitate the style of contemporary pot
tery decoration. The most elaborate depict
ritual activities not unlike those practiced by
modern Pueblo people. Variation in im
agery can be attributed in part to increasing
sophistication of the art form and its prac
titioners through time. The earliest paint
ings from Awatovi, for example, recall the
relatively simple mural, ceramic, or rock art
decoration of the Pueblo III period (circa
A.D. 1100 to 1300; see Smith 1952:Figures
40-43); and the last paintings from that site
are clearly the most complex and elaborate
of any of the kiva murals (see Smith
1952:Figures 71, 78-81). On the other hand,

Evidence of mural decoration of protohistoric rooms and kivas has been reported at
19 sites in the Southwest, 17 of them in
Anasazi territory (see Figure 1). Many of
the paintings were poorly preserved when
excavated, but several hundred relatively
large fragments with recognizable decorative
elements have been recovered from rooms
and kivas at the five sites that I consider
here: Awatovi and Kawaika-a in the Jeddito
drainage of northeastern Arizona near the
present Hopi reservation (Smith 1952) and
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M ile s

Figure 1. Map of Arizona and New Mexico, showing sites where evidence of mural decoration dated between A.D. 1200 and
1630 has been found.

certain motifs are repeated in the wall paint weather phenomena, etc., depicted in the
ings of a given village throughout its entire published material from the major sites was
occupation —nearly 300 years in the case of counted. The data have not yet been sub
Awatovi or Gran Quivira —and the imagery jected to detailed statistical analysis, and the
favored at one site is usually rare or totally numbers should be regarded as provisional.
absent at the others. In this paper I analyze Nevertheless, I believe that the relative fre
the imagery of the murals and suggest how it quencies are approximately correct. Clas
sification is, of course, necessarily subjective,
might reflect differing social contexts.
and there are obvious difficulties in deter
mining how some images should be tabu
CHRONOLOGY
lated. For example, in the Awatovi and
Tree-ring dates for painted kivas are rare, Kawaika-a paintings, each item in the offer
and some published dates that are based on ing bowls was counted separately. In the
ceramics appear to be erroneous. All the Kuaua paintings, each lightning bolt and
known tree-ring dates along with my es spray of rain (or seed) was also counted
timate of the probable occupation dates of separately. This resulted in very high totals
the painted rooms at the major sites are in the “offerings” category of the Jeddito
presented in Table 1. Justification for my murals and in the“weather phenomena” for
seriation is discussed elsewhere (Crotty Kuaua. Since these categories are also the
1987). In brief, the murals of the Western favored ones at the respective sites, the
Mound at Awatovi are the earliest of the figures should be viewed as an exaggeration,
group, dating from about A.D. 1350. The but not necessarily a distortion, of the fre
paintings of Awatovi’s intermediate occupa quency of occurrence.
tion probably date from the 1390s to 1500,
Motifs that occur frequently at the various
and the last murals from the Awatovi site
sites
are listed in Table 2. A relatively high
were probably painted in the 1620s. The
incidence
of anthropomorphic and zoomorearliest murals from Pottery Mound may
date to as early as the 1390s, and the site phic figures is found at all five sites. Because
seems to have been abandoned between variation in these categories occurs primarily
1475 and 1490. Occupation of Kawaika-a in the attributes or the phenomena as
was probably contemporaneous with Pottery sociated with the figures, they are further
Mound and also with the intermediate oc analyzed in Tables 3 and 4 and are discussed
cupation of Awatovi and the middle occupa below. As noted previously, motifs occur
tion of Gran Quivira. The murals of Kuaua ring with the highest frequency at one site
are relatively late. Dutton (1963) suggests are lacking or rare at the others.
they center on 1500, but the ceramics indi
Gran Quivira, the southernmost of the
cate that they were painted in the 1600s Anasazi sites, differs from the others in
(Tichy 1938; Vierra 1987). If so, they are several ways; a nonpictorial dot-and-line
contemporaneous with the late occupations motif is favored; contrasting outlines typical
of Awatovi and Gran Quivira.
Gran of Anasazi mural style are omitted; the scale
Quivira’s late paintings are believed to date of the figures is quite small; and the work is
from the Spanish mission period, ending in generally imprecise, if not sloppy (see Peckthe 1670s (Hayes et al. 1981).
ham 1981). The most common decoration
consists of painted dots and dot/line patterns
VARIATION IN MURAL IMAGERY
(37% of the total). Dot patterns are found
not only in Gran Quivira’s middle (fifteenthFor my analysis, each occurrence (or century) occu- pation, but also in the late
recognizable fragment)
of geometric rooms that are believed to have functioned
designs, life forms, human-made objects, as ceremonial chambers after Spanish sup-
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Table 1. Chronology of five major kiva mural sites

Site

AW A TO V I
W.Mound
Intermediate
T 14,R 2

Probable
Occupation
D ates of
Painted Kivas

No. of
Painted
Rooms or
Kivas

13507-1400?
13907-1500?

3 kivas
7 kivas

Dated Wood
[bracketed]
on misc.
wood from fill

Smith 1952,1972

[1372w] [1374w]
[1374w] [1383w]
[1384w] [1403w]
[1423w] [1429w]
[1401w] [1440w]
[1405w ][1411w ]
[1431w] [1432w]
[1493w]

T14, R4 alcove
T14, R4

Late
R 529
R 788

K AW AIKA-A
T4, R1
T4, R2 early ph.
T4, R5

15007-1630

3 kivas
1432w
1385w 1412w
1498w 1503w
1564w

13907-1500?

12 kivas

Smith 1952,1972
[1321w-1452w]
[1356w]
[1233w] [1378w]
[1433w] [1430v]
[1311w-1367w]
1415v (beam?)

fill or. T4,R1,R5
T5,R2
G R A N Q U IV IR A
Middle
K ivaN

Hayes et al. 1981
1416-1500

Peckham 1981

3 kivas
1416 (8 beams)
1467
1473 (7 beams)
1471w 1474
1515v (2 beams)
1516v
1432v

Kiva K

Room 12
Late
POTTERY
M OUND 1
Kiva 6
Misc fill

References

1545-1672

7 rooms

13907-14907
[1411v] [1427v]
[1418v] [1381v]

KUAUA2
Middle

1500s?-1600s?

1 kiva

Late

1500s?-1600s?

1 kiva

Crotty 1987;
Hibben 1975
Voll 1961
Dutton 1963;
Tichy 1938
Vierra 1987

1. H ibben (1975) dates the occupation o f Pottery Mound, as A.D. 1300 to 1475, based on Voll’s ceramics analysis. Voll (1961) suggests
1325-1350 to 1450-1490. Crotty (1987), noting that early murals in the kivas seem to imitate Sikyatki style decoration (a Hopi pottery type
emerging around 1400) suggests that occupation o f the painted rooms would therefore date from the 1390s at the earliest.
2. Dutton (1963) suggests that the murals from the middle period kiva date around A.D. 1475-1525 and that the late period kiva may have
been pccupied up to abandonment, which she places from 1573 to 1593. Vierra (1987), however, says that Kiva 3 “seems to have been built
around 1600 and then abandoned in the early 1600s” Glaze E (1515-1600) and F (1600-1700) sherds in the adobe of the altar suggest the
latter date. The issue remains unresolved, but a 1500s date for the earliest murals seems justified.
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pression of native religious practices in 1659
(Hayes et al. 1981:61). While dot patterns
occur also in the Awatovi and Kawaika-a
paintings, the arrangements are not at all
similar (cf. Smith 1952:Figure 74a-d, 76d;
Peckham 1981:Figures 21, 22, 31, 45, 49, 50;
Hayes et al. 1981:Figures 66, 67, 74). The
rows of dots punctuated by short vertical
lines that are found in the Gran Quivira
murals are rare in Anasazi rock art and pot
tery decoration and have not been noted in
modern pueblo murals (Peckham 1981:32).
While the dot/line motif was obviously im
portant to the inhabitants of Gran Quivira,
its meaning is lost to us. The Gran Quivira
murals offer little internal evidence about
their social contexts, but they demonstrate
the persistence of an idiosyncratic artistic
tradition through a period of devastating so
cial upheaval.
The two Jeddito villages of Awatovi and
Kawaika-a, located only a few miles apart,
shared the same cultural tradition; Kawaikaa may, in fact, have been a daughter village.
Contemporaneous murals from the two sites
are virtually indistinguishable, and both
show a high incidence of offerings of several
types, including prayer sticks, ears of corn,
bowls filled with corn, and bowls filled with
“blossoms,” as identified by Smith (1952). (I
suggest the “blossoms” may represent har
vested cotton, a valuable trade resource for
the historic Hopi.) Offerings of harvested
crops or prayer sticks account for 58% of all
Awatovi depictions and 40% at Kawaika-a,
but they are totally absent at Kuaua and ap
pear only rarely —and in somewhat different
form —at Pottery Mound.
Despite the
similarities of the Awatovi and Kawaika-a
murals, some representations occurring at
one site are absent at the other. These are
most notably masks or masked personages
that are present at Awatovi and absent at
Kawaika-a and fish that are at Kawaika-a
but absent at Awatovi. While these distinc
tions may reflect nothing more than gaps in
the archaeological record, they might be
clues to particular social contexts, such as

mother-daughter village status or different
clan affiliations.
Differences among sites can also be seen
in other categories. Shields and weapons
make up 22% of the images at Pottery
Mound, 7% at Awatovi, 3% at Kawaika-a,
2% at Gran Quivira, and less than 1% at
Kuaua. On the other hand, weather
phenomena account for 33% of Kuaua’s
motifs, 4% of Kawaika-a’s, 2% of Pottery
Mound’s, and less than 1% of Awatovi’s and
Gran Quivira’s. Sprays of water or seeds,
which make up 25% of all the Kuaua images,
are not seen at all in the murals from the
other sites.
The summary of the attributes of the
anthropomorphic figures in Table 3
demonstrates noteworthy distinctions be
tween Kuaua and the other major sites.
Kuaua’s anthropomorphic figures are usually
portrayed in an outdoor setting. They seem
to represent either supernaturals —identified
by their bizarre physiognomy —or ceremonialists. The attributes of the latter in
clude one or more feather wands (30%) or
jars streaming water (19%). While 26%
wear some kind of bead necklace, these or
naments are usually very simple, compared
to the necklaces worn by their supernatural
companions. Only 2% of the kilts are
decorated, and feather headdresses adorn
only 11% of the figures. At Pottery Mound,
27% of the kilts are decorated, 38% of the
figures wear feather headdresses, and 37%
display elaborate bead necklaces. Compared
to Pottery Mound, the Kuaua people seem
somber and anonymous. Elaborate personal
adornment is reserved for the supernaturals.
The single armed figure depicted in the
Kuaua murals is identified by Dutton
(1963:119, Figure 54) as the “Universal
Deity: Corn (Earth) Mother and Sky (Sun)
Father.” Though he holds a quiver in his left
hand, both arms are outstretched, and the
pose is clearly nonthreatening. The paint
ings at Kuaua seem to depict rituals as
sociated with the kachina cult, but it should
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be noted that they belong to the latter half of
the Pueblo IV period.
Because of severe plaster losses in the
upper portions of the Jeddito paintings, few
headdresses and necklaces were preserved,
but the percentage of decorated kilts (42%
at Kawaika-a and 35% at Awatovi) is even
higher than at Pottery Mound.
The
meticulously recorded ornamental detail in
the Pottery Mound and Jeddito clothing sug
gests the importance of conveying the wealth
and status of the personages represented.
This markedly contrasts to the anonymity of
the Kuaua people, whose undistinguished
dress seems m ore in keeping with egalitarian
values.

14, 17, 49) shows 21 figures —men, women,
and children —some standing and some
seated, who are gathered in a richly
decorated indoor setting. Swatches of pat
terned cloth, loops of beads, and elaborate
feather headdresses are displayed in the
upper part of the room, and most of the
figures are garbed in similar attire. Some
figures are armed. The display of valuables
in this mural is far more lavish than anything
seen in the Jeddito paintings, and it suggests
a competitiveness diametrically opposed to
the ideology of the Kuaua murals but quite
in keeping with a struggle for advantage
among elites in a ranked society.

Both the ceremonialism and the display of
weaponry represented in the Jeddito murals
While nearly all the human figures is different from that portrayed at Kuaua and
depicted in the G ran Quivira, Kuaua, and Pottery Mound. Jeddito ceremonial action
Jeddito murals seem to be engaged in some centers on offerings rather than on an overt
sort of ritual activity, at Pottery Mound prayer for weather control. Figures carrying
ceremonialism is less evident. At the last wands, jars, or birds are less evident, though
site, it may be implied by carrying wands, deterioration of the upper portion of the
jars, or birds, or by presenting offerings. At paintings may account in part for their ab
Pottery Mound, only 26% of the figures are sence. Treatment of warrior figures in the
clearly involved in ritual activities, while Jeddito kivas differs from that at Pottery
31% carry weapons or shields. Shields seem Mound. The Jeddito men carry shields that
to be especially important; they are lack identifying devices, and the warriors are
elaborately ornam ented, each with a dif frequently shown in combat. Their Pottery
ferent design. An impressive array of 16 Mound counterparts merely display themsel
shields is found in one group of murals that ves. In general, the Jeddito figures appear to
covered all four walls of Kiva 2 (Hibben be as richly dressed as those at Pottery
1975:Figures 102-4). Although plaster losses Mound, but costume details do not seem to
have obliterated parts of the painting, the be designed to distinguish one figure from
remaining complete figures and the place another, as they do in some Pottery Mound
m ent of the shields indicate that armed war murals. This could indicate a more rigidly
riors were depicted. This suggests a display ranked society, where certain lineages were
of military capability, and the careful render assured of control and where there was less
ing of the ornam ental devices indicates a active or overt competition for advantage
desire to identify the figures, either as in among the elites.
dividuals or as members of certain lineages.
The painting might have been intended to
The analysis of the zoomorphic figures
impress the viewers with the armed might of summarized in Table 4 demonstrates the
the kin groups, who could be called upon to relative importance of game animals in the
support the kiva owners in their own or imagery of Kuaua and Gran Quivira, as com
some other community endeavor.
pared with the other two sites. Game
animals such as buffalo or antelope account
A nother group of murals from the same for 13% of all animal images at Kuaua, and
Pottery Mound kiva (Hibben 1975:Figures predatory mammals are absent. In contrast,
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predatory mammals (felines and canines or
mustelines) account for 49% of all animals
represented in the Awatovi murals, 12% at
Kawaika-a, and 15% at Pottery Mound,
while the incidence of game animals is 3%,
8%, and 1%, respectively. Although no par
ticular function can at present be assigned to
representation of predatory animals at Pot
tery Mound, small animals of the canine or
mustaline families seem to have a special
significance in the Jeddito kivas. Twentythree percent of all animals represented in
the Jeddito murals are small, badger-like
creatures who appear in the murals of three
Awatovi and two Kawaika-a kivas (see Smith
1952:Figures 62a, 63c, 68b, 68d, 71a, 71b,
72a, 78a, 78b, 79a, 79b, 81a, 81b, 84b, 87a).
They occur both in the main composition
with human figures or offerings and as part
of a decorative framing device. Even when
incorporated in the framing device, their
marking and coloration is varied. Possibly
the creatures were emblematic of the kin
ship groups that owned or controled the
kivas in which they were displayed.

IMAGERY AND SOCIAL CONTEXT
As we have seen, representations of mois
ture predominate at Kuaua, and the setting
of these murals appears to be public and out
doors, in contrast to the Jeddito and Pottery
Mound murals, which suggest private indoor
scenes. Growing crops are pictured instead
of harvested offerings, and game animals in
stead of predators. The attention to details
of dress and ornament that is very noticeable
in the Jeddito and Pottery Mound paintings
is lacking at Kuaua. There are no menacing
warrior figures. In sum, the Kuaua imagery
seems to express egalitarian values, and it
fits rather well, in fact, with the traditional
ethnographic assessment of modern kachina
ceremonialism as integrative and primarily
concerned with bringing moisture and other
blessings to the entire community. The
Kuaua imagery seems appropriate for the
moiety form of social organization, which
probably
served
to
integrate
the
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heterogeneous populations that gathered in
the protohistoric Rio Grande pueblos (Cor
dell and Plog 1979:422-423). The archaeol
ogy of Kuaua, moreover, indicates it was
occupied by aggregated groups bearing just
such diverse cultural traditions (Dutton
1963).
At Pottery Mound there is no central
theme;
anthropomorphic
figures
are
elaborately dressed and often depicted in ap
parently secular pursuits. Some murals were
probably intended to display military
capability or to exhibit valuable possessions.
Zoomorphs are rarely pictured as game
animals, and subsistence foods in general
receive little attention. The Pottery Mound
murals, like those of the Jeddito kivas, seem
to reflect economic prosperity.
In the Jeddito murals, the major emphasis
is on harvest offerings. Human figures are
elaborately dressed and depicted in private
ritual in an indoor setting, often in associa
tion with offerings. Combat scenes do not
emphasize the identity of the warrior or his
kinship affiliations. Predatory animals, espe
cially the unidentified badger-like creatures,
are heavily represented and may serve an
emblematic purpose. In general the Jeddito
murals seem to express social and economic
stability.

CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary analysis indicates that the im
agery of the kiva murals at the five major
sites was derived from separate artistic and
social traditions that were already well
defined by the early 1400s. Four distinctly
different kinds of imagery, each appropriate
to social contexts that can be inferred from
the archaeological and ethnographic records,
can be identified. The Kuaua —and, to a
lesser extent, the Gran Quivira—paintings
express egalitarian values and concern for
subsistence needs. While the Pottery Mound
murals exhibit no single theme, competition
appears to be the key to their meaning. It
seems likely that rival lineages vied for

chronology of the sites and the internal
evidence of the murals clearly demonstrates
that the flowering of mural art in the Pueblo
IV period was a slow, complex, and manyfaceted process of development rather than a
sudden, pan-Anasazi phenomenon inspired
by a newly imported religious cult.

dominant rank at that site. Apparently the
community was a prosperous one. At any
rate, wealth objects are given a prominence
that was not seen at the other sites, perhaps
reflecting the more materialistic values of
that particular social group. The Jeddito im
agery, like Kuaua’s and Gran Quivira’s, is
relatively standardized. It implies a wellestablished and prosperous community
where offerings of prayer sticks, pottery, and
harvested crops are displayed as social
values. There is no overt expression of con
cern for favorable weather conditions to
insure a good harvest.

NOTE
This is a slightly revised version of a paper
presented at the 55th Annual Meeting of the
Society for American Archaeology, Las
Vegas, Nevada, April 1990, in the sym
posium “The Social Implications of Symbolic
Expressions in the Prehistoric Southwest.”

Further investigation is needed to fully
substantiate my initial findings, but the
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NAVAJO CLAY TOYS
Alan Ferg
modern Navajo potters make both solid
figurines (Wright 1987a:Figure 5) and effigy
vessels (Wright 1987b:Figure 8), it is
figurines, historic and modern, that are the
primary subject here.

Tfigurines made of unfired clay and mud
have been recorded ethnographically as
being made by Navajo for some ceremonial
purposes, but more often for use as toys. In
her discussion of what she called the “toyfetish controversy,” Bullen (1947) presents
numerous examples of Pueblo Indians
making clay fetishes for ceremonial pur
poses, but Navajo ceremonial figurines are
generally carved of wood or modeled from
cornmeal or bean paste (Haile 1947; Kluckhohn and Wyman 1940:30-31). The majority
of clay figurines made by Navajo appear to
have been toys, and certainly this is true of
almost all of the specimens collected eth
nographically and archaeologically. With
the recently revived interest in Navajo un
fired clay toys (Sandlin 1984) and fired,
pitch-coated figurines of diverse form
(Wright 1987a:31, 1987b: 13-15), a review of
traditional Navajo clay figurines seems
worthwhile in conjunction with the descrip
tion of a set of Navajo figurines from the late
1930s or the early 1940s.

References to Ceremonial
Clay Figures
There are a number of brief references to
ceremonial use of clay figurines by the
Navajo, but in every case a close examina
tion suggests that each may be better inter
preted in other ways. The great majority of
figurines described by Haile (1947) for use
in minor curing ceremonies are either
carved of wood or modeled from cornmeal
or bean paste. However, for the figurines of
frogs and water lizards, he notes that waterrolled mud balls and mud collected at
springs were used (1947:37-38, 40), as befits
the habitats of these animals. Haile (1947)
refers only once to “clay” sacrificial
figurines, but he is probably referring to the
mud figurines that were just described, be
cause in the following sentence he is quick to
note that “Clay figurines are made at times
by school children to amuse themselves, but
are never employed as sacrificial figurines”
(p. 2).

NAVAJO FIGURINES
When the terms “figurines,” “toys,” and
“dolls” are used here, I am referring to solid,
modeled or sculpted, unfired or fired clay
figures. Fired hollow or open figures, or
pots with applique or modeled additions, are
considered to be effigy vessels and will be
specifically identified as such whenever they
are referred to in this paper. Although

Kluckhohn (1944:18) mentions clay and
wood human figurines being used in
witchcraft, but notes that only four inform
ants from strongly acculturated areas
described this, and he suspected this was dif
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fusion of Hispanic or Puebloan witchcraft
beliefs. From his description it is possible
that he was hearing about the types of wood
figurines used in curative “remaking rites,”
which Lang (1979:163-64) notes continue to
be m isinterpreted (by both Navajo and nonNavajo) as witchcraft paraphernalia. Also,
the description given Kluckhohn by Richard
Van Valkenburg of a 6-in.-tall (15-cm-tall)
rough wood carving of a man with a tur
quoise bead in the heart, found in a reputed
witches’ cave, could also be interpreted as a
jeweled curing figure left in an Anasazi rockshelter (however, see also Kelly 1972:41;
Kluckhohn 1944:137-38, interview no. 210).

However, this rather amorphous fragment
cannot be ascribed to either Navajo
manufacture or use with certainty, and no
date for its deposition can be determined. It
could be prehistoric in origin and will not be
considered further.
Finally, Jett (1982) discusses the only
clear-cut example of Navajo ceremonial clay
figures known to the author. These are,
however, very different from any discussed
above.
Not what one thinks of as a
“figurine,” these are large, solid, modeled
clay heads about 7 in. (18 cm) tall, apparent
ly depicting Navajo Ye’ii. Since first found,
they have remained sitting in a cave that is
clearly a sacred place or shrine.

Schevill (1949:1, 5) illustrated a poly
chrome bowl and a fired clay bear “fetich”
In short, although a number of ceremonial
that were collected by Washington Matthews
clay
figurines have been referenced in the
and were presum ed to be Navajo. Jacobs
(1986) has shown the bowl to be a Hopi literature, the evidence is slim for any but
Polacca Polychrome vessel from the Keam secular use of these small clay figurines of
Collection. The bear too is probably Hopi, humans, animals, and objects by the Navajo.
based on the color of the clay, the presence The large clay heads just described, which
of some red (fugitive?) paint, and similar at are ceremonial, are clearly in a different
tributes with other known Hopi quadruped class of material.
figurines. Although bear fetishes were made
Early Clay Toys
by the Navajo, the described ones are carved
from a pinyon branch (Haile 1947:58-59) or
The evidence for the Navajo manufacture
modeled in cornmeal mush (Kluckhohn and
and
use of unfired clay figurines as toys is
Wyman 1940:30).
abundant. The earliest mention to Navajo
Judd (1964) described two clay bovines, clay toys was the dolls with dresses and bark
two horses, and a saddle that one of his male cradles that were noted by John G. Bourke
workers identified that he had made by him in 1881 near Fort Defiance (Bloom
self to protect his horses and cows from 1936:225). Clay toys have since been either
lightning.
This statement appears very noted or illustrated by Fewkes (1923), Hill
straightforward, but the similarity of the il (1937:10), Gifford (1940:51, 142), Tschopik
lustrated figurines (including the saddle) to (1941:13), Haile (1947:2), Bullen (1947),
other figurines known to be toys (see Fewkes Kluckhohn, Hill, and Kluckhohn (1971:4021923 and Bullen 1947) makes one wonder if 04), and Strahan (1978:53-64). The large
majority of these have been unfired and in
it is accurate.
clude depictions of women, men, babies in
Strahan (1978:36-40) has argued that a cradleboards, a baby carriage, cups, dishes,
fragmentary clay human figurine found on teapots, saddles, horses, cows, sheep, goats,
the surface in a rock shelter north of Kayen- cats, and dogs. They were noted as being
ta (published in Morss 1954:11) may have made by children (usually girls?) for them
served in a capacity more often filled by selves or by women to be given to children.
carved wooden “dolls” used in curing
ceremonies (as discussed by Kelly 1972).
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Holley, Blomberg, and Russell (1980:300- clay), similar clay outcrops can be found on
01, 318) describe a small ceramic bird Chacra Mesa. When asked what he thought
figurine found in an ash pile at a camp on these figurines were, Vivian responded
Black Mesa. Informant accounts and tree “toys.”
ring dates indicate the camp was occupied
The figurines are all quite small; Figure la
from around 1905 to the late 1910s. Holley,
is
1.5 in. (38.4 mm) tall, Figure lb is 1.5 in.
Blomberg, and Russell did not record any
(36.9
mm), Figure lc is 1.4 in. (36.3 mm),
function for this figurine. Again, although
Navajo did make bird fetishes, these were Figure Id is 1.4 in. (36.0 mm), Figure le is
for ceremonial purposes and were made of 1.3 in. (33.9mm), Figure If is 1.3 in. (32.0
cornmeal mush or wood (Haile 1947:23, 40). mm), and the cradle board, Figure lg, is 0.6
Because it is made of clay, I suggest that this in. (14.6 mm) tall and 0.3 in. (8.6 mm) wide.
All are unfired. With the exception of the
Black Mesa bird figurine was a toy.
cradle board (described later), all of the
figurines represent women in full-length
dresses. Each was modeled from a single
CLAY DOLLS FROM
piece of clay with a second piece applied for
CHACRA MESA
hair. On four (Figures la, c, d, e), the hair is
one piece (broken away on la and c). On the
In the 1950s, in conjunction with the sur other two dolls, a third piece of clay was
veys and excavations that would provide the added on top, presumably to depict combs
data for his Master’s thesis (I960), R. Gwinn (broken off on b, clearly visible on f). Aside
Vivian (1960) found seven unfired clay from the hair and bumps at the shoulders for
figurines in a Navajo hogan on Chacra Mesa. arms, no facial or anatomical features are
The following information on the site and shown. The base of each is slightly concave.
the provenance of the figurines was provided
Decoration on these figures consists of in
by Vivian (personal communication, Sep
tember 1978). The hogan was masonry, cised lines and punctate dots made while the
about 15 ft (4.6 m) in diameter, with a clay was wet. Each figurine has two incised
cribbed log roof and an east-facing doorway. lines encircling the lower portion of the
Vivian estimated that the site was aban dress. These lines may indicate seams, as
doned in the late 1930s or early 1940s. The Navajo skirts of this period usually had only
site is on Chacra Mesa, some 3.2 mi (5.2 km) one tier (Jan Bell, personal communication
1991). On Figure Id, the lower line was em
south of Pueblo Pintado.
bellished with dots, and the figurine had
The figurines are the only items Vivian broken in two along the upper line. The
remembers as being inside the hogan. All blouse areas on the figurines are all
were found in a basin-shaped depression, decorated with punctates that appear to have
about 10 cm (4 in.) in diameter and 4 cm (1.6 been made with either grass stalks or small
in) deep in the earth footing of the wall, next twigs. William T. (Bill) Beaver of Sacred
to the wall, about 2 ft (0.6 m) inside and to Mountain Trading Post suggested that these
the south of the doorway. All were lying on punctate dots depict silver buttons on
their sides. One figure (Figure Id) was blouses.
broken when found, and the cradle board
The cradleboard (Figure lg) was modeled
(Figure lg) had already lost the baby figure
from a single piece of clay and shows the
it probably once held.
projecting canopy or shade and the forked
Vivian noted that, although he did not top characteristic of Navajo cradle boards.
know the exact source of the clay used in The front surface is rough, and it appears
these figurines (a fine-textured, light gray
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Figure 1.

Clay toys from Chacra Mesa. Front (top), side (middle), and back (bottom),
views (cradleboard position is reversed in each grouping), a is 3.8 cm tall. (ASM
catalog nos. 81-46-1 through 7. ASM neg. nos. 53492 through 53494).
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that an appliqued occupant popped off at
some time before the toys were found.
In sum, all of the figurines are small, are
carefully made and smoothed, are made of
the same clay, and, though variously
decorated, are all decorated using the same
techniques. All of the female figures are
very similar, and, along with the cradleboard,
were probably made by a single individual.

COMPARISONS
Two published groups of unfired clay toys,
made by Navajo children contain female
figures or cradleboards or both; these are il
lustrated in Fewkes (1923:Figure 82;
reprinted in Kluckhohn, Hill, and Kluckhohn 1971:Figure 256.C.) and Bullen
(1947:Plate XII). Both groups of toys had
been made not long before the published ar
ticles on them appeared. Those that Bullen
published came from between Chaco and
Blanco canyons; Fewkes does not state
where his were collected.
Bernheimer
(1926:59) mentions that Earl Morris
photographed and collected “some toy pot
tery...vessels” in Navajo Canyon, Arizona, in
1921. Presumably both the photographs and
the figurines are at the American Museum
of Natural History, but time did not permit
searching for them. Such toys were made by
mothers for their children, or by the children
themselves
(Bloom
1936:225; Bullen
1947:128; Fewkes 1923; Kluckhohn, Hill,
and Kluckhohn 1971:402-03; Tschopik
1941:13). Little girls are mentioned more
often than boys as making these toys, and the
predominance of female rather than male
adult figures is therefore not surprising; if
one takes Fewkes’, Bullen’s, and the Chacra
Mesa sets as a group, 17 of 18 human figures
(that are not babies in cradle boards) are
female.
Stylistically all of these female dolls are
quite similar, having flaring bases showing
that they are in full-length dresses, with only
nubbins or bulges representing arms, and
largely featureless faces.
Fewkes’ and
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Bullen’s figurines have hair depicted in the
traditional hourglass-shaped folds, while the
Chacra Mesa specimens show what is possib
ly a non-Navajo hair style. As already noted,
the punctate dot patterns on the Chacra
Mesa specimens may represent buttons on
the dresses; similar punctate patterns on
three of Fewkes’ toys are obvious depictions
of necklaces.
Based on the similarities in subject matter
and manufacture with Fewkes’ and Bullen’s
toys, the seven figurines from Chacra Mesa
can also be identified as toys and can be in
ferred as having been made by women or lit
tle girls.
The two cradle boards in Fewkes’ group
also show the characteristic forked top on
Navajo cradle boards but lack the canopy
that shades the baby’s head, which is present
on the toy from Chacra Mesa (Figure lg).
Another group of figurines (Figure 2)
made around 1961 or 1962 depicts the same
subjects, in the same style, as the figurines
made in earlier decades. Some animals
(possibly a horse, dog, and lamb?), a tradi
tional cradle board, and a woman in a long
dress were made by the late Arlene Adson
Begay at Sacred Mountain Trading Post,
which is owned by Bill Weaver and located
north of Flagstaff. Documentation indicates
that they were made spontaneously, perhaps
the equivalent of “doodling” in clay. Beaver
(1981) recalled that he had had a student
from Northern Arizona University working
for him at the trading post and that
he was taking an art course, and he
was in ceramics and he had clay
there...[and when]...it was quiet and
calm at the counter, he’d mess
around with his clay. And Arlene
stood there and was pinching off
clay and making these, and when
she finally left I said, “Hey, you
forgot
your
animals
and
people”...[and she said]...“Oh, that’s
all right, you can have them.” So it
was reminiscent of what I had heard
about the kids making things and of

Figure 2. Clay toys made by Arlene Adson Begay around 1961 at Sacred Mountain
Trading Post. Left to right they are a lamb (?), a woman, a cradleboard, a dog (?).
Length of the cradleboard is 6.15 cm.( ASM catalog nos. 81-3-143 through
81-3-147. ASM neg. nos. 84829).

course she wasn’t a kid, but to me it
was in the same style, so I just boxed
them up.
A t the time, Arlene was in her late 20s or
early 30s. She had tried her hand at basketry
and weaving garters but was not a potter. Al
though unfired, being made of commercial
clay, these figurines dried quite hard and
white in color.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL NAVAJO
CLAY TOYS

are quite small and very simple. It is unclear
whether they are depictions of men or
women.
A growing body of archaeological data in
dicates that the Navajo may have been in the
Four Corners area as early as A.D. 1400 and
were making their own pottery (Reed and
Horn 1990). Conceivably new excavations
will one day produce unfired Navajo clay
toys even older than those from Big Bead
Mesa.

CONCLUSIONS
Keur (1941:62, 68, 76) reports a miniature
bowl from a hogan site on Big Bead Mesa;
the hogan produced a tree-ring cutting date
of 1781. Two human figurines from Tse-ta’a
in Canyon de Chelly (Steen 1966:16, 62, 63)
appear to be Navajo-made and are clearly
associated with Navajo materials. However,
they cannot be dated with any precision and
might date to the early, middle, or late
1800s. These two figurines (Figure 3) are
different from those described above, as they

With the recent, commercially successful
revival of Navajo pottery making has come
experimentation in form and decoration on
pottery vessels, as well as in pottery
figurines.
The Navajo made-for-sale
figurines in the last three decades have been
fired and pitch-coated, like pottery vessels,
and include a variety of animals. Most are
familiar domestic animals, but some are also
exotic, including a seal, an elephant, a
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Figure 3. Clay figurines from Tse-ta’a in Canyon de Chelly. Front (top) and side
(bottom) views. Larger figurine is 4.5 cm tall. (Western Archaeological
and Conservation Center catalog nos. 24-346 and 24-347. Photos by Charlie
R. Steen, 1949, WACC neg. nos. 62,687 A and B.)
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poodle, a camel, and a brontosaurus (per more exotic animals and even cowboys
sonal observations by Bill Beaver and the riding chickens!
author). Bill Beaver also noted (personal
It would seem that Navajo preferences in
communication) that buffalo figurines, which
subjects
for clay toys, and the manner in
used to sell but were not in any demand, sold
which
these
toys are modeled and decorated,
out soon after the 1990 movie Dances With
have
been
notably
conservative over the last
Wolves had been in theaters for awhile. This
may have been anticipation on the part of 100 years, if historic descriptions and
various dealers, and it remains to be seen museum collections are at all representative.
w hether any continued interest has been From Bourke’s (1881) account to Fewkes’ in
created on the part of either the public or the 1920s, to Bullen’s and the Chacra Mesa
the potters. Effigy vessels too are produced specimens in the 1940s, to Arlene Adson
in a variety of exotic forms, some inspired by Begay’s impromptu toys in 1961, toys made
prehistoric Andean vessels (Wright and Bell by the Navajo for the Navajo continue to
1987:27). However, human figurines are ex depict scenes of hearth and home, in tradi
tremely rare by comparison.
Hartman tional clothing with familiar animals.
(1987:104, photograph on page 58) notes two
Interestingly, the earlier figurines from
potters making human figurines and even Tse-ta’a are quite simple and depict no
rodeo figurines, combining animal and details of clothing. If the flowing dresses and
hum an figures.
buttons and jewelry shown on toys from this
Nevertheless, when Jack Beasley of Beas century are the result of Navajo taste in
ley and Manning Trading Company in Far fluenced by dress in the late 1800s, it will be
mington, New Mexico, requested his Navajo interesting to see when Navajo toys start to
customers to produce toys such as they had portray the clothing trends of recent years.
played with as children, the resulting unfired
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SHALAKO DEPICTIONS ON
PREHISTORIC HOPI POTTERY
Kelley Ann Hays
T^he Hopi today have two ceremonies that
-*■focus on giant feathered beings called
Shalako. One is the Hopi Shalako, and the
other, Sio Shalako.
The Sio Shalako
ceremony is said to have been brought to
First Mesa from Zuni in the mid-1800s. Par
sons (1936) writes, “The Shalako celebration
was lifted bodily from Zuni to First Mesa”
(p. 92). She notes that the Hopi presenta
tion differs from the Zuni prototype and
explains the differences as imperfect copy
ing. Wright (1982) disagrees with Parsons,
arguing that it was not the Zuni Shalako
ceremony that was borrowed. Rather, at
first, the Zuni Shalako figure alone was bor
rowed in order to replace the Hopi Shalako
figure in the revival of an essentially Hopi
Shalako ceremony that had died out. This
Zuni-derived “Sio” Shalako figure was in
corporated into First Mesa ceremonialism
and was attributed a Zuni origin to
legitimize the innovation.

never have been unique to Zuni. Supporting
evidence for the antiquity and wide distribu
tion of a beaked Shalako figure in the
Pueblos is found in rock art. Depictions of
triangular-bodied, beaked beings in the
Petrified Forest, date to the 1300s or early
1400s (Burton 1990:273, Figure 15.13),
which depicts a simple linear figure that
could be a Shalako or an ogre kachina.
Other examples from as far away as the
Comanche Gap and West Mesa Rio Grande
region date to the Pueblo IV period (A.D.
1300 to at least 1540) (Schaafsma 1981; Sally
Cole, personal communication 1991).
Depictions of beaked Shalakos on these pot
tery vessels are discussed here as evidence
that Pueblo ceremonialism and inter-Pueblo
ritual interaction were probably just as
dynamic and complicated in the past as they
are today.

Three prehistoric Hopi pottery bowls in
the Field Museum of Natural History sup
port Wright’s argument and add time depth
to this process of ritual change and ex
change. Figures depicted on these fifteenthor early sixteenth-century vessels have a
feathered body that resembles the Hopi
form of the Shalako and a beaked mask
resembling the Shalako that is today called
Sio, or Zuni. This evidence suggests that the
beaked Shalako has been “in circulation”
among Pueblos for a very long time and may

All three vessels would be typed by ar
chaeologists as Sikyatki Polychrome, late
style (Colton’s [1956] Type 7B-9). All ves
sels postdate A.D. 1375, because of the use
of red paint. All postdate A.D. 1400, be
cause of the absence of a line defining the
design field (Hays 1991). The absence of a
broad, broken banding line on two of the
vessels suggests that the vessels are later
than A.D. 1450 and possibly date to the
1500s or early 1600s. All predate the Mis
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THE CERAMIC EVIDENCE

sion period (1628-1680), because of their banding line with a ceremonial break below
high quality, even shape, high polish, hard the rim. The figure is a double triangle filled
firing, and excellent line quality. Presumab with red and black stippling, possibly repre
ly, the kachinas would not have been senting a feathered body. Black, dry-brush
depicted on pottery while Spanish priests stippling surrounds the body. The head is
w ere in residence, actively repressing native black, with a long, toothed beak. It wears
religion. These are not historic Sikyatki two red and black feathers on its head. In
Revival Polychrome (circa 1890 to present) side the body is a small, black, unadorned
vessels, because of their early collection date figure holding a stick or string connected to
(before 1900), excavated context, style, and the beaked head. Six crosses surround the
hardness, which indicates coal-firing, rather figure, possibly representing stars or bird
than the post-Spanish technology of dung tracks. The exterior design on the vessel
(not shown) is a triangle with a tassel.
firing.
The vessels were found on the Hopi
Mesas during excavations by the Field
M useum of Natural History that took place
in the 1890s. Context was not recorded, but
it is known that Charles Owen, who col
lected Vessel 3, excavated primarily in the
cem eteries at Old Mishongnovi. The vessels
are unbroken, which probably indicates a
mortuary context, or possibly a room floor
context, rather than trash deposits.
These vessels were certainly made on the
H opi Mesas. Jeddito Yellow ware is one of
the most distinctive ceramic wares of the
Southwest. It is the most-abundant
decorated ware in fourteenth- and fifteenthcentury Hopi sites, as well as nearby four
teenth-century pueblos at Homol’ovi and
Bidahochi. Vessels with this same technol
ogy, color, surface treatm ent, hardness, and
style have been chemically matched with
Hopi Mesas clay sources (Bishop et al.
1988). The hardness of the paste and the
distinctive yellow color is the result of coal
firing, a technology not common off the
Mesas.

Vessel 2 (FMNH 71130) is provenienced
simply as “Hopi area” (Figure 2). It lacks a
below-rim banding line. The central figure
has a triangular feathered body; a long,
toothed beak; round eyes; a black face; and
three large feathers on the head. A small
dark figure inside holds up the beaked head
with a stick or perhaps is working the beak
with a string. This figure wears a sash, a red
ruff on the head, and earrings or some kind
of hairbobs.
Three side dancers each have one horn
curving to the left side and one small ear
projecting on the other side. They wear cos
tumes with a pattern of small squares,
resembling tie-dyed fabrics depicted in kiva
murals (Smith 1952). They have red ruffs on
the tops of their heads and simple faces with
small eyes and U-shaped mouths. The Ushaped mouths are thin, incised lines and
may represent projecting snouts seen from a
straight-on and slightly elevated perspective.
Their single horns, but not their faces,
resemble several kachinas and priest’s cos
tumes from both Hopi and Zuni that have
one h o rn .1

All three vessels depict a large, bird-like
On the other side of the Shalako figure,
figure with a triangular body; a long, toothed
beak; a feathered body; and large feathers two small figures are climbing a stick ladder.
worn on the head. Two depictions show that They have lines projecting from their heads,
a hum an figure is inside the large body, hold perhaps a single horn like some of the muding the beaked head on a stick or moving the head clowns wear today. Hopi carvers today
often make Mudhead dolls climbing trees.
beak with a string.

The posture of these figures on the ladder
also recalls Nequatewa’s story of the prehis-

Vessel 1 (FM NH No. 67128) was ex
cavated near Oraibi (Figure 1). It has a
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Figure 1. Vessel 1, Sikyatki Polychrome, FMNH 67128, near Oraibi.

Figure 2. Vessel 2, Sikyatki Polychrome, FMNH 71130, Hopi area.
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Figure 3. Vessel 3, design on interior of Sikyatki Polychrome bowl, FMNH 75670, Old
Mishongnovi.
toric Ladder Dance (Colton and Nequatewa
1932; Nequatewa 1936). Colton (1959:32)
says the kachina that performed the Ladder
Dance was the Nakyachop Kachina or the
Silent Kachina. The figures on this bowl do
not physically resemble the Nakyachop as
depicted by Colton (1959:32), but the
Nakyachop is also called Shalako Warrior. It
appeared with the Sio Shalako on First Mesa
(Stephen 1936:205-208), an event put on by
the Badger Clan, and Stephen says that it is
owned by the Badger Clan. The Nakyachop
chief kachina’s house was visited in a narra
tive told by the Powamu Priest of the Badger
Clan at Oraibi (Voth 1901:99). If there is a
connection between the Badger Clan on
several mesas and the Nakyachop, and by ex
tension the Ladder Dance, then there may
be an ancient, if tenuous, connection
through this vessel between the Badger Clan
and Shalako. The First Mesa Badger Clan is
the group that owned the Sio Shalako in the
nineteenth century.

The exterior design of this vessel
resembles the borders of some historic,
embroidered textiles. This design is not
common on pottery. Exterior designs on
bowls are usually isolated elements, not
bands that encircle the vessel like this one
does.
Vessel 3 (FMNH 75670) was excavated at
Old Mishongnovi, probably in the cemetery
located below the mesa from the present vil
lage of Mishongnovi. It depicts a single
figure with a triangular body that is
elaborately decorated with bands of tri
angles, hatched lines, and stippling (Figure
3). Curved and straight lines that probably
represent feathers extend out from the sides.
The lower half of the round head is crosshatched. The upper half is divided and
colored red, black, and hatched.
The
toothed beak is the natural yellow of the ves
sel surface. Four large feathers project from
the head. Tufts of hair or smaller feathers
are indicated by thin brush strokes.

Figure 4. Sio Shalako, from Stephen (1936:Figure 231.).
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Figure 5. Hopi Shalako.

Figure 6. Zuni Shalako.
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a pair of Shalako Manas, or Shalako Mana
and Palhik Mana (the term mana refers to
an unmarried woman or girl). Palhik Mana
differs from Shalako Mana in that she wears
a kilt as a dress instead of a dress of feathers.

HOPI SHALAKO COMPLEX
The figures on these vessels are clearly
part of the complex of kachina beings called
Shalako, and they most closely resemble the
Sio Shalako (Figure 4) (Stephen 1936:422).
They are similar to the contemporary Zuni
Shalako (Figure 5) except for two features:
these figures lack the horns of the Zuni and
Sio Shalako, and their bodies are covered
with feathers, like the Sio and Hopi
Shalakos, instead of the embroidered mantas
worn at Zuni. The masks and headdresses of
these figures differ sharply from the Hopi
Shalako (Figure 6), which has a flat face,
rainbow chin, and tablita.

The Sio Shalako at Hopi differs from the
Zuni Shalako in a number of ways, mostly
having to do with performance. The ap
pearance of the Shalako figure itself differs
little: the body of the Sio Shalako is covered
with feathers, like the Hopi Shalako’s
feathered body, but at Zuni the Shalako is
covered with embroidered blankets. The Sio
Shalakos also appear occasionally in the
summer on First Mesa; at least, they ap
peared in the late 1800s and in 1900, 1914,
The Hopi Shalako ceremony is performed 1916, and 1926. In contrast to the Hopi
in the summertime on rare occasions, ideally Shalako figures, Sio Shalakos have long,
about every 10 years. I attended a 1981 per toothed beaks that open and close with a
formance at Shongopavi. Hahai’i Wuhti, the clacking noise, large protruding eyes, and
Kachina Mother, led a pair of giant Shalako horns and feathers on their heads. Historic
figures about the village plazas.
The accounts show that Sio Shalako were accom
Shalakos wore colorful tablita headdresses; panied by different combinations of kachinas
rainbows were painted on the chins of their in different performances (Table 1). One
flat, noseless faces; and their bodies were might expect the ceremony to lose its Zuni
covered in eagle feathers. This brother and flavor over time, but the opposite has hap
sister pair was flanked by long lines of male pened. The accompanying kachinas came to
and female cloud kachinas, dressed primarily resemble Zuni figures more as time passed,
in white cotton and carrying green boughs. suggesting that Zuni origins became more
On the edges of the plaza, guard kachinas important over time.
struck the ground with willow switches. The
Stephen (1936:316) notes the appearance
sky god, Sotuqnangw, was represented by a
of
an individual Sio Shalako figure at
kachina with a tall, pointed hat and cattails
Powamu.
Wright (1982) also notes the exist
over his face. Wright (1982) and Elliot
(1988) show how this performance symboli ence of a Sio Shalako Mana, at least in doll
cally represents a summer thunderstorm, form, whereas at Zuni there is no female
with the tall thunderhead-Shalakos towering counterpart. In short, for the Hopi, the Sio
above rows of the cumulus clouds, and the Shalako is a flexible being. Its appearance
Danikchina guards kicking up dust like the does not exactly parallel the highly patterned
Zuni performance, but the identification of
winds on the edges of a storm.
the ceremony with Zuni was apparently very
Hopi Shalako figures are known on all important to the Sichomovi kin group that
three mesas, although they rarely perform in owns it. Perhaps the ceremony was a way of
the Hopi Shalako ceremony itself. Shalakos calling attention to the legendary Zuni
are part of a larger complex of figures that origins of many Sichomovi clans.
include the Corn Grinding Girls, which are
Wright (1982) concludes that what the
puppet figures that grind corn in a puppet
First
Mesa Badger clan did in the 1870s was
dance following Powamu, the Bean Dance.
The puppets apparently may appear either as to borrow not the Zuni Shalako ceremony,
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but simply the impersonation of the Shalako
itself. A t Zuni, the Shalako ceremony is not
a kachina ceremony, and the Shalako is a
deity, not a kachina. At Hopi, the ceremony
has the structure and format of a kachina
ceremony, and the Sio Shalako is apparently
considered to be a kachina. Other Zuni ele
m ents were added to this Hopi ceremony, as
desired, but in essence, the Sio Shalako
figure and the ceremony are Hopi innova
tions m odeled superficially on Zuni charac
ters. Wright (1982) notes that, when new
kachinas are brought into a village’s
cerem onial repertoire, they are often
“legitimized” with an outside origin, by
saying they come from Zuni or Laguna. This
process has its roots in the way Hopi clans
control ceremonial knowledge and perfor
mance. It is implied in Wright’s analysis
that, when a clan wishes to add to its reper
toire, it is easier to bring in the idea of a
kachina from outside Hopi than it is to ob
tain rights to knowledge and impersonations
controlled by other Hopi clans or to take
over a ceremony whose owners have died
out. If this is the case, it is possible to see
the towering feathered and beaked Shalako
as a figure that might not always have had a
Zuni identity. Rather, the idea of such a
being is clearly shared among pueblos. The
figure may have appeared in any number of
pueblos at various times throughout the cen
turies, but it may have died out in some and
becom e thoroughly canonized only at Zuni.
Later, m en who were familiar with the Hopi
Shalako made a logical choice for
reintroduction at Hopi. They did not have
rights to Shalako but they could obtain or
create rights to the specific Zuni form.

tified a similar figure on a Jeddito Black-onyellow bowl from Chavez Pass, for which he
suggests a date of A.D. 1375. As noted
above, beaked Shalakos appear in four
teenth-century rock art in both western and
eastern Pueblos.
In addition to the beaked Shalako, cloud
terraces and kachina masks with chin mark
ings and cloud terraces are found in Rio
Grande Pueblo IV rock art. These features
derive from the earlier Jornada Mogollon
rock art style found in the El Paso area
(Schaafsma 1972:136, 153; 1980:252-57).
Some of the Rio Grande rock art masks
resemble the face of the contemporary Hopi
Shalako. It is possible that the Shalako
depicted on prehistoric Hopi pottery and in
Petrified Forest rock art traded in its beak
for a rainbow chin and its feathers for a
cloud terrace tablita, sometime between
about A.D. 1500 and the 1800s. These fea
tures may have been borrowed by the Hopi
from Rio Grande groups by much the same
process of innovation that brought the Sio
Shalako to First Mesa.

This borrowing of the Sio Shalako from
Zuni can be viewed as the attempt of Hopi
priests to revitalize a dying ceremonial sys
tem. It can show just one example of the
flexibility and creativity inherent in a highly
diverse ceremonial system that is very much
alive and yet rooted in ancient Puebloan
tradition. Depictions of the Sio form of the
Shalako on these late fifteenth-century Hopi
vessels show that its nineteenth-century ap
pearance at Hopi was most probably a reap
pearance.
Because the vessels were
apparently made by different individuals and
because at least two come from different
CONCLUSION
mesas, it seems most probable that these
figures actually danced on the Hopi Mesas at
Kachina figures first appear on pottery in the time the pots were painted, rather than
the Hopi area around A.D. 1300 (Adams having been spotted elsewhere by traveling
1991; Ferg 1982; Hays 1989). The beaked potters. Where this being first appeared,
Shalako depicted on the 3 fifteenth-century whether in the Rio Grande Pueblos, at Zuni,
vessels shown here may be one of the older or at Hopi, we may never know. But its com
kachinas in the Hopi repertoire. Peter Pilles ings and goings from Hopi are testimony that
(personal communication, 1991) has iden Pueblo religion is neither stagnant nor in
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sular. Individual kachinas appear, disap Cameron, and Edmund Ladd read prelimi
pear, and reappear. Exchange of ritual nary drafts of the manuscript and made valu
ideas, information, and iconography among able suggestions, but any errors or
pueblo peoples speaking completely dif misinterpretations are my own.
ferent languages is evidently a regular fea
ENDNOTE
ture of pueblo life that has great time depth.
1.
Edmund Ladd, Zuni ethnologist, told
me that the figures on all three vessels are
Thanks to Christine Gross, Will Grewe- not the Zuni Shalako, because the body is
Mullins, and Jane Levin for assistance at the feathered and the head lacks horns. Also, the
Field Museum of Natural History and to the three small horned figures on Vessel 2 are
Museum of Northern Arizona for library not Sayatashas because their horns are on
resources and for supporting my current re the left, and Sayatasha has a horn on the
search efforts. Thanks also to the Arizona right side. He also notes that at Zuni the
Archaeological and Historical Society, which Shalako is a deity, not a kachina, that is
provided funding to photograph these ves owned by each kiva group, thus there are six
sels. Slides are on file at the Arizona State Shalakos. At Hopi, the Shalako is owned by
Museum, Homol’ovi Research Program, and clans.
at the Field Museum of Natural History,
-Flagstaff, Arizona
Chicago.
Dennis Gilpin, Catherine
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Table 1. Shalako Personnel.
Performance

Reference

Personnel

Zuni Shalako
6 Shalako
Sayatasha, rain priest
Hututu, his assistant
Shulawitsi, fire god
2 Yamuhakto, whippers
4 Salimobiya, warriors
10 Koyemsi, clowns
Stephen 1936:205-208

1893 Sio Shalako
4 Shalako
Ewtoto, chief kachina
Hahai’i, kachina mother
Akush, warrior
Wuwuyomo, a Badger Clan kachina
Sipikni (Salimobiya), warrior
Nakyachop, Silent Kachina, warrior
group of Koyemsi, clowns

Hough 1917:410-416

1916 Sio Shalako
4 Shalakos
8 Shepaquin (Sayatasha or Sipikni)
4 Yamuhakto, warriors
group of Koyemsi, clowns
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THE COLLECTION OF PUEBLO RITUAL
ARTIFACTS IN THE LATE NINETEENTH
AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURIES
Suzanne G. Kenagy
American religions” (P.L. 101-601 1990:sec.
2 (2)(C)) and to communally owned “cul
tural patrimony,” objects “having ongoing
historical, traditional, or cultural importance
central to the Native American group or cul
ture itself’ (P.L 101-601 1990:sec. 2 (2)(D »,
in contrast to property owned by individual
Native Americans.

C in ce the passage of the Native American
^ Grave Protection and Repatriation Act
(Public Law 101-601) in 1990, museums and
some private collectors have paid increasing
attention to the nature and acquisition of
“sacred,” ritual, and ritually associated
Pueblo artifacts. The circumstances of their
collection by institutions and individuals,
beginning in the late nineteenth century and
continuing into the early twentieth century,
have become a matter of crucial importance.
Both published and previously unpublished
documents indicate that collectors were
aware of Pueblo interdictions on the sale of
such materials, and the documents describe
a number of surreptitious strategies by which
such objects were successfully acquired. The
unquenchable interest of outsiders in such
objects resulted not only in their sale, but in
their replication by Pueblo artists and the
growth of an active market in creating and
selling objects manufactured in a “ritual”
style.

The bill requires that federally funded
museums provide a written summary of ar
tifacts that could conceivably fall within
these categories and include information
regarding the means by which they were ac
quired and the period. After determination
that certain items fall within the definitions
given for sacred objects or items of cultural
patrimony, mechanisms are legislated for the
expeditious return of such objects obtained
without the consent of their rightful owners.
Following extensive revision in the final
bill, however, museums are no longer re
quired to prove proper right of possession.
Instead, the burden of proof is placed on the
claimant, who must provide evidence of
original ownership or control. The museum
must then agree that it has no right of pos
session; if it refuses, the m atter must then go
to a Federal Review Committee or into
litigation. According to a memorandum is
sued by the American Association of
Museums, the entire repatriation process is

INTRODUCTION
The Grave Protection and Repatriation
Act of 1990 specifically makes reference to
artifacts classified as “sacred objects,” that is
“specific ceremonial objects needed by
traditional Native American religious
leaders for the practice of traditional Native
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based on common law principles and the
concept of “right of possession,” which is
defined as acquiring an object with the
voluntary consent of those with authority to
transfer it (Platt 1990:3). While museums
are still protected by relevant state laws of
ownership, many institutions do not contest
such claims and have already returned such
objects out of a professed desire to behave in
an ethical and moral fashion.

boundaries. Curiosity, the desire to acquire
exotic specimens for their own or others’
collections, and promises of profit were
surely some of the motivating factors in their
acquisition.

ignorance of Pueblo attitudes toward objects
and offerings deposited outside of village

Mrs. Stevenson’s activities at Zuni were
temporarily halted in 1885, when she was

COLLECTING IN THE LATE
NINETEENTH CENTURY

The first expedition sent out in 1879 by
the newly formed Bureau of Ethnology was
Pueblo objects that could be characterized led by Colonel James Stevenson. Accom
as being sacred, ritually associated, and/or of panied by his wife, Matilda Coxe Stevenson,
cultural patrimony were collected by institu and Frank Hamilton Cushing—at the time, a
tions and individuals beginning in the late young Smithsonian Institution ethnologist —
nineteenth century and continuing into the James Stevenson undertook the mission to
early twentieth century. The nature of the study the pueblos and ruins of Arizona and
outside collectors varied widely during this New Mexico and, in particular, to make a
period. Some were soldiers, nearby resi detailed study of Zuni pueblo. Matilda
dents, or tourists; most were professional Stevenson (1904b) later reported that the
ethnologists, museologists, or archaeologists. objects obtained during their six months at
They acquired objects directly from the Zuni formed the “largest and most valuable
pueblos or through other Anglos. Most con collection, especially of fetishes and sacred
centrated their acquisitory efforts at Zuni vessels, ever secured from any of the
Pueblo, New Mexico, or at the Hopi Pueblos pueblos” (p. 17). The Stevensons paid cash
in Arizona. In the late nineteenth century, for ceremonial objects, which included ritual
collecting was often done on a large scale, ceramics, shells, fetishes of the Rain Priests,
sometimes by the wagon load (Stevenson and kachina masks. The war pouch of the
1904b: 17), and collectors numbered their recently deceased Elder Brother Bow Priest
specimens in the thousands.
was also collected, for which Mrs. Stevenson
paid $25 to his son to retrieve it from the
Ethnologists and museum curators, who
corpse (Stevenson 1904a).
precipitated unethical activities by the prices
they paid, were largely inspired in their col
The Zuni were apparently unhappy with
lecting by the sincere belief that Pueblo cul the Stevensons’ collecting artifacts in 1879,
ture was a dying one, soon to be overrun by and it was not until 1924, sixteen years after
the spread of Anglo civilization. They felt it Colonel Stevenson’s death, that Mrs. Steven
incum bent upon themselves and their in son was able to purchase additional fetishes,
stitutions to preserve as much of the masks, and other ceremonial objects (Panm aterial culture as possible; they were confi dey 1972:327). As a result of their 1879-80
dent that the exigencies of science overrode expedition to the Southwest, the Stevensons
the “ superstitious” protestations of the In deposited 3,096 specimens of Pueblo
dians (see Parezo 1986).
material culture in the National Museum.
An
additional 8,500 pieces were added fol
Ritual objects from various shrine sites
surrounding the pueblos were also taken by lowing a second trip to the Southwest, in
nearby residents, traders, and tourists. They 1884-85 (Lange, Riley, and Lange 1970:371rationalized their theft with real or imagined 2, n. 109).
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came to Stevenson late at night, carrying one
of the jars in a sack. He “deposited a plume
offering in the vase and sprinkled meal upon
it and prayed while tears moistened his
cheeks” (Stevenson 1894:90-91).
White
(1962:162) was told that in 1901 or 1902 the
governor of Zia attempted unsuccessfully to
have the Smithsonian return the jar, which
he informed them had been stolen from the
pueblo.

refused admittance to a kiva ceremony. Mrs.
Stevenson then threatened to bring in troops
to support her research, but found that the
U.S. government would not cooperate
(Anonymous 1886; Wilson 1956:21). Several
Zuni also accused her of stealing sacred ob
jects (Pandey 1972:328).1 Her rather aggres
sive attitude toward fieldwork was not well
received by the Zuni, nor by rival male eth
nologists in the field (see Pandey 1972:326328).
During their Southwest explorations, the
Stevensons also visited the Hopi towns in
Arizona. Colonel John G. Bourke (1895)
wrote that, during James Stevenson’s brief
stay, he “bought from them everything in
sight, especially all he could induce them to
part with which had any connection with
their religious or festive observances” (p.
193). While visiting the Keresan Pueblo of
Zia, Colonel Stevenson discovered that
snake ceremonies were held at a short dis
tance from the town, and he “induced” the
head of the Snake Society to take him to the
cave where the snakes were housed in
ceramic jars. According to Matilda Steven
son, her husband was not satisfied with simp
ly seeing the vases but determined to possess
either one or both. In answer to his request
to purchase them, the head of the Society
replied, “ ‘These cannot be parted with, they
are so old that no one can tell when the Sia
first had them; they were made by our
people, of long ago; and the snakes would be
very angry if the Sia parted with these
vases’ ” (Stevenson 1894:90).

One of the best-known ethnologists to be
come involved in the ritual life of the Pueblo
Indians was Frank Hamilton Cushing, who
had accompanied the Stevensons on their
first trip to Zuni in 1879. Cushing chose to
remain at Zuni after the Stevensons
departed, staying into the winter of 1881.
He joined in all aspects of daily life, initially
despite the wishes of the Zuni, and eventual
ly was initiated into the Priesthood of the
Bow, the Zuni war society.
Cushing
returned to Zuni in 1882 for continued
fieldwork and in 1886 as leader of the First
Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological
Expedition.
Regarding his collection of objects for the
Bureau of Ethnology, Cushing (1881) wrote
to George Baird of the Smithsonian Institu
tion:
I have on hand, not only that
which I consider a very valuable al
though incomplete series of modern
Zuni specimens, but the five or six
hundred ancient articles which I
brought home.
Moreover, as my letter informed
you, I have cached at one of the
caves more than a thousand
specimens, at another, five hundred,
and at a third a trifle more than at
the latter. It is not only expensive
but very dangerous to transport such
things on horseback, and it would be
quite impossible thus to carry the
collecting and investigations at these
places much further.

Whenever Stevenson found the oppor
tunity, he expressed his wish to purchase
one, and finally a meeting of the chief priests
of the esoteric societies was held. In the
council the matter was “warmly discussed,
the vicar of the Snake Society insisting that
the gift should be made, but the superstition
on the part of the others was too great to be
overcome” (p. 90). Stevenson was told that
the decision had been made against relin
quishing the vessel. The night before their
departure from the pueblo, the Zia priest

The Indians have only within the
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and tried to ask the aged custodian
to name a lump sum for the entire
outfit, Excluding the snakes....He
appeared to grasp my meaning very
readily, and speculation blazed in
his eyes as he looked cautiously
about the Estufa....The scale of
prices was arranged without a great
deal of trouble. Three of the pipes
were handed over for a silver dime
each, and a stone hoe, as it appeared
to be, for a silver dollar. These were
the man’s own terms. The money
was laid before him and he picked
out the amount he was willing to
accept for each article. He declined
to part with the largest pipe at any
price,
saying
very
firmly,
“Ka-lolo-mai” (bad) every time I
offered to even touch it. Neither
would he let me have any other
stone implement from the lot under
his care; he said, “basta, basta” (you
have enough), and made signs for
me to conceal the purchases from
the notice of the other Indians. I
acted upon the old fellow’s
suggestions, and fearing lest some
revulsion of feeling might make him
repent of his conduct and recall the
bargain, I determined to preserve
these treasures by flight, and to
conceal them in my blankets or
hand-valise, where they should be
secure, [p. 126-7]

past ten days consented to my col
lecting any of the paraphernalia of
their sacred dances, or of the an
cient trophies of their tribe. They
now promise to help me get such
things together and I expect as the
result, one of the finest eth
nographic collections, although time
will be required for its completion,
and additional stratagems and
watchfulness.

In her study of early anthropologists and
their methodologies, Joan Mark (1980)
notes that despite Cushing’s “deep respect
for Indian life, he was willing to use threats
and deceit to get what he wanted, whether it
was secret information from the Zuni or
m aterial goods for purchase from the Hopis”
(p. 120). In 1883 Cushing made a five-day
trip to Oraibi, Hopi Third Mesa, where he
was unsuccessful in his attempts to use a kiva
as a base of trading operations. He finally
succeeded in coercing a few people into one
of the kivas and began to “harangue” them,
according to his own account, about the
power of “Washington,” the mythical father
of the Americans and the Indians. He told
them that Washington wanted “old vessels
and implements, your worn-out apparel,
your things of stone, and ancient things your
father used,” and offered food and cloth in
exchange. The inhabitants of Oraibi replied
that all Americans were liars and repeatedly
told Cushing to leave. H e removed a pistol
The Pueblo idea of communal ownership
he had hidden in a blanket and brandished of esoteric society ritual objects and the il
it, apparently in order to make a safe exit legality of their purchase from individuals
from the kiva. Realizing that large-scale was well known to early collectors. This is
trade with the Oraibis would be virtually im further illustrated by historian and ar
possible, he managed to exchange a few chaeologist Adolph Bandelier’s 1880 at
things with some of the women and left tempt to purchase hunting amulets at
shortly after (Cushing 1922: 267-68).
Cochiti Pueblo on behalf of the Stevensons.
He showed the amulets to the governor of
John G. Bourke (1884) explored the the pueblo, who was thunderstruck at their
Southwest in the 1880s and, in 1881, visited a attempted purchase, and Bandelier quickly
kiva at Walpi, Hopi First Mesa, where he ad ascertained that they were “sacred objects,
mired several objects on an altar:
never to be sold.” He was informed that the
objects belonged to the entire group, not to
Disregarding the sanctity of the den,
the individuals who wore them, and that they
I made a bold attem pt to secure
could not be sold without the permission of
some of these valuable specimens,
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the pueblo. Bandelier was also told that it masks were missing (1902:4). The following
was considered a crime to sell ritual objects year, he again was watched to see that no
and that severe punishment would be dealt ceremonial objects were sold to him (Culin
to those who did (Lange and Riley 1966:191- 1903:104). Eventually, things were brought
92). This knowledge did not prevent Ban to him by the women of the pueblo, whom
delier,
however,
from
immediately he describes as his “chief purveyors”:
purchasing a “small idol of alabaster, found
They carried their stuff wrapped
in one of the houses of the pueblo, and still
in blankets or in the bosoms of their
worn like amulets in little leather bags,”
dress. They brought me many things
from a Hispanic inhabitant (Lange and Riley
that the men would not sell, things
1966:193).
which they had gathered in the dark,
inner rooms; things long disused, of
COLLECTING IN THE EARLY
which they did not know the sig
nificance or value. [1903:89]
TWENTIETH CENTURY
Culin (1903:32) notes that it was probably
In the early 1900s, a number of ritual ves
the
extreme poverty of the Zuni that led
sels were collected from Zuni Pueblo by the
them
to sell such objects, which were or
Brooklyn Museum. Stewart Culin, curator
dinarily
surrounded by secrecy.
of the Department of Ethnology, visited
Zuni almost annually from 1901 to 1907,
After his visit to Zuni in 1902, Culin cor
purchasing directly from the pueblo as well responded with Andrew Vanderwagen, who
as from local collectors and traders. Culin owned a trading post at the pueblo. Vander
notes the difficulty encountered in obtaining wagen, a Dutch-born missionary of the
religious paraphernalia, adding that they Christian Reformed Church, had come to
were considered the property of the esoteric Zuni in 1898 to convert the Indians. After
societies and “cannot be legitimately dis several frustrating years spent in unsuccess
posed of.” He also adds that at Zuni there is ful missionization, he resigned his post and
a punishment of death for selling either stayed on at Zuni as a trader and rancher
kachina masks or dolls and that, to the Zuni, (McNitt 1962:241-42). Vanderwagen wrote
the two greatest crimes are witchcraft and to Culin in 1903, confiding that since his visit
the selling of sacred objects. He observes of the year before, Vanderwagen had
that while the trading for such objects does secured “some fifty different wooden dolls
occur, it takes place only in secret (Culin or effigies of the dancers, and twenty-one
1901:18; 1903:101).
different masks, as well as the entire con
Culin originally went to Zuni with the in tents of three of the most ancient and sacred
tention of purchasing ceremonial objects, of the Zuni shrines from the neighboring
but seeing none for sale on his first visit, he mountain” (Culin 1903:32).
correctly assumed that they purposefully had
On Culin’s return to the Southwest later
been kept out of sight. He (1901:18) notes that year, he purchased four jars which had
that the women refused to sell kachina dolls come from the Siayatosha shrine, located on
at any price because of an old belief that a a ledge on the south side of Dowa Yalanne
child would become ill if its doll were sold. or Corn Mountain. In 1904 he obtained two
Culin was ultimately successful in his search more jars, which had been found by the
during his second visit to Zuni and, in 1902, original discoverer of the shrine site, Elwood
was able to purchase nine masks, despite Alcutt. Alcutt had reported that the shrine
public warnings of forthcoming punishment contained about 12 old ceramic jars and a
for those who dealt with him and a Pueblo wooden image of Siayatosha, the principal
officer who constantly made the rounds of personage of the Zuni Shalako, and that the
the houses to see that none of the kachina
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the Zuni had worshipped the shrine as the of the previous year’s scare. But Vander
center of the earth. Alcutt had taken two wagen had not abandoned the trade in ritual
jars, of eighteenth-century date, in 1892, and materials. Now he was employing several
a third jar and a lightning stick during a visit Zuni to manufacture masks and dolls for him
in 1900. Two jars were purchased by Culin directly. The three Zuni, who he had osten
through the Fred Harvey Curio Store in Al sibly hired to sink a well, were working in a
buquerque, and the third was purchased locked room at his home. Culin purchased
directly from Alcutt’s widow, by then resid the entire lot of 50 manufactured kachina
dolls, each different from the lot of 73 he
ing in Pasadena, California (Culin 1904:4).
had previously bought from Vanderwagen.
From Vanderwagen, Culin also obtained Vanderwagen’s precautions against Pueblo
what was reported to be the entire contents knowledge of his activities included hiding
of the Zuni Chakuti Shrine of the Little Fire the dolls in a securely fastened box and two
Society, which included a War God trunks. The Zuni carvers were also fearful
(Ahayurda) image, a painted wooden bird, of detection, and just prior to Culin’s visit
corn ears, war clubs, cigarettes, approximate one of the Zuni carvers had fled
ly 250 prayersticks, and a painted ceramic Vanderwagen’s workshop, afraid that his ac
cylinder. According to Vanderwagen, he tivities would be discovered (Culin 1904:9had been able to raid the shrine by entering 10). Between 1903 and 1904, Culin also
its vicinity on the pretext of chopping purchased six War God images, prayer
firewood (Culin 1904:11). Writing several sticks, wooden arrows, and war clubs from a
years before this particular incident, Culin cave shrine identified as Unika or “Tai-ya-lo
(1902:9) acknowledges that the Zuni are Ilo-nai On-os-ta” ; a Kolowissi altar; a
very jealous of their shrines and that thefts Shalako altar; and other ceremonial
from them, which are known immediately in materials (Anonymous 1978:4,6).
the pueblo, are considered a profanation.
During the same period, Culin was also
While Culin was visiting Zuni in 1903, he making surreptitious collections of ritual
briefly left the pueblo on business. During materials at Hopi on behalf of the Brooklyn
his absence, several Zuni gained admittance Museum. Culin was told by the trader
to the Vanderwagen home and caught sight Frederick C. Voltz that the Hopi peri
of his collection of kachina masks and dolls. odically visited Meteor Crater at Canyon
According to Culin (1903), there was great Diablo, 96 to 128 km (60 to 80 mi) from
excitement in the pueblo, and a meeting was Hano, First Mesa, where they made
called for that night, prom pted no doubt by ceremonial deposits. Voltz, who maintained
the “common opinion in Zuni that the sale a trading post at Canyon Diablo, obtained
of the dolls to Vanderwagen, the violations one of the offerings, which included two
of the ancient shrines, and other acts of im honey pots, prayer sticks, ears of corn, and
piety, would result in drought and the failure corn meal (Culin 1901:35).
of the crops” (p. 96). Vanderwagen packed
One prominent American anthropologist
up the collection, and he and Culin left im
mediately for the town of Gallup, which they who came to the Southwest in 1915 took up
reached without incident (Culin 1903:48). residence at Zuni Pueblo with the intention
Vanderwagen was able to return to Zuni the of studying Zuni social patterns. While at
following year, however, and successfully Zuni, the anthropologist purchased a portion
of an altar from the Hunter (Sanniakwe)
reopened his store.
Society, the bulk of which had already been
W hen Culin returned to Zuni in 1904, he sold to Matilda Stevenson. He explained in
found that Vanderwagen had reduced his a 1915 letter to Pliny Earle Goddard at the
collecting activities, undoubtedly the result American Museum of Natural History that
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societies at Zuni and advised them to sell
their ceramics immediately and share in the
profits, rather than risk thefts by outsiders or
by individuals within their own groups. They
agreed to the sale as soon as they could
“substitute and dedicate other pottery in
place of the old,” so that the potency of the
ceremonies would not be affected. When
members of the societies were satisfied with
the arrangements, they began surreptitiously
removing the ceramics from their storage
places, a few pieces at a time. Secrecy was
necessary because the rites the societies per
formed were for the welfare of the entire
pueblo, and they feared the people “might
feel that their interests were being
neglected” (Anonymous 1929-1930:n.p.).

he was able to purchase the main piece of
most likely another altar “honestly” because
the society had recently made a new one.
He added, however, that there had been a
delay in the the purchase, perhaps because
the seller had developed “cold feet”
(Anonymous 1915). 3 In another letter, the
anthropologist wrote that his Zuni “mother”
had stolen, unasked, some pink clay from the
home of the gods and the dead Zuni. He
stated:
I go on the principle that if any
Zuni of his own accord wants to
break the Zuni law and brings me
things that he legally owns but is
morally expected not to sell, the sale
is an affair of his own conscience,
not of mine. If I were to buy nothing
but what is [illegible] I should not
have a single ceremonial piece.
[Anonymous 1915]

Before the trader had received the entire
lot, he learned that other societies also used
old ceramics, which they also agreed to sell.
However, a competitor heard of his activities
and succeeded in buying a share of the ritual
THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF
pieces.
Both traders had difficulty hiding the
RITUAL OBJECTS
purchased pieces from their
Indian
employees
within
their
own
storerooms
and
Edwin Wade (1976) has noted that it was
inevitable that religious objects would be had them stored elsewhere to avoid detec
sold, although the communal ownership of tion. Over 50 pieces were obtained by the
ritual objects such as kachina masks, cos two traders in the space of one year, and by
tumes, altar pieces, medicine jars, and hunt the end of 1929 they believed they had pur
ing fetishes was well known. Nevertheless, “. chased nearly all that was available.
.. certain tribal members have yielded to the However, within several months, 41 addi
pieces
had
been
acquired
temptation of easy money and offered such tional
objects for sale. Traditional Indian Societies (Anonymous 1929-1930:n.p.), with the
have reacted in shocked outrage. Often the likelihood that, due to stimulation of the na
return of ceremonial items have been tive market, some of the pieces had been
demanded, and severe punishment was specifically manufactured for sale.
usually dealt out to the guilty tribal
A similar group of Zuni ritual vessels was
member” (Wade 1976:70).
Apparently obtained by a western museum in 1932,
whole societies also agreed to sell ritual ob through one of the same traders and under
jects on occasion, but kept their activities similar circumstances.
The trader who
secret from the general Pueblo populace, as secured them indicated that the pieces were
the sale of objects employed communally by purchased only after the priest of the Zuni
esoteric societies defied Pueblo custom.
society involved had made satisfactory dupli
A number of ritual Pueblo vessels were cates and had blessed them. These vessels
obtained in the 1920s through a New Mexico were kept under the floorboards of the
trader, but only “by patient and cautious in trader’s warehouse until they could be safely
quiry.” The trader had become acquainted be disposed of (Anonymous 1969:n.p.).
with the membership of two esoteric
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An anonymously collected story, perhaps
related to the previous incident, indicates
that, at some point in the first half of this
century, a Zuni woman was entrusted with a
set of vessels from one of the esoteric
societies at Zuni. The woman is said to have
m ade a facsimile copy of the set, selling the
originals to a trader and returning the copies
to the society (Anonymous 1979).

pieces. The society’s members held a group
discussion and they agreed to sell, but were
afraid to touch the jars because they were ig
norant of the correct prayers. The collector
then entered the Zuni kiva ^nd took them
himself (Anonymous 1940:5).

R uth Kirk (1943) wrote that, as the priests
and esoteric societies at Zuni Pueblo died
out, fetishes and fetish vessels were gradual
ly coming on the market. According to Kirk,
if a priest died and no one was eligible or
willing to take on his office, the family could
decide to keep his fetishes for the “beneficient power which they generate.” But if
misfortune struck the family, through sick
ness or death, it was often viewed as the
result of an offense to the fetish, and the
family may then take it to a kiva to be stored,
bury it in the hills, or otherwise dispose of it
(1943:13-14). Also as a result of falling away
from the old rituals at Zuni, Kirk (1950:131)
states that fetishes and ritual paraphernalia
becam e a burden to the owners, as feeding,
cleaning, and saying prayers were often re
quired, sometimes every day.
Younger
people sold ritual pieces for necessary cash
and, a high price was said to propitiate the
supernaturals. By 1943, Kirk herself (1943)
claimed to have “procured and examined”
25 sets of fetishes and fetish jars, collecting
“pertinent information from the best avail
able informants” (p. 12).

Aside from the theft and duplication of
ritual materials, the public exhibition of
ritual materials eventually became a matter
of concern to the pueblos. In 1901, H. R.
Voth, who had lived at Oraibi since 1893,
was commissioned by the Field Columbian
Museum in Chicago to construct a set of
nine Oraibi-style altars from Hopi. These he
assembled from previously collected artifacts
and based their arrangement on his
photographs of Oraibi altars and on his field
notes. In 1910 he constructed an additional
four altars for the museum, again assembled
from artifacts originally made by Hopi
ritualists (Eggan 1979:4-5).
In 1905, Voth
also constructed a Hopi altar in the new
Hopi House, Grand Canyon, a Fred Harvey
Company retail store. Then, in 1913, he
reproduced three Hopi altars for the Fred
Harvey Company in Albuquerque, one by
the walkway outside of the Alvarado Hotel, a
Harvey House hotel (Harvey 1979:iv).

T hree jars from the Zuni Red Ant
(Halo.kwe) Society came into the collection
of the Museum of the American Indian in
1940, under similar circumstances. Accord
ing to the unsigned transcript of a discussion
about the jars, they belonged to the head of
the society, held the society’s fetishes, and
were used in preparing medicinal liquid.
A fter the death of the society’s leader, no
one could be found to replace him. The col
lector said he heard members of the Red
Ant Society discussing the situation, and he
asked if there were a chance to purchase the

THE RETURN OF RITUAL AND
SACRED OBJECTS

These Albuquerque altars were viewed by
a number of local Pueblo Indians who ob
jected to the public display and informed the
Hopi.6 The Hopi were certain that the altars
had been stolen and demanded that the al
tars be returned. Voth insisted, however,
that he had manufactured them himself
(Harvey 1963:39). The Hopi either did not
accept his explanation or felt that exhibiting
a simulated altar was as objectionable as
showing an authentic one (Wade 1976:137).
In describing the incident, Byron Harvey III
(1963:39) notes that the clandestine sale of
ritual objects was a tradition that had long
been passed down in Hopi families. The
Harvey Company itself had begun buying
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religious leaders were incorporated into a
formal document, representing “the general
consensus of all tribal religious leaders and
In 1932 a group of Hopi from Third Mesa the specific recommendations of leaders
visited the Field Museum in connection with
with specific concerns” (Lewis 1981:1). The
the Century of Progress exhibition in
Chicago and unhappily discovered the altars secular Zuni Tribal Council then formally
that Voth had built and installed almost 30 resolved to support the religious leaders, to
years earlier. Upon returning to the Mesa, “insure that Zuni cultural patrimony is
they ostracized at least one Hopi they felt properly cared for, and to exercise the
had cooperated in its construction, until religious freedom and access to religious
museum officials assured them that he had property” that had been guaranteed in the
not (Eggan 1979:6). Perhaps prompted by American Indian Religious Freedom Act
the concern of the Hopi, at least one of the (Lewis 1981:1).
altars was sold to a private collector, Sir
The Zuni document states that Zuni has
Henry Wellcome, in 1933 and, following his
death, came into the collection of the always condemned the sale or theft of
American Museum of Natural History. In religious objects associated with various
1958 the Harvey Company returned five aspects of their religious system. However,
pieces of Hopi ritual art, either manufac the document realizes that while some ob
tured or collected by Voth, for use in jects were taken from their dwelling places
ceremonies on Second Mesa. Included were by tribal members or by insensitive non-In
two masks, a stone fox, and a gourd dian visitors or residents, others were given
ceremonial vessel (Harvey 1963:39-40). In willfully by their owners in return for
1968, when the Voth collection of Hopi art monetary compensation or trade goods (Kalwas removed from Hopi House at Grand lestewa and Ladd 1981:1). Regardless of the
Canyon, the Hopi requested that certain circumstances of their acquisition, the Zuni
items be returned. Two altars were returned then requested the return of certain ritual
items and the dismantling of others. The
at that time (Harvey 1979:xiii).
Zuni efforts to obtain the return of certain
In 1978 the American Indian Religious objects, or control over their disposition,
Freedom act (Public Law 341) passed into have met with considerable success at the
Federal law, with the intent of allowing the Smithsonian Institution and other public and
“freedom to believe, express, and exercise private museums.
the traditional religions...including...access to
War God figures have been returned by
sites, use and possession of sacred objects
the Denver Art Museum, the Museum of
and
freedom
to
worship
through
New Mexico, the Brooklyn Museum, and the
ceremonials and traditional rites.” After a Millicent Rogers Museum. The Heard
century of loss, a concerned group of Zuni Museum, Phoenix, has returned kiva masks
religious leaders met with the curatorial staff to the Hopi (Steiner 1981:13). One of the
of the National Museum of Natural History, Voth altars on exhibit at the Field Museum
Smithsonian Institution, in that same year, to was removed from public view in 1981 (Page
view and discuss the disposition of the 1983:60). And the snake jar taken by Steven
museum’s collection of Zuni ceremonial son was returned Zia Pueblo by the Smith
The determ 
materials. The religious leaders then held sonian Institution in 1982.
meetings at Zuni Pueblo, where the collec ination and success of the Zuni efforts is
tion material was described and discussed. most certainly reflected in the passage of
Requests and recommendations of the other protective bills, culminating in the
Graves Protection and Repatriation Law.
kachina masks and dolls as early as 1903
(Wade 1976:71).
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sold objects; some were members of the
esoteric societies that owned the pieces,
others were not. The death of knowledge
able individuals and the eventual attrition of
a number of esoteric societies meant the loss
of ritual objects, as well as the knowledge of
prayers or rituals required for their proper
care. Ritual objects were surreptitiously and
exactly duplicated. The copies later served as
general models for objects that were openly
manufactured in a “ritual style” for cash
market. The creators of masks, fetishes,
dolls, and ritual ceramics faced the economic
advantages of dealing with outside markets.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A survey of the history of acquiring
Pueblo ritual materials, particularly ritual
ceramics, has revealed a range of motiva
tions and methods that were used by both
nonindigenous collectors and the indigenous
people who made and used the objects. Col
lectors entered the field with near-rapacious
curiosity and obsessive desire to obtain
ritually associated items —the more esoteric,
the m ore carefully cached, the more skillful
ly obtained, the better —for they soon real
ized that Pueblo artifacts of cultural and
magicoreligious significance were not parted
with easily.

The history of the collection of ritual and
ritual-style objects in the past century has
W hen it came to acquiring ritually as often been a distressing one. However, it
sociated objects, the pueblos made clear clearly demonstrates the attitudes of
their conservative attitudes from the begin anthropologists and other collectors who
ning. The concept of communal rather than desired objects filled with symbolic sig
individual ownership of many of these nificance; the attitudes of collecting institu
m aterials was implicit, as was the knowledge tions, which wanted to obtain sensational
that severe retribution awaited puebloans items that could then be included in
who were caught selling or buying. Anglos “authentic,” crowd-pleasing exhibits; and
took things they knew to be forbidden, well- the changing attitudes of the Pueblo peoples,
aware that their activities were considered who sometimes found outside pressures too
suspect and were therefore carefully ob strong to resist and began to specifically
served by Pueblo officials. They knew that manufacture “ritual-style” items for a grow
dealings involving these objects had to be ing outside market.
surreptitious and surrounded by subterfuge.
The passage of the Graves Protection and
Collectors applied different kinds of pres Repatriation Bill clearly calls for an ex
sure to acquire what they desired: the at amination of the circumstances surrounding
traction of cash, food, or trade goods; the the acquisition of ritual and other associated
exaggeration of the supernatural power and objects, a new unromanticized self-aware
prestige of “W ashington” as a mythical ness on the part of institutions in terms of
figure who desired these objects; and sheer their own history and collecting practices,
and a new era of cooperation between in
physical force or the threat of force.
stitutions and Native American religious
The care with which ritual objects were leaders and practitioners.
traditionally protected contrasts with the
willingness of some individuals and esoteric
societies to sell certain objects, particularly
ceramics, after realizing that attempts to
NOTES
rebuff collectors would inevitably be useless.
Objects were frequently sold by women, who
1.
However, Pandey (1972:327) adds that
were perhaps ignorant of their spiritual sig accusations of theft had become the usual
nificance or were simply more pragmatic in Zuni way of expressing dislike and resent
their means of economic survival. Men, too, ment toward anthropologists. It is likely that
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at some point there was a factual basis for (1901:plate XXIX); for the Snake Altar and
Society
altars,
see
Voth
this kind of accusation, and perhaps it did in Antelope
(1903:plates
CLXI
and
CLXII).
deed begin with Mrs. Stevenson.
6. Twenty years after this incident, Parsons
2. M. Stevenson (1904b:381-2) warns in
(1932) was told by an Isleta Pueblo inform
1904 that spurious masks, fetishes, and altars
ant that the Hopi man who helped Voth with
were being made at that time at Zuni and of
this project suffered for his part [if indeed a
fered for sale.
Hopi Man did assist Voth]; within two days
3. Discretion and the protection of Pueblo he began to swell up, his swollen tongue
informants requires that these and other col hanging from his mouth (Parsons 1932: 202,
lection documents be anonymous in author n. 1).
ship.
7. The Wheelwright Museum, Santa Fe,
also
returned a large collection of Navajo
4. Similar incidents occurred in acquiring
now-obsolete ritual ceramics from other sacred objects to the care of Navajo religious
Pueblos. For example, in 1922, the last rain leaders in 1977, saying they returned them
priest of Pojoaque brought his set of "sacred not only because the Navajo people needed
water vials" to the Museum of New Mexico, them, but for the museum staffs own sake,
explaining their function on the rain altar “to gain harmony in our work, to honor the
and stating simply that he had used them for creative tension between preservation and
perseverance which has sustained the Navajo
the last time (Hewett 1930:83).
Nation itself ” (Steiner 1982:13).
5. For illustrations of the constructed
Oraibi Soyal altar, see Dorsey and Voth
—Fort Smith, Arkansas
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ADOLPH F. BANDELIER
AND CHARLES F. LUMMIS
Charles H. Lange and Patricia Fogelman Lange
Tf’or many years, the names of Adolph F. beginning of an association that lasted until
Bandelier and Charles F. Lummis have Bandelier’s death in 1914.
been firmly fixed in the history and literature
After 1914, a somewhat modified relation
of the American Southwest. Their associa
ship
continued between Bandelier’s widow,
tion has generally been regarded as one
involving a close friendship based on mutual his second wife, Fanny R. Bandelier, and
respect. However, this relationship, as might Lummis, until the latter’s death on Novem
well be suspected when two strong per ber 25,1928.
sonalities are concerned, experienced
ADOLPH F. BANDELIER
numerous ups and downs, especially in later
years.
Bandelier and Lummis were nearly twenty
Bandelier liked to consider himself a sin years apart in age; Bandelier was born
gularly hard-headed and objective scholar. August 6, 1840, in Bern, Switzerland, and
Radin (1942:xiii), however, was probably Lummis on March 1, 1859, in Lynn, Mas
nearer the truth when he wrote, “For all his sachusetts. Bandelier came to this country in
protests against the Romantic School in ar 1848, when he and his mother, Marie Senn
chaeology, Bandelier...always remained a Bandelier, joined his father, Adolphe
somewhat befuddled romantic, although like Eugene Bandelier, in the small Swiss com
everything else about him, his romanticism munity of Highland, Illinois, some 40 km
had a touch of the puritan and the (25 mi) east of St. Louis.
picaresque.” It was precisely such paradoxes
Both in Bern and in Highland, the young
that provided some measure of a base for
Adolph
experienced only limited conven
the attraction that Lummis and Bandelier
tional
elementary
school education; this
felt for one another.
seems to have terminated with his mother’s
The ensuing discussion will briefly relate death in 1855 when he was fifteen years old.
the more significant details in each man’s This was in contrast to Lummis’ early years,
life and provide a few comparisons between with a more formal schooling that concluded
the two and then specific details on Ban with an abbreviated experience at Harvard
delier and Lummis. These preliminaries will University. Included in Bandelier’s early
cover their lives up to the critical year of schooling were the study and use of French,
1888, the year the two men actually met, the German, and English in addition to his na
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retired early and was already an established
scholar and authority in various aspects of
anthropology and history. He was very much
interested in structures and comparisons of
kinship systems and also in social organiza
tion generally. As he became acquainted
with Bandelier’s writings, he recognized an
opportunity to expand his “sampling” of the
To a considerable degree, Bandelier was a world’s ethnographic entities —especially in
self-made man; he lacked the formal training cases where his linguistic abilities were
enjoyed by many of his contemporaries — limited, as in the case of Spanish.
something that surfaced in expressions of
In turn, Bandelier saw in Morgan a men
resentm ent from time to time throughout his
tor,
which he had previously not had, and
life. For the most part, he chose to compen
sate for his lack of academic credentials by also an intermediary vis-a-vis professional
thoroughly examining original documents anthropologists and historians, which he had
and other early sources and by writing with also lacked. Overall, however, it seems safe
an unusually liberal use of notes to substan to say that von Humboldt’s impact on
tiate his syntheses, summaries, and con Bandelier’s thinking was greater than that of
clusions.
M ore
formally
trained Lewis Henry Morgan, even though the latter
contemporary scholars who failed to docu was an important personage in Bandelier’s
m ent their writings fully were viewed with early career and is from time to time pointed
rather obvious contempt, and their efforts out by writers (for example, White 1940:1,
were often sharply criticized by Bandelier in 11) as the most influential upon his overall
his published reviews and commentaries as approach in scholarship.
well as in his correspondence.
As a direct result of Morgan’s advocacy,
Following his marriage on January 5, Bandelier came to the attention of the newly
1861, to Josephine Huegy, or “Joe,” who formed Archaeological Institute of America
was four years older and the daughter of one (AIA), which was based in Cambridge/ Bos
of his father’s banking partners, Adolph’s in ton. The executive committee included such
terests in the business world began to give scholars as Charles Eliot Norton and Francis
way to a growing interest in early American Parkman; as they initiated their program,
history, especially that of Spanish America. they sought the advice of not only Morgan
During his entire scholarly life, Bandelier but also of such authorities as John Wesley
consistently showed the influence of an early Powell, Chief of the newly established
exposure to the writings of Alexander von Bureau of Ethnology in Washington, D.C.
Hum boldt, the famous German scholar in Powell informed the AIA Executive Com
the fields of anthropology, geography, and mittee that he considered Bandelier to be “a
history. In addition to the documentary gentleman well versed in American antiq
records, Bandelier was interested in ar uities and thoroughly acquainted with the
chaeological remains and ethnographic data, authors on the subject.”
and he strove to reconstruct culture history
Minutes of the AIA meetings for 1879-80
as fully and as accurately as he was able.
reveal that the decision to hire Bandelier
With his early publications on American had been, at least initially, far from unani
Indian cultural history, especially that of mous. A vigorous minority held out for rela
Mexico, Bandelier attracted the attention of tively undivided attention to the classic
Lewis Henry Morgan of Rochester, New cultures of the Eastern Mediterranean.
York. Morgan was an attorney who had Their reasoning was that the investigation of

tive Swiss patois. Competency in Spanish did
not come until later, in the course of his re
search in documents and manuscripts relat
ing to early Spanish America. This diverse
acquaintance with several foreign languages
proved to be a distinct asset for Bandelier in
his career.
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these cultures was worth pursuing, unlike the visiting ruins either alone or in the company
relatively undeveloped cultures of the of Pueblo Indians or neighboring ranchers,
American Indians that had little of value to traders, or military men, and spending many
reward the AIA’s involvement. Fortunately, long hours copying documents in the church
the majority prevailed, although the and territorial archives. He also began to
American studies program never did receive make watercolor paintings of ruins, items of
an equal share of the AIA’s financial back material culture, and similar subject m at
ing. In any case, Bandelier’s services were ter — this was essentially a self-taught talent,
agreed upon, and he soon departed for the one that he developed in preference to car
Southwest and Santa Fe to begin his rying bulky photographic equipment around
in the field.
fieldwork.
Before leaving for the Southwest and
while still visiting in Washington, Bandelier
had written a long letter to Morgan, bringing
him up to date, “In the meantime I work at
the Library of Congress. Prof. Norton has
directed me to furnish him, for a Bulletin to
be published next October, an historical in
troduction about the pueblos, after old
documentary sources. At this I am now
working” (see Bandelier 1881a).

In 1881, he briefly joined the ill-fated
Loriliard-Charnay Expedition in Mexico.
When this group disbanded rather abruptly,
Bandelier continued to work in that country
on his own, again visiting ruins, painting, and
copying documents he found in several ar
chives. Later that same year, he returned to
the United States and resumed his investiga
tions in the Southwest.

In the spring of 1885, the bank in which
Soon after Bandelier’s arrival in Santa Fe his father was a partner failed; being in
on August 23, 1880, he visited the ruins of Highland at the time and hence “available,”
the pueblo and mission church at nearby Bandelier was jailed overnight and then
Pecos. He reported in a letter to Morgan of released. He left almost immediately for
September 5 that, after a week of work at Santa Fe, where he was soon joined by Joe.
Pecos, “1 am dirty, ragged & sunburnt, but of
Once again situated in Santa Fe, Ban
best cheer. My life’s work has at last begun.”
delier
devoted his energies to the territorial
Following his return to Santa Fe on Septem
and
church
archives, to the living Pueblos, to
ber 6, Bandelier worked hard at his two
painting,
and
to visiting and examining major
reports for the AIA, finishing his “History of
Pecos” (Bandelier 1881b) on September 17 ruins. His stipend from the AIA had ter
and two days later, completing his “Histori minated, and Bandelier desperately sought
cal
Introduction” (Bandelier 1881a). other sources of income. He tutored a small
Several months later, Norton gave an ac handful of acquaintances in foreign lan
count of Bandelier’s activities at a meeting guages; he wrote columns for the local
of the AIA Executive Committee and noted newspapers, concentrating on significant
that “Notwithstanding the hardship and dis episodes in territorial history. O ther articles
cipline to which he was subjected his zeal were for various Eastern papers, and several
and enthusiasm were remarkable...; his first were sent to German newspapers.
report upon Pecos was the best bit of scien
Finally, he was hired as historiographer
tific work with which he [the President, Nor for the Hemenway Southwestern Ar
ton] was acquainted.”
chaeological Expedition, serving under
The first half of the 1880s found Bandelier Frank H. Cushing. At almost the same time,
exploring a good portion of New Mexico, Bandelier was commissioned by Archbishop
Arizona, and northern Mexico, living among Salpointe to write a history of the misthe Pueblo Indians for several brief periods, sionization and colonization of the South
west under the Spanish (see Bandelier
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1887-88). This was looked upon as an ap
propriate gift from the archdiocese in honor
of Pope Leo X III’s Golden Jubilee. Another
appointm ent for Bandelier was as an inspec
tor in the educational program for the Indian
Pueblos, which was directed by Father J. A.
Stephan. Thus, in the critical year of 1888,
Bandelier was dividing his time among all
these projects, with the exception of the
Hemenway appointment, which had come to
an end. Occasionally, there was a check from
such friends as Parkman, who continued to
support B andelier’s research.

CHARLES F. LUMMIS

That fall, Lummis began his cross-country
trek on foot from Cincinnati to join his wife
in Los Angeles. It was while on this journey
that Lummis first visited Isleta Pueblo, just
south of Albuquerque, and he also visited
the Spanish community of San Mateo near
Mount Taylor, to the west. There he met and
became a close friend of Amado Chaves,
who extended a warm invitation to visit
again in the event of Lummis’ return to that
area.
Years later, in his biography of Charles
Fletcher Lummis, his son Keith included this
comment, “Then on November 15, 1894, his
first son was born and named Amado Ban
delier after his father’s two best friends”
(Fiske and Lummis 1975:97). On February 1,
1886, Lummis joined his wife in Los Angeles
(Fiske and Lummis 1975:6-28, 152, 165, 214;
Gordon 1972: 6-7, 41-2, 103, 135).

Leaving Bandelier and his career momen
tarily, it is time to look in on that of Lummis.
Born almost twenty years after Bandelier,
Lummis spent his first years with his m ater
nal grandparents and then went to live with
his father, Dr. Henry Lummis, a minister and
In Los Angeles, Lummis again became a
scholar in Connecticut, his mother having journalist with, and eventually editor of, the
died in the meantime. Lummis attended Los Angeles Times. The paper carried a
Harvard University for a brief time. There weekly column in which Lummis described
he made the long-enduring acquaintance of his adventures while crossing the western
Theodore Roosevelt, later to be the twenty- United States. In 1887, at the age of twentysixth president of the United States. This was eight and after two years as editor, Lummis
m ore of a social relationship rather than one suffered a paralytic stroke as a result of over
of intellectual or scholarly influence such as work and stress related to his job. He lost the
that of von Humboldt, Morgan, or Parkman ability to walk or speak, and he was unable
on Bandelier. In contrast to Bandelier’s in to use his left arm (Fiske and Lummis
volvement in scholarly pursuits, the career of 1975:29-39; Gordon 1972: 7, 42, 117, 133,
Lummis was more of an opportunism, which 136, 145).
suited him well in journalism and popular
writing.
Refusing to remain in Los Angeles as an
invalid, Lummis returned to New Mexico
While at Harvard, Lummis also found a early in 1888, in order to convalesce at the
bride, marrying Mary Dorothea Rhodes, a San Mateo home of his friend, Amado
student at the Boston University School of Chaves. In March of 1888, Lummis learned
Medicine. He soon left Harvard to manage of the Hermandad de la Luz, the Penitentes,
the Ohio farm of his wife’s parents. After a a very secretive religious splinter group —not
short time, however, Lummis left farming to in the good graces of the more conventional
enter the newspaper business as editor of the clergy and administrators of the Roman
Scioto Gazette, the oldest paper west of the Catholic Church. He was determined to wit
Alleghenies. During this time, Dorothea ness and photograph the Penitente rituals,
rem ained in Boston, receiving her M.D. in despite the efforts of his friends, the Chaves
1884, and subsequently moving to Los An family and others, to discourage him from
geles to establish her own medical practice.
this plan. Later that year, an article by Lum102

mis describing these rituals and including
photographs of them (the first ever taken)
appeared in the Cosmopolitan (Fiske and
Lummis 1975:43-45; Gordon 1972:139). It
was during this period that Lummis suffered
a second severe stroke, seemingly while still
at the Chaves home, where he was cared for
by Don Amado’s mother.

plausible version. In any case, it is clear that
Bandelier and Lummis reached the year
1888 with strongly contrasting backgrounds
and experiences.

To begin, Lummis’ account of their m eet
ing should be considered. In the 1916 edition
of Bandelier’s The Delight Makers,
published posthumously by Fanny R. Ban
In the autumn of 1888, Lummis left San delier, there appeared for the first time a
Mateo and went to Isleta Pueblo to study In contribution by Lummis, entitled “In
dian language and folklore and to live with Memory.” Lummis’ commentary unfor
included
certain
errors —at
friends he had made earlier. Meanwhile, the tunately
Penitentes were seeking revenge, offended tributable for the most part to the fact that
by his invasion of their religious privacy and Lummis was apparently writing primarily
resenting his intrusion into their local politi from memory. Nonetheless, the piece by
cal affairs. They hired a gunman to assas Lummis serves to illustrate most graphically
sinate him (Fiske and Lummis 1975:52-57; basic differences in the style and values of
Gordon 1972:7, 139-40). At Isleta Pueblo, Lummis and Bandelier.
Lummis was shot while standing one night in
IN MEMORY
the light of his doorway. In vain, he pursued
the assassin and was then persuaded to go to
One day of August, 1888, in the
the home of the trader, Archibald Rea,
teeth
of a particular New Mexico
where he could have his wounds treated. The
sand-storm
that whipped pebbles
trader’s New England wife, Alice Douglas
the
size
of
a
bean straight to your
Rea, and her sisters, Eva Frances Douglas,
face, a ruddy, bronzed, middle-aged
the school teacher, and Florence, assumed
man, dusty but unweary with his
care of Lummis (Fiske and Lummis 1975:49sixty-mile tramp from Zuni, walked
57, 69; Gordon 1972:7, 41, 45, 66, 140, 141into my solitary camp at Los
45).
Alamitos. [According to Bandelier’s
journal for 1888, he was actually in
Dorothea, Lummis’ estranged wife, ar
the area of Santa Fe-Cochiti-Pena
rived several days later, and she and Eva
Blanca in August.] Within the after
shared in nursing Lummis back to health.
noon I knew that here was the most
As Gordon (1972:140) delicately worded it,
extraordinary mind I had met. There
“During the time required for healing, Miss
and then began the uncommon
friendship which lasted until his
Douglas and Dr. Lummis became such good
death, a quarter of a century later;
friends that wife #1 agreed to step aside so
and a love and admiration which will
that the young teacher could become wife
be
of my dearest memories so long
# 2 .”
as I shall live___

THE MEETING
This brings the segments of the story to
the year 1888 and the circumstances sur
rounding the first meeting of Bandelier and
Lummis. Several authors have offered con
flicting stories of this meeting, and the
present account can only attempt to appraise
these variances and indicate the most
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Aside from keen mutual interests
of documentary and ethnologic
study, we came to know one another
humanly by the hard proof of the
Frontier. Thousands [sic] of miles of
wilderness and desert we trudged
side by side —camped, starved,
shivered, learned and were Glad
together. Our joint pursuits in corn-

fort at our homes (in Santa Fe and
Isleta, respectively) will always be
m emorable to me; but never so
wonderful as that companioning in
the hardships of what was, in our
day, the really difficult fringe of the
Southwest. There was not a decent
road. We had no endowment, no
vehicles....So we went always by
foot; my big camera and glass plates
in the knapsack on my back, the
heavy tripod under my arm....So I
came to love him as well as revere. I
had known many “scientists” and
what happened when they really got
Outdoors. He was in no way an ath
le te —nor even muscular. I was
both —and not very long before had
completed my thirty-five-hundred
mile “Tramp Across the Continent.”
But I never had to “slow down” for
him...[Lummis would have been
more accurate to claim “hundreds”
rather than “thousands” of miles in
their “trudging.” In reality, many of
those miles were covered in wagons,
buckboards, trains, or on horseback
as well as on foot. Also his “tramp
across the continent” was actually
made between Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Los Angeles, a formidable ac
complishment, to be sure, but not
quite “across the continent” !]. . .
I have known many scholars and
some heroes —but they seldom
come in the same original package.
As I rem em ber Bandelier with
smallpox [?] alone in the two-foot
snows of the Manzanos; his tens of
thousands [sic] of miles of tramping,
exploring, measuring, describing, in
the Southwest; his year afoot and
alone in Northern Mexico, with no
more weapon than a pen-knife, on
the trails of raiding Apaches (where
“scientific expeditions” ten years
later, when the Apache was
eliminated, needed armed convoys
and pack trains enough for a puni
tive expedition, and wrote preten
tious books about what every
scholar has known for three hundred
years) I deeply wonder at the dual

quality of his intellect. Among them
all, I have never known such student
and such explorer lodged in one
tenement....[In summary, it is clear
that Lummis never hesitated to em
bellish truth or reality when telling a
story —something that Bandelier
rarely if ever did.]
It is interesting to note that, after her
husband’s death, Fanny, in an effort to aug
ment her meager income, decided to
republish The Delight Makers. Writing to Ina
Sizer Cassidy, on September 21, 1916, Fanny
commented, “[Lummis] proceeds to tell me
that he thinks he ought to write an introduc
tion also telling about Adolph’s sufferings
and his heroism.” Fanny, however, wanted
an introduction by Frederick Webb Hodge,
“well known to scholars all over the
country” to be first, followed by Lummis’
piece, since he was “really only known in
the west, and goodness knows more like a
picturesque figure than a learned man.”
In our correspondence with Keith Lum
mis, he referred in a letter of August 9, 1977,
to his father’s diary and an entry of August 4,
1888, written in Spanish, in which there was
a notation that his father had taken 17
photographs at the Santo Domingo Pueblo
Feast Day dance that day and that he had
also met “Prof. Bandelier.” The son was of
the opinion, however, that this was not the
first meeting between the two men, but he
had not taken time to check his father’s diary
thoroughly. Bandelier, himself, had made no
mention of meeting, or being with, Lummis
prior to this October 18,1888, entry.
At the same time, an examination of
Bandelier’s journal of August 4, 1888,
reveals that he also was at the Santo Domin
go Feast Day dance, but he made no men
tion of Lummis (Lange, Riley, and Lange
1975:383-84). An explanation of Bandelier’s
failure to mention Lummis may be found in
the fact that Bandelier’s hand was troubling
him and he made only a brief entry for
August 3, 4, and 5, and did not see fit to
mention seeing Lummis. Accordingly, Keith
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There was no further mention of Lummis
until November 22,
when Bandelier
recorded in his journal, “ .. .In the afternoon,
Lummis came and to supper we had Father
Mailluchet.” The next day, Bandelier’s entry
read, “Could not do anything until 3 p.m.,
In their recent book, Lummis in the Lummis being here to dinner....” (Lange,
Pueblos (1986), Patrick T. and Betsy E. Riley, and Lange 1975:315).
Houlihan wrote:
Those brief entries were the only m en
On July 14, 1888, Lummis spent
tions of Lummis made by Bandelier in the
the day at Cochiti with Bandelier,
last months of 1888. It seems safe to con
his early mentor in the Southwest.
clude that, as of the end of that year, Ban
Undoubtedly, July 14 was chosen as
delier was not particularly impressed by
the date for their visit because it
Lummis —either favorably or unfavorably.
marks the feast day of San
Buenaventura, the patron saint of
Scattered through the journal entries for
Cochiti’s Catholic mission church,
the latter half of 1889 and 1890, Bandelier
and the festivities at the pueblo on
made only a few references to correspon
this day are among the most impor
dence with Lummis, a few visits by Lummis,
tant of the year. [p. 124]
and several meals with Lummis at the Ban
These remarks are, for the most part, es delier home (Lange, Riley, and Lange 1984).
sentially accurate; however, the statement These references, when made, were consis
that Lummis was with Bandelier at this time tently of a positive nature. A few examples
and place is simply incorrect. From may suffice. In an entry for August 27, 1889,
Bandelier’s journal for July 14, 1888, it is Bandelier wrote, “...Lummis came up. He
clear that he was not even at Cochiti that day has recovered not only his speech, but also
but, instead, was in the midst of a several-day the use of his leg” (p. 82). A brief visit in
visit in the Tewa Basin, stopping at Santa September was followed by another in
Cruz, Santa Clara, and Espanola (Lange, December. On December 15, Lummis ap
Riley, and Lange 1975:268-70).
peared again, this time very ill and with a
high fever. On the 18th, Bandelier noted,
Referring again to Bandelier’s journals, “Lummis better...Could not do anything,
we learn that, in the autumn of 1888, Ban hardly, owing to Lummis. But the boy [!] is
delier found himself in the area of San so good and so active, that it would have
Rafael, between Acoma and Grants. In his been very wrong on my part had I left him
journal entry for October 18, 1888, Ban out in the cold. He is improved and has gone
delier wrote, “Very bad day. Violent blows, to town twice.” Then, on the 17th, “Lummis
with sand and dust, from the southwest and better...Lummis took with him [back to Issome little rain. Remained at G rant’s with C. leta] one of the books of documents in order
F. Lummis. . . . Lummis told me the Acoma to copy” (p. 93). On December 31, Lummis
tradition of the Mesa Encantada [Enchanted appeared once again, staying with the BanMesa]”
(Lange,
Riley,
and
Lange deliers. “He took our photographs and that
1975:308).”
of the porch [Two of these photographs were
This was Bandelier’s first mention in his reproduced in Lange, Riley, and Lange
journals of Lummis. Bandelier soon moved (1984:180-81).] Had to leave 8 p.m.” (p. 95).
on to San Mateo and then back to Grants.
In 1890, it was not until March 16 that
From there, he left for Santa Fe on October there was further mention of Lummis in
23, 1888, and, after brief stops en route, he Bandelier’s journals. This entry noted the ar
arrived in Santa Fe at 4 a.m. on the 26th.
Lummis’ suggestion that the first meeting
between the two men was at least as early as
the Santo Domingo’s Feast Day dance, 1888,
if not earlier, would seem to be the most
reasonable account as of this time.
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rival of a letter from Lummis, bringing out disgusted. His affairs have rather suspicious
the comment, “H e too is a good, faithful appearances. We shall see.” A few lines
fellow” (p. 92). The following day Bandelier later, Bandelier added these comments,
received the book of documents from Lum “Lummis came, and I had a very serious con
mis and he immediately sent the original versation with him. The boy is good, al
copy on to Dr. J. W. Fewkes for inclusion in though at times vehement and passionate”
the Hemenway collection. Since the original (p. 126).
copies by Bandelier were expected by the
This entry, November 12, 1890, contained
people at Harvard, he wanted a second set of
Bandelier’s first real expression of dis
copies for his own research.
pleasure in regard to Lummis. It was some
In April there was another visit from Lum thing of a harbinger of sentiments to be
mis. In June, a letter from Lummis an voiced by Bandelier in the months before
nounced he was coming again. This, leaving for South America in the spring of
however, brought a response from Bandelier 1892, as well as for the years the two men
telling him not to come as it was not con were together in that part of the world.
venient. There was further correspondence
In December of 1890, Joe suffered a very
between the two men in July and August,
with a brief visit by Lummis in July. In Sep bad fall, severely injuring her arm. As the
tem ber, there was a trip to the Puye and year 1891 began, Bandelier was increasingly
Santa Clara Pueblo, after which Lummis concerned with Joe, and he was also anxious
visited Pecos. Subsequently, Lummis sent ly awaiting the possibility of an appointment
Bandelier photographs he had taken at as territorial librarian. This did not material
Pecos (Lange, Riley, and Lange 1984:103, ize, but on the March 7, Bandelier was given
109, 114,117-20).
a year’s contract, $1,200, to work with the
territorial archives, and Anita Johnson was
The second week in October, Bandelier,
to serve as his assistant. To close his 1891
Lummis, Lt. Johnson, and Jose Hilario Mon
journal,
he wrote a summary for the final
toya of Cochiti Pueblo joined in a trip from
Pena Blanca, to Canada, the Potrero de las weeks beginning with November 14. “It is
Vacas, Painted Cave, and to Mesa de los the most dismal time I can recollect, except
Idolos. Returning to Santa Fe, “Lummis that in Highland in 1885. . . . I am going to
had supper here and left the same night” try and get East after New Year’s with Lum
(Lange, Riley, and Lange 1984:121-23). In mis if I can raise the money at all. Perhaps, I
early
November,
Bandelier
received may succeed. Good-bye 1891!” (p. 167-68).
photographs from Lummis that he had taken
On January 14, 1892, Bandelier and Lum
on the recent trip. “Very pretty” (p. 125).
mis left for New York City, where Bandelier
At this time, Bandelier received a contract began a round of calls. As Keith Lummis
from Dodd, Mead, and Co., stating that his commented,
novel, The Delight Makers (Bandelier 1890),
Only a visionary such as Adolph
would be published; the next day, 12 copies
Bandelier would have dreamed of
of the novel arrived in the mail.
an expedition to South America
when penniless, without backers or
O n November 12, Bandelier returned to
prospects...Often Bandelier did not
his journal, which he had not kept since
have the money to pay his hotel bill
November 6. He had been busy with his
or buy a meal. Lummis, who at that
Final R eport (Bandelier 1890-92) but was
particular
time happened to have
annoyed with an unusual amount of rain. He
some money, shared his. He fed
noted, “Lummis, of course, wrote, and I am
Bandelier, encouraged him, and
waiting for him, though I am beginning to be
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Francisco to join the Bandeliers in Peru, ar
riving there on November 21 in high spirits.

bought him an overcoat. [Fiske and
Lummis 1975:75]
One of Bandelier’s calls was made on the
financier Henry Villard; after several days,
Villard called him to come downtown. Vil
lard agreed to assume half of the expenses
and recommended R. W. Gilder of the Cen
tury Magazine as a possibility for assuming
the second half. However, this did not
materialize, although Gilder did agree to pay
for articles that were to be written either by
Bandelier or by Lummis. Gilder, in a letter
of March 1, 1892, wrote Bandelier that the
magazine would be glad to have five articles
at the rate of $400 each on subjects “popular
in point of interest,” that were connected
with their intended trip to South America.
It is understood that each is to
have an introduction by yourself,
and Mr. Lummis is to furnish a part
of the letter-press.
It is further understood that these
articles shall be about 12,000 words
letter-press, with sufficient pictorial
material to make them double that
length, if desirable. [Gilder 1892]

Earlier, while working at the famous site
of Pachacamac near Lima, Bandelier began
to find fault with Lummis, whose overly en
thusiastic letters grated on the older man.
Bandelier even seriously considered break
ing off the arrangement for Lummis to
come. However, following Lummis’ arrival,
in spite of Bandelier’s reservations, and after
some initial coolness, the older man decided
his young associate would perhaps work out
satisfactorily. Lummis, with his usual energy
and enthusiasm, threw himself into the tasks
of collecting and photographing.
Several weeks later, on December 11,
1892, Bandelier was profoundly shaken by
the death of Joe. In a complete turnaround,
on December 24, however, he resolved to
propose to Fanny, the oldest daughter in the
Ritter family that had cared for Joe. The
next day, Christmas morning, Fanny ac
cepted Adolph’s proposal, much to his
delight. At that time, Adolph was fifty-three
years old; his new wife was only three
months past her twenty-fourth birthday. Sub
sequently, they were married on December
30,1893.

Bandelier then spent several days working
on manuscripts at the Lenox Library. On
February 10, he wrote in his journal,
In 1893, between Joe’s death and his mar
“...Lummis at work. He is extremely am riage to Fanny, Bandelier had gone in early
bitious, vain, and begins to be very con January with Lummis on a voyage up the
ceited...” (Lange, Riley, and Lange Peruvian coast to Pisco where they spent
1984:174).
several weeks collecting, photographing, and
sketching ruins. Their relationship, so
On May 24, 1892, the Bandeliers left strained just a month before, now seemed
Santa Fe, never to return; in Albuquerque, much easier. Bandelier (1893) wrote in his
Bandelier paused for a conference with journal of January 2, “He is so faithful and
Lummis before proceeding on to the West attached, that I had to inform [him] of my
Coast. The latter was to remain for the time relations with Fanny, and he was at once
being with his pregnant wife but would go to very happy.”
South America after the birth of their child.
After landing in South America, the Ban
As spring passed, however, trouble be
deliers, on July 11, received word that the tween the two men flared once more. Lum
Lummis baby, “a healthy little girl,” had ar mis planned to bring his wife to Peru and
rived on June 9, at Isleta Pueblo. The little tried to have Bandelier place her on the
girl was named Dorothea but also carried payroll, an idea that the older man resisted.
the Indian name of Turbese (Rainbow of the
Sun). In October, 1892, Lummis left San
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Early in November, Bandelier returned to
Lima where Lummis and the Ritter family
were waiting for him; with very bad grace,
Bandelier (1893) gave Lummis the
rem ainder of the funds owed him.
Saturday [November 25] I took
the draft for Lummis for $350.--. a
poorly earned salary indeed. He has
all told, been in South America
eight months [?], of which he did
nothing for three months fully. And
yet, he will, in all probability, derive
all the public benefit from the whole
enterprise. I—did all the work, and
receive nothing at all, except for a
few thousand Soles.

“dear good boy.” It is hard to understand
Bandelier’s drastic swings in his relationship
with Lummis; on the other hand, Lummis
remained
Bandelier’s
loyal
friend
throughout the older man’s life and was a
supporter and ally of Fanny after Bandelier’s
death.
Early in this century, as the Bandeliers
made arrangements to return to the United
States, they received an invitation from
Lummis to visit them on the West Coast.
However, the Bandeliers were anxious to
return to New York and went directly up the
East Coast, instead. In December 1904,
Lummis and his daughter, Turbese, visited
the Bandeliers in New York City, and it was
a pleasant time, despite the fact that Ban
delier had a bad cold. There were several
more visits in early January 1905, and the
friendship between the two men seemed
firmly reestablished.

Earlier, on November 21, Bandelier had
comm ented in his journal,
Just ON E YEAR from the date
on which he first arrived here, he
left on the steam er Arequipa for the
United States, I hope and pray —
N EV ER TO RETU RN anymore to
these countries; or at least while I
am here. He has utterly ABUSED
of me and o f my good will toward
him. He is an over-ambitious,
greedy, reckless, and grasping spirit.
H e has not the slightest scientific
capacity, he is not even a conscien
tious Photographer. All his motives
are utterly selfish and of him that
appear streaks of mental aberration
and again some things that indicate
rascality in purpose if not in action.
H e is gone, at last, I am rid of him,
thank God.

In concluding this brief account of the
“ups and downs,” it would seem appropriate
to quote a few lines from the biography of
Lummis by his children, Turbese Lummis
Fiske and Keith Lummis (1975),
However big that fine corps [“of
well-earned enemies”] was perhaps
even he [Charles F. Lummis] never
knew. But it would be impossible to
record all of his friendships with all
races, of high or low estate, man and
woman, beautiful and ugly. Ban
delier must come first. Close be
hind him comes the chivalric Amado
Chaves —and Dr. Dorothea, [p. 152]

These bitter words apparently were not
spoken directly to Lummis; only a few years
later, Lummis was once again Bandelier’s
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--Santa Fe, New Mexico
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MIMBRES ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY
Stephen H. Lekson
rT ,he year 1991 marks the twentieth anniversary of my first archaeological excavation
in the Mimbres area, at a field school near
Cliff, New Mexico. In that first season, I
made lots of little mistakes and a few huge
blunders —thus beginning a unique personal
tradition. For two decades, I’ve hopped over
most of the Southwest with one foot in my
mouth; but my best errors —my personal
favorites—were made in the Mimbres
country.

MIMBRESART

The Mimbres is the most famous preColumbian art style north of Mexico. There
are probably more books about Mimbres art
than any other comparable Indian art, and
dozens of museums have obscenely large
collections of Mimbres pottery. But
Mimbres art is not confined to museum
storage and scholarly studies. It is an active
art style.
Mimbres motifs are used by
modern Pueblo potters, particularly those at
There is something about Mimbres ar Acoma and Zuni, and by painters (Brody
chaeology that encouraged me to take chan 1977). Mimbres art is alive and well in the
ces, to have fun. Perhaps it is the fact that Pueblos.
hardly anyone who is not actually working in
Mimbres motifs also appear on an appall
the area takes Mimbres seriously. To most
ing range of kitchen utensils, knickknacks,
Southwestern archaeologists, Mimbres is a
clocks, souvenirs, handbags, T-shirts, fine
bizarre southern anomaly, whose only major clothing, neck ties, Christmas ornaments,
significance is its source for T-shirt designs.
and corporate logos. You can’t swing a cat
This essay offers personal observations in a Santa Fe gift shop without breaking a
Mimbres-embellished
tourist
treasure.
about Mimbres art and archaeology. In my
Without Mimbres, many Southwestern
mind, the two are very separate. Our greed
craftspeople would be out of work.
for the art has almost destroyed the ar
chaeology.
People who see Mimbres motifs in these
contexts probably do not know when or
There is no need to recount the sad his where they were originally created —a gap in
tory of Mimbres pot hunting here. That his knowledge that obviously does not prohibit
tory is doubly tragic: we have just begun to enjoyment of this lively art style. People like
understand what to look for in Mimbres ar Mimbres art. It appeals to our tastes, but it
chaeology, but, because of the monetary may or may not have been highly prized in
value of Mimbres art, there are fewer and the past. Mimbres pottery was traded into a
fewer places left to look.
few areas (most notably southern Arizona),
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Perhaps more than aesthetics and
draftsmanship, it is the pictorial content of
Mimbres art that captivates us. Mimbres
pottery is an album of an ancient and intriguingly alien life, but not a photograph album.
Mimbres pictures are not snapshots: they
slip back and forth from the real to the sur
real. Common bugs, typical birds, and
workaday antelopes share the landscape with
four-legged fish and men with beasts’ heads.
Simple incidents of daily life are juxtaposed
with murky ceremonial scenes.
The
transparency of real people and real animals
A rt made the M im bres’ reputation, but art invites our speculation on more opaque im
has almost unmade Mimbres archaeology. ages. Much like our fascination with prehis
W hat is it about Mimbres art that makes toric rock art and kiva murals, it is our easy
people so covetous that they countenance entry into the idiom —our ability to read
grave robbing just to have a piece of pottery some of the message, but not all —that fas
in a cabinet? I have listened to many people cinates us. We want to know what’s going on
rave about Mimbres art, and their en in these pictures.
thusiasm sorts into three areas: aesthetics,
The pictorial content of Mimbres art is
draftsmanship, and content.
unrivaled in the Southwest. Nowhere else
The aesthetics of Mimbres art is a topic do we find this realism, the graphic detail,
beyond my competence. I was trained at the and the variety of subjects. The information
University of New Mexico (UNM) to be a here has just begun to be tapped. For ex
philistine materialist. Jerry Brody (1977) ample, Mimbres art offers our best data on
wrote the definitive work on that topic, and prehistoric dress and apparel: what did these
the reader who has not read it, should.
people look like? Through the art, we can
clothe the bare bones of archaeology by
One of the most remarkable aspects of
looking at portraits of the people who in
Mimbres art is its outstanding draftsman
habited the buildings that now are ar
ship. Draftsmanship is a quality even a
chaeological sites. What did they eat? Very
UNM archaeologist can appreciate. The
few bowls show farming or crops, while
evenness and regularity of line —especially
many show beasts that were hunted and
extremely fine, closely spaced hatchure —is a
often the hunters themselves. Does this
hallmark of the type. Incredibly precise
mean (as I have argued elsewhere [Lekson
hatchure is matched by superb handling of
1989]) that the Mimbres were more con
single lines, narrowing with almost mathe
cerned with hunting and gathering than with
matical precision from larger solids down to
farming? Or was farming such a ubiquitous
hair-thin, razor-sharp divisions of the larger
event that it did not merit painting?
fields into halves or quarters. Other prehis
toric potters in the American Southwest
The realism and detail of Mimbres art al
used the same elements and motifs as lows us to identify with some assurance the
Mimbres did, but nobody did it better. So species of animals and plants represented
characteristic is this precision to Mimbres (e.g., Butcher 1968). A recent analysis of
design that small sherd fragments can be Mimbres fish identified many ocean
identified as classic Mimbres Black-on-white species —a finding with staggering implica
on the basis of draftsmanship alone.
tions for an inland, desert people (Jett and
Moyle 1986). Analysis of content on this

but it never got around on the scale of the
great trade types, such as St. Johns
Polychrome. It is im portant to remember
that the M imbres’ reputation comes not
from the people who made it, but from us.
We have decided that Mimbres art is good,
while Reserve Black-on-white (for example)
is not so good. And it is our aesthetic judg
ment, coupled with our society’s penchant
for personal ownership of pretty things, that
has led to the virtual destruction of large
Mimbres sites.
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level has only begun, but the possibility ex
ists for an unusually detailed understanding
of Mimbres ecology.
Mimbres ceremony is the subject of some
of the most intriguing paintings, and
reconstructions of Mimbres mythology are a
staple in Mimbres studies (e.g., Carr 1979,
Kabotie 1949; Thompson 1990).
Brody
(1977) wisely cautioned that direct analogy
to modern Pueblo iconography was fraught
with perils. Some authors, however, argue
that studying the modern Pueblos is all that
is required for understanding Mimbres
iconography: “...the contemporary Pueblo
cultures of the Southwest, particularly those
of Hopi, Zuni, and Acoma, are excellent
sources for data that can aid in establishing
the thought-world of the Ancient Mimbres
and can reveal specific meaning inherent in
Mimbres art” (Moulard 1981 :xvii).

craters left behind by pot hunters. Mimbres
ruins do not look like Mesa Verde ruins,
Chaco Canyon ruins, or any of the other
Ansel Adams/David Muench ruins.
Anasazi is archetype for our Southwestern
architectural aesthetic, because Anasazi
buildings look more like European (read
“real”) architecture (capital A) than do
other Southwestern traditions. When we
take our ethnocentric architectural sen
sibilities to Southwestern buildings, Pueblo
Bonito works but Swarts Ruin is regrettable.
Mimbres sites, such as Swarts Ruin, do not
look like the kinds of sites that (we think)
should produce such exquisite pottery.
Thus, the Mystery.

Archaeologists created this view. Alfred
Vincent Kidder, the arbiter of early South
western archaeology, looked upon the
Mimbres ruins and found them wanting.
No one doubts that Mimbres were an Compared to the Anasazi, the Mimbres were
geographically
and
cestral Pueblo peoples. Mimbres art may be “peripheral, both
culturally”
(in
Cosgrove
and
Cosgrove
our earliest evidence of the kachina com
plex, which is so very important in modern 1932:xx). The ancient Mimbres were trying
Pueblo religion (Carlson 1982; Schaafsma to be Anasazi, but aside from their amazing
1980; but see Adams 1991). If so, Mimbres pottery, they could not quite get it right:
occupies a place of seminal importance in “the Mimbrenos began to build rectangular,
above-ground houses and to group them, al
the evolution of Pueblo ritual.
beit blunderingly, one against another in a
vague
imitation
of
the
northern
MIMBRES ARCHAEOLOGY
arrangement” (Kidder in Cosgrove and
Popular interpretation of Mimbres art Cosgrove 1932:xx).
Kidder explained
often panders to our large appetite for Mimbres Black-on-white as an isolated artis
mystery. For many public educators, popular tic miracle:
writers, and museum staff, archaeology can
All in all, it seems to me that we
not be archaeology without Mystery, with a
must
attribute this extraordinary
capital M. The standard-issue Mimbres
fluorescence
to the influence of a
Mystery is: “How could such refined art
single potter, whose work was so
have been produced by such a backward
outstanding that during her lifetime
people?” This query is foolishly ethnocentric
she was able to overcome the con
(more than a trifle racist), and badly misin
servatism of her contemporaries and
formed.
The principal error concerns
found
a school of brilliant
Mimbres archaeology: it has a bad rap.
decorators. I can account for the
observed phenomena in no other
We find Mimbres art pleasing but
way.
[Kidder in Cosgrove and
Mimbres archaeology disappointing.
A
Cosgrove 1932:xxi]
Mimbres site is a series of low, amorphous
cobble mounds, pitted with hundreds of
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Further work in the area resulted in the
discovery of pre-M imbres sites, called
Mogollon.
The Mogollon culture was
defined by Emil Haury in 1936, but its first
great champion was Paul Martin (1974), who
worked in the Reserve area beginning in
1939. Both Haury and Martin saw the
Mogollon as a simple, brown ware-andpithouse culture living in the central uplands
of New Mexico and Arizona. Haury felt that
Mimbres Black-on-white was not, and could
not be, a product of these local Mogollon
peoples, but instead the result of either
migration from or domination by the more
“advanced” Anasazi, who had a long history
of black-on-white pottery making—which
the Mogollon apparently did not (Haury
1936).

This was the archaeological understanding
up to the early 1970s. The Mimbres Foun
dation, working from 1974 to 1978, mounted
a sustained attack on that view. Steven LeBlanc and his colleagues were able to
demonstrate continuity in ceramic technol
ogy and decoration from the earliest Mogol
lon Red-on-brown wares right through
Mimbres Black-on-white (LeBlanc 1982,
1983; Scott 1983). This ceramic evolution
has been confirmed by excavations at other
Mimbres Valley sites (Shafer and Taylor
1986) and at Mimbres sites on the Gila
(Lekson 1990). By the mid-1970s, the
prevailing opinion was that the Mimbres
tradition was homegrown, and no Anasazi
help was needed for the evolution of the
Southwest’s premier black-on-white pottery.

Paul M artin (1974) went farther, when he
characterized the Mogollon as an “un
developed, unsophisticated, unalloyed, un
varnished, homespun kind of culture with no
striking or dramatic features...The general
pattern was unadorned and lowly and based
on almost minimal requirem ents” (p. 14).
The appearance of black-on-white pottery
showed that the Mogollon hillbillies up in
the Pine Lawn hollers had been invaded by
big-city sharps from the Anasazi towns:
“Thus it would seem that a momentous
event took place —an alien [Anasazi] people
with a ‘different’ way of life moved into the
Mogollon territory” (M artin 1974:17).

LeBlanc’s Mimbres Foundation and Harry
Shafer’s NAN Ranch project have also at
tempted to show architectural continuity be
tween the earlier Mogollon pithouses and
the Mimbres pueblos. Their architectural
arguments are less successful than the
ceramic argument. After all, the shift from
pithouse to pueblo is a fairly remarkable
technological change. But this disjuncture
need not dismay us, since the Anasazi went
through exactly the same shift from pithouse
to pueblo, and no archaeologist now ques
tions Anasazi continuity from one to the
other. According to the newly revised
guidebook, there was continuity in both pot
tery and architecture.
So the Anasazi
“swamping” thing was definitely out.

The view of Mimbres that archaeologists
transm itted to the public was either Kidder’s
LeBlanc (1986) considered the rejection
artistic idiot savant, who could paint a blue
streak but could not stack three rocks up of Anasazi “swamping” a major accomplish
together; or —the more widely accepted ment of his research program. In the cur
scenario,
Mimbres
story —a
simple,
backwoods
people rently accepted
swamped by m ore cosmopolitan Anasazi im Black-on-white is once again a local
migrants. E ither way, the local Mogollon development —and a local dilemma. For the
society seemed an unlikely, almost impos same problem faced by Kidder reappears:
sible, background for the miraculous artistic how do we reconcile Mimbres Black-onachievement: “The wrong people in the white with sites that appear crude and back
wrong place,” to take a Jerry Brody line wards by Anasazi standards? We still find
completely out-of-context (read Brody ourselves apologizing for Mimbres architec
ture while lauding their handicrafts: “The
[1977:1], to see what he really meant).
typical Mimbres village may not appear to be
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particularly impressive. Most sites were in
deed not as large or as well constructed as
some of their contemporaries to the north in
the Anasazi area” (LeBlanc 1983:88).
This is a rather harsh assessment, made by
a friend of the Mimbres, at that. It may be in
error. In my opinion, there is no need to
apologize for Mimbres building (or Mimbres
society). Indeed, I will argue that Mimbres
culture was an outstanding aspect of prehis
toric Native American social development,
at least as far as we conventionally measure
such things.
Southwestern archaeologists have often
used two unrelated technologies as
yardsticks of socioeconomic development:
architecture and irrigation. We think that
prehistoric societies with big pueblo-like
buildings or extensive canal irrigation were
more developed (or better endowed, or
something) than those without. Even if an
archaeologist does not personally spend a lot
of energy worrying about big buildings and
irrigation, pueblo-envy and canal-worship
are an inextricable part of the milieu in
which Southwestern archaeologists currently
operate.

probably are). And Mimbres archaeology
need not apologize on either score.
Most Mimbres sites were built of round
river cobbles, the available local material.
River cobbles and mud mortar do not lend
themselves to multistoried buildings. The
conveniently tabular sandstones of Chaco
Canyon and Mesa Verde do.
Building
Pueblo Bonito was probably a little bit of a
challenge with the Chaco Canyon sandstone,
but it would have been impossible with
Mimbres Valley river cobbles. The best you
can hope for is one story, maybe two with ex
travagantly thick walls.
Because Mimbres river cobbles do not
leave standing walls, while Chaco sandstones
do, Mimbres ruins are less impressive today
than some Anasazi ruins are today. But the
Mimbres pueblos should not be judged, archaeologically, by their appearance in ruins,
but rather by what they were when they were
living pueblos. And they were big towns,
among the earliest big Pueblos in the South
west.

They may be only one story tall, but many
Mimbres sites are in fact very large. The
largest Mimbres Valley pueblos range up to
200,
rooms and the largest Gila Valley sites
Large buildings are of intrinsic interest,
and their social concomitants, large ag may be 300 more-or-less contiguous rooms.
gregated communities, are also intriguing. These are very large sites indeed for their
Aggregation of population into large pueblo time in the Pueblo Southwest. Contem
like structures entails a number of social ad porary Southwestern sites are, almost
justments and political developments that without exception, much smaller than the big
can usually be avoided by people living in Mimbres sites. The average Anasazi site of
the period A.D. 1000-1150 was a small house
more dispersed settlements.
of perhaps 5-7 rooms and a kiva. An
Canal irrigation is important because, in Anasazi settlement would consist of a num
the arid Southwest, agricultural water is criti ber of these small units loosely clustered in a
cal. Of the many ways to manipulate water, community (Lekson 1991).
canal irrigation requires the largest initial in
During the Mimbres peak (A.D. 1000vestment in facilities and the most complex
coordination of subsequent labor to keep 1150), the only buildings larger than the big
Mimbres sites were the Great Pueblos at the
canals working.
unique center of Chaco Canyon. Mimbres
Neither the big buildings nor the irrigation sites are, for their time, huge. Indeed, they
are prima facie evidence for anything, but were much larger than almost any of their
they are firm conventions in our thinking. contemporaries.
We think they are important (and they
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Mimbres sites have even more going for
them than large size. We are beginning to
suspect that the big buildings of Chaco
Canyon —the M imbres’ contemporary rival
in site size —may not have been Pueblos in
the sense of highly aggregated communities.
Indeed, the Chaco buildings may not have
been lived in at all, in which case they were
not “Pueblos” in any useful sense (Lekson et
al. 1988). If this view of Chaco is correct,
then the large Mimbres towns (all with
ample evidence of daily village life) may
have been the earliest real “Pueblos,” or
highly aggregated, apartment-like, agricul
tural villages.

an extraordinary development in the South
west. They would have been hot stuff if they
had never picked up a brush.

AND NOW, THE REST
OF THE STORY
Originally, Mimbres culture was the result
of the Anasazi swamping a simpler brown
ware-and-pithouse
phenomenon
called
Mogollon. The current version of the story
has Mimbres as a late and localized internal
development of Mogollon.

But what is Mogollon? Mogollon is brown
Canal irrigation was employed to feed the
ware.
A lowest-common-denominator
many people of the Mimbres pueblos (H er
rington 1982; Lekson 1986). The huge canal definition might read: “people who used al
systems of the Hohokam were far earlier and luvial clays and who did not work any harder
far larger than any irrigation ever attempted than they had to when making pottery.”
by either the Mimbres or the Anasazi. But it Anybody can make a brown ware (and it
is clear that the Mimbres were using com looks increasingly like everybody did, at one
plex, if modestly sized, canal systems at a time or another). It takes a particular type
time when almost all of the Anasazi relied of clay and a lot more expertise to make a
on rainfall for farming (in limited areas, the gray ware. Brown ware, in effect, is the
Anasazi did use small canal systems). default option of Southwestern pottery. Is
Anasazi rainfall farming worked well in the that a “culture”?
Anasazi environment, but it is fair to say that
Putative
Mogollon
stretches
from
the Mimbres were several centuries “ahead” Flagstaff on the west to Roswell on the east,
(if we must use directional descriptions) of and from Zuni on the north to no-one-knows
eventual agricultural developments in the how far south. That is a huge area, encom
Anasazi area.
passing the whole gamut of Southwestern
Thus, many Mimbres sites were much environments. Across this huge area, wildly
larger than almost all contemporary Anasazi different archaeologies are all given the
sites (and probably most Hohokam sites), same lazy tag, Mogollon, because they all
and the Mimbres employed canal irrigation have brown ware pottery. I doubt that
at a time when the Anasazi basically did not. Mogollon, as it currently appears in
Mimbres need not walk in the shade of the textbooks and museum exhibits, means any
Anasazi, nor do our slighting comparisons do thing at all —except, perhaps, whatever is left
over after you subtract Anasazi and
them justice.
Hohokam from Southwestern archaeology.
Mimbres may have been the earliest large, So there is an initial problem with making
aggregated, pueblo-like settlements in the Mimbres a local development of a
Mogollon: to paraphrase
Southwest. The more we learn about the widespread
Domingo
Montoya,
the swordsman, I do not
Mimbres, the more seminal they appear in
the evolution of m odern Pueblo economy, think that Mogollon means what we think it
society, and ritual. Even without Mimbres means.
Black-on-white pottery, Mimbres would be
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Plateau (Gunnerman 1988). I doubt that
people adapt to landforms; they adapt to the
life-forms. Plant communities tell us much
more, and more directly, about the relevant
environment than do tectonics. I submit that
“Anasazi” culture (whatever that might be)
represents an adaptation to a pinyon-juniper
and grassland mosaic, broken up by pineWhatever its roots, about A.D. 1000, forested mountain ranges. Anasazi is not an
Mimbres precociously developed large adaptation to the Colorado Plateau, as such,
pueblo-like sites, canal irrigation, and (from but is rather an adaptation to that pinyonour perspective) amazing black-on-white juniper/grassland/pine forest environment.
decorated pottery, while the rest of the The distinction is important, because the
upland Mogollon remained in pithouses and pinyon-juniper/grassland/pine forest en
made little decorated pottery of any kind. vironment is not confined to the Colorado
Other upland portions of the Mogollon area Plateau. It spills over into the Mogollon Rim
saw huge pueblos and elaborate material country and extends far, far to the south into
cultures, but a century or two later. Why did the Mimbres country.
Compare the
this happen in the Mimbres first?
Colorado Plateau of Gummerman (1988) to
The old, currently discredited story points the pinyon-juniper/ grasslands/pine forests of
the finger of blame at the Anasazi. LeBlanc Brown and Lowe (biotic communities 142.1,
(1983, 1986) argues that Mimbres was strict 122.4, and 122.3 [1980]). In a very important
ly local, but sneaks in an Anasazi theme by way, the Mimbres country already was
arguing that the Mimbres fluorescence owes “Aaiasazi,” even if it did not enjoy the ex
much to the Mimbres position between the clusive, very desirable Colorado Plateau ad
contemporary center of Chaco Canyon and dress.
the high civilizations of Mesoamerica, to the
Of course, there were differences. One of
south. While there was not direct Anasazi the most important aspects of the Mogollon
swamping, there was a form of guilt by as area —the physiographic transition between
sociation. There is much to LeBlanc’s argu the Plateau and the deserts —is a band of
ment. The Mimbres River is, in fact, due oak and agave (chaparral or encinal) that
south of Chaco, and the timing of the peak hugs the base of the Mogollon Rim in
developments in both the Mimbres Valley Arizona but swings sharply to the south, to
and Chaco Canyon is almost exactly the the foothills of the Sierra Madres, at the “in
same, from A.D. 1000 to 1150. But I do not ternational four corners.” The chaparral/enthink Mimbres will be entirely explained by cinal is full of good things to eat (specifically,
a concatenation of historical and geographic acorns and agave). In the Arizona Mogollon
coincidences.
area, the pinyon-juniper butts right up
To LeBlanc’s observations, I would like to against the oak-agave zone: hunter-gatherer
note an ecological difference that sets the heaven, probably the closest thing the South
As a result,
Mimbres area apart from the rest of the west has to an Eden.
“Mogollon”
people
in
Arizona
remained
Mogollon region. The Mimbres area was
hunter-gatherers
a
lot
longer
than
anybody
unique in that it was the southernmost ex
else
in
the
Southwest—
just
like
the
Apache,
tension of the Colorado Plateau pinyonjuniper zone into the Chihuahuan and centuries later.
Mogollon, for my purposes, means the ar
chaeology of the transition zone (the Mogol
lon uplands) between the Colorado Plateau
and the low deserts of Chihuahua and
Sonora. It is a geographic tag. All the brown
ware in the deserts is somebody else’s
problem.

Sonoran deserts. Traditionally, we have
structured archaeological thinking around
physiography, most notably, the Colorado

In the Mimbres area, pinyon-juniper and
oak-agave are separated by 240 km (150 mi)
of Chihuahuan desert. The mix is still a rich
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one for hunter-gatherers, but the distance 1991; Lekson et al. 1988). The tentacles of
between elements is hugely greater than the evil Chaco empire are stretching out
along the Mogollon Rim in Arizona. over most of the pinyon-juniper country,
H unter-gatherers in the Mimbres area are particularly within a 240-km (150-mi) band
m ore vulnerable —e.g., hunting and gather centered roughly on the Continental Divide.
ing is riskier —than their compatriots to the Throughout that area, from the base of the
west. Centuries later, the Apache of south Rockies to the Mogollon Rim, we are find
western New Mexico would be almost com ing Chacoan communities, These are
pletely destroyed as a result of their plant clusters of small unit pueblos (5-10 rooms
geography. In Mimbres times, when the and a kiva) around public or communal ar
going got tough, Mimbres area hunter- chitecture—a Great Kiva and (usually) a
gatherers simply switched to farming long Great House (Lekson 1990). Does that pat
before anyone else in the Mogollon upland tern mean “Chaco”? Or is this simply the
way the Anasazi adaptation was expressed
neighborhood.
architecturally —that is, all Anasazi villages
The mechanisms that might have dis looked like that?
rupted a Mimbres area hunting-and-gatherThose questions are, at the moment,
ing economy are not clear. They might
moot.
Of interest to me is the fact that this
relate to growing populations in the Casas
“Chaco”
Anasazi community pattern is
Grandes area (due south of the Mimbres),
which might have cut off access to critical present, at least in part, below the Mogollon
plant resources of the encinal. The shift Rim, in the Mimbres area. In the course of
from a hunting and gathering economy to a our hunts for Chacoan outliers, we have al
reliance on cultivated foods took place ways stopped at the edge of the Colorado
quickly and long before other Mogollon Plateau, because Chaco is Anasazi, and
groups. This shift would be accompanied by Anasazi is Colorado Plateau. But if Anasazi
a num ber of the developments we see as is actually an adptation to pinyon-juniper
Mimbres, such as pueblo-style building (e.g., (not Colorado Plateau), then the field be
comes slightly but importantly larger. The
Gilman 1987).
community pattern of multiple “unit
Farming in the Mimbres pinyon-juniper pueblos” around a Great Kiva is
would have differed in one important demonstrably present in the Reserve area
respect from farming in the Colorado (Peterson 1988), and I have argued (with
Plateau pinyon-juniper: on the Plateau, rain varying success) that it also appears in the
fall farming works; in the Mimbres area, it Mimbres.
does not. To farm in the Mimbres region re
That is what the Mangas phase is all about
quires irrigation. A handy model was avail
(Lekson
1988, 1990). The Mangas phase is
able in the Hohokam country to the west.
Close connections between the Mimbres small pueblos, a thing that for some reason
area and the Hohokam area are abundantly or other is unthinkable in the Mimbres,
evident in material culture, and when the despite the fact that it occurs everywhere
Mimbres decided to get serious about corn, else in the pinyon-juniper environment
they did not have far to look for the ap during the “Pueblo II expansion.” Anasazi
archaeologists speak of the “PII expansion,”
propriate technology.
a time between A.D. 950 and 1150, when
Add to this the “external factor” of small “unit pueblos” spread out enormously
Chaco’s rise, and we probably have most of from the Anasazi core areas. The PII expan
the elements we need to understand sion to the north, east, and west is a matter
Mimbres. The image of Chaco, in my view, of record. Yet when the same pattern of
has been growing alarmingly of late (Lekson small unit pueblos appears to the south, in
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the sacred Mimbres homeland, we deny it
three times. But they are there (Hammack,
Bussey, and Ice 1966; Lekson 1990).
I also think that, if we look, we will find
that the small, square Mimbres “kivas”
(Anyon and LeBlanc 1980) sprinkled around
the big classic Mimbres villages started off as
elements of Mangas phase “unit pueblos,”
like at the Dinwiddie Site near Cliff (Hammack, Bussey, and Ice 1966). All the ele
ments are there, and I am confident that we
will begin to find early Mimbres com
munities of small “unit pueblos” (five rooms
and a “kiva”) clustered around a much
larger Great Kiva.

community pattern with the sedentism and
scale required for Hohokam canal irrigation,
and in a generation or two you will have the
NAN Ranch. Please note that I use all these
“cultural” terms as simple, descriptive shor
thand; I am speaking of adaptive patterns
and their consequences, not syncretism or
influence or migration or swamping. At this
point in my life, I do not care about those
kinds of things. My point here is that to think
about Mimbres without thinking about
Anasazi, in particular, is silly.

If, as I have argued, Mimbres represents a
Chaco Anasazi settlement pattern with a
Hohokam subsistence technology, what hap
pened to the Chaco Great Houses? LeBlanc
The village pattern of houses around a (1989), who is as much a Chacoan expan
larger communal structure is universal in the sionist as I am, would have been the first to
Southwest. It appears in all areas —Anasazi, report a textbook Chacoan outlier, with the
Hohokam, and Mogollon —and may begin right masonry, the right layout, and the right
with the earliest visible architecture in the profile, in the Mimbres country. But he ap
Late Archaic. But we have come to think of parently has not found such a site. Chaco
clusters of small, stone masonry houses Great Houses are not vital to my basic point,
(each with, I believe, an associated pit struc that Mimbres had a descriptively Anasazi
ture or kiva) around a Great Kiva as a settlement pattern (there are quite a few
Colorado Plateau thing, particularly if you Anasazi communities that lack identified
throw in black-on-white and gray corrugated Great Houses), but I am not sure that they
pottery. Mimbres has the architectural pat are not present in the Mimbres culture.
tern; it has the finest black-on-white pottery
I return to a point made earlier in this
every made in the Southwest; and it has cor
rugated pottery, of brown —not gray—wares. essay: river cobbles will not build Pueblo
It seems to me that the distinction between Bonito. Connected by roads to the Emerald
Mimbres Mogollon and Anasazi has become City itself, we have seen Chacoan outliers,
very fine, almost precious. Yet the history of built of adobe, of limestone, and of
research makes any consideration of sandstones that do not break into bricks, as
Mimbres as an element of a larger Anasazi they do in Chaco Canyon. Those outliers do
pattern heretical, at best. What is being
not look like Pueblo Bonito, but they are
gained by this taxonomic difference? I do
not know, but I can think of some very im recognizable (Lekson 1991). O ther ar
portant things, hard-won insights and chaeologists had recorded these Chacoan
sites simply as “two-story, very large unit
revelatory scales, that are lost.
pueblos.” They knew about outliers, but they
If the Mangas phase is a Chaco Anasazi were looking for Pueblo Bonito. The original
community pattern, what about the big ag builders had not read our rule book.
gregated towns of Swarts, Galaz, and Mat
What would an outlier look like if it were
tocks?
That Mimbres architectural
achievement is the result of an Anasazi set built out of river cobbles and local Mimbres
tlement pattern meeting a Hohokam subsis materials? Perhaps like the central room
tence technology.
Mix the Anasazi block at the Woodrow site (Peckham 1969),
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or Roomblock B at the Saige-McFarland site
(Lekson 1990), or perhaps the South Room
Jerry Brody wrote the book on Mimbres
Block at NAN (Shafer 1990). Or, most
frightening of all, it might loom like the now- and has continued to be the most important
destroyed Baca Ruin (Evans, Ross, and Ross writer on prehistoric Southwestern art. His
1985), with a D-shaped structure of nicely 1977 book on Mimbres is still the best.
coursed masonry and an associated road. We
Many of the ideas presented here were
will probably never know about the Baca
developed while writing an NPS “Statement
Ruin, but I can assure you that we will never
of Significance” for a Mimbres study that
see G reat Houses in the Mimbres if we ex
was requested by Senator Jeff Bingaman;
pect them to look like Pueblo Bonito. They
others were developed for a Historic Preser
will not.
vation Division-sponsored overview of south
Chaco on the Mimbres? I do not expect to western New Mexico; still others came out of
be believed and I do not exactly believe it a lecture I prepared for the Maxwell
myself. I have a long track record of being Museum. None of these institutions or in
wrong about Mimbres culture. But I may be dividuals are to blame, of course.
right about G reat Houses. If I am right, I
-Santa Fe, New Mexico
would like to be able to lean back in my
rocker someday, knock over my tea, and say
“I told you so.”
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AN EXPERIMENT WITH X-RAY
FLUORESCENCE TO DETERMINE
TRACE ELEMENT VARIABILITY IN
TURQUOISE COMPOSITION
Frances Joan Mathien and Bart Olinger
blue green, apple green, and greenish gray.
The range of colors results from the
presence of copper, iron, and other im
purities, and the color may change upon
exposure to heat and weathering. Matrix is
sometimes part of the stones, and it is often
a yellow to reddish limonite, a colorless or
iron-stained quartz, or vein matter that is
colored by iron or other metallic oxides
(Pogue 1915:23).

In some cases it is impossible to
identify which mine a stone comes
from. The turquoise from some
mines does indeed have distinguish
ing characteristics that can narrow
the field down, such as the iron
pyrite in the matrix of Morenci tur
quoise (not usually found in other
turquoises), the black spider-web
matrix from the Number 8 Mine, the
unusual black matrix from Smith’s
Black Matrix Mine, the unusual
color and form of some of the Fox
turquoise, the color of some of the
Lone Mountain turquoise, and other
features such as matrix color and
composition. Each mine produces
different grades of turquoise and the
top grade is usually more easily
identified than the lower grades that
all tend to look more alike. [Arrowsmith 1974]
'T ’urquoise is a semiprecious gem stone that
A was and is highly prized in many cultures,
particularly in the American Southwest
(Pogue 1915). Chemically, it is a hydrated
basic phosphate of copper and aluminum
that usually occurs as seams or veins, dis
seminated grains, and, sometimes, rolled
masses or pebbles (Northrop 1975). The
colors of the stones vary from sky blue to

The major chemical components of tur
quoise have been identified, but contribu
tions of trace elements still are not fully
determined. By 1915, Pogue recorded 21
analyses of turquoise, to which Northrop
(1975) added only four more. Samples came
from Europe, Asia, and North America, and
the analyses determined the major elements
only. All contained P2O5, AI2O3, H2O, and
CuO; but Fe2C>3, FeO, CeO, MgO, MnO,
and Si02 were sometimes present and some
times absent. Several tests identified traces
of organic matter (bitumen), clay, FI, quartz,
Na2, and K2O. Thus standard analytical
techniques identified 16 different elements
on this stone. Pogue (1915:26-27) noted that
the wide variation of components in his
analyses could be the result of faulty analyti
cal methods as well as the fact that turquoise
is ordinarily uncrystallized and lacks the
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Mexico, was chosen as the major source area
from which samples were submitted for
analysis by X-ray fluoresence at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Several samples from
other source areas were also included for
comparative purposes.

purity of well-crystallized species.
The
minerals in the local host materials or matrix
play some role in the composition of a stone.
A m ore recent analysis of turquoise by
Sigleo (1970), who used arc-emission
spectrometry to determ ine trace elements,
does not change this statement; her results
and conclusions did not conceptually differ
from those of Pogue.

THE SAMPLE

The natives of the American Southwest
were not concerned with chemical analyses
of the materials they used.
Prehistoric
populations of the southwestern United
States and parts of Mesoamerica began to
use turquoise at about the same time that
they became semisedentary (Jernigan 1978).
Its use increased through time, and tur
quoise is considered to have been a major
trade item among the culture groups in these
areas (M athien 1981; McGuire 1980; Raffer
ty 1990; Weigand, Harbottle, and Sayre
1977). In order to understand how such ex
change networks functioned, it is necessary
to determ ine the source areas for artifacts
recovered from archaeological sites. Even
though turquoise is a chemically variable
mineral because of the way it forms, several
attem pts have been carried out to obtain dis
tinct trace-elem ent signatures; arc emission
spectrometry (Sigleo 1970); neutron activa
tion (H arbottle and Weigand 1987; Sigleo
1975; Weigand and Harbottle 1988;
Weigand, Harbottle, and Sayre 1977;); X-ray
fluorescence (Ronzio and Salmon 1967; Sal
mon and Ronzio 1962;); X-ray diffraction
(Welch and Triadan 1990); and electron
microprobe (Ruppert 1982,1983).
Because there are numerous sources of
turquoise and because most of these sources
were mined prehistorically and historically
(Bennett 1966; Northrop 1975; Pogue 1915),
it is im portant to recognize the extent of the
variability in chemical elements that are
present within a single mine, let alone one
mining district. In order to examine this
range of variability within a single mining
district, therefore, the Cerrillos Mining Dis
trict, located southeast of Santa Fe, New

The samples came from various sources in
conjunction with previous research on tur
quoise sources that were used by the Chaco
Anasazi. Samples were donated by the
Zachary Turquoise Company of Albuquer
que (Mathien 1980, 1981), were collected
from the mines in the southern half of the
Cerrillos Mining District (Warren and
Mathien 1985), or were collected in 1987
from mine tailings in and around the Tiffany
and Castillian areas in the Northern Cerril
los District. As a result, there was no way to
determine whether donations and/or surface
collections in one area (e.g., the Castillian
Mine) were truly from the same mine, let
alone the same vein. A selection of these
turquoise specimens were then provided to
Bart Olinger who carried out the X-ray
fluorescence procedures.

METHODS
All specimens were irradiated with
monochromatic X rays from a 109-Cd source
that had an energy of 22 keV. The elements
excited by these X rays emit secondary X
rays whose energies are characteristic of
their sources and whose intensities are
proportional to each element’s concentra
tions. In this study, 14 chemical elements
were counted, and the resulting counts are
presented in Tables 1-3. These counts were
calibrated as ratios to copper; other mineral
counts were rectified to 1,000 counts of cop
per.

RESULTS
Because the Cerrillos Mining District is
easily divided into northern and southern
sections that are separated by several miles,
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the counts in parts per million for the 14 ele Specimen 002 at Mount Chalchihuitl is 100.
ments recorded in the samples are presented The range of counts for this copper (Cu) in
by area (Tables 1 and 2). Results for all the southern half of the Cerrillos Mining
other samples from mines or mining districts District is 9-100.
in New Mexico, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona,
Specimen 503 is also high in lead (Fe;
and Mexico are presented in Table 3.
100), but again this may simply represent the
In Table 1, there is little variability in the higher end of the counts that could be found
counts for chromium (Cr), manganese (Mn), on turquoise in this area. The next highest
nickel (Ni), or molybdenum (Mo). On the count of 77 and the few counts in the mid 50s
other hand, the counts for iron (Fe), zinc for specimens in the northern and southern
(Zn), strontium (Sr), and zirconium (Zr) are sections of Cerrillos suggest the range may
extremely variable even within the same be large. Rubidium (Rb) counts are similar
mine. Thus, these eight elements tell us to copper (Fe), in that a high count of 143
nothing about the differences among mines from a sample picked up from a mine lo
that are located within a short distance of cated just north of the Tiffany Mine (Table
1) probably represents the higher end of the
one another.
range of variability present in that area.
Arsenic (As) had a smaller range of There is a count of 90 from Specimen 102
variability in counts than even the four ele (JN86), again north of the Tiffany Mine, and
ments with limited variability listed above a count of 104 from Specimen 109 from the
and probably is not a very useful element to O ’Neill Mine in the southern half of the dis
evaluate within the northern section or be trict.
tween the northern and southern sections of
No unusual counts for niobium (Nb) were
the Cerrillos Mining District.
recorded in Table 1, but a count of 103 for
Yttrium (Y) seems to have a few high Specimen 002 from Mount Chalchihuitl (the
counts (e.g., the 60 and 61 recorded for same specimen that was high in copper and
Specimens North and 102, from two mines iron) again may denote the range of
located north of the Tiffany Mine in the variability that is present.
Why this
northern section of Cerrillos [Table 1]). specimen is high in several elements is not
However, values are less than the 162 and known. It may be due to location within the
173 recorded from the O’Neill and Bonito vein or the mine. Sigleo (1970) discussed
Mines located in the southern section (Table some differences that occur due to vertical
2).
position within the same mine, but depth
does not correlate with change in count. The
Specimen 503 from a mine on the same
difference is more likely due to formation
hill as the Castillian Mine is somewhat un
processes.
usual. It had a count of 612 for iron (Fe).
This result is very high, over 244 higher than
If Table 2 had been examined without
the next highest count of 368 from Specimen reference to Table 1, similar results would
002 at Mount Chalchihuitl, which is located be noted. Chromium (Cr), manganese (Mg),
in the southern half of the Cerrillos Mining nickel (Ni), arsenic (As), lead (Pb), and
District (Table 2).
molybdenum (Mo) were not variable, while
the range of counts for iron (Fe), zinc (Zn),
The single count of 138 for copper (Cu) rubidium (Rb), strontium (Sr), yttrium (Y),
from Specimen 503 also is higher than other
zirconium (Zr), and niobium (Nb) was large.
counts from samples from this northern sec
The two high counts for copper (Cu;
tion. However, the range of variability
Specimen 002 from Mount Chalchihuitl and
recorded for this element in Table 2 suggests
Specimen 014 from the O ’Neill Mine) are
that this high count may not be unusual;
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Table 1. Results of XRF analysis on samples from the northern half of the Cerrillos Mining District.
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Table 2. Results of XRF analysis of samples from the southern half of the Cerrillos Mining District.
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less than that recorded for Specimen 503,
which came from the same hill as the Castillian Mine. These counts do not allow a dis
tinction to be made between these two areas.
Both have a range of variability that includes
a peak at 387 for molybdenum, a number not
seen anywhere among the samples. This
same piece had unusually high counts for
rubidium (Rb), yttrium (Y), and zirconium
(Zr), as well.

of elements were found useful for separating
mining districts from one another and deter
mining sources of prehistoric artifacts. Their
collection of source samples is much larger
than this one, and the data may be more
definitive. Weigand and Harbottle (1988)
state that Cerrillos, unlike some other tur
quoise mines, did not show homogeneity in
the analytical profiles obtained using
neutron activation analysis.

W hen the data from the Cerrillos Mining
District are compared to those from other
mining areas where fewer samples were ob
tained, several elements were considered
nondiagnostic: chromium (Cr), manganese
(Mn), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), and rubidium
(Rb).
The two specimens from Cusi,
Chihuahua, tend to have an absence or low
traces of manganese (Mn), iron (Fe), copper
(Cu), rubidium (Rb), strontium (Sr), zir
conium (Zr), and niobium (Nb), which could
be indicative of some differences among
areas or a fluke in sampling. There is a ten
dency for some mines (e.g., Verde, Baja
California, and seven others from Nevada
and one from Colorado) to have higher
counts for zinc (Zn). However, the range of
variability among the few samples (e.g., 5791080 (n = 2) for Verde, B.C., and 187-410
(n = 2) for Leadville, Colorado) suggests this
elem ent is present in variable amounts
within one mining district.

The only published results of a study of
trace elements of turquoise using X-ray
fluorescence to date is by Ronzio and Sal
mon (1967). They studied 15 turquoise
samples from 11 different areas in the
American Southwest and Northwestern
Mexico. The largest sample from one area
(n = 4) was from the King Mine, Manassa,
Colorado. Their results, which are reported
in percentages, show some variability in cop
per and iron but only negligible amounts or
none of most of the other elements
recorded. Again, where four samples were
present from a single mine, the range of
variability recorded is large and indicates the
need for multiple samples from a single
deposit.

O ther elements where the range in counts
suggest considerable variability include iron
(Fe), copper (Cu), strontium (Sr), yttrium
(Y), zirconium (Zr), and niobium (Nb). The
unusually high count for molybdenum (Mo)
for one specimen from the O ’Neill Mine in
the Cerrillos Distict may be an anomaly.

DISCUSSION
While Weigand, Harbottle, and Sayre
(1977) used X-ray fluorescence, in addition
to neutron activation, to examine trace ele
m ents in turquoise, none of their raw data
has been published. As a result, it is difficult
to determ ine which elements or combination

In conclusion, the small sample from most
areas did not allow us to separate other min
ing districts from Cerrillos based on the
trace elements examined. The larger sample
from the Cerrillos Mining District (n = 53,
Tables 1 and 2 combined) usually provided a
range of counts that encompassed most of
those recorded for the other non-Cerrillos
samples. The Cerrillos data base indicates
that a large number of samples from each
mine, let alone each district, is needed
before we can conclude that we are able to
use this X-ray fluorescence analytical techni
que to separate sources, let alone to deter
mine sources from which prehistoric
turquoise may have been mined.
On the other hand, we have made
measurements on a large number of samples
from one mining district and, as a result, we
have found great variability in the data. The
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question begs to be asked —if others claim to
have identified a unique chemical profile for
a turquoise source that allows them to iden
tify traded material, have they gathered and
measured sufficient material from that
source? The great variability we found at the
Cerrillos Mining District has given us the im
pression that this may be the situation for

other sources as well.
Or perhaps as
Weigand and Harbottle (1988) suggest, it
may never be possible to obtain clear-cut
chemical profiles from the Cerrillos Mining
District.
—Santa Fe and Los Alamos
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THE KTVAS AT TSOSK
(LA 2639 AND 2640),
CIBOLA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO
Albert Mohr and L. L. Sample
/ ^ l s o n and Wasley (1956) excavated two 2639 and LA 2640, about 120 ft (37 m) apart,
' “'Mate Pueblo II masonry structures (LA were cleared, and a number of test trenches
2639 and 2640) during salvage archaeology were dug in an attempt to locate kivas
on a pipeline in the San Jose River Valley, (Olson and Wasley 1956:292-323). The ap
west-central New Mexico, but were unable parent absence of kivas led the excavators to
to locate associated kivas. They argued, on suggest, on the basis of particular charac
the basis of several features, that two surface teristics, that two surface rooms in LA 2640
rooms were used in their place. Later ex were used as ceremonial chambers.
cavations located
three subterranean
structures and show that this settlement had
EXCAVATIONS
at least two kivas and a relatively conven
The site was reexamined in 1960 when
tional plan.
EPNG looped this section of the line, laying
a second 30 in. (76 cm) pipe 15 ft (4.6 m)
INTRODUCTION
south of the first. The previously excavated
In 1953, when the El Paso Natural Gas buildings at Tsosk and the 1953 test trenches
Company (EPNG) constructed the 30 in. were at the north edge of the new right-ofPermian-San Juan Crossover, a number of way. So, it was our plan to extend the testing
sites were investigated by archaeologists southward, in part to continue the search for
employed by the company under an agree kivas, but also to look for refuse concentra
ment with the Department of Interior. One tions that might repay excavation. Since we
of the larger excavations was near the cliff on lacked added labor at that time, a series of
the north side of the San Jose River Valley 18 in. (46 cm) square test pits on 10 ft (3 m)
at McCartys on the Acoma Pueblo Grant. centers were excavated to locate large sub
An excellent spring located 400 ft (122 m) terranean structures from anomalies in the
west of the site probably attracted people to subsoil and to determine the thickness of
this place. At present the spring and its refuse, if any. Pit locations at first were
locality is called t ’s os’hk by the Acoma. based on a restaked EPNG survey of the
Recently the spring has been a standing pool original line but this proved to be about 10 ft
8 or 9 ft (2.4 or 2.7 m) in diameter, but (3 m) north of its proper location. Conse
within memory it is said to have flowed. Two quently, some of the tests were inadvertently
masonry surface buildings, designated LA placed in areas previously trenched and/or
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traversed by the first pipeline ditch (Figure
1). This led to the discovery that earlier test
trenches and/or the pipeline ditch had inter
sected a kiva south of the west building (LA
2640) and a second kiva and pit room south
of the east structure (LA 2639). Apparently
the indications of these features, the distinc
tion between fill and undisturbed soil, were
not recognized in 1953. By the time we had
excavated these buildings, the progress of
construction precluded a search for addition
al structures.

Kiva A

complete lining at
remained in place.

the

top, but little

Floor and Floor Features. The floor was
smoothly plastered with adobe 0.3-0.5 in.
(0.8 to 1.3 cm) thick, which curved up the
walls as much as 2 in. (5 cm). Fire pit, ash
pit, and deflector were built of sandstone
slabs in a rectangular unit 3.1 by 1.4 ft (0.9 by
0.4 cm). The fire pit was 15 by 13 by 9.5 in.
(38.1 by 33 by 24 cm) deep and about onehalf filled with ash and charcoal; the plaster
of the bottom and lower portions of the sides
was burned red. The adjoining ash pit was
divided into two compartments, 7 by 11 by
4.5 in. (17.8 by 27.9 by 11.5 cm) on the north
and 9.5 by 13 by 4.5 in. (24.1 by 33.0 by 11.5
cm) on the south. Both had been cleaned out
and were not noticeably burned, although
they retained a film of ash. The slab at the
south end, measuring 16 in. (40.6 cm) wide
and 2.5 in. (6.4 cm) thick, had projected
above the others as a deflector but had been
cut off 8 in. (20 cm) above the floor by the
backhoe. In a north-south line just to the
east of the fire pit-ash pit complex were
three smoothly plastered depressions, 3.5-4
in. (8.9-10.2 cm) in diameter and 0.8-1.3 in.
(2.0 to 3.3 cm) deep.

The original pipeline had been laid
through Kiva A. Since this section of the
ditch was backhoed to a width of as much as
9 ft (2.7 m), 75% of the fill had been
rem oved to within 3 to 8 in. (7.6 to 20.3 cm)
of the floor. However, the north end of the
structure, the central floor features, and the
ventilator area to the south were undis
turbed. One of our test pits straddled the
south edge of the backfilled ditch, exposing
some of the remaining kiva fill. This led to
the discovery of the building, which was
then cleared, except for a section between
the pipe and the north wall (Figure 2). The
structure was oriented S 26° E and, excluding
the ventilator, measured 11 by 8.2 ft (3.4 by
2.5 m) at floor level. The original ground
To the west of the deflector 14 in. (35.6
level is not known but the building was at cm), a smooth black stone, 10 by 9 in. (25.4
least 6 ft (1.8 m) deep. It was excavated by 22.9 cm), was set horizontally, its upper
through thick layers of tan sandy clay; walls face nearly flush with the floor. Its surface
were unplastered and unlined except for the was nicked in the fashion of an anvil. If the
ventilator and two vertical slabs at the south kiva had a sipapu, it was under the 1953 pipe
west corner of the floor.
in a section of the floor that was not cleared.
Ventilator. The kiva builders excavated a
Fill. Several potsherds were found on the
trench 1.2 ft (0.4 m) wide and 3 ft (0.9 m) floor; a mano fragment was in the south ash
long to the level of the kiva floor. In this, a pit. Part of the floor was covered by about 1
lintel was made of horizontal poles 1.3 in.
in. (2.5 cm) of soft sand, probably a
(3.3 cm) in diam eter inserted up to 4 in.
windblown
deposit. The remainder of the fill
(10.2 cm) into the side walls in horizontal
slots cut for the purpose 13 in. (33 cm) above was a homogeneous tan sandy clay contain
the floor. Rough masonry walls were built at ing a few potsherds and bone fragments and
the ventilator shaft and kiva room ends to numerous small chunks of charcoal and
retain the earth fill of the trench. Fallen pieces of sandstone.
stone seemed to indicate that the shaft had a
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Figure 1. Map of Tsosk. a pipeline, b 1953 excavations, c 1960 excavations, d refuse concentration. The location of Olson
and Wasley’s excavations are based on their published plans and photos (Olson and Wasley 1956:Figures 182,183,
188,189) and on some observations of their work made in 1960.
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lx limit of excavation (1960), st stone, v ventilator.

cause the ends were undercut, the maximum
length was 3.7 ft (1.1 m). Its depth was 1.3 ft
When a test pit showed an interruption in (0.4 m). The two long sides were lined or
the cobble stratum expected at a depth of strengthened with 2 to 3 courses (5 to 6 in.
about 0.8 m (2.5 ft), Kiva B was suspected. It [12.7 to 15.2 cm]) of slab masonry. At 8 in.
was confirmed when the new ditch cut (20.3 cm) from the north end and 6 in. (15.2
through the southern tip of the ventilator cm) below the kiva floor, a small pole
trench. The floor was oval, 10.7 by 12.8 ft spanned the pit. The feature was filled with
(3.3 by 3.9 m) and at least 9.3 ft (2.8 m) deep. large stones, sandy soil, and apparently some
Ventilator orientation was S. 25° degree E fire pit sweepings before it was plastered
over.
(Figure 3).

K ivaB

A “sipapu” 3.5-4 in. (8.9-10.2 cm) in
Walls. The building was excavated
through about 6 ft (1.8 m) of stable, con diameter and 7 in. (17.8 cm) deep was lo
solidated material, mostly sandy clay, then cated midway between the firepit and north
through much sandier strata. Here kiva walls wall. The floor plaster was smoothly rounded
were secured to varying heights with a rough over the lip and carried 3 in. (7.6 cm) down
masonry of broken sandstone slabs (typically the slightly undercut walls.
2 in. [5.1 cm] thick and 5 in. [12.7 cm] long),
Deflector. The deflector built in the north
and occasional basalt cobbles laid in a thin
half
of the original ash pit was of masonry —
bed of adobe mortar. The walls had been
flat
cobbles
and slabs set in adobe mortar.
plastered a number of times to a total thick
ness of 0.3 in. (0.8 cm) or more; some sur Only the base was intact, 26 in. (66.0 cm)
wide and 9 in. (22.9 c m ) thick.
faces were painted white; some were red.
Ventilator. The builders originally ex
Floor and Floor Features. The floor was
covered with a smooth, use-darkened layer cavated a trench 5.7 ft (1.7 m) long and 1.1 ft
of adobe and was overlapped at the edges by (0.3 m) wide at floor level but probably
layers of wall plaster. Originally the firepit broader above. We did not completely clear
was a steep-sided plastered depression 25 in. the ventilator, but the exposed ends show
(63.5 cm) in diameter and 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) that a tunnel was constructed by the same
deep. Later, an oblong, partially slab-lined method used in Kiva A. It was roofed with
firepit was built within it, reducing the size poles 1.5 in. (3.8 cm) in diameter set in
to 18 by 13 in. (45.7 by 33.0 cm). Originally niches in the trench sides 13 in. (33 cm)
the ash pit was a shallow rectangular depres above the floor at the room end but 29 in.
sion 26 by 18 by 3 in. (66.0 by 45.7 by 7.6 cm) (73.7 cm) above it at the ventilator shaft. The
deep but it had also undergone modification. poles were covered with slabs, then fill. The
A masonry deflector was added in the south opening into the kiva was 14 in. (35.6 cm)
half, reducing it to 26 by 7 in. (66.0 by 17.8 wide and 13 in. (33.0 cm) high. At the south
cm). When abandoned, the ash pit contained end of the trench, the fill was retained by
1 in. (2.5 cm) of ash and charcoal. A flat- masonry, leaving a shaft 1.3 ft (0.4 m) square
topped, irregular boulder, 9 by 9 in. (22.9 by at the bottom. The top was partly destroyed
22.9 cm), projected 1 in. (2.5 cm) above floor by the ditch and partly unexcavated, so
details are lacking.
level just west of the deflector.
Fill. No artifacts were found on the floor.
On the west side of the kiva a rectangular
The
lowest 3 to 4 ft. (0.9 to 1.2 m) of fill was
depression 1.3 in (3.3 cm) deep had been
a
sandy,
charcoal-flecked, light-tan soil con
caused by settling of fill in a plastered-over
pit. When cleared this feature measured 1.1 taining a number of pot sherds and fallen
by 3 ft (0.3 by 0.9 m) at floor level. But, be building stones. Above this were many cob
bles apparently slumped from the south wall,
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Figure 3. Plan and section of Kiva B. a ash pit, av stone in floor, df deflector, ed edge of pipeline ditch, f flrepit, lx limit of
excavation (1960), s sipapu, sp subfloor pit, st stone, tt 1953 test trench, v ventilator.

sand had accumulated in the kiva, a con
siderable amount of refuse was dumped in,
probably from the west side. In the southeast
sector this was overlain by 1 to 2 in. (2.5 to 5
cm) of dark brown to purplish clay, possibly
Pit Room
from a section of the roof, which collapsed
The pit room had been excavated through or was demolished after the building was
tan sandy clay and sandy soil with small peb used as a dump.
bles and lenses of silt to a total depth of at
DISCUSSION
least 5.3 ft (1.6 m). Its floor was trapezoidal
in plan, oriented about E 8° N and measured
Olson and Wasly (1956:294, 310, 322-23)
8.9 to 8.2 ft (2.7 to 2.5 m) (Figure 4). In
places, plaster could be followed 24 in. (61 thought that the west surface structure (LA
cm) up the walls of the room but masonry 2640) might have been started earlier than
lining was absent except, probably, where the east (LA 2639), apparently because its
the wall was pierced by ventilator construc masonry was inferior in quality. But since no
stones were robbed from one to use in the
tion.
other and none of the rooms in either struc
Ventilator. A trench 1.8 ft (0.5 m) wide ex ture were used for refuse disposal, the two
tending out 3.5 ft (1.1 m) had been excavated buildings appear to have been parts of a
to floor level. Poles, laid on ledges cut 2 to 4 single community until the time of abandon
in. (5.1 to 10.2 cm) deep in the side walls 20 ment. The pit room, however, fell into disuse
to 21 in. (50.8 to 53.3 cm) above the floor, earlier, as indicated by the trash it contained.
supported the tunnel roof. Juniper bark, Olson and Wasley (1956:305, 307, 322-23)
large slabs, and earth fill followed. The east concluded that the architecture and the
wall of the pit room was in poor condition; general run of ceramics, with Socorro Blackpresumably masonry, now fallen, retained on-white most abundant of the painted pot
the fill above the tunnel. Impressions in the tery, was consistent with a late Pueblo II
adobe plaster show that slabs had been date, A.D. 1050-1125. The few polychrome
placed across the top of the ventilator aper pot sherds found, St. Johns and Wingate,
ture, apparently supported by a pole lintel were not regarded as evidence of later oc
set in recesses made in each side, reducing cupation but as reason to believe these types
the height of the opening into the room to 12 were being made shortly after A.D. 1100
in. (30.5 cm). The ventilator shaft appears to (see Breternitz 1966:89, 93, 96, 102-03).
have been fully lined above the level of the
With the addition of kivas, the settlement
tunnel.
pattern at Tsosk assumes a more convention
Floor and Floor Features. The floor was al form. Although the west surface structure
badly disturbed by rodent burrows. It had is larger, in most respects the east and west
been plastered with adobe up to 0.3 in. (0.8 building clusters appear to be self sufficient
cm) thick well into the ventilator tunnel. The units with living and storage rooms and kiva.
fire pit (20 by 22 by 6 in. [50.8 by 55.9 by 15.2 One wonders to what extent this dualism is a
cm]), located in the southeast corner, was reflection of a social division within the com
the only floor feature. It was built against the munity. It is principally in milling facilities
wall using vertical sandstone slabs on the that parallelism cannot be demonstrated.
other three sides and was filled to within 1.5 The east building had no apparent milling
in. (3.8 cm) of the rim with fine white ash.
facilities and the grinding stones found, with
one exception, are fragmentary and could be
Fill. A few potsherds were found on the
building stones rather than evidence of
floor. After 2 in. (5.1 cm) or more of clayey
mealing. This may be compared with the

followed by 3.3 ft (1.0 m) of nearly sterile,
brown to slightly purplish adobe and finally
1.3 ft (0.4 m) of light tan sandy soil.
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Figure 4.

Plan and section of Pit Room, ed edge of pipeline ditch, f firepit,
lx limit of excavation (1960), st stone, tt 1953 test trench, v ventilator.
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west building, where mealing bins were first might be a feature of rooms connected with
constructed in Room 9 and later in Room 12 group activity.
and where, even with possible aboriginal sal
In Room 11, the central fire pit in its oval
vage, half of all manos and metates are
whole. The occupants of the east building form, with a maximum diameter of 5.2 ft (1.6
may have depended on the mealing facilities m) and a clay rim, may resemble those in
in the western complex. Other possibilities recent Acoma Pueblo kivas but does not
are that the inhabitants were milling without closely resemble those in the kivas later
mealing bins and that grinding stones were found at this site. The evidence of multiple
salvaged or that there was a detached milling fire areas —three in this room —seems more
typical of living rooms that kivas. It appears,
facility that has not been discovered.
as well, that one other room, Room 6, which
We do not class the pit room as a kiva be was not considered a communal room, may
cause it lacks many common kiva features have had a central fire pit, which was later
that are found in the two other subterranean filled with an adobe plug. Although Room
buildings at the site. Its function is not evi 11 is large, it is a little smaller than Room 1
dent from its location, associations, or details in the east building, a room which the
of construction. It does not seem to be for authors consider secular. The possible bench
milling, as are some pit rooms, or for is very low and not found in excavated kivas
storage, but it may be domestic yet still not at Tsosk but may be significant. Ventilators
residential in the usual sense. Pithouses or are not unusual in secular rooms elsewhere,
pit units found at Red Mesa and Wingate such as nearby Cebolleta Mesa for example
phase sites are considered to be domestic (Ruppe and Dittert 1952:196). On balance,
structures both for living and storage and are the arguments for a large and much used
usually, but apparently not always, found as living room appear at least as strong as those
here in association with surface structures for a kiva.
and kivas (Gumerman and Olson 1968:121In the case of Room 15, again, there is a
122; Wasley 1960:40).
ventilator, and the fire pit may be similar to
Olson and Wasley (1956:298, 313-14, 322) that of the early phase of Kiva B. But the fire
suggested that Rooms 11 and 15 in the west pit did not necessarily differ from one
structure were kivas and served the whole formerly used in Room 6 or, except for it
community. Negative evidence, such as the position in the middle of the floor, from one
apparent absence of subterranean kivas, in the former mealing room, Room 9. Much
must have influenced their thinking, but depends on confidence in the identification
their conclusions were also based on com of the two small floor pockets as sipapus.
binations of features that they regarded as Usually sipapus are identified as such be
different from those in living and storage cause they are found in particular areas of
rooms. The discovery of subterranean kivas the floors of structures that are clearly kivas.
does not in itself invalidate these arguments, Sipapus in themselves have few diagnostic
and the authors call attention to several characteristics. In this instance it is the com
points. In Room 11 they note its large size, bination of ventilator, fire pit and floor pock
the probable ventilator, the fireplace, which ets that is the argument. Previously it has
was said by the Acoma workman to be “the been observed that there is a tradition in the
kind used in Acoma kivas,” and a low floor Acoma-Zuni area, where kiva-like features,
rise, or possible bench. In Room 15, they cite especially ventilators, ladder pits, and deflec
as evidence a ventilator, two sipapus and a tors, occur in certain surface rooms. Roberts
central, circular clay hearth. Noting the (1932:33-34, 37, 160) has suggested that
presence of central firepits in the mealing rooms where these features are especially
room and possible kivas, they suggested this well developed were forerunners of frater
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nity chambers (see also D ittert and Ruppe
1951:127; Ruppe and D ittert 1953:266). But
Hawley (1950) seems relatively pessimistic
about such a ftinctional identification and is
notably silent with respect to the significance
of ventilators and deflectors:
Identification of chambers which
are kivas by function but not by form
is difficult...Unless a kiva built
within a house-block possessed a
ladder-pit or fireplace with terraced
back (not a universal feature) ar
chaeologists excavating it today
would be unable to recognize it as a
kiva. If it chanced to be larger than
the other house-block rooms, it
might be suspected to be of
ceremonial nature, but could not be
distinguished from moiety or society
rooms, [p. 299]
Several features are common to the two
Tsosk kivas —a ventilator constructed in a
trench, masonry used only where structurally
necessary, southerly orientation, a slab-lined
central fire pit, an ash pit, and a deflector,
and a stone set flush to the floor west of the
deflector. Some common kiva feature —
benches, recesses, pilasters —are absent. The
two buildings differ from each other in cer
tain im portant floor details —overall shape,
floor depressions, subfloor vault, possibly
the sipapu, and the details of construction of
the deflector/ash pit/fire pit complex.
A num ber of Pueblo II kivas have been
excavated nearby, some only a few miles to
the east (Peckham 1962), others between
Thoreau and Grants (Johnson 1962; Smith
1963; Wilson 1962a, 1962b). Tsosk kivas do
not seem to bear a marked overall
resemblance to most of the kivas thus far
reported at these sites or, for that matter, to
ones at some distance. Kivas at the Horse
shoes and Sowers sites are comparable, al
though one lacks an ash pit and the other has
floor cists and a partial masonry lining (Wil
son 1962a:6ff.; 1962b: 1Iff.). Although it is
not unusual to find statements in the litera
ture about kivas that are considered typical

of areas and periods/phases, variability ap
pears to be the rule, particularly in earlier
Anasazi times. Some kivas in this area differ
from the ones at Tsosk in that they have
posts set in the floor close to the wall
(Johnson 1962:4-5; Smith 1963:10ff.), per
haps a feature more common early in Pueblo
II. Others have a southern recess and some
times a bench (Peckham 1962:6-9), at
tributes more common later in the period.
Ladder rests are present in both of these
temporal periods, but are strangely absent
from Tsosk kivas.
The stone set nearly flush with the floor to
the side of the deflector is apparently a fea
ture that was important in the Whitewater
area. They are found in Kiatuthlana phase
“pithouses” and Wingate phase kivas
(Roberts 1939:38-39, 49, 64, 211-12, 216,
235-36) and may be present in a Red Mesa
phase kiva near Lupton (Wasley 1960:Figure
5). An indication of the importance of this
feature is that, in two of the Whitewater
structures, new stones were installed above
the old ones when a second floor was added
at a higher level. Roberts (1939) suggests
that these stones may be rests for drums, a
practice he says occurs in some modern
kivas; his alternative explanation that they
might have been used to protect the floor
from grinding stones seems poorly founded.
The anvil-like marks found on the flush
stones at Tsosk indicate some other func
tion; it would be useful to know whether
stones in other kivas were similarly marred.
Some of the stones near the deflectors of
Kiatuthlana phase “pithouses” reported by
Roberts differ from those at Tsosk in that
the stones are located on the opposite side
of the deflector. Reports of similar features
may have been omitted from abbreviated
kiva descriptions, so anvil-like stones may be
more common than now appears to be the
case.
Another interesting feature is the rectan
gular subfloor pit in Kiva B. Although small,
it is the type usually interpreted as a floor
drum. Parsons (1940:215) commented on
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such drums as an important link between
Acoma and Zuni and connected them with
pits in prehistoric kivas at the Village of the
Great Kivas. Brown (1967:71-72) traces their
origin to early Mogollon and has sketched a
spreading distribution first to the western
Pueblo and later to the Rio Grande area.
Peckham (1962:9) reports one at a nearby
site, LA 6402.

Puerco area to the west both with respect to
some details of kiva architecture and the as
sociation of pit rooms with masonry surface
buildings. Although geographically as close
or closer, the Chaco and Rio Grande areas
appear to have been less closely related in
these respects.
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CORONADO IN THE SOUTHWEST
Carroll L. Riley
As a result of recent study, I feel that my
own listing in Coronado Expedition is incor
rect and that all past students of Coronado’s
journey have missed the correct route on at
least two segments of the trail. In this paper I
shall present a new route for the main
Coronado expedition from Sonora to central
Kansas (Figure 1).

■Recently, the National Park Service
-^lau n ch ed a detailed ongoing study of the
trails used by Coronado during his expedi
tion to the Southwest in 1540-42. In this
paper I make a new attempt to trace
Coronado’s route from Sonora to the plains
of Kansas. There is also a brief consideration
of the routes of various secondary expedi
tions carried out by certain of Coronado’s
lieutenants.
***
The upcoming Columbus Quincentenary
has reawakened interest in an old problem
in Southwestern history, that of the various
routes taken by the Francisco Vazquez de
Coronado expedition to the Southwest in the
period 1540-42. Recently, the National Park
Service has launched a program to more
clearly establish the primary route of
Coronado’s expedition through Arizona and
New Mexico in 1540 and into Kansas in 1541
(Ivey, Rhodes, and Sanchez 1991; National
Park Service 1991). Coronado’s homeward
trip in 1542 is generally assumed to be a
backtracking over the 1540 route, though the
information is so scanty that any reconstruc
tion of the route back to Mexico, at least
beyond Zuni, would be sheer guesswork.
The National Park Service National
Coronado Expedition, Trail Study Environ
mental Assessment (public review draft of
June 1991), lists trail locations indicated by a
dozen scholars, as published in a variety of
books and journals over the past 100 years.

The Coronado party, moving into the
Southwest in 1540, traveled in two parties, a
fast advance group led by Coronado himself
and the much slower main army with large
numbers of pack animals, sheep, and per
haps cattle that followed some weeks be
hind. In all probability, the main army
followed the trail left by the vanguard.
One very important factor in any discus
sion of Coronado’s routes is the speed made
by various parties of the expedition. We can
measure this speed at certain points, because
we know when a particular segment of the
route began and ended. In general, the main
army traveled quite slowly. For example, this
large body of 1,500 to 1,600 individualsSpaniards, Indian allies, servants, and
slaves—with perhaps 1,500 head of stock
made the trip from Compostela to Culiacan
in 33 or 34 days. Compostela, at the time
Coronado massed his forces there in the late
winter of 1540, was located where Tepic is
today. It was not moved to its current loca
tion 40 km (25 mi) to the south until the fall
of 1540. Culiacan in 1540 was located on the
Rio San Lorenzo about 40 km south of the
Rio Culiacan and remained there until late
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in the sixteenth century (Brand 1978: 193201). The distance from the Compostela to
the Culiacan of Coronado’s day was some
thing on the order of 480 km (300 mi). In
other words, Coronado’s army and supply
train averaged around 14 to 15 km (8.7 to 9.4
mi) per day. It should be pointed out,
however, that there were flooded rivers to
cross in southern Sinaloa, and this certainly
slowed the army somewhat. In late April of
1540, Coronado pushed on ahead of the
main army with 75 horsemen, 25 foot sol
diers, perhaps a hundred Indian allies, and
some livestock for food (Hammond and Rey
1940:15; Riley 1987:19). He reached the
town of Corazones 35 days later. If
Corazones is located in the Puerto del Sol
area of the Ures Basin as suggested by Sauer
(1932:69), this would involve —depending on
the specific route taken —a trip of 720 to 800
km (450 to 500 mi), an average of say 22 km
(14 mi) a day. Another measurable segment
of the trail is that from the Indian Pueblo of
Coofor (the historic Santiago) in the Tiguex
area to Pecos. According to Jaramillo (Ham
mond and Rey 1940:300), this trip took the
reunited army four days. As we shall see, the
most likely route is about 100 km (63 mi),
making a travel time of 25 km (16 mi) per
day.

entering the flat country north of Cananea,
and eventually reached the San Pedro River
somewhere around the modern international
boundary. The more westerly Santa Cruz
drainage would have made a pointless
detour. Charles C. DiPeso (DiPeso, Rinaldo,
and Fenner 1974:100-03) believe that
Coronado went north from a Yaqui River
tributary, the Bavispe, and reached the valley
of the Animas in extreme southwestern New
Mexico. However, as we shall see, this is
contradicted by one of the few clear state
ments by a participant in the journey.
Whatever the route, one thing is clear.
Coronado was guided by Indians from the
Corazones and Senora region who knew
where they were going and who followed
clear and well-used trails. This use o f native
trails and native guides continued on
throughout the Coronado period, including
not only trips led by Coronado but those side
trips by various of Coronado’s lieutenants to
Hopi, the Grand Canyon, the Plains, the
Tewa country, and Taos (for a discussion see
Riley 1987:313-19).

The main information for Coronado’s
route out of the Sonora valley to Cibola
comes from three documents. The first, by
Juan de Jaramillo, is quite detailed about
On May 26, 1540 (all dates given here are certain sections of the trail. But, as Jaramillo
Julian calendar dates),
the vanguard stresses, the account was actually composed
reached two clusters of towns, referred to by somewhat later, perhaps after the expedition
Coronado as Corazones and Senora. Most returned to Mexico. The second document is
scholars consider these to be in the middle a letter from Francisco Vasquez de
Sonora valley, and archaeological work in Coronado to the Viceroy Mendoza, which
this area over the past 20 years has turned up exists today in a 1556 Italian language ver
large settlements corresponding to the sion, the original Spanish-language letter
descriptions of the Coronado and the slightly having been lost. The letter is signed August
later Ibarra expeditions (for a discussion see 3, 1540, and seems to have been sent back to
Pailes [1978], Riley [1987], Doolittle [1988]). Mexico within a few days of that date. There
In this paper I shall assume a Sonora River fore it speaks of events that happened within
the three months preceding its composition.
route for Coronado.
Unfortunately, the letter lacks information
The Coronado advance party left the at certain critical stages of the northward
Sonora River area on May 26 and pushed on trip. The third valuable document is the
toward the Seven Cities of Cibola. The detailed account of Pedro de Castaneda,
general belief is that Coronado marched which, though written over 20 years after the
northward, following the Sonora River, then expedition ended, drew from notes and
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From the Jaramillo account, it is tempting
to think that Coronado’s party turned
eastward somewhere in the lower-middle
San Pedro valley, perhaps between the
Winchester and Little Dragoon Mountains.
Swinging around the Winchesters, the party
reached the flat country of the Sulphur
Spring drainage. Traveling northward, the
group then entered the natural opening be
tween the Pinaleno and Santa Teresa Moun
tains. There are a number of large Salado
sites nearby and both Sauer (1932:37) and
Bolton (1964:105-06) believe that Chichil
All in all, Jaramillo is the most helpful ticalli was located somewhere in the region.
source for the Senora-Cfbola trip, for he This general area does seem the most logical
gives a fairly extensive description of the place for Chichilticalli. On reaching the Gila
journey northward from Senora. According River (Jaramillo’s San Juan), Coronado
to Jaramillo, the army followed the Sonora moved upstream, skirting the modern SafRiver, crossing it several times, and even ford area and keeping south of the river. To
tually arrived at the Indian settlement known avoid the rough country of the region above
as Ispa. Now, Ispa is very likely the Arispa or Bonita Creek, the group swung to the east,
Guarispa of Castaneda and the Guarispi perhaps following the line later taken by
reported by the Ibarra expedition a quarter U.S. Highway 70. Again reaching the Gila
century after Coronado (Riley 1987:56, 71). (Jaramillo’s “another river”) somewhere
From its geographical relationship to other around modern Virden, the expedition took
towns —as described in the account of Bal- a second shortcut to the east and north,
tasar de Obregon, a m em ber of the Ibarra crossing into the drainage of Blue Creek,
expedition —Ispa was, in all probability, the and then up that waterway to the flat, basin
Arizpe of later colonial and modern times like country drained by Duck Creek and
(Riley 1987: Map 6, 72). From Ispa/Arizpe Sacaton Creek. The Spaniards then con
the Spaniards traveled for four days to the tinued northward roughly on the line of
valley of Nexpa where the Spaniards
modern U.S. Highway 180, reaching the San
Francisco River (Jaramillo’s Rio de las Bal
continued down this arroyo
sas) perhaps somewhere in the Pleasanton
[Nexpa] for two days: leaving the ar
area. In this section of the river are several
royo we went to the right in two
tributaries that form small barrancas. One of
days’ travel to the foot of the cordil
these —or indeed, the San Francisco itself—
lera, where we learned that it was
could be Jaramillo’s La Barranca.
called Chichilticalli. Crossing the
cordillera, we went to a deep arroyo
Let me point out at this juncture that In
and ravine where we found water
dian trails throughout the Greater Southwest
and grass for the horses. [Hammond
do not necessarily follow river valleys, al
and Rey 1940: 297]
though they do follow watersheds. Some 30
Unless the Spaniards wandered a con years ago, I mapped a series of Indian trails
siderable distance to the west and reached in the rather similar Southern Tepehuan
the Santa Cruz, the Nexpa arroyo could only country of the Sierra Madre Occidental of
be the San Pedro River. Had they been in southern Durango and northern Jalisco. The
the Animas drainage further to the east, the Indians tended to follow ridges and high
Spaniards could not have gone down a river slopes of the mountains, especially where
in the direction of Cibola.
the river bottoms narrowed.

manuscripts and from the memory of other
members of the expedition. Generally
speaking, C astaneda’s account is the premier
written source for the Coronado expedition.
In the Senora-to-Cibola segment, Castaneda
gave im portant details on the ruined town of
Chichilticalli and on the approach to Cibola.
Sources other than the three listed above
give only a scatter of information. Archaeol
ogy, for this section of Coronado’s route, is
informative for Senora but not —as y et—for
the trip to Cibola.
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Like the modern Tepehuan, Coronado’s
Indian guides likely followed well-marked
trails that combined river valley routes with
shortcuts across the mountains. The higher
country has some advantages for there tend
to be stretches of vegas or meadowland that
could have supplied forage for the Spanish
horses and pack animals. Details of the route
cannot be reconstructed with any certainty.
However he went, Coronado did encounter
very rough country, though probably less
than on any of the other proposed routes for
the expedition.

At a distance of eight leagues
from Cibola [the party] arrived at a
river which, because its water was
muddy and red, they called the [Rio
Bermejo]. In this stream, they found
barbels like those in Spain. Here
they saw the first Indians in that
land —two of them —who fled and
went to warn the others, [p. 208]

While at Cibola-Zuni, Coronado sent out
an exploring party under Pedro de Tovar to
Hopi in mid-July 1540. After Tovar’s return
in August, Garcia Lopez de Cardenas was
sent by way of Hopi to find a path to the
Eventually the Spaniards recrossed the lower Colorado. The Hopi segment of both
San Francisco, here called Rio Frio by expeditions likely ran north and west from
Jaramillo, and worked their way north, Cibola to the Ganado area, then westward to
probably going as far east as the broad entry Awatobi. Cardenas obtained Hopi guides to
to Apache Creek. From that point, up Harris continue on to the lower Colorado. They
Canyon, the expedition reached Agua Fria probably followed one of the washes (possib
Creek and the upper drainage of Carrizo ly Jedito or Oraibi) south to the Little
Wash. It was in this high country that the Colorado, then down that stream, keeping
Spaniard, Espinosa, and two other in south of the river. At some point they most
dividuals died from eating poisonous plants likely cut westward as far as the Grand
(Hammond and Rey 1940:297-98).
Canyon itself, though there is a possibility
that what Castaneda described —second
The events surrounding the first meetings
hand,
after all—was the Little Colorado
with Cibolan Indians suggest that Coronado
River gorge. The route has very little water
contacted these Indians in the Zuni River,
and eventually the Spaniards turned back.
north and east of modern St. Johns. It is
quite possible that the Cfbolans were in
The routes of Coronado from Zuni to the
volved in ceremonies centering on the Zuni Rio Grande have been discussed in Riley
Sacred Lake, near the Zuni-Little Colorado and Manson (1983:353, 355-56, Figures 2
juncture. In fact, Coronado’s account of and 3). The first exploration took place in
smoke columns in the Hawikuh area (Ham August of 1540, when Hernando de Al
mond and Rey 1940:167) suggest some kind varado and Father Juan de Padillo, with a
of summer ceremonial. Garcia Lopez de small party, explored eastward from Zuni.
Cardenas with a small vanguard party was They followed a route through the Zuni
sent down Carrizo Wash (Hammond and Mountains north to El Morro, across
Rey 1940:166). Carrizo Wash approaches Capulin Canyon, and down Zuni Canyon to
the Zuni River most closely about 13 km (8 come out at the northern end of the exten
mi) from the Carrizo’s junction with the Lit sive malpais or lava beds that cover much of
tle Colorado, at which point the Carrizo and that region. From there they went to Acoma,
the Zuni are only about 5 km (3 mi) apart. If then followed the San Jose, to near where
the Spanish party crossed the open country that stream joined the Puerco, then north
to the Zuni River, it would have found itself eastward to Tigeux, the Tiwa towns in the
only about 40 km (25 miles) from Hawikuh. Albuquerque-Bernalillo region. The group
This is reasonably close to the distance given then went on to Pecos and out onto the
by Castaneda (Hammond and Rey western Great Plains. At some point they
1940:208):
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traced out by Nels Nelson (1914:19-21),
which has Coronado’s party swinging north
eastward in the Algodones area, up the TonW hen the main expedition army finally ar que Wash, then eastward across the divide
rived at Zuni, Coronado set out for the Rio between the Ortiz and San Pedro mountains.
G rande valley, with “experienced guides,” Coronado then crossed the Galisteo Basin
(Ham m ond and Rey 1940:220). These from southwest to northeast, past what is
presumably Cibolan guides led him over now Lamy Junction, and through Apache
another route, one clearly used by the Zuni Canyon to Glorieta Pass. An alternate route,
in their trade with the Piro and Tompiro In about the same distance, would be eastward
dians (Riley 1987:246-48). It led most likely from Galisteo onto Glorieta Mesa, then
south and east of El Morro, south of the lava across the mesa and down into the Pecos val
flows and Techado Mesa, perhaps roughly ley near modern Rowe.
following the line of m odern U.S. Highway
I have already mentioned Jaramillo’s
60 into the Piro area near present-day Socor
ro. Francisco de Ovando was sent south, statement that the army marched from
probably to the southern edge of Piro Coofor to Pecos in four days. This seems
country, while Coronado turned north to very fast time for such a large army and it
Tigeux.
may be that only the vanguard reached Pecos
Meanwhile, the main army followed the at the end of four days. Baltasar de Obregon,
track utilized earlier that year by Alvarado writing 20 years after Coronado about
and Padilla. Eventually the various elements Ibarra’s adventures in northern Sonora,
of the expedition were reunited in Decem remarked that Spanish armies of his and ear
ber of 1540 at the Tigeux Pueblo of Coofor, lier times usually marched in spaced seg
recently identified with the archaeological ments (Cuevas 1924:45). In any case,
site known as Santiago Pueblo (Vierra Coronado stayed several days in Pecos, per
1989). This Tiwa village lies on the west haps to allow the rest of the army to catch
bank of the Rio Grande at a point just south up.
of the present-day city of Bernalillo.
After a rest in Pecos, the army (around
After several months of hostilities in 1,500 people plus hundreds of head of live
which two Tigeux towns were destroyed and stock) started again toward the Great Plains
the rest were evacuated by the Indians, and the elusive Quivira. The route of this
Coronado was ready to move on eastward to segment of Coronado’s march is much dis
Quivira, a polity described in glowing terms puted. Our main source here is Castaneda
by a captive Plains Caddoan speaker called (Hammond and Rey 1940) who says that
by the Spaniards “El Turco” because of his
fancied resemblance to a Turk. This man
The army departed from Cicuye...
(and) traveled in the direction of the
probably was describing the large towns and
plains, which are on the other side
confederacies of the Mississippi valley (Riley
of the mountain range. After four
1971:304-05), but the Spaniards decided that
days’ march they came to a deep
he knew about a great kingdom, founded
river
carrying a large volume of
centuries before by the Portuguese, another
water flowing from the direction of
version of the Seven Cities chimera (Chavez
Cicuye. The general named it the
1968:58-62.)
Cicuye River. They stopped here in
order to build a bridge for crossing
Coronado launched his search for Quivira
it. This was completed in four days
in late April, 1541, moving his army from
with all diligence and quickness.
Coofor to Pecos (Cicuye or Cicuique). The
Once finished, the entire army and
route taken by Coronado was likely the one

seem ed to have reached Taos, possibly by
way of the M ora valley and Holman Pass.
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the Cicuye river more than thirty
leagues below the town —I mean
below the bridge which had been
built on the trip out. We marched
upstream along its bank...The guides
said that this river joins the Tiguex
more than twenty days’ travel from
there, and that it flows to the east
again. It is believed that it empties
into the mighty Espiritu Santo which
Don Hernando de Soto’s men dis
covered in Florida . . .

livestock crossed over the bridge, [p.
235]
Jaramillo (Hammond and Rey 1940:300)
gives a figure of 3 days to the Cicuique
River. Ivey, Rhodes, and Sanchez (1991:73)
make the plausible suggestion that Jaramillo
was with the fast-moving vanguard, which
searched the river in 3 days, leaving the main
army to build the bridge for the safe passage
of the livestock and pack animals.
There has been a great deal of argument
over the past century or so as to which river
was involved and the actual site of the
bridge. A number of rivers have been sug
gested —the Pecos, the Rio Grande, the Gallinas, the Mora, and the Canadian. Today
most students of the route agree that the
river was the Pecos. One exception is A. H.
Schroeder. Basing his conclusions on the
statements about direction and distance in
Jaramillo and Relation del Suceso,
Schroeder (1962) revived the old Canadian
River hypothesis that was first advanced by
A. F. Bandelier in the late nineteenth cen
tury (Flint and Flint n.d.).

Thus, as I have said, the army
went up the river until it reached the
pueblo of Cicuye. [p. 243]
Except for the understandable mid-six
teenth century speculation about the Tiguex
(Rio Grande) draining into the Espiritu
Santo (Mississippi) River, this is a correct
statement of geography. I suspect that
among the guides may have been Jumano In
dians who knew the entire Pecos River val
ley. The main point here is that Castaneda’s
Cicuye River could not have been the
Canadian.

This leaves the problem of the actual
Schroeder believes that the expedition route to the Pecos River. Since Castaneda
traveled east from Pecos Pueblo to a cross said that the river was reached in 4 days, it
ing of the Canadian, a distance of more than seems unlikely that the commonly drawn
130 km (80 mi). This is over relatively trail that intercepts the river around San
broken country and involves crossing the Jose, could be correct, since this involves at
Pecos, the Tecolote, and the Gallinas rivers, most a 2-day trip. Richard and Shirley Flint
plus a number of washes such as the Tres (1991, n.d.) have offered a satisfactory solu
Hermanos. If the Canadian River was run tion for this problem, one that involves the
ning full enough to necessitate a bridge, it most easy route to the Plains and one that
suggests wet conditions over the eastern was certainly known to Indians. The Flints
slope watershed of the Sangre de Cristos suggest that Coronado’s army ascended the
Mountains. This would most likely mean natural ramp to Rowe Mesa just south of the
high water on the Gallinas and the other modern town of Rowe. They then followed
rivers. The Gallinas, especially, can be very the gently sloping mesa southward to Canon
difficult and treacherous to cross in such Blanco. This broad canyon, used for cen
times. But whatever the weather conditions, turies for east-west trade out of the Pecos
it is doubtful that the heavily laden main valley, formed a roadway to the Pecos River.
army could move that distance across such Keeping to the west bank to below La Junta,
terrain in 4 days. In addition, we have the where the Gallinas River joins the Pecos,
clear statement of Castaneda (Hammond Coronado built his bridge a short distance
downstream from La Junta, about 100 km
and Rey 1940:243) that
(63 mi) southeast of Pecos Pueblo.
On its return the army arrived at
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From the bridge, the army tended
eastward to the area somewhere in the
Revuelto Creek drainage. At this point,
C oronado’s primary guide, El Turco, who
had his own reasons for moving the expedi
tion onto the featureless Llano Estacado, led
the Spaniards off course. Eventually the
party reached the ram parts of the Llano Es
tacado somewhere south and east of Tucumcari Peak. In this area are several gentle
approaches to the Llano Estacado escarp
ment. I think it is likely that the route
described by Bolton (1964:249-60) is essen
tially correct. In Bolton’s reconstruction,
C oronado’s army, after wandering for some
days in the Llano Estacado, reached first
Tule Canyon, then Palo Duro, directly south
of modern-day Amarillo.
From Palo Duro, Coronado, in June 1541,
rode northward to find Quivira, leaving the
main party to find its way back to the Rio
G rande valley. If Castaneda’s statement
about reaching the Pecos River 30 leagues
below the bridge is accurate, the river was
intercepted somewhere in the Fort Sumner
region. The Spaniards backtracked along the
river to the Indian town of Pecos. In all
probability, the main army returned via the
Blanco canyon and Rowe Mesa, thus “up the
river” must be taken in a somewhat general
sense.

Meanwhile Coronado with a small party of
horsemen was pushing further into the
Plains. Bolton (1964:285-86) believed that
Coronado’s expeditionary force went “by the
compass,” following magnetic north at an
average declination of 11° east of north.
However, there is some doubt about six
teenth-century magnetic declination in this
area, and in any case, Coronado clearly
depended on guides. One of these was the
Quiviran Indian, Isopete (Hammond and
Rey 1940:302). Also employed were
nomadic bison-hunting Teyas Indians who,
according to Castaneda (Hammond and Rey
1940:258) were involved in trade with the
Pueblos.
With such guides I have an idea that
Coronado’s party may have followed one of
the trade routes north. In Coronado’s
period, agricultural and pottery-using vil
lagers of the Edwards complex, situated in
western Oklahoma, traded bison products
and salt for Pueblo glazed and polychrome
pottery, obsidian, redistributed sea shells,
and probably turquoise, maize, and cotton.
The Edwards complex people were in con
tact with Coronado’s Quivira, which was ac
tually a proto-Wichita group in Kansas
represented by the archaeological Great
Bend aspect. Not far south of the Spanish
Palo Duro encampment were sites of the
Garza complex; these villagers were also
engaged in a heavy Pueblo trade and seem to
have traded with the Edwards peoples. In all
probability, a trade route ran through or
near Palo Duro and reached as far north as
central Kansas (for a discussion of the
protohistoric period in this general region
see Baugh [1982, 1986]; Hofman [1984,
1989]; and Wedel [1959]).

A fter returning to Tiguex, Tristan de Arel
lano, in charge of the main army, sent an ex
peditionary force under Velasco de
Barrionuevo to Taos. Barrionuevo took a
roundabout route up the Jemez valley to
visit the various Jem ez pueblos. Following
that, he crossed into Tewa country and I
think it likely that he utilized Jemez guides
to lead him north and east across the high
I think it very likely that Coronado, with
lands around Valle Grande, reaching the
Rio Grande near the mouth of the Chama his Teya and Quiviran guides, followed this
River. The suspicious and unfriendly Tewa major trade route northeastward into Ed
retreated to fortified sites so Barrionuevo wards complex territory in extreme western
continued northeastward to Taos (Ham Oklahoma along the North Fork of the Red
River. Then
they
probably
turned
mond and Rey 1940:244).
northward, tending slightly to the east, to the
Great Bend of the Arkansas River. There
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Coronado met the Quivirans. It was in this
region that the courageous El Turco, who
had planned with the people of Pecos to lose
Coronado in the depths of the Great Plains,
was murdered by the Europeans. Finding no
golden cities, Coronado returned to New
Mexico, guided by five or six Quivira Indians,
according to Jaramillo (Hammond and Rey
1940:304). His return route cannot be
plotted with any certainty. He seems to have
taken a shortcut, pressured by the need to
get back to the main army, because of El
Turco’s revelations about the hostility of
Pecos Pueblo. On the return trail, the ex
pedition intersected the outgoing route
where, according to Jaramillo (Hammond
and Rey 1940), “we had found the rancheria
where the Turk took us away from the route
we should have followed” [p. 306]. This like
ly was somewhere south of the Canadian
River, probably in the vicinity of modern
Tucumcari. From there, the expedition mar
ched on to Pecos and Tigeux.

Coronado’s expedition was essentially
over. Plans to return to Quivira in the spring
of 1542 came to nothing. Coronado was in
jured in late December 1541, receiving a
head injury from which he seems never to
have completely recovered. In the spring of
1542 the Spanish army left the Tigeux In
dians to rebuild their shattered towns. A
disheartened Coronado backtracked by way
of Cibola to Mexico, his expedition a costly
failure. The Spaniards were not to return to
the upper southwest for another 40 years.
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IMAGERY AND MAGIC: PETROGLYPHS
AT COMANCHE GAP,
GALISTEO BASIN, NEW MEXICO
Polly Schaafsma
l> ueblo IV Rio Grande style rock art, made sect the mesas and in the higher elevations
A by the Rio Grande Pueblos between the of the mesa. The basin is drained by the
late fourteenth and early sixteenth cen Galisteo Arroyo and its tributaries, which
turies, is often replete with war symbolism. eventually join the Rio Grande near the
In this paper I specifically address the modern Pueblo of Santo Domingo.
iconographic content of a petroglyph site in
With the exception of San Marcos, which
the Galisteo Basin, south of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, with an eye to understanding the was a Keres-speaking village, historic docu
contents of this rock art within the context of ments indicate that the large Pueblo IV sites
in the Galisteo Basin were occupied by the
cultural and historical events of the time.
Southern Tewa, also known as the Tanos.
This specific site is located on the south These sites, with beginnings in the thirteenth
face of a 1.6-km-long (1-mi-long) eastern century, developed into sizable towns during
section of volcanic dike, herein designated as the Pueblo IV period. It has been suggested
Comanche Gap I, in order to distinguish this that the economic advantages of Plains trade
section of the dike from the section west of relationships, which had shifted toward the
the Gap (Figure 1). The dike in its entirety southern Plains as early as A.D. 1400, con
runs east and west across the landscape for tributed to the growth and cultural flores
several kilometers. Comanche Gap itself is cence of large towns on the eastern Pueblo
a natural break or pass in the dike that periphery (Habicht Mauche 1988:92-3). A
defines the western boundary of the study number of these pueblos contained an es
area. The name of the Gap probably derives timated 1,000 to 2,000 rooms and many
from the middle-eighteenth century, when plazas. Four of these major villages, Pueblos
Comanche raiding parties and excursions to She, Colorado, Largo, and Blanco, all in the
Santa Fe passed through the eastern Pueblo southern part of the Galisteo Basin, were
area (Kessell 1979:372-373; Lang 1977:441- abandoned by the early sixteenth century,
443).
possibly due to raids by non-Pueblo groups
(Bandelier 1892:116-22). In the remaining
The Galisteo Basin is an open landscape pueblos, San Cristobal, San Lazaro, San
of rolling grassland steppe bordered by low Marcos, and Galisteo, Franciscan missions
sandstone mesas sparsely forested with were founded subsequent to Spanish settle
pinon and juniper. Ponderosa pines can be ment in the northern Rio Grande after 1598.
found in a few of the small canyons that dis
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Figure 1. View of the eastern end of Comanche Gap dike and petroglyphs. Figures
include a dragonfly, star, mask, a shield with stars, and a Shalako, as well
as later Christian crosses.
An unprecedented amount of rock art was
made in the Galisteo Basin during the few
hundred years that these towns were in
habited. Literally thousands of petroglyphs
were carved on the dikes and cliffs in the
vicinities of the villages, and rock paintings
occur in small concentrations in recesses and
overhangs in the sandstone, both near the
pueblos as well as in secluded canyon loca
tions (Lang 1977; Nelson 1914; Schaafsma,
1990). The dike and site of the Comanche
Gap I petroglyphs is not in the immediate
vicinity of any single pueblo. The closest
ruins are Pueblo Blanco to the west, and
Pueblos She, Colorado, and Largo to the
east. The approximate distance between
these villages and the Comanche Gap I
petroglyphs is between 7 and 10 km.
On one hand, the designs exhibit a typical
array of Rio G rande style subject matter
(Schaafsma 1972), such as kachina masks
and other ceremonial figures including flute
players, a variety of birds and animals, and

cloud terraces. War symbolism, however, al
though generally prevalent in the Rio
Grande style, is given special emphasis. A
complete inventory of the petroglyphs on the
dike has not been undertaken, but it is ap
parent that war-related imagery, specifically
shields, shield-bearers, and various other
warriors per se, plus stars and animal patrons
of war, are more abundant in these
petroglyphs than at other contemporary sites
in the region. (Compare, for example, the
San Cristobal survey area in which shield
figures and star-faced anthropomorphs, al
though present, are rare [(Lang 1977:433]).
Not only are there more war-related figures
and symbols at Comanche Gap I, but they
tend to be large and prominently located.
The overwhelming presence of war imagery
here raises the questions of site function and
significance, in the contexts of inter-Pueblo
warfare and/or Plains-Pueblo interaction in
protohistoric times.
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CHRONOLOGY
The petroglyphs at Comanche Gap I are
datable through their general stylistic affilia
tions, archaeological context, and finally by
more specific comparisons with mural and
ceramic designs. As with the majority of the
rock art in the Galisteo Basin, the
petroglyphs on the dike are Rio Grande style
figures, a rock art style that is dated between
circa A.D. 1350 and 1680 (Schaafsma 1972,
1980). It is reasonable, however, to suppose
that the bulk of the carvings were made by
the inhabitants of the nearest pueblos —
Pueblos She, Colorado, and Blanco. These
were possibly among the villages that were
reportedly destroyed by Teya raiders in the
1520s (Bandelier 1892:116-22; Winship
1896:523-524), a factor that would restrict
the upper limit of the manufacture of the
petroglyphs to before that time. In regard to
the dates of the demise of these villages, the
historical records are supported by ceramics
from surface collections from Pueblo She
and Colorado and from excavations at
Pueblo Blanco that indicate that these sites
were not occupied after the early 1500s
(Lang 1988; Mera 1940). Other major Galis
teo Basin pueblos —San Lazaro, San Cris
tobal, Galisteo, and San Marcos —are
located between 13 and 24 km from the site.
These towns were all occupied until between
1680 and 1692, the time of the Pueblo
Rebellion, and Galisteo sustained an even
later reoccupation into the 1700s. Because of
their greater distances from Comanche Gap,
however, there is no reason to believe that
these towns were significantly involved in
producing the petroglyphs at the gap.

near Bernalillo (Figure 2). The painting on
this bowl closely resembles the shieldbearers at Comanche Gap I. There are close
parallels as well between Comanche Gap I
warriors and those in the Pottery Mound
murals (Figures 3-5 and Hibben 1975:7,
Figures 46 right, 57, 101-04). In addition,
there is a prolific use of star imagery in both
sites (Figures 1, 5-7, and Hibben 1975:10407). Previously suggested dates for the Pot
tery Mound murals range from A.D.
1300-1475 (Hibben 1975:10). Crotty (n.d.),
however, suggests a more restricted dating
focused on merely the fifteenth century,
based on comparisons of mural designs with
those on Sikyatki Polychrome, which became
established around A.D. 1400. Shalako
kachinas depicted
on
two Sikyatki
Polychrome bowls with estimated dates be
tween A.D. 1400 and 1500 (Field Museum of
Natural History, Nos. 21136, 67128) also
bear detailed resemblances to Shalakos in
the Comanche Gap petroglyphs. These early
Shalakos are distinguished by their broadly
triangular bodies and head feathers that
point backwards (Figure 1), whereas con
temporary Zuni Shalakos are somewhat nar
rower and have a headdress that consists of a
fan of many eagle feathers and a cluster of
macaw feathers that stand erect.
In summary, the dating of the comparable
mural and ceramic designs concurs with the
available dates on the nearest pueblo sites,
indicating an approximate time range be
tween A.D. 1350 and 1525 for the
petroglyphs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE

As described earlier, the petroglyphs at
Shared figure types and stylistic attributes
among the petroglyphs, the Pottery Mound Comanche Gap are located on the south
murals, and life forms found on Pueblo IV face of a long volcanic dike. The ridge itself
pottery suggest possible beginning dates for is a prominent feature of the landscape,
the petroglyphs as early as the middle-four rising 50 to 70 m above the basin floor. The
teenth century, extending through the fif south side overlooks the southern portion of
teenth and early sixteenth centuries. Of the Galisteo Basin. The southern horizon, as
specific interest is a shield-bearing warrior seen from the base of the dike where the
on an Agua Fria Glaze Red (A.D. 1340- petroglyphs occur, is the rim of the basin,
1425) vessel from Kuaua on the Rio Grande beyond which begin the High Plains. The
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largest and most imposing petroglyphs were large representations of “warrior-mothers.”
carved near the top of this volcanic wall and One appears to be masked, and the small
consist of detailed, precisely delineated warrior figure inside the body is shown with
figures of shield-bearers and other warriors. horns and carrying implements of war.
O ther figures are scattered throughout, al Pecked on a boulder near the foot of the
though clusters of designs are found at win dike is a complex person with a star face and
dows or breaks in the wall, where they occur wearing a headdress of eagle feathers and
on east- and west-, as well as south-facing projectile points (Figure 6). Other projec
rock surfaces. A few elements are scattered tiles (one of which also suggests a snake) are
carried in his hands and suspended from one
on the boulders on the slope below.
elbow. He also carries a plant in his right
In two or three locations, short low walls hand, and birds are pecked on his chest and
of dry-laid masonry, partially enclosing small by his side. Another star-faced figure has a
areas near or against the dike, are additional Shalako-like body.
Other star-faced
evidence of human activity in this vicinity.
anthropomorphs also occur, but they are
simple by comparison, their distinguishing
THE PETROGLYPHS
feature usually being merely their star face.
Dom inant among the petroglyphs on the
Four-pointed stars are rampant on the
dike east of Comanche Gap are 11 large dike, occurring either by themselves or in
shield-bearing figures and at least 7 other combination with other imagery. At Com
shields represented as independent designs anche Gap I the dominant shield design is a
(Figures 1, 4, 5, 7, and Schaafsma 1980:274, star that may either stretch across the entire
Figure 223). The most complex shield- field or occur as a single design among
bearers vary between 0.75 and 1.5 m in several elements (Figures 1, 7). This star
height and, along with other warriors, are varies in form from a simple, equilinear
among the largest figures at the site. Seven cross to an expanded shape approaching a
of these are situated high above ground level diamond. Stars as single elements, with or
at the top of the dike, where they dominate without faces, are common in many loca
the surrounding space, and many of the tions, and these may be elaborated with a
shields are very elaborate. Over half are crown of feathers and bird’s feet (Figure 10).
decorated with sky elements such as four- At Comanche Gap as well as other Rio
pointed stars, eagle feathers, and claws. Bor Grande style rock art sites, stars and star
dering zigzags are believed to signify the faces are found associated with horned ser
sun’s rays. Bear paws, snakes, circles, and pents.
sharp, curved elements are other designs
On the eastern half of the dike at Com
featured on shields. One shield-bearing
figure has a bird’s head, and the design on anche Gap I are nearly a dozen Shalako
Most of these have bird-like
his shield incorporates eagle tail feathers kachinas.
beaks,
and
several
have backward-pointing
and feet (Figure 8). Some shield-bearers are
feathered
headdresses.
The star-faced
horned or wear eagle feathers on their
heads, and they carry projectiles, axes, and Shalako with upright feathers was mentioned
previously. Other distinctive ceremonial
clubs.
figures are arrow swallowers. Yet another
Associated with the shield-bearers are figure is defined only by a depiction of a kilt
other types of warriors. A man with a and legs, above which two animals intercept
Mimbres-like profile wears a crown of eagle the body area (Figure 10, right). The latter,
feathers and has parallel short lines, or war on the basis of their feet, may be identified
rior marks (Colton 1959:21), on his face as a bear (on the left) and mountain lion (on
below the eye (Figure 9). There are two the right). This group also includes a horned
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Figure 2. Warrior as ceramic decoration, Agua Fria Glaze-on-red (A.D. 1340-1425).
(Collections of the Laboratory of Anthropology and Museum of Indian Arts
and Culture, Museum of New Mexico, Catalog No. 21154/11).

Figure 3. Two beaked masks in profile (not natural arrangement). The figure on the
left has short parallel line “warrior marks” below the eye.
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Figure 4. Large shield-bearer with ax and projectile.
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Figure 6. A star-faced deity with a headdress of eagle feathers and projectile points,
holding a plant and bearing weapons. The projectile in his left hand has serpent
attributes.

Figure 7. Warrior with bow and quiver of arrows; a single star fills the field of his shield.
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Figure 8. One of a pair of shield figures with a bird head; eagle
feet and tail adorn the shield itself.

Figure 9. Head of a nearly life-size warrior with crown of
eagle feathers and warrior marks under the eye.

The implications of the shield-bearers and
warriors brandishing projectiles and clubs
seems self-evident.
Their iconography,
however, is complex. Designs on historic
Two medium-sized (approximately 0.66 m Pueblo shields are not merely decorative,
long) predatory animals with exaggerated but they are powerful symbols of war and
claws are pecked near the top of the dike, defense and may even be regarded as having
and several others occur along the vertical magical powers or enlisting supernatural aid
face. One has a feather with a striped tip at (Wright 1976:91). The pointed curved ele
tached to its head (Figure 11). Presumably ment is a typical shield design in Pueblo IV
these creatures represent mountain lions, al rock art and in kiva murals (Hibben
though their identity is not clear in every 1975:132, Figures 103-04).
There is
case.
evidence to suggest that these motifs may
In addition, there is an occasional flute stand for the broad sharp leaves of the agave
player and the usual abundance of kachina or century plant (Schaafsma 1990), a symbol
masks and faces. Among the latter, a long- for the Kwan society at Hopi, which was
nosed or beaked head with parallel warrior formerly called upon to protect villages from
marks below the eye is distinctive (Figure 3). external enemies (Eggan 1950:93). As such,
Several cloud terraces, various other an agave symbol would have been an ap
animals, birds, and a dragonfly are familiar propriate design for shield embellishment.
Rio Grande style elements found throughout
Commonly shields are replete with sky
the northern Rio Grande drainage.
symbolism, including sun, star (or Venus),
and eagle motifs, all of which may pertain to
INTERPRETATION OF THE
war. Many of the shields in the Comanche
IMAGERY
Gap I petroglyphs are ringed with zigzags
symbolizing the sun, so that the sun itself is
The subject matter of the petroglyphs suggested by the entire shield. These zigzags
derives from a Pueblo world view ancestral on ceremonial sun disks or masks are usually
to that of contemporary Pueblos. Conser represented by a border of plaited corn
vatism and continuity in Pueblo religion and husks (Fewkes 1903:74, 122-23; Wright
ideology since the fourteenth century allows 1977:32, 36). The Twin War Gods, children
us to examine the ceremonial symbolism of of the Sun, often carry sun shields (Smith
the ethnographic present to interpret this 1952:242). The two sets of large, paired
imagery (Schaafsma 1990; Young 1988). Al shields/shield-bearers on the dike may ac
though ethnographic data on the eastern tually represent the War Twins of the
Pueblos are useful, those of the western Southern Tewa. Additional sun iconography
pueblos of Zuni and Hopi, whose religion on these paired shield figures may include
and ceremonial life were less impacted by the concentric circles (Ellis and Hammack
the Spanish, are usually the most valuable 1968:35), as well as the eagle symbolism.
sources of information regarding the mean The eagle, as Beast God of the Zenith, is
ing and symbolism of Pueblo IV rock art in equated not only with the Sun, but also with
the Rio Grande Valley. The content of Rio Knifewing, a patron of scalpers. Further
Grande style petroglyphs often consists of confirmation of the War Twin identity of one
ceremonial elements no longer present set of these large, paired shield-bearers is
among the eastern Pueblos, but which per present in the bear paws (Figure 5). Bears
sist in the west; the Shalako figures are a and/or bear paws are associated with the
case in point.
Twin War Gods at Zuni and Hopi (Smith
1952:206-07). The paws represented on the
shield would have served to invoke the aid of
serpent with checkerboard neck decoration,
a moth, several eagle-like birds, and star
faces with eagle feathers and feet.
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Figure 10. Complex panel with horned serpents, snakes, birds, stars, and animal
war patrons.

Figure 11. Mountain lion with feather attached to head.
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“Morning Star,” and Scalp Women are
called “Dark Star Man” (Parsons 1939:213).
Scalps, in turn, are associated with rain and
are treated as rain-bringing fetishes. This
factor links rain-making and fertility to the
rituals and activities of war. The symbolism
of stars, War Gods, scalping, and corn are
united in a Taos tale, in which Morning Star
Star motifs are not only one of the most (also referred to as Elder Brother) kills the
prevalent shield emblems, but they are also Redheads, so that the Corn Girls could bring
numerous and scattered throughout the in their heads on a pole (Parsons 1940:60dike. Parsons (1939:963) notes that “The 61). Implied in this tale are connections be
stars or particular constellations (Pleiades tween the scalps (or heads), blood sacrifice,
and Orion) have more supernatural sig and fertility (the growth of corn). At Taos
nificance or weight for the Tanoans than for also (Parsons 1939:213), red pigment is of
the other tribes” (p. 963). At Hano prayers fered to stars and to scalps, and the latter are
for animals, both domestic and game, are painted red inside.
directed to the morning star (Parsons
The most complex star figure at the site is
1939:181), and as well, the morning star is
associated with war. In general among the the star-faced anthropomorph wearing a
Pueblos, the morning star, falling stars, and crown of eagle feathers and projectile points.
comets are all associated with war, and their This personage displays attributes of the
symbolism is very complex. There is some Hopi Sotuqnang-u, who is both Star and
implication that the morning and evening Lightning, “the god who kills and renders
stars are identified with the War Twins. In fertile and who initiated the practice of
Tewa ideology specifically, the morning star scalping” (Parsons 1939:178). Masked, this
is identified with the War God, a messenger deity wears a pointed cap; unmasked, his
of the sun (Parsons 1939:205). At Isleta the face is a star. The projectiles on his head
stars were regarded as “mean” (Parsons may stand for lightning, while the one in his
left hand also has the appearance of a snake.
1932:342).
Sotuqnang-u also shares attributes with
The conflated images of stars and birds Quetzalcoatl
of
Mexico
(Schaafsma
embody the attributes of Knifewing. 1980:296; Young 1989:173). As a warrior in
Knifewing, a war power based on the eagle charge of the sky, thunderheads, and rain, he
(Tyler 1979:79-80), Zuni Beast God of the embodies themes of war and fertility already
Zenith, and patron of scalpers (Kwatoko discussed.
being a comparable entity at Hopi), is
Other important personages with at
described as having wings and a tail of
knives. When Knifewing was killed, his head tributes that overlap those just discussed are
and heart were thrown into the sky, where the Shalakos. The Shalakos at Comanche
they became the morning star and evening Gap, and in other Rio Grande style rock art
star, respectively (Benedict 1935:97). This sites, may occur in the context of star beings
transformation merges the power of Knifew and other warrior symbolism. The head of
ing and the stars and helps explain the star- one “Shalako” on the dike that is actually
bird motifs that occur both as a shield design shown as a star was mentioned earlier.
Shalako at Zuni today is also replete with
and at random elsewhere on the dike.
war as well as fertility symbolism. The
Knifewing, other monster eagles, and stars Shalakos bring with them all seeds known to
are all equated with scalping. At the Hopi- the Zuni, including those from wild plants
Tewa Pueblo of Hano, scalps are called and trees as well as those from domestic
this powerful deity. The bear, among other
things, is a patron of the Warrior Society at
Zuni and at First Mesa Hopi villages, includ
ing the Hopi-Tewa village of Hano (Parsons
1939:184-7; Smith 1952:206), settled by Rio
Grande Southern Tewa after the Pueblo
Revolt in 1680 (Stanislawski 1979:599-600).
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crops (Bunzel 1932b:774-775). However,
the two impersonators who alternate in
dancing with each giant Shalako puppet, or
mask, are called “elder brother” and
“younger brother,” appellations reminiscent
of the W ar Twins. They wear warrior’s caps
of white buckskin, regarded as a “cover of
thin clouds,” that have water and rain con
notations
similar to
scalps
(Bunzel
1932b:770). Shalakos have the role of war
rior kachinas in Zuni myths (Wright
1985:21), and they are considered to be bow
priests (Bunzel 1932b:764).
They carry
stone axes in their belts, and when they
dance without the mask they carry yucca
whips. Significantly, they are regarded as
protectors and as bringers of good luck (Ed
ward Ladd, personal communication 1989).
O ther war-related imagery includes the
arrow swallowers. Historically, Arrow Swal
lowers comprised a specialized division of
the W ar Society at Zuni, gaining their spe
cial power by way of their miraculous and
dangerous feats. Their depiction in the con
text of Comanche Gap is thus appropriate.
One of these figures has the indented profile
and bulging forehead of Masau’u, Hopi god
of the earth, fire, death, and rebirth, who is
also recognized as a war god (Cole 1989;
Michaelis 1981:6; Titiev 1944:135). An addi
tional warrior figure is seen in the beaked
head with parallel warrior marks below the
eye. (See also Hibben [1975] for a similar
figure in the Pottery Mound murals.)

frequently featured on the dike. Its powers,
symbolized by its enlarged claws, are sought
and utilized by warriors. The mountain lion
is also a patron of the hunt society, which at
Zuni is also a war society. Anthropomorphic
and animal forms are sometimes combined
in Pueblo ritual art. One shield-bearing war
rior (Figure 8) is shown with the head of a
bird, and eagle tail feathers and claws are
depicted on his shield. To the right of the
serpent and Knifewing-eagle-star complex, a
bear and a mountain lion replace the body
area of a human figure above a kilt and legs
(Figure 10). This melange suggests a shapechanger, who, in the context of the dominant
imagery at this site, is perhaps a warrior
receiving the powers of these Beast Gods.
This rather naive rendering is nonetheless
reminiscent in concept of similar themes
portrayed with more sophistication in the
kiva murals of Pottery Mound and Kuaua, in
which man and animals forms are sometimes
combined (Dutton 1963:56, 180; Hibben
1975: Figure 28, 88). An underlying Pueblo
world view made explicit in these conflated
images is the conceptual fluidity and con
tinuity of being that exits between man and
animals, as well as the ability of man to com
mand and utilize animal powers for his own
needs.

In summary, the complex petroglyphs of
Comanche Gap I are redundant with war im
agery
that
includes
and
combines
anthropomorphic, bird, animal, and celestial
symbolism.
Many of the resulting per
A similar figure occurs as the falcon war sonages overlap in meaning. Repetition of
rior of the Southern Cult (A.D. 1200-1400) imagery and redundancy in meaning add to
(Kopper 1986:166).
the power of the graphic statement made by
this rock art, as well as to the power and/or
The powers of other predatory animals —
significance of the place (Young 1988:178such as the mountain lion, bear, wildcat, and
85). Further, the ideological complexity sug
wolf, as well as the mythological and eaglegested by the symbolism embodied in the
related figure of Knifewing, are important in
shields, shield-bearers, War Twins, Shalakos,
contemporary Pueblo war societies. Parsons
stars, and conflated star/bird motifs imply
(1939:622) also mentions snakes as warriors.
the presence of a highly developed
At Comanche Gap I the imagery of all of
ceremonial war cult or Warrior Society
these animals is both incorporated into waramong the Southern Tewa in the late prehis
related figures and occurs separately, as well.
toric period.
Among the Beast Gods, the mountain lion is
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teenth century. By the mid-1400s, significant
amounts of Plains artifacts and raw materials
Explanations for the war-oriented iconog are found in Pueblo sites —including bison
raphy at Comanche Gap I may be sought in bone refuse, exotic lithics, and new tool
the archaeological record outside of the rock types —all of which indicate a regular ex
art (Creamer and Haas n.d.) and in written change of relatively large quantities of basic
accounts available only a few years after the utilitarian/subsistence
goods
(Habicht
neighboring pueblos in this southeastern Mauche 1988:95).
part of the Galisteo Basin were abandoned
At the time of the Coronado Entrada,
(Bandelier 1892:116-122; Winship 1896:523both
Querechos and Teyas are described as
24). It has been suggested that Pueblo war
carrying
on trade with the eastern pueblos,
fare was a possible cause of the
and
significant
quantities of finished
abandonment of many sixteenth century
pueblos in northern New Mexico (Creamer products and raw materials were being ex
and Haas n.d.). There seems to have been a changed on a frequent and regular basis
regular pattern of warfare among the (Habicht Mauche 1988:67-69).
Pueblos before 1540, which may have repre
Although the bulk of ethnohistoric and ar
sented both internecine strife and hostilities
chaeological evidence indicates that Plainswith Plains groups.
These hostilities
Pueblo relationships during the protohistoric
presumably account for the development of
were largely ones of interdependence and
the rich warfare iconography present in the
cooperation, early ethnohistoric accounts
rock art of the Eastern Pueblos during the
reflect the fact that this relationship was un
protohistoric. Even in recent times, a strong
stable (Gallegos 1927:30; Castano de Sosa in
tradition of Pueblo warfare was (and to a Schroeder and Matson 1965:129), while “a
lesser degree, still is) manifested in Pueblo
certain amount of intimidation” had a role in
society in the presence of war chiefs, war
sustaining
Plains-Pueblo
interaction
societies, and ceremonialism.
(Habicht
Mauche
1988:169-70).
ArBoth types of warfare are documented his chaeologically, the nature of these relation
torically. Bandelier (1892:165-66), for ex ships may be expressed in the large,
ample, cites an instance of a historic Tewa consolidated pueblos on the eastern Pueblo
attack on a Keres village. On the other frontier that may have been in part, at least,
hand, accounts of destructive raids by Plains defensive. Fifteenth-century stone wall bar
groups on Galisteo Basin Pueblos are ricades and mesa-top fortifications in the
specifically relevant. Patterns of protohis neighborhood of San Cristobal Pueblo are
toric Plains-Pueblo interaction on the east further evidence of defense (Nelson 1914;
ern Pueblo frontier, which involved both Lang 1977:538, 556, Figsures 48, 50, 76).
trading and raiding, are summarized by The clearest archaeological evidence,
Habicht Mauche (1988:161-71). Prior to however, of a preoccupation with war is
Spanish contact the Pueblos in the Rio probably the rock art.
Grande region of northern New Mexico had
During the protohistoric, many pueblo
a well established trading relationship with
settlements were abandoned and the area
two major cultural groups on the Southern
east of the Rio Grande contracted
Plains: the Caddoan-related dog nomads, or
(Campbell 1976:91). The Teyas are credited
Teyas, who were settled along the Canadian
with a wave of destructive raids against east
River and on the Las Vegas Plateau until ern frontier Pueblo towns in the 1520s (Lang
shortly before the Coronado Expedition in
1978:36). Castaneda reported that Alvarado
1541
(Campbell
1976:92)
and
the
encountered recently destroyed and aban
Querechos, or Vaquero Apaches, who
doned Galisteo Basin pueblos in 1540
entered the Southern Plains early in the fif
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(Ham m ond and Rey 1940:258; Winship was due to an irruption of nomadic Indians,
1896:595). It was reported to him that “...six which happened but a short time previous to
teen years before (ca. 1524) some people the arrival of Coronado in New Mexico, pos
called Teyas had come to this country in sibly between 1530 and 1540” (p. 122).
great numbers and had destroyed these
CONCLUSIONS
villages” (Hodge 1907:357).
Or, as
described in Winship (1896):
As for the significance of the Comanche
Gap I site, this prominent land form many
have functioned as a Southern Tewa war
There is a village, small and
shrine,
rendered more powerful by the
strong, between Cicuye and the
presence
of the images. Imagery on sig
province of Quirix (Keres), which
nificant topographic features combines to
the Spaniards named Ximena, and
reinforce
the meaning of both (Young 1988).
another village almost deserted,
At
Zuni,
high points of land and mountains
only one part of which is inhabited.
around
the
pueblo are the realms of the War
This was a large village, and judging
from its condition and newness, it
Twins (Bunzel 1932a:525), who are
appeared to have been destroyed.
described as “Ones who Hold the High
They called this the village of the
Places.” To the high shrines of the War
granaries or silos, because large un
Twins, offerings are made in the form of
derground cellars were found here
miniature bows and arrows, war clubs, and
stored with corn. There was another
netted shields (Parsons 1939:183). Ortiz
large village farther on, entirely
(1969), in describing the shrines of the
destroyed and pulled down...All that
northern
Tewa, does not make any mention
I was able to find out about them
of war gods, but he does state that in the
was that, sixteen years before, some
beginning
the Towa e, pairs of brothers,
people called Teyas, had come to
“went
to
the
mountains of the directions to
this country in great numbers and
stand
watch
over
the people” (p. 15). Cer
had destroyed these villages. They
had besieged Cicuye (Pecos) but
tainly the dike, upon which a plethora of
had not been able to capture it, be
war-related imagery was carved, high above
cause it was strong, and when they
the surrounding plain, may also have been
left the region, they had made peace
regarded as an abode for supernaturals
with the whole country, [p. 523-24]
whose images were pictured there, imparting
As proposed earlier, these villages may power to the place (Young 1988).
have been the pueblos nearest Comanche
In the Pueblo world, designs may be
G ap —She, Colorado, and Blanco —all of regarded as potent in themselves (Parsons
which were abandoned early in the 1500s
1939:186). That power of imagery —the
before the Coronado expedition arrived. power of image and place, the power of
Pueblo Largo was deserted even earlier
depictions to invoke the power of what is
around A.D. 1475. On the basis of the his represented, and the significance of repeti
torical accounts of Castaneda as well as a tion—are discussed at length by Young
Cochiti story, it has been suggested that (1988:159-94) in regard to Zuni rock art.
Pueblo Blanco specifically may have been Young (1988:178) suggests that, if images
abandoned circa 1524 as a result of Teya impart power to the place where they occur,
raids (Bandelier 1892:116-22). Bandelier then perhaps several images together may
(1892) included Pueblo Blanco when he ob make a place even more powerful. Again,
served that “It appears at least plausible that this principle —as applied to Comanche Gap
the withdrawal of the Tanoans from the I with its repeated figures of shields, shieldsoutheastern confines of their original range bearers, shalakos, and stars—would render it
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a very magical place indeed, bristling with taking of scalps, the conquerors regained the
protective powers. In the case of the shield- rain-making potentialities of the vanquished
bearers, we have repetition. Also, these through prescribed rituals. Elements of this
repeated figures are large and are situated at aspect of warfare are readily apparent in the
or near the top of the dike in a position of Comanche Gap iconography. In addition,
dominance. All of these factors combine as war leaders also have special functions,
a strong statement of Pueblo strength and defending religious affairs and protecting vil
social cohesiveness, validating Pueblo lage residents against witchcraft, sickness,
presence on the eastern fringe of the Pueblo and death in time of peace.
world.
It is proposed that war imagery at Com
anche Gap I reflects the presence of a com
plex war cult or War Society among the
Southern Tewa between A.D. 1350 and
Spanish contact. The development of War
rior Societies by the eastern Pueblos at this
time would have been a reasonable social
response both to protohistoric patterns of
social stresses and raiding that seem to have
characterized the relationship between the
Plains and the eastern Pueblos and to pos
sible inter-Pueblo hostilities. Furthermore,
Warrior Societies in historic Pueblos draw
their memberships from the population at
large (Bunzel 1932a:525; White 1932:96)
thus cross-cutting lineage and clan affilia
tions. The presence of War Societies along
with other sodalities, such as the kachina
cult, would have been powerful means of so
cially consolidating and integrating these
eastern villages (Schaafsma and Schaafsma
1974), facilitating the development of not
only large multiclan villages but villages or
towns that could present a united social front
to the outside world.

EPILOGUE

Nevertheless, the Southern Tewa position
on the frontier of the Pueblo area may have
led to the development of a more aggressive
stance in their relationship with the outside
world, as their late prehistoric rock art in the
Galisteo Basin suggests. Historically, their
Hopi-Tewa descendants have maintained a
warlike reputation into the ethnohistoric
period, and even today their role in dealing
with external affairs is perpetuated (Dozier
1957; 1966:27-28, 70-74).
According to
traditional oral history, following the Pueblo
revolts at the end of the seventeenth century,
after which all remaining Galisteo Basin
southern Tewa had been displaced, the
southern Tewa were invited by Walpi chiefs
to establish a town on First Mesa as a
measure of defense against the Utes and
Paiutes (Stanislawski 1979:600). The result
was the founding of Hano in a location that
guards the access to the mesa top. Hano
songs and dances exalt warrior prowess, and
Tewa magic is backed by aggression and self
reliance (Dozier 1957:132). Twentieth-cen
tury Hano Tewas continue to assume roles
At the same time, however, in a typically distasteful to the Hopi, as they function as
Puebloan fashion, the ideology of war ex policemen and judges and as emissaries and
ceeded the demands of defense and protec interpreters to whites.
tion and had a significant role to play in the
realm of fertility and rain-making. As ex
-S a n ta Fe
emplified by the rituals surrounding the
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SERPENTS IN THE PREHISTORIC
PECOS VALLEY OF SOUTHEASTERN
NEW MEXICO
Polly Schaafsma and Regge N. Wiseman
reported for the nearby King Ranch Site
(Wiseman 1981; 1988).

'O e c e n t excavations in the Roswell area
^ h a v e unearthed a painting of a horned or
plumed serpent on the walls of a large, deep
rectangular structure.

The circular to oval shapes, the small
diameters, the lack of wall and floor plaster
ing, and the absence of formalized floor fea
tures are suggestive of hunter-gatherer
lodges and contrast sharply with Jornada
Mogollon structures.

The Fox Place (LA 68188) is a thirteenth
and early fourteenth century pithouse village
situated along the banks of the Rio Hondo.
Excavations also exposed a group of small,
shallow, circular to oval pithouses near the
large, rectangular structure.
The large structure is similar to Jornada
Mogollon pit structures in the Roswell and
Sierra Blanca region (see Kelley 1984;
Wiseman 1985). Excavated examples are
square or rectangular in shape and range in
size from 3 by 3 m to 8 by 8 m (4 by 5 m ap
pears to be the average). Depths range from
0.5 to over 2 m. The walls and floors are
usually plastered, and formalized hearths
and roof-support posts are always present.
Two additional details of the Fox Place
structure indicate a ceremonial function and
are discussed below.
The small pithouses at the Fox Place are
circular to oval in shape, range in size from 2
by 2 m to 2 by 3 m, and are up to 0.5 m
deep.
Basically identical structures are

The rectangular structure and the small
pithouses
are
contemporary,
as
demonstrated by St. Johns Polychrome
(dated A.D. 1175 to 1300 [Breternitz 1966])
found scattered throughout the site, as well
as by general similarities in the pottery as
semblages from all structures. Where pos
sible, radiocarbon dating is planned for the
small pit houses and associated refuse
deposits.
At the present time, the most par
simonious interpretation of the site is that it
is a hunter-gatherer encampment with a Jor
nada Mogollon ceremonial structure.
The combination is reminiscent of a
religious mission, a theme that will be more
fully developed in the full report on the ex
cavation being prepared by Wiseman.
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THE STRUCTURE, WALL
PAINTING, AND SUBFLOOR
OFFERING

face was well-preserved, and the horn clearly
did not curve to a point in front of the eyes.

And finally, an amorphous concentration
of
black coloring lies above the body behind
The large structure is similar to others in
the
head; it does not impinge on the adjacent
vestigated to date. It is rectangular, 4 by 5 m
white
line as one would expect if it had been
in size and 2 m deep. The primary floor fea
tures are a central fire pit, an ash pit, and deposited by the fire that consumed the
four roof-support holes located out from the structure. As one visitor to the site pointed
corners. The structure differs from other ex out, close examination of the black mass
cavated structures in two ways —a serpent reveals, however subtly, what may be black
wall painting and a subfloor offering of shell short curvilinear lines; these curliques are
and turquoise beads. The painting and the too subtle to be convincing by themselves.
offering have religious significance, thereby However, the pigment analysis (McLaughlin
indicating that the structure was a 1990), summarized below, also suggests that
the black mass could be intentional and part
cerem onial chamber.
of the serpent.
The head of the serpent painting is
Samples of the colors in and near the ser
centered on the west wall (facing south), and
pent
were examined by Robert B. Mc
its body trails to the north, around the
Laughlin,
microscopist for the Los Alamos
northwest corner, and onto the north wall.
National
Laboratory,
at the request of Claire
The total length is unknown, for the tail dis
appears into a heavily burned section in the Munzenrider, head of conservation at the
center of the north wall and does not emerge Museum of New Mexico. With microscopic
at the east end of the wall. Overall remain examination under ordinary bright light and
ing length is 4.2 m; body thickness varies polarized light, McLaughlin (1990) iden
from 14 to 22 cm; head length is 56 cm; and tified the following pigment compositions.
remaining head height is 56 cm. Maximum The terre verte and calcium carbonate pig
eye diam eter is 8 cm, including the white ments were confirmed by microchemical
tests.
outline.
The serpent is drawn in 1-cm-wide white white-calcium carbonate
lines with the head colored green, the eye green-terre verte (chiefly glauconite and
black (outlined in white), and the body left celadonite) in one instance, and terre verte
unpainted. The head/body juncture is mixed with other minerals in two other in
defined by a single vertical white line. The stances
configuration of the mouth and the top of
the head are also unknown. Four short, ver black on the north wall-charcoal black with
tical white lines evidently represent the particle size variability indicative of soot
upper teeth exposed in an open mouth. The from a fire
alignment of the teeth, plus a ghost line
(where the paint has dropped off, leaving a black behind head-charcoal black with
grind
dull line in the surface of the adobe wall) smaller particle sizes suggestive of
ing.
projecting from the vicinity of the corner of
the m outh to the end of the lower jaw line,
The green material was also examined
indicate that the lips were pointed (Figure through two other techniques. Dr. Eugene
1). The forward curvature of the back of the E. Foorde of the U.S. Geological Survey in
head suggests that the top of the head was Denver used single-crystal X-ray powder dif
horn-shaped with the tip projecting forward. fraction, and John McLane of Adolph Coors
The wall surface in front of the serpent’s
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Northwest Corner
Depression

Floor - Wall Juncture
A

Figure 1. Serpent painting as found (A) and as reconstructed (B).
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Company used scanning electron micro- finished, the end result would probably have
scope/energy dispersive spectra (SEM/EDS) been two serpents facing one another (see
(Kay 1991). Dr. Foorde interpreted the below).
results from both analyses. Both techniques
Third, splotches of massive green and
identify the material as glauconite, a mineral
massive
white paint were noted elsewhere
found in marine deposits from a variety of
geologic periods (Roberts, Campbell, and on the north, west, and south walls. The
Rapp 1990:321). Northrop (1959:258-59) original form and extent of these painted
reports glauconite for Dona Ana, Grant, areas could not be discerned; all were 15 cm
Hidalgo, Luna, and Sierra counties, all in or less in longest dimension. No paint was
south-central
and
southwestern
New observed anywhere on the east wall, even
Mexico. Since glauconite is found “abun though most of it was well preserved.
dantly...in impure limestones, dolomites,
The subfloor cache consists of a small tur
sandstones, and siltstones,” it is entirely pos quoise pendant, a white shell disc bead, and
sible that the material at LA 68188 was ob a small olivella bead (whole shell with spire
tained in the Roswell region from the widely ground off) inside a freshwater mussel. The
occurring San Andres formation.
mussel had been placed in a small, subfloor
Three other aspects of wall painting must hole west of the fire pit. The hole was some
be noted. The first is the presence of a small, what larger than the mussel shell and was
shallow, horizontal, basin-shaped depression filled with clean sand.
in the floor below the mouth. This indenta
The ceremonial structure has been dated
tion measured 12 cm long, 8 cm wide, and 1 by the archaeomagnetic method. Daniel
cm deep. The pollen sample from this fea Wolfman (1991) of the Office of Ar
ture did not indicate an unusual or special chaeological Studies measured the 18 cubes
ized function. No pollen from domesticates from the fire pit and two sections of burned
(corn, squash, or beans) was recovered from wall and states the following: “...conserva
the structure (Holloway 1991).
tively, we can say that in real time the date of
Second, traces of what appears to be a
second serpent were found on the west wall
south of the first serpent. The distance be
tween the two was 66 cm, center of eye to
center of eye. The head of the complete ser
pent was centered on the west wall, while
that of the second was south of center, sug
gesting that the second serpent was not part
of the original design.
The second serpent was represented by an
eye surrounded by the green color of the
head. However, no white lines or other tech
nique depict the outline or shape of the
head. Judging by the well-preserved wall
surface both between the serpent heads and
south of the second serpent, the second ser
pent did not have a body and presumably
was not finished at the time that the struc
ture was abandoned. However, it appears
likely that, had the second painting been

the burning of the kiva...is, with a very high
probability, somewhere between A.D. 1215
and 1290." The date A.D. 1250 is probably
close to the actual date of the last firing of
the hearth and the burning of the structure
(Wolfman, personal communication 1991).

DISCUSSION
Embodying attributes of earth and sky, the
symbolism of the horned and plumed ser
pent —a powerful personage in Pueblo myth,
ceremony, and ritual —is multivalent and
highly complex. Often referred to among
modern Pueblos as the Horned Water Ser
pent, this important supernatural is con
ceived both as individual and multiple
(Bunzel 1932:515). He is the guardian of
sacred springs and lakes and is in charge of
underground water, rivers, ditches, and ir
rigation. He can cause punitive damage
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through floods and earthquakes (Nequatewa
1947:85-102). He also plays fertility roles in
stories and myths and is closely associated
with the bringing of corn in several
ceremonial contexts and kiva rituals. The
complexity of this being is also clearly evi
dent in the graphic symbolism with which
this figure is associated in prehistoric and
early historic rock art sites where he is com
monly represented in dual form and closely
associated with celestial symbols as well.
The horned serpent on the wall of the Fox
Place structure lacks the graphic attributes
and associated imagery that suggest these
complicated relationships. The large Fox
Place figure, with its forward-curving horn,
round eye, and snout and teeth has, never
theless, the salient characteristics of this dis
tinctive personage. It is also possible that
even here a statement of his dual nature was
intended by a second serpent on the
southern half of the wall.
The Fox Place horned serpent mural is
particularly important for several reasons.
First, it is the only Jornada Mogollon mural
known to date with a decipherable pattern.
Fragments of painted plaster were forthcom
ing from a room at the Hot Well site east of
El Paso, but were so fragmentary that the
pattern was imperceptible (Davis 1968).
Second, the Fox Place painting has been
dated with archaeomagnetism to around the
middle of the thirteenth century. Thus it
securely bridges what might be regarded as a
“gap” between the Mimbres ceramic ex
amples with a final date of A.D. 1130 and
later, post-A.D. 1300 Pueblo pictures of this
figure. Large horned and sometimes
feathered serpents are commonly portrayed
in Rio Grande style rock art and kiva murals
after circa A.D. 1325. Third, and more
specifically, the painting is an early example
of a type of layout that has continued in use
in Pueblo kiva painting, at least until the
turn of this century.
A somewhat similar serpent painting was
documented in a Pueblo IV kiva at Kuaua

(Dutton 1963:98-9, Plate XIII). In this ex
ample, plaster fragments indicate that two
zigzag horned serpents were painted in
green (possibly overpainted with black) and
an indeterminable color, outlined in white
and black respectively, on either side of and
facing a kiva niche. As at the Fox Place
room, this arrangement occurs on the west
wall of the structure. The fragmentary
remains of an angular serpent were also
visible on the north wall. This also is green
with a white border, although a coat of black
appeared to have been added over the green
paint (Dutton 1963:97). Similar but historic
examples painted on walls at Zuni were
recorded by Stevenson (1904) between 1901
and 1902. One painting shows two horned
and feathered serpents face to face along a
wall, and a ceremonial vessel with handle
and terraced rim is shown between the two,
perhaps serving the same function as the
floor depression and niches in the ar
chaeological rooms at the Fox Place. In ad
dition, Stevenson (1904:95) describes a Zuni
kiva with two paintings of Kolowisi that were
used at the time boys were initiated into the
kachina society.
These serpents extend
along the north and south walls with their
heads almost meeting at the altar.
This sequence of wall paintings of the
horned serpent —the thirteenth century Fox
Place painting, the Kuaua renditions with es
timated dates between the late 1400s and
middle or late 1500s (Crotty n.d.), and the
Zuni murals from around 1900 —documents
the use of similar ceremonial room iconog
raphy for at least 700 years in the Southwest.
Whether or not this use of comparable im
agery had the same function during this en
tire period is a topic of considerable interest,
but one that is beyond the scope of this
paper.
More can be said in regard to the general
archaeological context and subject matter of
the Fox Place painting. The earliest welldated examples of this supernatural figure in
the Southwest are in Mimbres pottery art
(A.D. 1000-1130) (Brody 1991:57, Figure 44;
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Fewkes 1914:44 and 1923:29, 33). These Ramos Polychrome vessel illustrated by Diearly renditions, in which the horned serpent Peso et al. (1974:272, Figure 290-6, 54).
is shown with fish attributes and cloud ter
In addition, a horned serpent is also repre
race body designs and in the context of be
heading (a scene with various possible sented on a Chupadero Black-on-white jar
interpretations [compare Carlson 1982 with from the Alamogordo area (A.D. 1150-1400)
Thompson 1990]), indicate that by the (Stewart et al. 1990:Figure 4). Also sig
twelfth century this personage embodied an nificant in the context of this discussion is a
involved set of religious symbols for hor bone artifact from the Bloom Mound, an El
ticulturists in southern New Mexico. Paso Phase site on the Rio Hondo a few
Mexican sources for various interpretations kilometers upstream from the Fox Place.
of these Mimbres elements seems likely This artifact, possibly a hair ornament, is
carved in the shape of a horned serpent
(Taube 1986; Thompson 1990).
(Kelley 1984:471, Plate 72a), and was found
It is reasonable to postulate that the in an El Paso Polychrome olla (Kelley
horned serpent may have appeared in Jor 1984:475).
nada style rock art any time after its earliest
Horned serpents continue to be repre
documented appearance on Classic Mimbres
sented
with elaborate symbolic associations
Black-on-white ceramics. This element is
well represented in the Jornada style (A.D. in the context of Pueblo IV rock art in the
1000-ca. 1450) in southern New Mexico and northern Rio Grande Valley, where they
W est Texas in the El Paso region (Green date from the 1300s and later. They some
1967; Schaafsma 1980:176, 187) and in times dominate the panels in which they ap
northern Mexico in the Casas Grandes pear, their size adding to their importance in
vicinity. The horned serpent itself may turn the context of other figures. They are com
out to be an monographic hallmark of the monly shown with checkered necklaces and
Casas Grandes interaction sphere during feathers hanging from their bodies. The
these years. Petroglyphs of horned serpents checkered necklace in Pueblo IV and Jor
are found west of Casas Grandes along the
nada rock art depictions may symbolize the
Rio Piedras Verdes (W ithers 1976) and in
the Canyon de los Monos, about 13 km role of this supernatural as a fertility figure
southeast of the site. At Casas Grandes it and the bringer of corn, as stylized corn
self, the structure designated as a serpent often takes the form of a checkered pattern
mound (DiPeso and Fenner 1974:477-78) is in Pueblo art (Smith 1952:Figure 81). The
rather irregular in outline and the head does serpents may be paired and/or pictured in
not conform to horned serpent head shapes association with stars. As a dual personage
elsewhere. Therefore, this interpretation or with star representations, the horned ser
seems dubious. A petroglyph on an as pent may be affiliated with Venus (as the
sociated boulder, however, seems to repre Morning and Evening Stars), the Sun, the
sent the plumed body of this supernatural. War Twins, and other elements of war.
The horned serpent also occurs at Casas Painted in different colors, they also may
G randes as a ceramic design motif on have directional significance in a Zuni rock
Ramos Polychrome (A.D. 1200-1450) (Dipainting (Young 1988:134). Overall, the
Peso et al. 1974: Figure 290-6). At one Jor
nada style site in the Mimbres Valley, an ideology surrounding the horned and
anthropom orphized snake personage is plumed serpent of the Southwest is strikingly
shown with a human face, horn, and arms similar to that of Quetzalcoatl, the ancient
(Schaafsma 1980:155). This figure is unique Plumed Serpent of Mexico (Taube 1986;
ly similar to figures on a Casas Grandes Young 1989).
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As noted at the beginning of this discussion, Studies of the Museum of New Mexico for
horned serpents continue to play an impor the New Mexico State Highway and
tant role in Pueblo ritual. Horned serpent Transportation Department (NMSHTD). In
puppet effigies are employed during winter addition, several individuals gave freely of
solstice and March kiva ceremonies at Hopi their time and expertise for identifying
(Fewkes 1897:268-72, 1903:42-56), and materials. We thank the following people
during the initiation of young boys into the for their assistance:
kachina society at Zuni, at which they vomit
Dr. Eugene E. Foorde, U.S. Geological
forth corn and water (Bunzel 1932:515-16).
Survey, Denver.
In summary, the thirteenth-century Fox
Richard
G.
Holloway,
Castetter
Place
painting
documents
temporal,
iconographic, and, by inference, ideological Laboratory for Ethnobotanical Studies,
continuity between the Mimbres and Pueblo University of New Mexico.
IV in the involved figure of the Horned Ser
Paul T. Kay, Paul T. Kay Productions,
pent. Relationships with Mexico are sug Denver.
gested for this supernatural. At the Fox
Steven
R.
Koczan,
Archaeologist,
Place, its context indicates a ceremonial
function for the structure. It appears on the NMSHTD.
walls of a room, where seemingly two ser
John McLane, Adolph Coors Company.
pents are face to face above an associated
floor depression and an offering of shell and
Robert B. McLaughlin, Los Alamos Na
turquoise deposited below the floor. This il tional Laboratory.
lustrates an early use of horned serpent im
agery in a manner that was perpetuated by
Claire Munzenrider, Head of Conserva
later Northern Rio Grande Pueblos, as ex tion, Museum of New Mexico.
emplified in the kiva mural from Kuaua.
Bettina Raphael, Conservator, Museum of
Similar paintings at Zuni carry this imagery
New
Mexico.
into the current century.
William L. Taylor, Environmental Project
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VASQUEZ DE CORONADO
AND THE SOUTHERN TIWA PUEBLOS
Albert H. Schroeder
"Dradley Vierra’s (1898) report on the ex^ c a v a tio n s of a campsite (Site LA 54147)
on the west side of the Rio Grande, opposite
Bernalillo and a few hundred meters west of
LA 326 (Figure 1), provides excellent data
for his conclusions to identify the site as
Spanish and to relate it to the Coronado
entry of 1540-42. The historical aspects of
the immediate area, contributed in a chapter
by Stanley Hordes (1989), provide back
ground on the Spanish explorations of the
late 1500s but do little to identify and locate
the cluster of pueblos on the west bank near
Bernalillo to which Coronado applied
names. Before dealing specifically with the
Southern Tiwa pueblos of this locale, there
are certain statements in Hordes’ presenta
tion that need to be discussed.

According to Lopez’ account, he began to
construct lodgings outside the pueblos.
Since snow had started, he asked the Indians
to clear a pueblo for the army, and they did
so. It was not Coronado who coerced the In
dians to vacate a portion of their pueblo, as
Hordes (1989:213) states. Lopez referred to
this pueblo as Alcanfor (Hammond and Rey
1940:347-49). Pedro de Castaneda’s history
states that the army was well received and
lodged in a pueblo the Indians “found them 
selves compelled to abandon” (Hammond
and Rey 1940: 219-220).

The army was lodged at Alcanfor for three
months before hostilities at Moho Pueblo
erupted (Hammond and Rey 1940:348).
This would cover the period from the time
the army arrived in December 1540 to some
The first statement relates to the army’s time in February 1541. The siege of Maho
camp in Tiguex (in the Southern Tiwa area). lasted 50 days, two months, or 80 days (Ham
Coronado sent Lopez de Cardenas with a mond and Rey 1940:229, 240, 360). This
party of his men, Mexican Indian allies, and would add about two months, the remainder
Indians from Zuni to establish quarters at of February into April, to the calendar of
Tiguex in advance of the army’s arrival there. events. On April 23, Coronado left Tiguex
The army followed, delayed en route by a on his extended trip into the plains (Ham 
snowstorm, and arrived in December (Ham mond and Rey 1940:186).
mond and Rey 1940:222). Coronado also
Hordes, in contrast to the above
reported that, when the Tiguex Indians saw
documentary
statements, assumes that a
that Lopez intended to build quarters, they
camp
actually
was constructed and states
told him they would vacate a pueblo for their
use. This was the Pueblo of Coofor (or Al- that the army remained in camp for several
canfor), which became Coronado’s head months before moving into Alcanfor. On
quarters (Hammond and Rey 1940:329). this basis, he (1989:227) thus allows for his
possible conclusion that LA 326 might rep-
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Figure 1. Southern Tiwa Pueblos.
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Other documentary statements are more
resent Alcanfor with a campsite nearby. The
above documentary statements indicate specific in locating the northern Puaray.
otherwise, as does Castaneda’s remark that, Espejo’s party traveled four leagues from his
at the siege of Tiguex (his name for Moho Puala to reach Quites (Keres) country at the
Pueblo), Coronado “established camp close Pueblo of Cachiti (Hammond and Rey
to the pueblo and shortly there afterward 1929:82), which was San Felipe (Schroeder
This leaguage
attacked” (Hammond and Rey 1940:228). and Matson 1965:170).
matches
the
distance
(about
16 to 16.8 km
In short, this latter campsite best fits the cir
cumstances at LA 326 (Moho), which was [10-10.5 mi.)] from LA 677 to San Felipe.
three to four leagues away from Alcanfor
Gaspar Castano de Sosa in 1591 traveled
(Hammond and Rey 1940:358). It also best
explains the occurrence of the crossbow west from the north side of the Sandia
darts in LA 326, that he mentions (Hordes Mountains into the northern part of
1989:227). Moreover, as indicated above, no Southern Tiwa country near present-day
Bernalillo. In regard to this visit to a large
battle took place at Alcanfor.
cluster of pueblos among the Tiwas, Hordes
The second of Hordes’ (1989) interpreta (1989) remarks “whether the party ever ven
tions to be considered is his statement that tured down the Rio Grande to Tiguex is only
Coronado’s headquarters “most likely was in a matter of speculation” (p. 209). This state
the vicinity of the Pueblo of Puaray” (p. ment, which he does not explain, is made in
213). This is an odd statement since the spite of the journal entry stating that the
name Puaray is not mentioned in any of party went to the Rio Grande where 14
Coronado’s documents. Moreover, referen pueblos were “in sight,” 11 of which he
ces to Puaray by all of the Spanish explorers visited, plus the fact that the Indians among
of the late 1500s place this site on the east the first three pueblos referred to the local
bank of the Rio Grande, which would martyrdom of the two friars of the
eliminate Bandelier’s (1892:227) Puaray (LA Rodriguez-Chamuscado party (Schroeder
326), which is on the west bank. One and Matson 1965:168). These pueblos al
wonders to which of the three Puarays H or most duplicate the cluster previously
des refers —LA 326; LA 677; Schroeder and recorded in this locale. Hordes examination
Matson’s (1965:171) Puaray of the late of documentary details appears to be faulty.
1500s; or LA 717, Otermin’s Puaray of the
In any event, Castano first visited three
late 1600s as identified by Snow (1975).
pueblos close together, one on the east side
The first appearance of the name Puaray of the river (LA 677) and two on the west
occurs in reports on the 1581-82 entry made (LA 187, Kuaua, and LA 326, Bandelier’s
by the Rodriguez-Chamuscado party. A Puaray). The Indians on the west side indi
Tiwa pueblo north of the Piro country was so cated that those living in the eastern pueblo
named and contained 112 to 123 houses (LA 677) had killed the friars of the
(Hammond and Rey 1927:47; Schroeder Rodriguez-Chamuscado party (Schroeder
1979:243). One year later, the Antonio de and Mason 1965:170). Castano spent the
Espejo entry reported a pueblo named Puala night in LA 677, and the following day,
among a group of 13 pueblos on the north before continuing to visit other pueblos in
end of the Southern Tiwa territory. This the cluster, he sent all but seven of his small
pueblo, in contrast to the first site, had 400 party back to his main camp at Santo
houses (Hammond and Rey 1929:80). If this Domingo. Among those who returned to the
is the same pueblo, it represents an un camp was Juan Rodriguez (Schroeder and
believable increase in the number of houses Matson 1965:171), who in 1598 took part in
the Juan de Onate colonizing expedition.
over a period of one year.
Rodriguez testified at the Velarde Inquiry in
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1602 that he had taken the latitude at Puara
for Castano de Sosa (Hammond and Rey
1953:870-71). His Puara, where the friars
were martyred, thus had to be at the north
end of the Southern Tiwa pueblos on the
east side (LA 677).

New Mexico, “to congregate the dispersed
[natives] and move those who are poorly
situated to more appropriate and peaceful
locations.” He further ordered that the
governor “establish these reductions in the
most suitable places” (Hammond and Rey
1953:1089-90). Perhaps during the 1600s, the
On June 27, 1598, O nate’s advance party, Puaray on the north (LA 677) was relocated
which was coming up from the south, and moved into the pueblo to the south (LA
reached Puaray. That night, with a smaller 717) where the name of the incoming pueblo
contingent, he went another six leagues (25.2 was adopted. In addition, it was during the
km [15.72 mi.]) to Santo Domingo (Ham  1600s that all the pueblos on the west side of
mond and Rey 1953:319) which ap the river, such as LA 677, were abandoned,
proximates the distance (27.2 km [17 mi.]) except for one called Alameda (Espinosa
betw een Santo Domingo and LA 677. It was 1942:134; Hacket and Shelby 1942:(2):222,
Gaspar Perez de Villagra who reported 228; Hodge, Hammond, and Rey 1945:254O nate’s 1598 discovery of a painting at 55, 257).
Puaray depicting the killing of the padres
(Espinosa 1965:142). All of these facts
These relocations and abandonments
strongly suggest that the Puara or Puaray of might have taken place before or during the
the late 1500s was LA 677 and not the time of Fray Zarate Salmaron’s service
Puaray (LA 717) of the late 1600s. In short, (1621-26) in New Mexico. He reported that
the other Tiwa pueblos were south of the walking distance between Puaray (LA
Puaray, which was the first Tiwa pueblo 717) and Sandia (LA 294) was “a good long
south of the Keres on the east side of the league” (Milich 1966:36). This distance of
Rio Grande, acccording to Espejo and more than 4.2 km (2.62 mi.) is the ap
Onate.
proximate distance separating these two sites
today. Salmaron also reported that, after
G overnor Antonio de O term in’s 1681 at Fray Francisco Lopez had been killed at
tem pted reconquest of New Mexico refers to Puaray (LA 677) in 1582, the captain of that
a Puaray (LA 717) on the east side of the pueblo took the other, Fray Agustin
river one league south of Sandia Pueblo. Rodriguez, to another pueblo called San
This Puaray is about 11.2 km (7 mi.) south of tiago, a league and a half (about 6.4 km [4
LA 677. Lacking additional documentary in mi]) up river (Milich 1966:35). This distance
form ation regarding other possible locations from LA 677 would reach LA 50232, a large
for either of these two Puarays, there ap Glaze E site on the west side of the river lo
pears to be two possible explanations to ac cated on a mesa south of the Jemez River.
count for the Puaray south of Sandia pueblo. A similar distance up river from LA 717
One would be the result of a custom that was would extend to a place about a mile or so
followed by a num ber of Pueblos —retaining north of Sandia where no pueblo remains
the name of an earlier pueblo when the are known. Again, the late 1500s Puaray
people moved to another site (Santa Ana as (LA 677) fits better than any other site.
Tamaya [White 1942:23]; Santo Domingo as
Gipuy [Hodge 1912:462]; San Felipe as
Bandelier (1892:227) had been told by
Katishtye [Hodge 1912:432]).
Sandia Pueblo informants that the site we
now know as LA 326 was Puaray. He ac
A second possible explanation could well cepted this identification and noted that
be the result Viceroy Don Luis de Velasco’s Vetancurt reported St. Bartholome as the
instructions in 1609 to Don Pedro de Peral patron saint of Puaray. Bandelier also sug
ta, who was replacing Onate as governor of gested that another site on Conjillon Hill
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that he had heard about but not visited,
would be Santiago Pueblo. Since there is no
Glaza E material or pueblo on this hill, per
haps his informant referred to LA 50232,
about a mile farther to the north. Thus,
Bandelier’s Santiago could well have
referred to LA 50232, which ties in nicely
with Fray Salmaron’s statement and the dis
tance from LA 677. This in turn raises the
question as to why Vierra selected the name
Santiago for LA 326.

Coronado, en route from his headquarters to
check the situation at Arenal, met Lopez
coming at Alameda Pueblo, which was lo
cated between the camp and Arenal (Ham 
mond and Rey 1940:335).
This places
Alameda on the west side of the river in
Coronado’s day where Otermin also has it in
1680-82 (Hackett and Shelby 1942:229-30).
It was not on the east side, as shown on the
frontispiece of the latter reference or on
Snow’s (1975:466) map.

These discussions indicate that Hordes’
statement placing Alconfor “in the vicinity
of Puaray do not hold for either of the
Puarays on the east side of the river. Alcanfor was at the south end of the cluster of
pueblos on the west side and the two Puarays
on the east side were 8.8 to 20.8 km (5.5 to
13 mi) away, the last being the Puaray of the
1500s. Bandelier’s Puaray is on the wrong
side of the river, but may have been the site
Hordes had in mind even though it lies 17.6
km (11 mi) from Alcanfor.

Indians from other pueblos left their
homes and gathered in another pueblo,
Moho, three or four leagues from Alcanfor
to prepare for war (Hammond and Rey
1940:333, 358-59). Nearby, one half league
“further on,” was another pueblo (LA 187)
where Lopez tried to convince the people to
remain at peace but without success (Ham 
mond and Rey 1940:228).

There is little in the Coronado documents
that relate to the unnamed pueblos on the
east side of the river. Lopez crossed the
As for the locales of the Southern Tiwa river from Alcanfor, noting only that the In
villages that Coronado named on the west dians fled from their homes on his approach
side of the river (Hammond and Rey and that in the plaza of the last pueblo, the
1940:347-48, 358), he reported that there smallest, he found seven or eight horses they
were several pueblos one-half, one, two, and had stolen (Hammond and Rey 1940:358three leagues from his headquarters (Ham 59).
mond and Rey 1940:332). Lopez referred to
If these documented distances and
one pueblo being about one-fourth of a relationships of one pueblo to another on
league from the army’s quarters (Hammond the west side of the river are placed on the
and Rey 1940:348). On another occasion, he left side of a line representing the Rio
remarked that the first pueblo from the Grande, the pueblos would appear in the fol
camp “must have been” half a league away lowing order from south to north: Alcanfor
(Hammond and Rey 1940:352-53). These (LA 290) on the south end; Alameda (LA
two statements appear to refer to the same 289), one-half league to the north; Arenal
pueblo, and the distance of half a league also (LA 288), one league from Alcanfor; Moho
agrees with Coronado’s minimum figure.
(LA 326), three or four leagues from Alcan
for;
and an unnamed pueblo (LA 187), oneEither a half league or a full league from
half
league beyond Moho. These pueblos on
the camp was the pueblo where the incident
of a Spaniard and an Indian woman took the west bank line up fairly well with the lo
place. This led to pueblo resentments, which cales of contact-period sites located by Mera
resulted in Lopez attacking the pueblo (1940), as shown on his Period 4 map and on
(Hammond and Rey 1940:224-26, 333). It Figure 1.
was one of the two fortified pueblos, called
Another distance given that relates to the
Arenal (Hammond and Rey 1940:334). position of LA 677 as the Puaray of the late
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1500s, is Castaneda’s statement that to the 1940:332). All other documents gave the
north seven leagues was Quirix (Keres), but figure as 12 (pp. 239, 290, 309), except for
from what locale is not given (Hammond that of Lopez’ 12 or 13 (p. 338). This dis
and Rey 1940:254). This must have been tribution and number of pueblos compares
m easured from Alcanfor, as are those of all well with M era’s map of the contact period
the pueblos, except the one that is one-half and with Figure 1, to which LA 50232 has
league beyond Moho. Lujan in 1582-83 been added. Mera listed LA 728,230 m (250
stated the distance between Puala and yards) northwest of LA 326, indicating that it
Cachiti (San Felipe) was four leagues, this might be considered as an outlying section of
representing the separation of the Tiwa LA 326. The 12 pueblo sites of the contact
pueblos from those of the Keres (Hammond period are too close to the Spanish figure
and Rey 1929:82). By adding these four and locales to be fortuitous. These various
leagues and the three or four leagues be pieces of evidence would indicate that the
tween Alcanfor and Moho (across the river Spanish campsite (Site LA 54147) is the
from Puaray), the result is seven to eight seige camp established near Moho Pueblo
leagues, a fairly close match to Castaneda’s and not the camp near Alcanfor Pueblo, as
Hordes (1989) has suggested.
seven leagues.
Coronado reported 11 or 12 pueblos in
this Tiwa cluster (Hammond and Rey

-Santa Fe, New Mexico
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NEW PLACES AND NEW SPACES:
NINETEENTH-CENTURY PLAINS ART IN
FLORIDA
Joyce M. Szabo
'X ’he Southern Plains Indians’ last struggle
A for control of their buffalo ranges and
homelands resulted in the military conquer
ing the area in 1875 and subsequently
enforcing the reservation system. As a means
of ensuring the newly won peace, the War
Department sent the supposedly worst of
fenders in these wars to an eastern prison far
from their respective tribes. Thirty-three
Cheyennes, 27 Kiowas, 9 Comanches, 2
Arapahoes, and 1 Caddo were selected for
transfer to Fort Marion in Saint Augustine,
Florida, where they remained under the care
of Lieutenant Richard H. Pratt for three
years from May of 1875 to April of 1878
(Pratt 1964:105).
Pratt requested and was granted leeway in
his treatment of the hostages, and he en
couraged the men to use their time as con
structively
as
possible
under
the
circumstances. Several women from the
town, including Pratt’s wife, volunteered
their time as teachers, and soon many of the
prisoners were learning to read and write.
The exiled Plains warriors also worked for
wages, providing manual labor in local in
dustries. In addition, the Fort Marion in
mates earned money in various capacities in
the local tourist trade. In correspondence
directed to his superiors, Pratt continually
emphasized that the men were as active as

possible in seeking employment and earning
money. Just a year after their arrival, Pratt
reported to General Sheridan that the
prisoners had made between $3,000 and
$4,000 by selling souvenir items (Pratt
1964:151-53).
The
confined
warriors
polished shells, made paper toys, and
fashioned canes, bows, and arrows. Among
the most popular collectibles were the
warriors’ colorful drawings, which were
available for approximately $2 per book
(Petersen 1971:65).
Pratt encouraged the men to draw; in
many instances he presented the Fort
Marion drawing books as gifts to important
visitors or sent them to influential men and
women who might be able to help the In
dians. Both military and civilian personnel,
ranging from generals and bishops to weal
thy Eastern humanitarians, received drawing
books. That Pratt himself valued the draw
ings is evidenced by the personal copies that
he collected. Tourists, officers, and teachers
also eagerly collected books filled with draw
ings. Blank drawing books, pencils, inks,
crayons, and watercolors were requisitioned
or were provided by interested outside par
ties so that the exiled artists had readily
available supplies (Pratt 1876). The
generous supplies of drawing materials and
an audience eager to purchase the works,
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coupled with the imprisonment of the artists
themselves, created an atmosphere for
producting art that was never equaled on the
Plains, either in prereservation or reserva
tion years.
W ith an examination of drawings from
Fort Marion, much of the anonymity of
Plains art vanishes, and many of the Florida
artists emerge as named individuals. This
emphasis on individual identities is the
direct result of the circumstances under
which the Fort Marion works were
produced. Unlike Plains art, the patronage
system in Florida encouraged captioned and
signed works of art. The concepts that artists
should be identified and that drawings
should be titled to make them more valuable
were the accepted standards of a public
oriented to E uropean art. Pratt, as well as
the F o rt’s interpreter George Fox and the
various teachers, provided captions for draw
ings, and the artists themselves explained the
subjects to patrons.
Because many separate drawings and
complete drawing books from the Florida in
carceration can be identified by their in
dividual creators, the subject m atter and
compositional schemes that were explored
by various artists are important areas for
study. The warriors imprisoned in Florida
had come to their confinement fresh from
the major battles of the 1870s on the
Southern Plains, and therefore the Fort
M arion artists can be expected to have
drawn heavily from the traditions of Plains
heraldic art to develop their representations
in prison. However, the artists’ isolation
from traditional Plains society, coupled with
the unparalleled
encouragement they
received for their art at Fort Marion,
fostered changes. This was more than mere
gradual acculturation and more than simple
exposure to the representational systems of
the non-Indian environment in which they
were placed. Rather, the Fort Marion art is a
complex phenom enon
that evidences
dram atic changes in substance, style, and
subject m atter as a result of many factors

that include a new environment, different
patronage, and completely altered defini
tions of the roles of artist and audience.

ANTECEDENTS OF FORT
MARION ART
Ledger art, a term used generically to
refer to Plains drawing and painting on
paper from the second half of the nineteenth
century, developed from the tradition of
painting on buffalo hides. As an extension of
the Plains system of counting coup or recog
nizing brave deeds, representations of bat
tles and horse captures on hide robes, lodge
covers, and interior tepee linings served as
public announcements of heroism. Men in
Plains tribes achieved recognition and pres
tige mainly through success in battle and on
horse raids. Although ritual specialists,
spiritual leaders, tribal chiefs, and elders
held places of high esteem, young warriors
ensured the pattern of Plains life in the
nineteenth century. With continual warfare
necessary for the tribe’s survival and the ac
cumulation of horses vital to the hunter-war
rior, the men of fighting age had great
responsibilities. Courageous acts and con
stant life-threatening actions were required.
Heraldic hide paintings on a hide robe or
lodge cover were public displays of a coup or
the brave accomplishments made by the
owner. The right to paint such exploits or to
have them painted functioned as a societal
reward. Hide robes covered with battle im
agery were a mark of distinction and an
nounced to all that the owner was a brave
warrior. Customs of painting robes varied in
different Plains societies, with some men
painting their own robes while others asked
men recognized as skilled artists to paint
various exploits (Ewers 1939:6; Ewers
1958:114-15, 117; Powell 1976:11-12; Wal
lace and Hoebel 1952:209). Several robes
exhibit the work of more than one artist. It
was a practice among some Plains tribes to
have numerous men paint the accounts on a
single robe while another man stood by
relating the incidents or the designs to be
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rendered (Ewers 1939:6; Grinnell 1972, vol.
2:7,19).
While buffalo hides were the traditional
pictorial surfaces for the Plains artist, by the
last third of the nineteenth century warriors
had also begun to use newly available
materials including paper, crayons, pencils,
and ink to record their battle prowess.
These drawings and paintings on paper were
referred to as “ledger art” because account
ants’ ledgers were frequently the source of
paper. They developed directly from the ear
lier tradition of painting on larger hides. The
smaller pieces of paper required some stylis
tic adjustments, but the basic approach to
the pictorial space and to the subject matter
remained the same, as did the reason for
their creation (Fig. 1). Heraldic painting on
hides and prereservation ledger art were
both culturally-sanctioned proclamations of
valor. Through brave encounters with enemy
forces, Plains warrior-artists had earned the
right to portray these historic and heroic ac
counts. Representational drawing and paint
ing on the prereservation Plains, whether
executed on hides or later on the additional
surfaces of paper and cloth, were integral to
Plains existence.
Artists working in the aesthetic climate of
traditional Plains society used art to record
images important to them and to their
people in a style that was determined largely
by the purpose for which the drawings and
paintings were made. The need for clarity in
communication prescribed that the most
readily identifiable aspects of the figures and
objects be presented to avoid any possible
confusion in interpretation. Humans were
most frequently represented with profile
heads and frontal bodies to insure their
recognition. Costume elements were some
times emphasized, because paraphernalia of
clothing carried complex social messages
such as rank, tribal affiliation, and often the
actual identity of the figures illustrated,
while facial features were eliminated. Such
messages were
less
likely to
be
misinterpreted than attempts at physical

portraiture.
Two-dimensionality was
generally maintained, but placement of one
figure in relation to another carried under
stood messages concerning time or distance
during action. Many figures could be
rendered compactly through the use of mul
tiple footprints or partial figures to represent
the whole (Fig. 2). Within this welldeveloped tradition of picture writing, the
Plains artist included shorthand messages in
drawings that provided necessary details of
the battle or the horse raid. Blasting guns
told of shots already fired, while hoofprints
indicated former locations or larger forces.
A wide range of such picture-writing conven
tions carried a variety of information that
was readily understood by members of
various Plains societies.
The Plains artist excluded extraneous in
formation that did not underscore his valiant
achievements or those of his colleagues. Im
ages were generally outline forms that were
filled with solid color and were placed
against the void of the drawing page without
details of setting or environment. Fully il
lustrative scenes were not necessary to the
testimony concerning the brave deeds; the
identity of the warriors and detailed depic
tions of actions were.
The communications system inherent in
traditional Plains representational art did
not survive in the strange Florida environ
ment. Although the Fort Marion artists
themselves were familiar with the long-es
tablished Plains style, the new audience at
the vacation resort was not. White captors
and new Eastern patrons had no association
with Plains picture writing. The Fort Marion
drawings did not have to relay either precise
messages concerning specific participants in
encounters or the exact sequence of events
or actions in battle. Individuals did not have
to be identified for an audience that did not
know who the protagonists were. Since it
was, therefore, not necessary to present the
most readily recognizable aspects of figures,
objects could be placed at unexpected angles
or in radically foreshortened postures. The
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Figure 1. Cheyenne, Summit Springs Sketchbook. Captured July 10,1869. Pencil,
crayon, and ink on paper, 7 3/4 by 12 1/2 in. (Colorado Historical Society, 673.
Photograph courtesy of Colorado Historical Society.)

Figure 2. Cheyenne. Collected 1880-85. Pencil and crayon on paper, 8 by 12 1/2 in.
(National Anthropological Archives, Smithsonian Institution, 4452 A, volume 1.)
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cultural climate and, consequently, the ex into horizontally stacked rows. These multi
pectations and requirements of the art and ple, parallel rows of action are perhaps most
the role of the artists were vastly different in clearly visible in the work of the Southern
Saint Augustine.
Cheyenne artist Howling Wolf (Figure 3), al
though he was not the only Fort Marion art
While many elements of the basic ledger ist to explore this new visual format. Other
style remained the same in the Fort Marion Kiowa and Southern Cheyenne artists —in
drawings as they had been in prereservation cluding Ohettoint, Making Medicine, Cohoe,
art, variations in subject matter and format
and Chief Killer —used this compositional
occurred for many reasons.
The Fort scheme.
Marion artists worked in an environment
that neither understood nor approved of the
There is little in the ledger art or hide
traditional role of ledger art. Battles and painting that was produced on the Plains
horse raids, the very reasons that the cap prior to the Fort Marion tenure to suggest
tives had been sent to Florida, were not fre this drastic compositional change. Warriors
quent subjects for the drawings. Nostalgic racing across the horizontal axes of drawing
scenes of life on the Plains, of camp scenes pages were the most frequent format for
and buffalo hunts, filled the majority of Fort Plains ledger art (Figure 2), while other
Marion drawing pages, while some images drawings incorporated an all over, wallpaper
recorded the new life of the prisoners in organizational scheme. While partial figures
Florida. However, the general availability of were occasionally placed to represent the
materials offered the Florida artists more whole in Plains art, Fort Marion drawings
opportunity for experimentation. A majority become complex, unified arrangements of
of the Fort Marion drawings suggest that partial figures. These were most often
they were created by artists who were more presented from the bust up, while riders and
confident of their abilities and more certain horses were presented, as well, in half form.
in their approach to the pictorial space. A In what remains to date as the most dramatic
growing understanding of animate forms and example of the tiered format, Howling Wolf
how they move in space and in relation to employed the tripart division to create a
one another is evident. The Fort Marion en vividly patterned, double-page composition
vironment provided the Southern Plains (Figure 3). Two facing pages from a drawing
prisoners continual opportunities to develop book dated October 1876 present masses of
as artists. Free to roam the streets of Saint people observing a gala parade. The figures
Augustine, the men came into contact with watching the gathering have been rendered
new imagery in newspapers and magazines, as blocks of brown, yellow, and red that sup
in photographs and local drawing and paint port uniform heads with blank faces. These
ing, and in shop signs and advertisements. stacked figures alternate with vividly
Compositionally, Fort Marion artists ex designed lodge covers in a horizontal band
plored a variety of new representational that fills the upper third of each of the two
schemes and experimented with their art, ex pages. While the central third of the pic
panding the ledger style beyond its tradition torial space is a void or an aisle between the
al boundaries.
groups of observers, the lower register con
tains the upper portions of detailed cos
THE REGISTERED
tumes of warriors. Four mounted dance
COMPOSITIONAL FORMAT
warriors ride across the lower border, which
is formed by large blocks of color and lined
One of the most intriguing structural in patterns of textile sunshades that are tilted
novations that appears in the Fort Marion and flattened against the picture plane. The
art style is a multiple-tiered composition in participants on each page look toward the
which the pictorial space has been divided center aisle or across the seam of the book,
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Figure 3. Howling Wolf, Southern Cheyenne. October, 1876, Fort Marion. Pencil, crayon, and ink on paper, 8 3/4
by 111/4 in. (Western Americana Collections, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University.)

as the facing pages become one abstracted
unit of vivid color and carefully patterned
lines and shapes.

m en—with their handmade bows and ar
rows, drawings, and polished shells —
brought to the economy of the town
(Graham 1978:161-162). In January of 1877,
the Saint Augustine City Council informed
Pratt that the prisoners’ sales were bothering
licensed merchants. Pratt was asked to “re
quire the Indians to sell all trinkets and
other curiosities within the limits of Fort
Marion. Otherwise the Board shall be re
quired to pass an ordinance in this relation”
(Lopez 1877).

Drawings such as these by Howling Wolf
do not simply seem to expand the Plains con
cept of using a portion of a figure to suggest
the whole. They seem, in fact, closer to a
Euro-American tradition of perspective
view, of only seeing a portion of an object
because something else stands within the
viewer’s range to conceal parts of figures.
Certainly something in the Saint Augustine
environment spurred this experimental,
As Saint Augustine residents reacted to
registered presentation of space which al the Southern Plains men, the warrior-artists
lowed Howling Wolf to create the graphic il responded to their surroundings by incor
lustration in 1876.
porating many views of their new environ
ment into their drawings. The Cathedral, the
Saint Augustine in 1875-78 was a town just Episcopal church across the town square
beginning to develop as a tourist center. The from the Cathedral, the Fort, the striped
years immediately following the Civil War lighthouse, and the house in which the Pratts
were difficult for Florida in general and for lived were recorded by many Fort Marion
Saint Augustine in particular. Because the artists. So, too, the Southern Plains men gave
citrus industry had good years but also bad visual form to many new activities, including
ones brought on by abnormally cold winters, fishing for sharks, moving buildings, and at
the town turned its attention wholeheartedly tending classes within the casements of the
to improving its image as a haven for winter Fort.
travelers. A railroad linking Saint Augustine
with the outside world was vastly improved
The prisoners were allowed to walk the
in 1873 when iron rails replaced wooden streets of Saint Augustine; from there, and
ones and again in 1876 when two factory- from the Fort, they would have observed
made locomotives were added to the force other people in locations that might well
of home-made engines (Graham 1978:152- have suggested the bust-length postures of
153). Other improvements were made in city rows of people. The Fort itself had a
landscaping and buildings, such as the Saint parapet, and, from the street along the water
Augustine Hotel, which was constructed toward the center of town, figures standing
during the early 1870s and provided much- on the parapet would have been partially
needed modern accommo- dations for obstructed from view. The Spanish-inspired
tourists (Graham 1978:153).
town architecture of the latter 1870s had
various balconies. From the street, and cer
The Fort Marion prisoners themselves be tainly from a distance, people standing or sit
came an added draw for visitors to Saint ting on balconies would have provided a new
Augustine during their three years of cap viewpoint. Narrow streets, between 4 and 8
tivity. After initial fears that the warriors m (12 and 25 ft) wide, forced overhanging
might harm them, the residents of Saint balconies close together.
Augustine learned to accept the prisoners.
Other concerns of a less-serious nature
By far the most promising inspiration for
developed, however, as many local shop the multiple-tiered compositional scheme,
keepers complained of the competition to however, is the style of architecture of the
their own livelihood that the Southern Plains largest hotel in the city during the period
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Figure 4. The Saint Augustine Hotel, Cathedral, and Old Slave Market. Photograph by George Barker, c. 1876.
(Photograph courtesy of Saint Augustine Historical Society.)

when the Southern Plains prisoners were at
Fort Marion. The Saint Augustine Hotel, lo
cated across from the Old Slave Market near
the Cathedral and the city square, was the
premiere hotel of the city from the middle of
the 1870s to the early 1880s. Although a fire
destroyed the hotel on April 12, 1887, extant
photographs show the multistory structure
(Harper’s Weekly 1887:295) (Figure 4).
Four full stories are apparent, with all but
the street level sporting balconies. The hotel,
placed at a prime location in town facing the
north side of the plaza and overlooking the
water, was clearly visible from the Fort itself.
The leisurely tourists in Saint Augustine
found the porches and balconies of the hotel
favorite gathering spots after dinner
(Graham 1978:156). As Saint Augustine
began to fill with visitors for the winter, the
Fort Marion inmates would have seen many
people, in effect, stacked one on top of
another in this massive structure.

FORT MARION ART IN THE
PLAINS TRADITION
Possible inspirations for alterations from
traditional Plains art such as those explored
here, while intriguing, remain suggestions.
While all of the circumstances affecting Fort
Marion art will never be known, the threeyear period of confinement for Southern
Plains warriors was one of forced and drastic
change. The many new activities that the
men experienced and the new surroundings
that they encountered were carefully
recorded in their art. Unlike much repre
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sentational imagery produced on the Plains,
these Fort Marion views are often repre
sentations made from close observation of
daily occurrences. Also they are apparently
memories that were concerned with specifics
of environment such as camp scenes. The
Fort Marion artist recorded the setting for
his scenes from representations of landscape
in Indian Territory to the recurring sites of
Saint Augustine itself.
Ledger art on the Plains had been a form
of recording specific events, especially in
dividual actions in particular battles or on
horse raids. So, too, most of the Fort Marion
drawings record specific events and new im
ages that the Southern Plains men en
countered in a vastly different country. Many
artists represented the long trip to Florida
and the new life at Fort Marion. Most of the
drawings, like the majority of other repre
sentational images from the Plains, record
specific incidents in which the artists took
part. While they may not be heroic battle im
ages, they are still autobiographical and his
toric in subject. They are, as well, still
heraldic images of bravery for the im
prisoned warriors who held each other in es
teem and were who honored as heroes by
their people at home on the reservation.
Their duties had changed, and their battles
were different, but the Fort Marion artists
continued to record their images as personal
histories because, through their imprison
ment, they had earned the right to do so.
—Albuquerque
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PREHISTORIC WATER SUPPLY AT SAN
LAZARO PUEBLO
(PART II)
William F. Turney and William M. Sundt
north and particularly the south slopes of the
basin.

rp h is paper is a continuation of “Prehistoric
Reservoirs at San Lazaro Pueblo” (Tur
ney 1990:307). General information on the
Pueblo was given in Part I. Schaafsma
(1990:239) has described the Galisteo Basin
geographically.

To map the reservoir, a base line was es
tablished, and the dam and reservoir were
carefully mapped with a plane table, a K&E
telescopic alidade, and stadia rod. A
horizontal scale of 1 in. equals 20 ft and a
one-foot contour interval were used.

The earthen reservoir is located some 180
m (600 ft) northeast of the historic pueblo
and north of a small drainage on the east
side of the Arroyo del Chorro. There are no
buildings near or adjacent to the reservoir.
The San Lazaro spring is situated within the
group of pueblo buildings that comprise the
site. A general map of San Lazaro as
originally drawn by Nelson (1914:IV) is
shown in Figure 1.

PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE
RESERVOIR

Soil in the reservoir and drainage area
belongs to the Bernal Series (Folks 1975:15).
These soils are well-drained and are
weathered from the underlying sandstone.
The surface layer is sandy loam, and the sub
soil is reddish brown, very fine sandy clay
loam. The soils support rangeland, pinyon
and juniper, and wildlife, but they are not
recommended for (modern) irrigation.
Runoff is rapid and erosion is moderate.

The earthen reservoir still catches and
holds water today. The embankment or dam
has a heavy growth of pinyon and juniper
trees some 6 m (20 ft) in height, indicating
long-term moisture in the reservoir (Figures
2 and 3). Water has overflowed the dam
several times in the past, but breaching has
not occurred.

The drainage area was difficult to deter
mine because of heavy pinyon and juniper
tree growth. Several methods have been
used in order to cover the drainage area. The
drainage area was walked out by two civil en
gineers and was flagged with lath and white
flagging. A control line was established using
The drainage area of the reservoir is a range finder and a Brunton compass.
covered with bunched grama grass. A good Bearings and distances were determined
stand of pinyon and juniper trees covers the from the control line to the flagged crest of
the drainage area. Several points along the
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Figure 1. General plan of Pueblo San Lazaro,
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Figure 2. Down stream embankment of dam. Sherds over entire area. Note heavy
tree growth and row of large rocks to right front of photograph.

Figure 3. Heavy grass growth inside reservoir indicating standing water. Line of white
grass (at left) is crest of dam.
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crest were not well defined so additional in
form ation was taken from aerial photos.
A rea of the drainage was calculated to be 1.3
ha (3.2 acres).

Sediment immediately above the reservoir
provides very little indication of water flows,
and definite channels in the drainage area
are difficult to discern.

Elevation at the site was established as
A percolation test pit 30 cm (12 in.)
follows: A bench mark consisting of a survey square and 2.5 cm (1 in.) deep was filled
stake was nailed to a tree on the south side with water and timed for percolation. The pit
of the reservoir, top of stake elevation is emptied in 2 minutes 45 seconds, and the
1,841 m (6,040.0 ft), m ean sea level plus or soil was damp to a depth of 7.6 cm (3 in.)
minus 6 m (20 ft). The elevation of the top of The reservoir at Pueblo Blanco required 5
the stake was established with a Paulin sys minutes for percolation, and soil was damp
tem altim eter commencing at a Coast and to 3.8 cm (1.5 in.). Percolation at San Lazaro
Geodetic Survey brass cap monument lo was twice as rapid as Pueblo Blanco. Due to
cated about 9.6 km (6 mi) distance.
the very high rate of percolation of water
into the soil and from limited observation,
Construction of the dam is similar to the the reservoir apparently does not hold water
reservoir at Pueblo Blanco (Turney for more than two or three weeks.
1988:174). Each abutm ent (or end) of the
dam rests on earth. An east-west trending
USE OF THE RESERVOIR
sandstone outcrop occurs immediately south
of the dam. The reservoir is located on a
The distance of the reservoir from the
very small drainage that slopes east to west. Pueblo and the presence of a good spring
The dam is situated at a point where the within the Pueblo suggest that the reservoir
drainage narrows.
was used for purposes other than domestic
water.
The embankment and crest of the
The length of the earthen dam is 44.5 m
(146 ft). The present-day maximum height is dam are littered with pot sherds, indicating
0.5 m (1.8 ft), and crest width is 2 to 3 m (8 that the water was being carried from the
to 10 ft). No definite spillway was con reservoir. The most probable use of the
structed by builders of the dam; water has reservoir was for pot watering nearby crops.
spilled between the northern exposed rocks Although the Soil Conservation Service does
in the crest of the dam. Probing with a steel not recommend the adjacent soil as suitable
probe indicated the embankment had not for (modern) irrigation, sandy soil will grow
been compacted when constructed. Two corn, as demonstrated by the Hopi Pueblos
rows of loose rock are exposed on the dam, of today. The Hopi also practice pot water
along the crest and partway down the slope ing on fields that do not have a natural un
on the south or downstream side. It is quite derground water source.
probable these rocks extend from the sur
Assuming that reservoir water was used
face to the base of the dam, although this for pot watering, water would be taken from
cannot be determ ined without excavation.
the reservoir only during the growing season.
E arth sampling auger tests measuring 1.9 The latest killing frost occurs about May 15
cm (3/4 in.) diam eter were drilled in the and the earliest killing frost occurs October
reservoir (Figure 4). These tests indicated 20 (U.S. Weather Bureau 1957:225), or an
about 1 m (3.3 ft) of silt in the reservoir. This average of 150-160 frost-free days (Folks
would indicate an original depth of 1.6 m 1975:15)
(5.1 ft). Sufficient information is not avail
Due to the very high percolation of soil in
able to compute original capacity of the the drainage area, it is estimated that only
reservoir. Present-day capacity is 46,700 gal 40% of precipitation in the drainage area
lons, or 176,780 liters.
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Figure 4. Plan of reservoir.

reaches the reservoir. Once stored in the
Microscopic examination of the pastes was
reservoir, evaporation and percolation fur also interesting. The great diversity in paste
ther deplete the available water. It is es types reenforces Bart Olinger’s X-ray
tim ated that only 80% of the stored water fluorescence studies of sherds from else
could be used.
where on the site, and indeed it looks like
most, if not all, of the pottery comes from
Precipitation was determined in Part I production centers elsewhere. Also, it is in
(Turney 1990:312). Quantity of runoff was teresting that the paste types present seem to
obtained using the formula Q = CIA (Turney change with time. Recognizable centers
1985:45). Using the existing reservoir, a pos most clearly include Tonque Pueblo (espe
sible quantity of 2.52 million gallons, or 7.91 cially during Glaze C, D, and E periods),
acre feet, or 9.75 million liters of water could probably San Marcos Pueblo (during Glaze
be obtained for pot watering in addition to A period), and, of course, the Kapo Gray
norm al precipitation per year (Table 1).
comes from the Tewa country north of Santa
Fe. Identification of the other centers awaits
OBSERVATIONS ON SURFACE
further investigation.

POTTERY NEAR RESERVOIR

HISTORIC OR PREHISTORIC

A total of 32 diagnostic pottery rim sherds
were collected from the ground surface im
As previously discussed, sherds on the site
mediately downstream from the reservoir. represent the period A.D. 1340 to 1700. San
All glaze groups from A to F (A.D. 1340- Lazaro existed prior to the time of
1700) are represented, but not equally. Four Coronado’s passing through the area in A.D.
vessel
forms
are
represented —bowl, 1540 and is mentioned in early Spanish
shouldered bowl, soup plate, and large jar or records (Smiley 1988:2).
olla. The large jar form is most frequent, ac
Heavy and quite old vegetation at the site,
counting for 53.1% of all rims collected.
Bowl rims are 37.5%, soup plate rims are the absence of modern-day construction
6.3%, and rims of shouldered bowls are equipment marks, the absence of valves in
the bottom of the reservoir, the absence of
3.1%.
metal, the presence of a soil that could be
The Glaze A group accounts for 50% of worked by primitive methods, the absence of
all rim sherds. Rims of Cieneguilla Glaze- a conduit through the embankment, a heavy
on-yellow (A.D. 1375 to 1425) amounted to silt deposit, and the sherd data indicate that
37.5% of the assemblage. The rest of the the reservoir was originally constructed in
rims were either Agua Fria Glaze-on-red prehistoric times (Turney 1985:45).
(6.3%) or San Clem ente Glaze-polychrome
(also 6.3%).
SAN LAZARO SPRING
The Glaze B group of rims accounts for
Nelson investigated the San Lazaro
9.4% of the total, as did the C, D, and F rim
Pueblo in 1914. He reported a permanent
groups. Group E had only 6.3% of the rims.
spring of brackish water and noted that the
In view of the unstructured gathering
spring was presumably the real secret of the
m ethod we used, not too much can be made
location of the pueblo (Nelson 1914:96).
of the relative percentages, but the high in
cidence of Cieneguilla Glaze-on-yellow is
The San Lazaro spring flows today at an
rem arkable. Possibly this represents the time estimated 37.8 to 56.7 li (10 to 15 gal) per
(ca. 1400) when the reservoir was built or minute, or 54,432 to 81,648 li (14,400 to
else the time when it was most intensively 21,600 gal) per day. If the pueblo people
used.
used a high rate of 15.1 li (4 gal) per capita
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Table 1. Available water for pot irrigation during growing season.
Month

May 15
June
July
August
October
September
Total, rounded

Precipitation

Adjusted available water

In inches

Acre Feet

Liters in millions

0.32

0.30
1.70
2.97

0.37
2.09
3.66
2.05
0.57

1.66
2.89
1.62
0.45
0.81
7.75

1.66
0.46
0.82
7.91

1.01
9.75

Table 2. Quality of water.

Constituent

San Lazaro

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

EPA

906

51
7
0.115

157

8
0

8
0.10

180(1)
6.5-8.5
0.3

1,400

140

340

(2)

Hardness as calcium
carbonate PPM
pH
Iron PPM
Specific conductance
in micromhos

Notes: EPA designates U.S. Environmental Protection Agency standards.
(1) designates U.S. Geological Survey standards.
(2) no standard, the larger the conductance, the more mineralized the water.
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THE STRUCTURE OF BLACK-ON-WHITE
CERAMIC DESIGN FROM THE
MIMBRES VALLEY
Dorothy K. Washburn
T n this paper I present a symmetry analysis elements and thus generate the designs. It
-^of the structure of black-on-white ceramic provides a systematic, mathematical basis for
design from the Mimbres valley, with some describing the otherwise variously described
commentary regarding its affiliations with “offset quadrant layouts,” “pendant tri
other ceramic systems of the greater South angles,” and “center-oriented” geometric
designs and greatly facilitates comparison of
west.
these designs with similarly organized
designs in other traditions. This paper will
INTRODUCTION
focus on explaining the structural character
One of Jerry Brody’s major preoccupa of Mimbres design. Unfortunately, I will
tions and fascinations has been the beautiful, only be able to touch on the related
yet elusive ceramic art of the peoples of the problems of its antecedents and associates in
Mimbres Valley, New Mexico. For many the other greater Southwestern traditions.
years, since the first systematic archaeologi
I have analyzed the nonfigurative blackcal work in the 1920s and 1930s, it has been
on-white
ceramics dating to circa A.D. 750seen as almost mysterious in its sudden ap
pearance; the figurative elements appeared 1150 from two large Mimbres sites: the
to have no antecedents in the Mogollon Swarts Ruin, excavated by the Cosgroves in
tradition. However, despite the almost com the 1930s (Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932),
plete eradication of some sites through un and the Galaz Ruin, excavated by the
systematic digging during the subsequent University of Minnesota between 1928-31
three decades, a number of excavations since and the Mimbres Archaeological Conservan
the 1970s have expanded our understanding cy in the 1970s (Anyon and LeBlanc 1984).
of aspects of the cultural dynamics of these The Cosgroves recognized two types of
black-on-white
ceramics
at
Swarts —
peoples.
Boldface Black-on-white and Classic BlackJerry produced an important overview of on-white. The recent research at Galaz and
this art during the early stages of the resur the NAN site (Usrey and Shafer 1982) has
gence of interest in the Mimbres (Brody refined this typology. The black-on-white
1977). In this paper, I seek to continue wares are now considered to be three design
Jerry’s discourse on Mimbres pottery design styles (Styles I, II, and III) of one black-onby offering a more rigorous way to describe white type.
the structural character of the nonfigurative
The designs were classified by inspecting
patterns.
Symmetry analysis (Washburn
the
illustrations of complete vessel designs in
1977; Washburn and Crowe 1988) describes
the geometric symmetries that repeat the the two site reports. While the Swarts ves
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sels were depicted in line drawings and the these categories can validly suggest new in
Galaz vessels were photographed, this dif terpretations of these designs.
ference in no way affected the symmetry
SYMMETRY CONSIDERATIONS
classification that is concerned with layout
organization, rather than details of line ex
A brief review of the fundamentals of
ecution, paint type, surface finish, and other
technological features. Analysis was limited symmetry analysis is given here. Designs are
to whole, deep, hemispherical bowls with in considered to be patterns in a plane. That is,
terior designs only. The changes in type as they appear on surfaces that can, at least
signments made by Anyon and LeBlanc conceptually, be flattened. In this way, the
curved interiors of the Mimbres bowls are
(1984:Table 9.2) were followed. 2
flattened for analysis and are considered
Although Jerry illustrated a great many equivalent to the flat, decorated surfaces of
Mimbres designs in his volume, they repre textiles or tiling. There are four geometric
sented the output of a great number of motions or symmetries that repeat elements
Mimbres sites. For the purpose of obtaining in a plane: mirror reflection, translation,
a measure of the relative use frequency of rotation, and glide reflection (Washburn and
each kind of layout geometry, it was neces Crowe 1988:44 51). These symmetry motions
sary to analyze the output from one site. This are combined in various ways to produce
decision was based on the common assump finite designs, which are characterized by
tion that most vessels found at a site were mirror reflections and rotations only, and
made there (although the results from this one and two-dimensional patterns, which
analysis may suggest otherwise). Two sites can be produced by all four motions.
were chosen to ensure that, in the event that Mimbres ceramics are decorated by both
the corpus of material examined from one finite designs, which Brody and others have
site was aberrant, it was not mistakenly taken noted to be frequently “center-oriented,” as
to represent all black-on-white, Mimbres- well as one-dimensional patterns, more com
valley ceramics.
monly called bands, which are typically
found on Mimbres black-on-white ceramics
In the following analysis and tables I have
encircling the rim below a series of parallel
lumped Styles I and II for three reasons.
lines.
First, the Cosgroves did not isolate a
separate transitional design category, making
The consistent use of the proper terminol
comparison of two types with three styles ogy is essential to avoid confusion. For ex
difficult. Second, the sample sizes for Styles I ample, LeBlanc (1982:114) claims that his
and II were quite small, making statistical two categories of Mogollon design —those
analysis difficult.
Third, when analyzed that relate to the vessel shape, such as linear
separately, Style I designs from Galaz did rows of pendant chevrons, and those that
not differ significantly from Style II designs. treat the vessel wall as a “flat infinite sur
I have argued elsewhere (Washubrn and face,” such as wallpaper patterns —are not
Crowe 1988) that analysis of designs within “easily relatable” to symmetry classes. But
typological categories may mask important his use of terms is nonstandard. In fact, lines
continuities and changes not congruent with of pendant elements can be perfectly
other features in the types. However, Anyon described by one of the seven one-dimen
and LeBlanc (1984:151) make the important sional pattern classes and “wallpaper” is a
observation that the Boldface and transition standard term used to describe the 17 classes
al “types” differed from the Classic only in of two-dimensional patterns. Indeed, any
design, not in other technological aspects. design or pattern that uses one or more of
Therefore, I believe that analysis within the four motions to repeat the elements can
be described much more systematically by
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symmetry motions than by subjective and
highly variable descriptive terms such as
nested boxes, offset quadrants, interlocking
spirals, opposed triangles, etc.

For some years I have been engaged in ar
chaeological, ethnohistoric, and ethnoarchaeological studies to define the kinds of
cultural activities that promote consistencies
and changes in pattern structure. I began
with Anasazi ceramics, noting that 60% of
the bowl designs from Site 616 in the Upper
Gila area were structured by one-dimen
sional bifold rotation (pi 12) (Washburn
1977).
This high degree of structural
homogeneity was also found at other Pueblo
III sites in the San Juan area (Washburn
1978; Washburn and Matson 1985). Studies
of archaeological material from other areas
(Neolithic Crete and mainland Greece
[Washburn
1983])
produced
similar
results —a consistent use of one or two sym
metries to structure the designs by groups
from what appeared to be “interacting
sites.”

It is almost ironic that both Brody
(1977:Figure 85) and even earlier the
Cosgroves (1932:90-91) subdivided the
Mimbres geometric designs by their layouts
(although they did not classify their
geometries). Yet these approaches were ig
nored in favor of the popular design-element
studies that prevailed in the 1970s. But,
other than affording a definite increase in in
tersite comparability and analytical rigor, it
is fair to ask why design structure studies are
a useful addition to design-element studies
and typological assignments for characteriz
ing Mimbres ceramics. Certainly not all
kinds of analyses are suitable for all kinds of
archaeological problems.
For example,
In order to determine the cultural corre
typological assignments give archaeologists
the general space/time parameters of a site, lates of these remarkable consistencies, I
but types cannot address questions about so turned to ethnohistoric sources and found
cial processes such as group interaction or that northern California basket weavers used
ethnicity, because they lump features which element arrangement as one way to differen
inform about many different kinds of ac tiate the designs they produced for sale to
tivities. Design-element studies were whites from those they made for their own
thought to give clues to certain forms of so use. It was clear that in the post-Gold Rush
cial interaction, yet there has been con days as Indian groups were forced off their
lands, basket design became one way that
siderable controversy regarding the results.
they indicated to each other their ethnic
With the recent tree-ring and typological identity. Thus, baskets made for their own
studies,
the
Mimbres
black-on-white use were structured by two symmetries, one
ceramics appear to be fairly well dated be dimensional bifold rotation (p ll2 ), and a
tween A.D. 750-1150 (Anyon, Gilman, and combination of one-dimensional bifold rota
LeBlanc 1981). In addition, the recent sur tion and mirror reflection (pma2). The bas
veys have located a number of different ket designs made for sale included the same
kinds of large and small Mimbres-period elements, but they were not arranged by
sites, thus greatly expanding our under these two prevailing symmetries. Thus, this
standing of the geographic scope of the test case suggested that consistencies in
Mimbres occupation. The kinds of questions design structure are related to group com
that typological studies best facilitate have position and identity.
now been replaced with a focus on the na
The issue of group interaction is also of
ture of the Mimbres interaction with the
Anasazi, Hohokam, and Mexican cultures. persistent interest to archaeologists and I
Structural analysis of design is a particularly have sought to investigate how design struc
ture relates to this aspect. A multidimen
appropriate analytical mode.
sional scaling analysis of a series of sites in
the Four Corners area of New Mexico
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showed that site proximity was an important tic of a number of Southwestern traditions.
factor. Peoples living in sites closer together In-progress neutron activation paste analyses
shared more designs with similar structures and X-ray fluorescence paste analyses 3 may
than did peoples living in sites more distantly hold some clues to the origin of these
But the structural analysis
spaced (W ashburn and Matson 1985). In a ceramics.
study of how the imposition of Inca rule af presented here suggests that we may need to
fected the structure of lea Valley ceramic develop alternative models to the currently
design, I found that the local population prevailing indigenous evolution hypothesis
managed to maintain the traditional pattern for the ceramics of the Mimbres Valley.
structures, despite the superposition of Inca
design elements. With the ousting of the
SYMMETRY ANALYSIS
Inca from the valley, the traditional design
In this analysis I have classified the sym
system enjoyed a resurgence (Washburn
1984). This would suggest that features that metry for both the basic structure —the basic
help to mark group identity, here in times of layout of spaces in which the design ele
stress, are preserved. Design structure ap ments are placed, as well as the final
pears to be one of these fundamental fea design —the design after the elements have
been placed in the design fields demarcated
tures.
by the layout structure. In many cases, the
In the prehistoric American Southwest, we symmetry of the final design is not the same
are interested in analytical ways that give us as the symmetry of the orignal structure of
insight into the behavioral processes that the design field, because the addition of the
result in ceramic design similarities among design elements has changed the symmetry.
groups of sites of limited spatial distribution This change in symmetry can be particularly
and temporal duration. From the above prevalent in some traditions and not others.
control studies, I can suggest that consistency
Another feature characteristic of some
in design structure is one measure of group
cohesion. If we apply this insight to the traditions and not others is the use of color
preferential use of certain symmetry classes reversal, that is, the regular alternation of
on ceramics from Pueblo III sites of the San colors. For example, for the 7 classes of one
Juan basin, can we say that apparently these dimensional designs, there are 17 classes or
Mesa Verde and Chacoan sites participated different ways that the elements can be
in some kind of interaction sphere (see regularly alternated in color. In the Mimbres
Black-on-white designs, the color reversal
Altschul 1978).
occurs between black and hatched elements
When I began the analysis of the Mimbres and is found in small frequencies on both
ceramics, I expected to find a similar finite and one-dimensional designs.
preferential use of one or two symmetry
Six classes of finite designs (Tables 1 and
structures as the organizational basis of the
ceramic design system from the sites in this 2) and six classes of one-dimensional designs
valley. Although I only analyzed ceramics (Tables 3 and 4) characterize the designs
from two sites, they were large, multicom from the Swarts and Galaz sites. All four
ponent sites that appeared to be —as judged tables show the percentage frequencies of
from architectural, subsistence, and other each symmetry; the sample size is listed at
features —representative of the other classic the end of the tables. The nomenclature for
Mimbres sites in this valley system. While I both one color and color reversed designs
did find that some symmetries were more follows Washburn and Crowe (1988). To il
consistently used than others, I found within lustrate each of the major structural classes,
the range of all those used, very different for clarity, I have reproduced line drawings
kinds of structural arrangements characteris from the Cosgroves’ report.
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Table 1. Percentages of structural symmetries for finite designs.
Finite symmetry classes
Site
Swarts
Boldface
Classic
Galaz
Style I + II
Style III

c2

d2

c3

d3

c4

37.5
26

20
6

1.5

8

5
1.5

19
34

22

24
41

20

7
5

1
2.5

32
31

12

5

d4

15.5

other

1.5
2.5

0

15

3.5

Note: sample size for both structure (Table 1) and design of finite designs (Table 2):
Swarts: Boldface 64 vessels; Classic 308 vessels; Galaz: Styles I + I I 81 vessels; Style III 213 vessels.

Table 2. Percentages of design symmetries for finite designs.
Finite symmetry classes
Site
Swarts
Boldface
Classic
Galaz
Style I + II
Style III

c2

d2

c3

d3

c4

59
32

11

5

4

11

1.5
.5

17
41

5
9

1.5
2.5

2
0

31
31

7.5
5

4

46
51

6

7.5

3

6

The classification of some of the designs
as finite or one-dimensional could be
debatable on a few of the bowl patterns. For
example, while a bird’s eye view reveals the
entire, finite, fourfold rotational design, the
fact that the rotating elements are enclosed
in a narrow band makes it appear as if it is a
one-dimensional design (although usually
many more repeating elements are in
volved). It is as if the potters were borrowing
and experimenting with a number of dif
ferent layout configurations and were trying
to fit certain element combinations into
layout fields in which they did not usually
occur. In this analysis I have followed Jerry’s
observation that Mimbres designs are center
oriented. With the benefit of the bird’s eye
view afforded in the illustrations, the center-

d4

other

0

oriented finite configuration of the Mimbres
designs is very clear. When the repetition of
elements exceeds six and when they occur in
narrow bands, the classification of these pat
terns is one-dimensional.
The finite designs generated by bifold
rotation (c2), bifold rotation and mirror
reflection (d2), fourfold rotation (c4), and
fourfold rotation and mirror reflection (d4)
are the most prevalent structural layouts.
Threefold rotation (c3) and threefold rota
tion with mirror reflection (d3) designs ap
pear with lesser frequency. At the Swarts
Ruin, fourfold rotation in both design struc
ture and final design is slightly more
prevalent than twofold; the opposite is the
case at the Galaz ruin.
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Figure 1. Class c2 structure and
design.

Figure 2. Class c2 structure and
design.

Figure 3.Class d2 structure and
design

Figure 4. Class c4 structure and
design.

Figure 5. Class c4 structure and
design.

Figure 6. Class d4 structure and
design.
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Table 3. Percentages of structural symmetries for one dimensional designs.
One-Dimensional symmetry classes
pmm2

pill

pma2

pmll

57

11.5

20

0

11.5

0

44

28

15

6

6

1

Site

p ll2

Swarts
Classic
Galaz
Classic

plml

Note: sample size for both stucture and design on one-dimensional designs: 35 vessels for Swarts; 141 vessels for
Galaz.

Table 4. Percentages of design symmetries for one dimensional designs.
One-Dimensional symmetry classes
Site
Swarts
Classic
Galaz
Classic

p ll2

pmm2

pill

pma2

pmll

p lm l

57

8.5

23

0

11.5

0

67

3

18

5

6

1

The finite designs with bifold rotation (c2)
require a 180° rotation of the design field.
Thus in Figure 1, despite the initial ap
pearance of a white area shaped like a fourpointed star, the field is shaped by the two
zigzag sections that must be superimposed
by a 180° rotation. A very similar design is
found in Figure 2. While at first glance it
may appear to be a one-dimensional band
design because the field is so narrow, the
twofold structure imposed by the spirals on
opposite sides of the bowl makes this a finite
design. This class of designs is the most
prevalent. At Swarts it composes 26% of the
finite sample; at Galaz it composes 41% of
the sample.
The other bifold class also admits mirror
reflection (d2). It is represented by far fewer
examples—varying between only 3 and 6%

percent of the samples from the two sites.
Figure 3 illustrates a design with vertical (in
this orientation), mirror reflection between
the two halves of the design field; each half
rotates 180° to superimpose upon itself. It is
sometimes the case (although not illustrated
here; see Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:Plate
166c) that the shape of the original design
field is characterized by both mirror reflec
tion as well as bifold rotation, but when the
design elements are added, the symmetry is
reduced to bifold rotation only. Thus, this
explains, for example, why 20% of the
Boldface designs from Swarts can have class
c2 as their symmetry of structure but only
11% have class d2 as their symmetry of
design.
The second most prevalent finite structure
is class c4, or fourfold rotation around a
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central axis. The examples in Figures 4 and of the color-reversed designs at Galaz have
5 illustrate common types of interlocking, p i 12 1 symmetry.
stepped units and spirals with this symmetry.
A smaller percentage of one-dimensional
Especially at the Swarts Site, the use of this
designs
have paneled design fields with class
symmetry increased dramatically from the
pmm2
symmetry.
While this symmetry
Boldface to the Classic types. It is noteable
characterizes
the
design
structure, it is fre
that in Figure 4 the stepped units are
quently
reduced
when
the
design elements
hatched and solid, but no color reversal oc
curs because the units are not the same are added in each panel. For example, in
shape. Only the appearance of color reversal Figure 12, bifold stepped elements are
occurs. This manipulation of the hatched and added in each panel, thus reducing the sym
solid elements is typical of the Mimbres metry of the design to one-dimensional
design system; only a small percentage has bifold rotation, class p i 12.
color reversal.
Other
one-dimensional
symmetries
Fourfold rotation with mirror reflection present in small frequencies only in the
(class d4) often characterizes the symmetry Galaz sample are class pma2 with bifold
of structure but is rarer for the symmetry of rotation and mirror reflection, class p m ll
the design, because added elements reduce with vertical mirror reflection, and class
the symmetry to fourfold rotation only. p lm l with horizontal mirror reflection.
Figure 6 illustrates a design with class d4
The figurative designs will not be analyzed
symmetry of both the structure and the here. It is noteable that, of the designs with
design, while Figure 7 illustrates a design figures in symmetrical repetition, the sym
that is reduced to class c4 by the addition of metries follow those used in the nonfiguraelements, in this case line series arranged so tive designs (see Cosgrove and Cosgrove
that they can only be superimposed by four 1932:Plate 192e, two insects(?) in bifold
fold rotation.
rotation class c2). In addition, the same
Threefold rotation (class c3) generally ap reduction of symmetry from structure to
pears in less than 10% of the designs (Figure design is typical (see Cosgrove and Cosgrove
8). Designs with a three-part design field 1932:Plate 206d originally a class d4 design
with m irror reflection (class d3; Figure 9) reduced to class c2 by the placement of two
are even rarer. Here, the added elements fish in opposite quadrants).
reduce the symmetry of the design to class
DISCUSSION
c3.
Perhaps the most notable aspect of this
One-dimensional designs are present only
during the Classic period at both Swarts and characterization of Mimbres design by sym
Galaz. The most popular structure is one metry structure is, despite the preference for
dimensional bifold rotation (class p i 12) as certain arrangements (e.g., finite classes c2
illustrated in Figures 10 and 11. It should be and c4 and one-dimensional class p i 12), that
noted that, while the elements in the design these structures include an unusual variety of
in Figure 11 are all one color and thus clear symmetries and distinct layouts that are
ly have no color reversal, the pattern in characteristic of design traditions from the
Figure 10 involves hatched and solid ele Hohokam and Anasazi traditions. For ex
ments which do reverse colors, making this a ample, the narrow bands of one-dimensional
class p i 12 1 pattern. At the Swarts site all of designs framed with parallel lines as il
the one-dimensional designs with color lustrated here in Figure 11 (and more typi
reversal are from this class, while only 75% cally in Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:Plate
131b) recall the prevailing layout and bifold
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Figure 8. Class c3 structure
and design

Figure 7. Class d4 structure
Class ce design.

Figure 12. Class pmm2 structure
Class p112 design.

Figure 11. Class p112 structure
and design.
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symmetries characteristic of the San Juan variety of layouts, many seemingly un
area. Likewise, the alternating hatched and changed, others obviously manipulated to fit
solid bifold rotational patterns (see a different vessel shape, appear directly
Cosgrove and Cosgrove 1932:Plate 184b) reminiscent of those of neighboring peoples
recall the compositions typical of the Upper to the north and west.
Gila area (Washburn 1977). The fourfold
quadrant and offset quadrant, which a num
NOTES
ber of writers on the Mimbres have seen as
1. In the analysis of the Swarts vessels,
‘typical” of Mimbres ceramic design, is also
found in Hohokam Sacaton Red-on-buff and some kinds of designs were not classified:
Santa Cruz Red-on-buff and Anasazi Pueblo those composed only of series of parallel
lines (n = 9); those too fragmentary to dis
II Cortez Black-on-white ceramics.
cern the design (n = 4); and those too irOpinions on the origins and antecedents rugular to have a consistent structure
of Mimbres ceramic design vary widely. (n = 15). Some minor filler element dif
Brody believes that Hohokam pottery ferences were ignored (e.g., Cosgrove and
strongly influenced the basic structure of Cosgrove 1932:Plate 128b or 174d). In the
Mimbres pottery (1977:95) but that Anasazi analysis of the Galaz vessels, some kinds of
influence was only general and superficial designs were not classified: those composed
(1977:77). Fenner (1974) concluded after a only of a series of parallel lines (n = 13);
comparative study of Mimbres with Casas those too fragmentary to discern the design
Grandes pottery, that “not only were layouts (n = 34); and those too irregular to have a
unlike those of the Casas Grandes bands but consistent design structure (n = 18). Those
the configuration and use of elements and listed as Style I-II were recorded as Style II
motifs was also different. For example, and those listed as Style II-III were recorded
Mimbres scrolls were more coiled than the as Style III.
normal Casas Grandes spirals and used more
2. Vessels from Swarts (Cosgrove and
often and in different ways” (p. 102). Le
Blanc (1978) sees a rapid expansion of vessel Cosgrove 1932:Plates 111a and b, 112d, and
designs in the Mimbres beginning around 116e) were changed from Boldface to Clas
A.D. 800 and suggests that this may have sic. The vessel in Plate 152f was changed
been stimulated by the development of trade from Classic to Boldface.
networks between the Anasazi and Mexico,
3. Personal communications with Patricia
which passed through the Mimbres area.
Gilman
and Bart Olinger 1992.
However, he argues for a local evolution in
design and suggests that the opposed solid
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
and hatched elements found on the classic
designs are “markedly different than those
Figures 1-12 have been reproduced from
in the Wingate, Tularosa, and Pinedale
Cosgrove
and Cosgrove (1932). Figure 1 is
styles” (LeBlanc 1982:115).
from Plate 167b; Figure 2 is from Plate 148f;
Nevertheless, while the uniqueness of the Figure 3 is from Plate 167c; Figure 4 is from
figurative designs undoubtedly has over Plate 184e; Figure 5 is from Plate 191e;
shadowed the character of the nonfigurative Figure 6 is from Plate 184f; Figure 7 is from
patterns, it is significant that, when con Plate 191a; Figure 8 is from Plate 147b;
sidered from a structural viewpoint, rather Figure 9 is from Plate 168e; Figure 10 is
than from a design-element viewpoint, the from Plate 137b; Figure 11 is from Plate
layout array appears to fit comfortably within 148e; and Figure 12 is from Plate 138d.
the structures characteristic of the greater
-Titusville, New Jersey
Southwestern design system. Indeed, the
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THE ETHNOGRAPHER’S ADOPTION
INTO THE TRIBE-ACCEPTANCE OR
CONFRONTATION?
M. Jane Young
Tn
the
past,
most
folkloric
and
'“‘anthropological fieldwork among Native
American groups was conducted by ethnog
raphers who were not members of the
community they studied. Frequently this
gave rise to considerable tension. A situation
of cultural, political, and ideological con
frontation arose between the ethnographer
and her or his informants that seemed to be
resolved when the ethnographer was finally
accepted, or preferably adopted, by a par
ticular family within the tribe. Writing of
such events, ethnographers of Native
American communities have often cast such
events in romantic terms, implying that this
moment of acceptance was the turning point
of fieldwork. At this point, conflict disap
peared and hitherto unrevealed secrets
became accessible to the ethnographer who
was now regarded as a trustworthy friend. A
critical reading of such ethnographies,
however, suggests that often these adoptions
were not intended by the Native Americans
as a prize one earned by being sensitive
toward, and understanding of, beliefs and
practices that are radically different from
one’s own. Instead, in many instances, Native
Americans employed this practice as a way
of makings sense of the ethnographer in
their own terms. One might describe this as
the Native American attempt to acculturate
the ethnographer. Rather than constituting a
reward, such adoption often occurred in a
situation of confrontation in which tribal
members more or less demanded that the

ethnographers obey the rules and mores of
the community in which they had chosen to
live and conduct research. The recent
theoretical approach taken to fieldwork by
the new or reflexive ethnographers con
tributes to our understanding of such events,
stressing that fieldwork frequently entails a
series of cross-cultural interactions or situa
tions that are characterized by the dynamic
involvement of both the informants and the
ethnographer (Clifford 1988; Clifford and
Marcus 1986; Georges and Jones 1980; M ar
cus and Fischer 1986).
In this paper, I explore the ways in which
adoption into the tribe can entail such inter
actions or attempts to mediate conflicting
world views in a way that is acceptable to
both parties. Although there are many
descriptions of such mediation in the
folkloric and anthropological literature, I
shall discuss only two examples in this paper,
which is my initial foray into the topic. I will
focus first on Frank Hamilton Cushing’s ex
perience at Zuni Pueblo in New Mexico over
100 years ago and then relate this to the
Zuni’s adoption of me and my husband al
most 11 years ago.
Because of ill health, as a child Cushing
did not attend school regularly; when he did,
he did not fit in well with his schoolmates
(Green 1979:6; Jones in Cushing 1967:iv).
This illustrates an inability to get along with
members of his own cultural group that ex
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tended into his adult life. Indeed, Cushing’s
later self-identification as an Indian and his
insistence on wearing Zuni garb on the
streets of Washington D.C. (Green
1979:frontispiece) earned him a very mar
ginal status among his coworkers at the
Bureau of American Ethnology. He was a
romantic youth, fascinated by tales of
American Indian life, which surely in
fluenced his later choice of a career as an
ethnographer. In his early twenties, although
he had no formal training in fieldwork,
Cushing was asked to join the newly formed
Bureau of American Ethnology —largely be
cause of a paper he had written for the
Bureau’s annual report that showed a keen
understanding of natural history (Jones in
Cushing 1967:iv). Later, still having no for
mal training in ethnological fieldwork, Cush
ing was sent to Zuni along with the
Smithsonian-sponsored
expedition
of
“Colonel” James Stevenson (Cushing
1967:1). This group traveled west by train
and then mule team, first encountering the
Zuni in late September, 1879. According to
historian Oakah Jones (in Cushing 1967),
“although he was supposed to stay only three
months, Cushing remained at Zuni under
the authorization of the Bureau of Ethnol
ogy for the next four and one-half years until
he was forced to return to Washington in
May, 1884” (p. v).
Cushing’s formal documentation of Zuni
myths, tales, and world view are contained in
a number of articles, several books, and two
lengthy publications of the Bureau of
American Ethnology (Cushing 1882, 1896,
1897, 1901). There is also an informal record
which is contained in his unpublished notes
that are now housed at the Museum of the
Southwest in Los Angeles. Rather unique for
the time in which it was written is a
published autobiographical account entitled
My Adventure in Zuni (Cushing 1967). Dell
Hymes once told me after he conducted a
summer of fieldwork among the Chinookanspeaking Indians of the North Pacific Coast
that he felt he needed to produce two very
different written accounts of the experience.

One would be a dry, objective account to
satisfy the scholarly community and one
would be a novel that would explain what
really happened (Dell Hymes, personal com
munication 1978). Although Dell Hymes has
yet to write his novel, Cushing has left be
hind a rather novelistic autobiography; in
deed, a number of scholars have claimed
that nothing Cushing produced about Zuni
was even remotely objective. Still, although
his published works on Zuni lifeways,
mythology, and folklore suffer from exag
geration and overinterpretation, they do not
reveal directly how Cushing felt about his
life at Zuni. It is from his autobiographical
account and unpublished notes that one gets
a sense of what really happened to Cushing.
This is amplified, of course, by Zuni com
mentary concerning Cushing that was
recorded by the anthropologists who came to
Zuni after Cushing had left.
Shortly after arriving at Zuni, Cushing
greatly shocked his fellow travelers, some of
whom were also to conduct studies of Zuni
culture, by moving from the army encamp
ment that Colonel Stevenson established to
the Puebloan village. He settled unan
nounced and clearly unwelcomed, in a room
in the house that was occupied by the Gover
nor of the tribe (Green 1979:5). The sub
sequent months were difficult for all
concerned. One version of Cushing’s ex
perience, which was compiled in 1967 by
Oakah Jones as part of his introduction to
Cushing’s My Adventure in Zuni, is clearly
the version Cushing himself tried to per
petuate:
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His constant sketching, note
taking, and open challenges of Zuni
taboos reveal that he was regarded
with suspicion, considerable distrust,
and general hostility bordering on
violence during his first few months.
Yet his sincerity finally overcame
this opposition. Without doubt, one
of the fundamental reasons for this
change of attitude was his ready
adaptation to Zuni customs, includ
ing his willingness to learn the lan

1. They threw away Cushing’s
Anglo-American clothing, leaving
him no choice but to don the Zuni
garb they gave him.

guage. He became fluent in Zuni,
studied the village society intensive
ly, and even joined the secret Pries
thood of the Bow in 1881 at the
invitation of his hosts. Eventually he
became one of the Zuni war chiefs
and adopted for his title ‘First War
Chief of Zuni, U.S. Assistant Eth
nologist.’ Cushing was trusted by the
Zunis, who in reality adopted him
into their nation and provided him
with the name Tenatsali, Medicine
Flower, because of the simple
remedies he used in the treatment
of his adopted uncle at the village.
[Jones in Cushing 1967:v]

2. They hid his cook stove and
threw away his food supplies, be
cause they found the smell of such
Anglo food as frying bacon repul
sive. They told him that from then
on he would eat Zuni food with
Zuni utensils.

So says Oakah Jones, but there is another
possible reading of Cushing’s experience —
one derived from his unpublished notes,
many unwitting remarks in his own
autobiographical account, and the comments
the Zuni made about Cushing to other
anthropologists who came to Zuni. Perhaps
the most stark account was given to Ruth
Benedict in 1930, who summed up the Zuni
feeling as follows: “The Zunis were either
going to kill Cushing or adopt him and many
today wish they had done the former.” (Ray
Birdwhistell, personal communication 1989).
Anthropologist Triloki Pandey adds to this
perspective through his conversations with
Zuni about Cushing. The Zuni admitted
Cushing into the Zuni sociopolitical and
religious structure —especially into the
Priesthood of the Bow —in order to promote
Zuni purposes (Pandey 1972:323-24). This
alternative reading indicates that Cushing’s
adoption by the Zuni was not a reward for
his ability to fit in, or for his helpfulness and
great sensitivity to the wishes of his hosts.
Rather, the Zuni attempted to convert and
absorb him. This was enacted in a series of
confrontations during which the Zuni forced
Cushing to become Zuni, in the Zuni’s own
terms, so that his presence would be less
abrasive, since he clearly planned to stay for
quite a while. Shortly after Cushing moved
into the Governor’s house, various family
members initiated this program of incor
poration by the following actions:

3. They burned the rope ham
mock that he had strung from the
rafters of the room he had taken for
his own. In its place they left him a
bundle of sheepskins on the ground
on which to sleep, as was the Zuni
custom. The Zuni said that this
would harden his soft AngloAmerican body.
Unfortunately, although they tried to do
so, the Zuni could not destroy Cushing’s
notes or his notebook and drawing imple
ments, and they never managed to curtail his
penchant for recording, with pen and ink,
their most sacred ceremonies.
In his autobiographical account, Cushing
complained bitterly about all of these incon
veniences perpetrated upon him. But he also
realized that he had no recourse but to ac
commodate to the Zuni lifestyle if he wished
to continue to live in the village. As time
went on, Cushing learned the Zuni language,
had his ears pierced, was given a Zuni name,
and was finally made a member of the Bow
Priesthood. And clearly, some Zuni at least
became more accepting of him. Still, my in
tent here is to focus on the first stages of
Cushing’s life at Zuni and the way in which
the Zuni confronted him and changed him.
Furthermore, I postulate that Cushing con
tinued to undergo various tests and confron
tations, despite the Zuni’s increasing
acceptance of him throughout the entire
period of his fieldwork. It is frequently
through such negotiations, sometimes harsh
ly oppositional and sometimes more in the
form of humorously “turning the tables” for
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relatively brief periods, that cultural groups
make sense of those from another culture
who come to study them. Certainly, to the
Zuni, Cushing and those who followed him
representing “W ashington” had great power.
But the Zuni found ways in which to invert
the situation so that they attained a position
of power while they put the ethnographers,
however temporarily, in the position of the
powerless.

foods, concluded, however, the situation
changed.

Members of this family said they were
going to dress us like Zuni so that we could
take a part of Zuni back with us to Philadel
phia. We were wearing our Anglo clothes, so
they couldn’t be hidden like Cushing’s were.
We willingly acquiesced to this request. In
terestingly enough, we weren’t initially asked
to remove our clothes; the Zuni put their
In 1980, one hundred years after Cushing traditional clothing on top of our Anglo
was incorporated into the tribe, my husband clothing, which was very uncomfortable on a
and I were adopted by a Zuni family after hot August evening. One could consider this
over a year of fieldwork for me, and three in the simple terms of modesty. Perhaps they
months for him. I maintain that our adoption thought we would have been embarrassed by
is best understood in terms of cultural con the request to remove our clothes. It is also
frontation, testing, and a negotiation of iden possible that the symbolic meaning of this
tities, which are all similar to Cushing’s early event reflected the superimposition of cul
experience at Zuni. I would add that my hus tures, with the Zuni aspect, for the time
band and I have been returning at uneven in being, predominating.
tervals to Zuni for almost 11 years and, since
The women of the household dressed me
I now live in Albuquerque, members of my
Zuni family drop in from time to time to in the black manta, underdress, turquoise
visit. The moment of adoption served to jewelry, moccasins, shawl, and hairstyle of
spark a series of conflicting interactions that the traditional Zuni woman, adding the kind
have continued to occur. Certainly, as with of headdress that Zuni women sometimes
Cushing, we have become more accepted by wear in social dances. In secular affairs, such
our Zuni family and friends. We, in turn, un as the Zuni Tribal Fair, the Zuni women
derstand more about their cultural perspec dancers known as the olla maidens, or water
tive. Still, a certain amount of negotiation, carriers, dress like this. The men of the fami
often couched in humorous terms, charac ly dressed my husband in the traditional vel
veteen overblouse, sash, turquoise jewelry,
terizes every such confrontation.
and scarf headdress of the Zuni religious
O ur actual adopted occurred on the night leader who advances in front of the kachina
before we were to leave Zuni and would personators during the summer rain dances.
probably not return for eight months. A And then, in a stunning moment of “turning
m em ber of the Zuni family with whom we the tables,” the man who was to become one
had become most friendly summoned us to a of our Zuni brothers took away our cameras
feast. H e added that we were to bring our and photographed us in Zuni costume.
cameras, which to that point we had only
This procedure continued throughout the
used to photograph the carved and painted
evening,
as our costumes were changed and
images on the boulders and mesa walls sur
we
went
from
the living room to the area in
rounding the village (Young 1988). He said
front
of
the
house
where there was room for
he and his family wanted us to take pictures
of them so that we would remember them dancing. From that point on, we were
“back east.” Initially, we knew nothing other primarily photographed standing in front of
than that we were going to have a farewell the family car. My image underwent only
meal with this family. Once the meal, which minor changes as the main part of my cos
was comprised entirely of traditional Zuni tume remained, but the headdress was taken
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Figure 1. M. Jane Young in traditional dress of Zuni woman. (Photograph by Arlen
Sheyka, 1980, Zuni, New Mexico.)
away. I was given a bundle of prayer feathers
to hold in my hand, and the traditional shawl
worn by Zuni women (Figure 1). I was even
given a Hopi pot (interesting that it was not
a Zuni pot) to balance on my head —a test
which I subsequently failed. My husband,
however, was required to make major chan
ges in his Zuni persona and to undergo a
special test. My conversations with our Zuni
family in later years suggest that I was not
similarly tested because women are trusted
more than men. Also I had, quite properly,
shown no interest in Zuni religious matters,
but my husband’s rapt attention to the dance
steps of the kachina personators was much
remarked on and the subject of some con
cern. So, his religious leader garb was
removed, as was all of his Anglo clothing,
and he was given a dance kilt to wear. The
Zuni men blackened his face, put a buffalodancer headdress on his head, and gave him
a carved wooden wand, representing lightn
ing, as well as a gourd rattle to hold in his
hands (Figure 2). Then came the ultimate
test —he was instructed to perform the buf

falo dance that he had witnessed several
times during his three months at Zuni and
that he had often questioned our Zuni
brother about. Bob is a skilled dancer and
performed the dance flawlessly, to the sound
of much approval from our Zuni family. In
fact, later that evening, our Zuni brother
said he would tell Bob everything he wanted
to know about the dances if he would
promise not to publish any of this informa
tion. He said, “You already know so much
about it, we might as well tell you the rest.”
Bob, of course, promised not to publish any
of this information and has never done so.
After Bob’s successful performance, the buf
falo mask was removed, leaving him with a
rather “wild” appearance (Figure 3). Finally,
in another startling inversion (perhaps more
startling to the children of the family that to
my husband), Bob was given back his Anglo
t-shirt and pants and the sort of knife carried
by Atoshle, the Zuni “scare kachina” who
cuts off the heads of children, who reveal
religious secrets. With his face still black
ened, Bob certainly presented a frightening
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Figure 2. Robert H. Liebman dressed as a buffalo dancer and performing the buffalo
dance. (Photograph by Arlen Sheyka, 1980, Zuni, New Mexico.)

Figure 3. Robert H. Liebman in the guise of Atoshle. (Photograph by Arlen Sheyka, 1980,
Zuni, New Mexico.)
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picture to children, who had heard of
Atoshle from a very young age. Certainly,
one could observe a look of much concern
on the faces of the three youngest children
present. Finally, our pictures were taken with
the matriarch of the family and clan. While
we were still wearing Zuni garb, our Zuni
family gave us Zuni names, taught us the
proper Zuni terms of kinship for everyone
present, and gave us pieces of turquoise
jewelry. Then they took off our Zuni clothing
and returned our cameras, instructing us that
they wanted copies of these pictures so that
they, too, could remember the moment when
we became Zuni. These pictures now hang
on the wall of this family’s living room as a
constant reminder to them and to us when

we visit, of our proper status in relation to
our Zuni family.
There is a striking similarity in this mo
ment of adoption and those initial days when
Cushing was made to eat Zuni food, dress
like a Zuni, and sleep like a Zuni. I suggest
that a similar cultural process was operating
in a dramatic moment for us and moments
for Cushing. During these, the Zuni took
control of what was happening, empowering
themselves to make critical decisions about
the Anglos in their midst. These Anglos were
surely going to stay or come back and were
thus required to become Zuni so that their
presence would make sense in Zuni terms
during their daily life.
-Albuquerque, New Mexico
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